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P1-001
Involvement of extracellular Ca2+ in the heat-evoked activation of
green anole TRPA1
Kurganov, Erkin1, 2; Tominaga, Makoto1, 2, 3（1Division of Cell Signaling, NIPS,
Okazaki, Japan; 2The Graduate University for Advanced Studies, SOKENDAI;
3Okazaki Institute for Integrative Bioscience, Okazaki, Japan）

Transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) is a Ca2+-permeable nonselective cat-
ion channel expressed in nociceptors and activated by irritant compounds such as allyl
isothiocyanate (AITC) and temperature. TRPA1 was initially identifi ed as a potential fi
mediator of noxious cold stimuli in rodent nociceptive sensory neurons while TRPA1s
from non-mammalian vertebrates (snakes, green anole lizards, frogs and chickens)
were recently reported to be activated by heat, but not cold stimulus. A number of 
studies have shown that intracellular Ca2+ is a key regulator of many TRP channels,
including TRPA1. In the previous study, we found that extracellular Ca2+, but not 
intracellular Ca2+ plays an important role for heat-evoked activation of green anole 
TRPA1 (gaTRPA1). In this study, we focus on extracellular Ca2+-dependent heat sen-
sitivity of gaTRPA1 by comparing gaTRPA1 with other heat-activated TRPA1s from 
rat snake and chicken. It was found that, rat snake and chicken TRPA1s are activated
by heat with small inward and large outward currents in the absence of extracellular 
Ca2+. These results suggest that gaTRPA1 channel, but not TRPA1s of rat snake and f
chicken needs extracellular Ca2+ for heat-evoked activation. 
( COI: No )

P1-002
Annexin A2 is a modulator of maxi-anion channel (Maxi-Cl) in
mouse mammary C127 cells
Islam, Md. Rafi qulfi 1; Okada, Toshiaki1; Merzlyak, Petr1, 2; Sabirov, Ravshan Z.1, 2;
Okada, Yasunobu3（1Dept. Cell Physiol., Natl. Inst. Physiol. Sci., Okazaki, Japan;
2Lab. Mol. Physiol., Inst. Bioorgan. Chem., Uzb. Acad. Sci., Tashkent, Uzbekistan;
3Grad. Univ. Adv. Studies（SOKENDAI）, Hayama, Japan）

The maxi-anion channel (Maxi-Cl) is ubiquitously expressed in mammalian cells and
has been reported as an important gateway for release of the anionic signaling mol-
ecules, ATP and excitatory amino acids, from cells subjected to osmotic perturbation, 
ischemia or hypoxia. The molecular nature of this physiologically and pathophysiologi-
cally signifi cant channel is yet to be discovered, although its biophysicalfi  and pharma-
cological properties have been well characterized. As a part of our Maxi-Cl moleculef
identifi cation efffi  orts we have already excluded several genes (such as Panx1, Paffff nx2, 
Cx43 ) from the candidates (Am J Physiol Cell Physiol 2012, 303: C924-C935). In the
present study, we investigated a possible relation of Annexin A2 to Maxi-Cl, because 
its mRNA (Anxa2 ) showed diff erential expression between Maxi-Cl-rich C127 cells andff
Maxi-Cl-defi cient C1300 cells as judged by microarray analysis. Using bothfi  siRNA- and 
miRNA-mediated transient gene knockdown strategies, we found that Maxi-Cl cur-
rents recorded in the inside-out patch-clamp mode were signifi cantly lower in Anxa2 fi
-silenced C127 cells than in the mock-transfected cells. However, when Annexin A2 
was heterologously overexpressed in C1300 cells, the Maxi-Cl activity could not be 
rescued. Thus, we conclude that Annexin A2 is a modulator but not the molecule 
itself of Maxi-Cl.
( COI: No )

P1-003
TRPV2 is critical for the maintenance of brown adipose tissue
structure and thermogenesis in mice
Sun, Wuping1; Uchida, Kunitoshi1, 2; Takahashi, Nobuyuki3; Suzuki, Yoshiro1, 2;
Zhou, Yiming1; Takayama, Yasunori1; Kawada, Teruo3; Wakabayashi, Shigeo4;
Tominaga, Makoto1, 2（1Div of Cell Signaling, OIIB (NIPS), Okazaki, Japan; 2Dep of 
Physiol Sci, SOKENDAI, Okazaki, Japan; 3Div of Food Science and Biotechnology,
Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan; 4Dep of Molecular 
Physiology, National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Suita, Osaka, Japan）

Transient receptor potential vanilloid 2 (TRPV2) is a Ca2+-permeable non-selective
cation channel, which plays vital roles in the regulation of various cellular functions.
However, the molecular identity and function of TRPV2 remains unexplored in mouse
brown adipose tissue (BAT). This study aimed to clarify the expression and function 
of TRPV2 in brown adipocytes. We found that functional TRPV2 was predominantly 
expressed in brown adipocytes. Moreover, mRNA levels of multiple genes involved in
the mitochondrial oxidative metabolism were signifi cantly lower in TRPV2 knockoutfi
(TRPV2KO) mice than wild type (WT) mice. In addition, white adipose tissue weight 
was signifi cantly larger in TRPV2KO mice than in WT mice, but food intakefi was not 
diff erent between these two genotypes. TRPV2KO BAT showed increaseff d sizes of 
brown adipocytes. And TRPV2KO mice also showed cold intolerance and reduced re-
sponses to a β3-adrenergic receptor agonist, BRL37344 administration. In conclusion,
TRPV2 is functionally expressed in brown adipocytes. BAT thermogenesis is impaired 
in TRPV2KO mice. And TRPV2 is critical for the maintainence of BAT structure and 
thermogensis.
( COI: No )

P1-004
Regulation of CALHM1 ion channel by N-linked glycosylation
Taruno, Akiyuki1; Kashio, Makiko1; Sun, Hongxin1; Marunaka, Yoshinori1, 2（1Dept 
Mol Cell Physiol, Kyoto Pref Univ Med, Kyoto, Japan; 2Dept Bio-Ionomics, Kyoto Pref 
Univ Med, Kyoto, Japan）

Calcium homeostasis modulator 1 (CALHM1) was identifi ed as a gene linked to thefi
pathogenesis of late-onset Alzheimer's disease. Recent studies have established CAL-
HM1 as a pore-forming subunit of a voltage-gated ion channel, determined structure
and function of CALHM1 channel, and revealed its important physiological roles. How-
ever, lacking is knowledge about other modes of regulation of CALHM1 channel includ-
ing ones mediated by post-translational modifi cations (PMTs). When heterologously fi
expressed, mouse CALHM1 (mCALHM1) immunosignals in western blotting appeared
at three positions with one band at the mass of a mCALHM1 monomer, 37 kDa, and 
two additional bands at larger molecular weights, suggesting that mCALHM1 acquires
some sort of PMTs. Peptide-N-glycosidase F shifted the two additional bands to 37
kDa, demonstrating that mCALHM1 is glycosylated at Asn residue(s). While mCAL-
HM1 possesses two predicted N-glycosylation sites, point mutation studies identifi ed a fi
conserved Asn139 as the sole N-glycosylation site. A diff erence in sensitivity to endo-ffff
glycosidase H of the two glycosylated forms of mCALHM1 revealed that the acquired 
N-linked glycan undergoes processing/conversion from high-mannose type to complex
type. In the present study, we examined roles of acquisition and processing/conversion 
of the N-linked glycan on channel function and subcellular localization of mCALHM1 
by means of chemical and enzymatic reagents and genetic mutations. Our data provide
insights into a novel regulation of CALHM1 channel via N-linked glycosylation.
( COI: No )

P1-005
Oxidative stress-induced inhibition of TRPM7 is resulted from
enhancement of its sensitivity to intracellular Mg2+

Inoue, Hana1; Murayama, Takashi2; Konishi, Masato1（1Dept. Physiol., Tokyo Med. 
Univ.; 2Dept. Pharmacol., Jyuntendo Univ. Sch. Med.）

We recently reported that TRPM7 current was inhibited by oxidative stress [1].
Whole-cell recordings in WT revealed that TRPM7 current was inhibited by oxida-
tive stress induced by hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 500 µM) in a [Mg2+]i dependent man-
ner. The TRPM7 current was inhibited by intracellular free Mg2+ (IC50(1) 6.5 µM and 
IC50(2) 467.2 µM), and oxidative stress augmented this inhibition (IC50(1) 1.5 µM and IC50(2)

27.6 µM). In the present study, we further explored the mechanisms for the inhibition 
by introducing mutations in TRPM7. Tetracycline-inducible HEK cell lines for stably
expressing wild type (WT), phosphomimetic mutant (S1107E), and kinase inactive mu-
tant (K1645R) murine TRPM7 were established. The current of S1107E was insensitive
to [Mg2+]i as reported earlier [2], and was not inhibited by H2O2 even in the presence of 
217 µM [Mg2+]i (141±12 pA/pF and 124±13 pA/pF, before and after an application of 
H2O2, respectively), which is consistent with our hypothesis that oxidative stress inhib-
its TRPM7 current by sensitizing the channel to [Mg2+]i. TRPM7 kinase activity does 
not seem to be involved in the phosphorylation of S1107, because K1645R exhibited
similar [Mg2+]i dependent inhibition by H2O2 to that observed in WT. It is suggested
that phosphorylation of S1107 by an unidentified kinase other than TRPM7 confers fi
tolerance to oxidative stress-induced current inhibition. [1] Inoue et al., Free Radical 
Biology & Medicine 72 (2014) 257[2] Hofmann et al., Pfl ugers Archiv DOI 10.1007/fl
s00424-014-1488-0
( COI: No )

P1-006
Insights into the Gating Regulation Mechanisms of the KcsA 
Potassium Channel from the Measurements of the Single-Molecule 
Dynamics
Shimizu, Hirofumi; Iwamoto, Masayuki; Oota, Yumiko; Oiki, Shigetoshi（Mol. Phys. 
& Biophys. Univ. Fukui. Fac. Med. Sci. Fukui, Japan）

The KcsA potassium channel is a pH gated channel which keeps the closed state at 
neutral pH and undergoes gating at acidic pH. To reveal the dynamic feature of the 
gating, we have engaged in developing the Diff racted X-ray Tracking (DXT) methodffff
in which conformational changes of the single channel molecules were recorded as a
movie. At acidic pH the channel exhibited large twisting conformational changes and 
vigorous structural fl uctuations. On the other hand, only small flfl uctuations were foundfl
at neutral pH. To examine the relationship between structural fluctuations and the fl
status of the channel, the solution pH was jumped from neutral to acidic by using the 
caged proton, and the opening conformational changes of the activation gate were mea-
sured. The structural fl uctuation was enhanced immediately after the pH jump, andfl
the twisting conformational change was initiated after a delay. This enhanced fl uctua-fl
tion was a similar degree to that observed in equilibrium acidic conditions. In addition,
the open channel blocker, TBA (tetrabutylammonium), dramatically suppressed the
fl uctuations and stopped the twisting motions at acidic pH. Thesfl e results suggest that 
the level of fl uctuations is closely related to the regulations of the gatingfl .
( COI: No )
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P1-007
Acidic amino acids near and in Transient Receptor Potential (TRP)
domain of TRPM4 channel are required for maintaining its normal 
Ca2+-sensitivity
Yamaguchi, Soichiro1, 2; Tanimoto, Akira1; Otsuguro, Ken-ichi1; Hibino, Hiroshi2;
Ito, Shigeo1（1Lab of Pharmaco, Dep Biomed Sci, Grad Sch Vet Med, Hokkaido Univ, 
Sapporo, Japan; 2Dep Mol Physiol, Sch Med, Niigata Univ, Niigata, Japan）

Transient receptor potential melastatin 4 (TRPM4) channel is a Ca2+-activated non-
selective cation channel. The Ca2+ sensitivity is modulated by calmodulin and PI(4, 5)
P2. However, unidentifi ed intrinsic divalent cation binding sites in TPRM4 have beenfi
presumed to exist because the Ca2+ sensitivity has not been abolished by the deletions
of its calmodulin binding sites. The purposes of this study are to reveal the proper-
ties of the divalent cation binding sites in TRPM4 and to identify the possible amino 
acid residues which form the binding sites. We fi rstly examined the efffi ects of divalent ff
cations applied to the cytosolic side of the channel by using an inside-out mode patch-
clamp technique. Co2+, Mn2+, and Ni2+ potentiated TRPM4 currents, but they did not 
evoke any currents without Ca2+. These data suggest that there are at least two
functionally diff erent binding sites: one is a relatively Caffff 2+-specifi c binding site and thefi
other is a binding site for Co2+, Mn2+, and Ni2+. Next, we explored amino acid residues 
responsible for the activation by Ca2+ using single amino acid mutagenesis. Mutations
of acidic amino acids near and in the TRP domain, which are conserved in TRPM2, 
M5, and M8, decreased the Ca2+ sensitivity but hardly affected the sensitivities for Coffff 2+

and PI(4, 5)P2. These results suggest a novel role of the TRP domain in TRPM4 as a
site responsible for maintaining its normal Ca2+ sensitivity.
( COI: No )

P1-008
Omega-3 fatty acids activate Slo1 BK channels and lower blood
pressure
Tajima, Nobuyoshi1, 2; Tian, Yutao2; Xu, Rong2; Hoshi, Toshinori2; Wissuwa, Bianka3;
Bauer, Michael3; Heinemann, Stefan H4; Hou, Shangwei5（1Depart Physiol, Kanazawa 
Medical University, Ishiakawa, Japan; 2University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA;
3Jena University Hospital, Jena, Germany; 3 4Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Jena, 
Germany; 5Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China）

Long-chain omega-3 fatty acids such as docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) found in oily 
fi sh may offfi  er various health benefiff  ts but the underling mechanisms are only poorly fi
understood. In vascular smooth muscle cells, large-conductance Ca22+- and voltage-
dependent K+ (Slo1 BK) channels provide a vasodilatory influence. We found that DHA fl
with EC50 of ~500 nM directly and reversibly activates BK channels composed of the
pore-forming Slo1 subunit and the auxiliary subunit β1 in excised-patches, increasing 
currents by up to ~20-fold. The DHA action does not require voltage-sensor activation
or Ca22+ binding but depends on an electrostatic interaction within β1 or β4. DHA 
acutely lowers blood pressure in anesthetized wild-type but not in Slo1 knockout mice.
DHA ethyl ester (DHA EE), found in dietary supplements, fails to activate BK channels
and antagonizes the stimulatory eff ect of DHA. On an equimolar basis, the stimulatory ffff
effect DHA on Slo+1 channels was greater than that of eicosapentaffff enoic acid, alpha-
linolenic acid, arachidonic acid, or linoleic acid. Slo1 BK channels are thus receptors for
long-chain omega-3 fatty acids that, unlike their ethyl ester derivatives, activate the
channels and lower blood pressure.
( COI: No )

P1-009
Distribution of ASIC4 channel in the mouse brain
Hoshikawa, Mariko; Shibata, Yasuhiro; Kumamoto, Natsuko; Ueda, Takashi;
Ugawa, Shinya（Grad. Sch. Med. Sci., Nagoya City Univ., Nagoya, Japan）

Acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) are neuronal proton-gated cation channels expressed 
in mammalian central and peripheral nervous systems. Four ASIC genes (from Accn1
to Accn4) and at least six proteins (ASIC1a, ASIC1b, ASIC2a, ASIC2b, ASIC3, and
ASIC4) have been identifi ed in mammalian organisms so far. In the brain, ASIC1a, fi
ASIC2a and ASIC2b are known to be involved in a wide variety of physiopathological f
processes related to extracellular pH fl uctuation, such as synaptic transmission andfl
ischemic neuronal injury. However, the regional distribution and function of ASIC4
in the brain are largely unknown. To clarify them, we fi rst performed in situ hybrid-fi
ization experiments using a specifi c cRNA probe for ASIC4. It revealed that ASIC4 fi
transcripts were broadly expressed throughout the brain. The strong expression was
observed in the olfactory bulb, piriform cortex, striatum and superior and inferior col-
liculi, but was hardly detected in the hippocampal structures, which is in disagreement
with the related data from the Allen Brain Atlas. We then generated novel ASIC4 re-
porter mice using the ASIC4tm1a(KOMP)mbp targeting vector [the Knockout Mouse Project 
(KOMP) repository], and confi rmed the proper homologous recombination by RT-PCRfi
and Southern blot analysis. We are currently investigating the detailed distribution of 
ASIC4 transcripts in the brain.
( COI: No )

P1-010
Voltage-dependency of FMRFamide-gated Na+ channels
Furukawa, Yasuo1; Fujimoto, Akihiko1; Kodani, Yu2（1Lab Neurobiol, Grad Sch 
Integrated Arts & Sci, Hiroshima Univ, Japan; 2Dept Physiol, Fujita Health Univ Sch 
Med, Japan）

FMRFamide-gated Na+ channel (FaNaC) is a peptide-gated sodium channel in the
ENaC/DEG family. FaNaC is a homo-trimer, and a subunit has two transmembrane
domains (M1 and M2). Although the crystallographic structure of FaNaC is not known, f
homology modeling based on the structure of an acid-sensing ion channel shows that 
N-terminal region of M2 (pre-M2) constructs the external vestibule of the channel 
pore. In the vestibule, there are two aspartate residues (D552, D556) which make
negative-rings around the central axis of the pore. We previously showed that Aplysia 
FaNaC (AkFaNaC) expressed in Xenopus oocytes is inhibited by external Ca2+, and
that aspartate residues in pre-M2 (D552) are involved in the Ca2+ action (Pfl ugers Arch,fl
451:646-656, 2006; Zool Sci, 27:440-448, 2010). We also showed that D552 is a determinant 
of the inwardly rectifying I-V relationship of FaNaC (J Physiol Sci, 64:141-150, 2014).
To examine the permeation properties as well as the gating characteristics of FaNaC,
we employed a cut-open oocyte voltage clamp. We found that the gating of FaNaC is 
voltage dependent, showing an inward relaxation with two time constants in response
to a hyperpolarizing voltage step. Relative amplitudes of exponentially increasing com-
ponents but not time constants were dependent on the membrane potential as well as 
the concentration of Na+. The relaxation was also aff ected by external Caff 2+, and was 
abolished in Ca2+-free solution. We are currently examining whether the position 552
or 556 is involved in the voltage-dependency of FaNaC.
( COI: No )

P1-011
Hydrophobic layer prevents the proton permeation of voltage-gated
proton channel
Kawanabe, Akira; Okamura, Yasushi（Grad Sch Med, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan）

Voltage-gated proton channel (Hv1/VSOP) has a voltage sensor domain (VSD), which
is similar to the VSD (S1-S4) of classical voltage-gated ion channel, but lacks a pore 
domain (S5-S6). It has an ability of proton permeation through the VSD controlled by
membrane voltage and pH in phagocytes and spermatozoa. We have recently revealed 
the X-ray crystal structure of Hv1/VSOP (Takeshita et al. 2014) and found a hydro-
phobic layer, which consisted of four hydrophobic residues (V112/S1, L143/S2, L185/
S3 and L197/S4). These residues are not conserved in other voltage-sensor proteins. 
This hydrophobic layer might be important for breaking water wire and thus prevent
the proton permeation in closed state. To test this idea, we analyzed the electrophysi-
ological properties of mouse Hv1/VSOP with mutation in the hydrophobic layer heter-
ologously expressed in HEK293T using whole cell patch clamp recording. The proton
currents of three cysteine mutants at V112, L143 and L185 were similar to the proton 
currents of the wild-type. The cysteine mutant of L197 showed a signifia  cant change: fi
The inward current was observed at negative voltage. The pH sensitivity and zinc
dependence of gating verifi ed that the inward current at negative voltage was proton fi
current through the mutant proteins. These results support the idea that the hydro-
phobic layer serves as the barrier for proton permeation in closed state.
( COI: No )

P1-012 (AP-3)
Voltage-dependent movement of the catalytic domain of voltage-
sensing phosphatase, VSP, probed by the site-specifi c incorporation
of a fl uorescent unnatural amino acid
Sakata, Souhei1, 2; Okamura, Yasushi1（1Lab. Integrative Physiol., Grad. Sch. Med.,
Osaka Univ.; 2Inst. Academic Initiative, Osaka Univ.）

Voltage-sensing phosphatase, VSP, consists of a voltage sensor and a cytoplasmic cata-
lytic domain (CD). The enzymatic activity has been shown to be coupled to the voltage
sensor movement. It has been proposed that the voltage-sensor activation induces
the conformation change of CD. However, the direct evidence has been lacking. To
monitor the voltage-dependent conformation change of CD, we genetically incorpo-
rated a fl uorescent unnatural amino acid, Anap, into CD. First, Anap wasfl  incorporated
into "gating loop" which has been claimed to make large conformational change for
switching enzymatic activity based on the crystallographic study of CD of VSP. Anap
fl uorescence was changed in a voltage-dependent manner, indicatifl ng that CD changes 
its conformation upon the voltage-sensor activation. Besides the conformation change,
it is also possible that the voltage sensor regulates the distance between CD and the
plasma membrane. Since the substrate of the enzyme is phosphoinositides which are
membrane components, membrane binding of CD may be crucial for the enzymatic 
activity. To detect the change of the distance between CD and the plasma membrane,
CD and the plasma membrane were labeled by Anap and dipicrylamine(DPA), re-
spectively. We verifi ed that DPA works as a FRET acceptor of Anap on VSP and arefi
currently testing if the distance between CD and the plasma membrane is changed 
during the voltage-dependent phosphatase activity.
( COI: No )
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P1-013
Identifi cation of nuclear adrenergic receptor in mouse dental blast
cells
Nakashima, Noriyuki1; Ohmori, Harunori1; Nakashima, Kie2（1Dept. Physiol. 
Neurobiol, Grad. Sch. Med., Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan; 2Lab. Dev. Neurobiol., Grad.
Sch. Bio., Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan）

Adrenaline circulates throughout the body and shows various physiological functions
by acting on its receptors in the plasma membrane of cells and regulating the in-
tracellular signaling cascades from cAMP, IP3 or Ca 2+. We happened to detect the
localization of β-adrenergic receptor within the nucleus of the mouse dental blast
cells. Adrenaline, which is not membrane-permeable, would need a route from the
extracellular fl uid through the cytoplasm to reach the nuclear receptor. To adfl dress 
this problem, we employed a series of biochemical and physiological investigations.
By modifi ed Falck-Hillarp histochemistry, we detected the monoamine sigfi nals in the
cytoplasmic and nuclear spaces of these cells. Live observation of the lipophilic dye
uptake revealed that these cells showed continuous endocytotic activity, which might
be an access of adrenaline to its nuclear receptor. We hereby report on the possible
regulatory mechanism of nuclear adrenergic receptor activation.
( COI: No )

P1-014
Association of a nicotinic receptor gene polymorphism with 
spontaneous eyeblink rates
Nakano, Tamami1; Kuriyama, Chiho1; Himichi, Toshiyuki2; Nomura, Michio2（1Grad 
Sch Front Bio, Osaka Univ, Tokyo, Japan; 2Grad Sch Edu, Kyoto Univ, Kyoto, Japan）

Spontaneous eyeblink rates greatly vary among individuals from several blinks to a 
few dozen blinks per minute. Because dopamine agonists immediately increase the 
blink rate, individual differences in blink rate are used as a behavioral index of centraff l
dopamine functioning. However, an association of the blink rate with polymorphisms in
dopamine-related genes has yet not been found. In this study, we demonstrated that a
genetic variation of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor CHRNA4 (rs1044396) increased
the blink rate while watching a video. A receiver operating characteristic analysis 
revealed that the blink rate predicts a genetic variation in the nicotinic receptor gene
with a signifi cant discrimination level (0.66, p=0.004). The present study sfi uggests that
an increased sensitivity to acetylcholine because of the genetic variation of the nico-
tinic receptor induces dopamine production by the midbrain dopaminergic neurons,
resulting in an increased spontaneous eye blink rate.
( COI: No )

P1-015
TRPV1 and Nav1.8 channels expressions in nodose ganglion 
neurons of rats treated with capsaicin during the neonatal period
Ide, Ryoji; Saiki, Chikako; Takahashi, Masayuki; Tamiya, Junko; Imai, Toshio（Dept 
Physiol, Nippon Dental Univ, Sch of Life Dentistry, Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan）

We examined immunohistochemically the expressions of transient receptor potential
vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) and Nav1.8, a tetrodotoxin-resistant voltage-gated sodium channel, 
in vagal primary aff erent neurons in nodose ganglion (NG) of rats, which had beenffff
treated with capsaicin during neonatal period. The NG was dissociated from deeply 
anesthetized 6-week-old rats, which had received normal saline (CONT) or capsaicin 
(50mg/kg) (EXP) intraperitoneally a day after birth. The frozen serial sections were 
incubated with primary antibodies directed against TRPV1 and Nav1.8 channels and
then double-stained with secondary antibodies. Immunofluorescence was visualized fl
by using a spectral confocal microscope. Total numbers of neurons (per section) in
CONT and EXP groups were 96 and 21, respectively, and proportion of the neurons,
which showed detectable expression of TRPV1 was 47 % (CONT) and 72 % (EXP) and 
for Nav1.8 it was 59 % (CONT) and 49 % (EXP). In addition, 32 % (CONT) and 40 %
(EXP) of neurons showed co-expression of TRPV1 and Nav1.8. Our results suggest that
physiological alterations occurs in vagal aff erents after neonatal capsaicin treatment, ff
which is applied to eliminate TRPV1-expressing neurons, may involves eff ects relatedffff
to Nav1.8 channels, which are highly co-expressed with TRPV1 channels in NG neu-
rons and therefore its expression could be infl uenced by neonatal capsaicin treatment.fl
( COI: No )

P1-016
mASIC4 is a Zn2+-sensitive constitutively active channel
Shibata, Yasuhiro; Watanabe, Masaya; Hoshikawa, Mariko; Kumamoto, Natsuko; 
Ueda, Takashi; Ugawa, Shinya（Dept. of Neuroscience and Anatomy, Nagoya City
Univ. Grad. Sch. Med., Nagoya, Japan）

Acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) are neuronal cation channels activated by extracel-
lular acidifi cation. There are four ASIC genes that encode at least six indfi ividual sub-
units with distinct and overlapping patterns of expression. ASIC1a, ASIC1b, ASIC2a 
and ASIC3 can be directly activated by external protons, and ASIC2b is a modulatory
subunit of the family. However, ASIC4 has not yet been shown to produce or modulate 
proton-evoked currents. To investigate the electrophysiological properties of mouse
ASIC4 (mASIC4), two-electrode voltage-clamp recordings were performed. It was re-
vealed that expression of ASIC4 in Xenopus laevis oocytes generated small inward 
currents at a holding potential of -60 mV, while there was no substantial current in
H2O-injected control oocytes. The ASIC4 current was insensitive to a nonselective
ASIC channel blocker, amiloride, but was reversibly inhibited by 100 µM Zn2+ (IC50
= 89 µM, 95% confi dence interval: 63-126 µM). The Zn2+-sensitive current was higfi hly
selective for Na+ as the reversal potential was approximately 10 mV in NaCl bath-
ing solution (ND96). Interestingly, the ASIC4 leakage current was enhanced in the
presence of extracellular protons, and the current was also blocked by 100 µM Zn2+.
These results raise the possibility that ASIC4 associates with other ASIC subtypes 
to form heteromeric assemblies with the novel electrophysiological properties in the
mammalian nervous system.
( COI: No )

P1-017
Guaiacol activates TRPV3 channels in mouse odontoblast-lineage
cells
Shimada, Miyuki1; Kimura, Maki2; Sato, Masaki2; Sobhan, Ubaidus2; 
Tazaki, Masakazu2; Shibukawa, Yoshiyuki2（1Dept Clin Oral Health Sci, Tokyo Dent 
Coll, Tokyo Japan; 2Dept physiol., Tokyo Dent. Coll.）

Guaiacol is used for endodontic treatment and has high analgesic activity. Odontoblasts 
play important roles in nociceptive sensitivity via the activation of transient receptor 
potential (TRP) channels, that participate in receiving the stimuli at the dentin surface. 
In this study, to elucidate the pharmacological eff ects of guaiacol on the activation of ff
Ca2+-permeable channels in mouse odontoblast-lineage cells (OLCs), we examined the
intracellular free Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) by fura-2 fl uorescence imaging. In thefl
presence of extracellular Ca2+, we could observe a transient increase in [Ca2+]i upon
treatment with 0.9 µM guaiacol; however, this effect was not observed in the absence ffff
of extracellular Ca2+. Repeated application of guaiacol elicited a signifi cant desensitizing fi
eff ect on Caff 2+ entry. Increase in [Ca2+]i by guaiacol was not inhibited by the antagonists
of TRPV2 or TRPV4 channels, but was slightly inhibited by a TRPV1 antagonist (cap-
sazepine). Moreover, this guaiacol-induced increase in [Ca2+]i was signifi cantly inhib-fi
ited by a TRPV3 antagonist, 2, 2-diphenyltetrahydrofuran. Immunoreactivity against 
TRPV3 was observed in the OLCs. These results indicate that guaiacol evokes Ca2+

infl ux from the extracellular medium via Cafl 2+ channels in OLCs, and the activation of 
TRPV3 channels on the plasma membrane of odontoblasts is related to this guaiacol-
induced Ca2+ infl ux.fl
( COI: No )

P1-018
X-ray crystal structure of voltage-gated proton channel
Takeshita, Kohei1, 4; Sakata, Souhei2, 3; Yamashita, Eiki1; Fujiwara, Yuichiro2;
Okamura, Yasushi2; Nakagawa, Atsushi1（1 Lab. of Supramol. Crystal., Inst. for Prot.
Res., Osaka Univ.; 2Grad, sch. of Med., Integr. Physiol., Osaka Univ.; 3Inst. for Acad. 
Init., Osaka Univ.; 4JST, PRESTO）4

Voltage-gated proton channel, VSOP, has a voltage-sensor domain but lacks an authen-
tic pore domain. VSOP is required for high-level superoxide production coupling with 
NADPH oxidase and so on. Our crystal structure of mouse VSOP showed a closed 
umbrella shape with a long helix consisting of the cytoplasmic coiled-coil and the
voltage-sensing helix, S4, and featured a wide inner-accessible vestibule. We also found
a Zn2+ ion at the extracellular region of mVSOP. The binding of Zn2+ suggested that the 
crystal structure represents the resting state, since Zn2+ specifi cally inhibits activitiesfi
of VSOP. Actually, two out of three arginines as sensor residues (R204 and R207) were 
located lower than the conserved phenylalanine, F146, on the S2 in a charge transfer 
center. This makes contrast with previous structures of other VSDs in the activated 
state where many positive residues of S4 were located upper than the conserved Phe.
Additionally, the crystal structure of mVSOP highlighted two hydrophobic barriers. 
Aspartic acid (D108), which is critical for proton selective permeation, was located 
facing intracellular vestibule below the inner hydrophobic barrier, thereby being ac-
cessible to water from the cytoplasm. Another hydrophobic layer of extracellular side 
probably ensures interruption of the proton pathway of mHv1 in resting state. These 
fi ndings provide a novel platform for understanding the generalfi principles of voltage
sensing and proton permeation. 
( COI: No )
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P1-019
The performance of CB1-knockout mice in three-lever task
Tabata, Yuki; Yoneda, Mitsugu; Kikuchi, Yui; Ota, Tetsuo; Sugawara, Yuto;  
Ohno-shosaku, Takako（Fac. Health Sci., Kanazawa Univ., Kanazawa, Japan）

Endocannabinoids play a role in synaptic plasticity through activation of presynaptic
CB1 receptors. In the basal ganglia, which contribute to motor learning, CB1 receptors
are abundantly expressed. So, it is likely that the endocannabinoid system plays a role 
in motor learning. To test this possibility, we compared the performance between wild-
type and CB1-knockout (CB1-KO) mice in the three-lever operant task. In the operant 
box, three levers were protruded 1.8 cm into the chamber, and the right (A), center 
(B) and left (C) levers were positioned 2, 4 and 2 cm above the fl oor, respectively. One fl
training session lasting 60 min was given once a day and five times a week. The mice fi
were trained to press any one of the three levers for a food reward as shaping (one-le-
ver task), and then trained to press three levers in a given sequence (ABC) (three-lever
task). After the mice showed good performance of the three-lever task, the order was 
reversed to CBA (reverse three-lever task). We found that CB1-KO mice displayed nor-
mal performance in the three-lever task, but showed some impairment in the one-lever 
task, and the reverse three-lever task. In the one-lever task, CB1-KO mice showed a
delay in increasing the total number of lever press during the fi rst several sessions, fi
and a delay in avoiding the inactive lever after the inactivation of the lever that was 
pressed most frequently in the previous session. Our data suggested that CB1-KO mice 
have diffi  culty in adapting motor action in response to varying demandsffi . 
( COI: No )

P1-020
Voltage-dependent single-channel gating kinetics of mouse
pannexin 1 channel
Nomura, Takeshi1, 2; Taruno, Akiyuki2; Nakahari, Takashi2, 3; Sokabe, Masahiro4;
Marunaka, Yoshinori1, 2, 3（1Dept Bio-Ionomics, Grad Sch Med Sci, Kyoto Pref Univ 
Med, Kyoto, Japan; 2Dept Mol Cell Physiol, Grad Sch Med Sci, Kyoto Pref Univ Med,
Kyoto, Japan; 3Japan Inst Food Education and Health, St. Agnes' Univ, Kyoto, J3 apan;JJ
4Mechanobiology Lab, Grad Sch Med, Nagoya Univ, Nagoya, Japan）

Pannexin 1 (Panx1) channels are anion-selective channels (Ma et al., Pfl ugers Arch,fl
2012) that can be activated by mechanical stimuli, membrane depolarization, caspase-
mediated cleavage of its C-terminus and interaction with activated P2X7 receptor.
Panx1 considered to be a conduit for ATP release, and act as a "fi nd-me" signal thatfi
recruits macropharges to apoptic cells and a crucial paracrine regulator of muco-
ciliary function in airway epithelia. Although the open probability of mPanx1 channel 
increases in a voltage-dependent manner, the detailed single-channel gating kinetics 
of mPanx1 channel is still remains unknown. In this study, we examined the single-
channel conductance and opening/closing rates of mouse Panx1 (mPanx1) channel by 
using the cell-attached mode of the patch-clamp technique. The channel showed an
outward rectifi cation of voltage-current relationship with single-channel confi ductances
of ~20 pS at inward current and ~80 pS at outward current. The voltage-dependency
of single-channel opening/closing rates are drastically diff erent at hyperpolarized andff
depolarized conditions in the boundary of the reversal potential. These results suggest
that the quantity of movement per unit time and the direction of movement of charge
carrier control the voltage-dependency of opening/closing rates of mPanx1 channel.
( COI: No )

P1-021
Fingerprinting catalytic activity of GPCRs on exhaustive set of G 
protein substrates reveals complex profiles of functional biasfi
Masuho, Ikuo（Dept Neurosci, Scripps FL, USA）

A defi ning feature of all known G Protein-Coupled Receptors (GPCRs) fi is their ability
to activate heterotrimeric G proteins. It is thought that much of the GPCR signaling 
diversity originates from their diff erential coupling to an array of G protein subunits, ffff
whose unique properties underlie distinct cellular responses. However, the rules for 
how GPCRs engage selective G proteins from their numerous G protein substrates 
in response to endogenous ligands and synthetic drugs have not been defi ned. We fi
developed a multi-dimensional platform for comprehensive profi ling of GPCR activityfi
on a nearly complete set of all possible G protein substrates in living cells. The key
feature of the system includes quantitative analysis of both effi  cacy and kinetics of Gffi
protein activation using reporter-based imaging strategy yielding robust signals with 
high reproducibility and throughput. We found that individual GPCRs exhibited char-
acteristic, fi ngerprint-like, profifi  les of functional selectivity among their G protein sub-fi
strates varying in timing and magnitude of activation. Furthermore, synthetic agonists 
and intracellular molecular environment selectively impacted these fi ngerprints. Wefi
propose that fi ngerprinting individual GPCRs for their G protein preferencesfi using this
technology will enhance understanding of GPCR eff ects on cellular function, higher or-ffff
der physiology and pathophysiology, and needs to be considered in drug development
campaigns to better predictive pharmacological eff ects of synthetic ligands.ffff
( COI: No )

P1-022
The function of Voltage-Sensing Phosphatase in mice sperm
Kawai, Takafumi1; Miyata, Haruhiko2; Nakanishi, Hiroki4; Sakata, Souhei1;  
Arima, Hiroki1; Miyawaki, Nana1; Okochi, Yoshifumi1; Sakimura, Kenji5;  
Sasaki, Takehiko3, 4; Ikawa, Masahito2; Okamura, Yasushi1（1Lab. of Integr. Physiol.,
Grad. Sch. of Med., Osaka Univ; 2Research Institute for Microbial Diseases, Osaka
Univ; 3Dept. of Medical Biology, Akita Univ; 4Research Center for Biosignal, Akita
Univ; 5Dept. of Cellular Neurobiology, Brain Research Institute, Niigata Univ）

Voltage-sensing phosphatase (VSP) consists of the voltage-sensor domain and phos-
phoinositide phosphatase domain. VSP shows phosphatase activity that is coupled to
membrane potential (Murata et al, Nature. 2005). While its expression has been known 
in secondary spermatocyte in testis of mice, its biological function in sperm remains
elusive. In the present study, we examined the biological function of VSP in mice
sperms, by focusing on acrosomal reaction, capacitation, sperm motility and so on. To 
elucidate them, we used knockin mice (VSP-KI mice) in that endogenous VSP gene was 
replaced by Venus for the present study. We neither observed significant difffi  erenceffff
in the rate of acrosomal reaction nor tyrosine phosphorylation during the capacitation
between VSP-KI mice and hetero mice. On the other hand, it appears that sperm from 
VSP-KI mice shows a diff erent behavior in their motility from hetero and wild type ffff
(WT) mice sperm. We also examined whether endogenous VSP can regulate PIP2 lev-
els in mice sperm. A possible mechanism underlying the regulation of sperm function
by PIP2 in mice sperms is discussed.
( COI: No )

P1-023
Slow synaptic inward currents in interneurons in the CA3 area of the 
hippocampus
Eguchi, Noriomi1, 2; Hishimoto, Akitoyo2; Sora, Ichiro2; Mori, Masahiro1

（1Div. Neurophysiol, Grad Sch Med, Kobe Univ, Kobe, Japan; 2Dept Psy, Grad Sch
Med, Kobe Univ, Kobe, Japan）

Balance of synaptic excitation and inhibition in the hippocampal neuronal circuit 
plays an important role in memory, cognition, and pathogenesis of neuronal disorders.
Metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are known to mediate a slow synaptic 
transmission in the central nervous system (Cosgrove et al., 2011). Many studies re-
ported that genetic disruption or reduced expression of mGluRs was causal for neu-
ronal disorders such as schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorders (Carlisle et al.,
2011; Olszewski et al., 2012), indicating that mGluRs might regulate the function of the 
neuronal circuits. In the CA3 area of the hippocampus interneurons express mGluRs 
coupled to cationic channels to mediate feedback inhibition onto the CA3 pyramidal 
cells (Mori et al., 2002). In the present study, we investigated intracellular signaling 
pathway and channels responsible for slow excitation in CA3 interneurons. So far the 
preliminary data were obtained as below. Electrical stimulation of the layer of CA3
pyramidal cells evoked an slow inward current (Peak amplitude, 81.13 ± 12.92 pA,
n=5) in CA3 interneurons of cultured rat hippocampal slices at a holding potential of 
-70 mV in the presence of antagonists for AMPA/kainate receptors, NMDA receptors, 
GABAA receptors and GABAB receptors. The slow inward current was abolished by
the bath perfusion of Ca2+ free solution, indicating that the inward current is of synap-
tic origin. Inclusion of GDPβs (1 mM) in the patch pipette on the interneuron inhibited
the slow inward synaptic current.
( COI: No )

P1-024
mGluR1α-mediated excitation requires G-protein-dependent and 
Src-ERK1/2-dependent signaling pathways in cerebellar GABAergic
interneurons
Hirono, Moritoshi1; Kubota, Hideo2; Nagao, Soichi3; Obata, Kunihiko4（1Graduate 
School of Brain Science, Doshisha University, Kizugawa, Japan; 2Materials
Management, Medical Hospital, Tokyo Medical and Dental Univ, Tokyo, Japan; 3Lab 
for Motor Learning Control, RIKEN BSI, Wako, Japan; 4Obata Research Unit,
RIKEN BSI, Wako, Japan）

In neurons of the various brain areas, stimulation of type I metabotropic glutamate re-
ceptors induces slow excitatory responses through the activation of transient receptor
potential canonical (TRPC) channels following several signal transduction pathways. In 
the cerebellar molecular layer interneurons (MLIs), the underlying mechanisms of the
mGluR1α-mediated slow inward current remain unclear. We found that spontaneous
fi ring of mouse cerebellar MLIs fi was facilitated by mGluR1α activation, which caused 
the inward current partially through G-protein activation. Most of the mGluR1α-
mediated inward current was mediated by TRPC1 channels. Nonselective protein 
tyrosine kinase inhibitors, genistein and AG490, suppressed the mGluR1α-mediated 
inward current signifi cantly. Furthermore, the selective Src kinase inhibitor PP2 anfi d
the selective extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2) inhibitors PB98059
and SL327 decreased the inward current signifi cantly. In contrast to cerebellar Pur-fi
kinje cells, GABAB receptor activation in MLIs did not alter the mGluR1α-mediated
inward current, suggesting that there is no cross-talk between mGluR1α and GABAB

receptors in MLIs. Thus, activation of mGluR1α in MLIs causes the slow excitatory 
inward current through not only G-protein-dependent but also Src-ERK1/2-dependent
signaling pathways. 
( COI: No )
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P1-025
The kainic acid-induced synchronous oscillation in the rat barrel 
cortex
Toyoda, Hiroki; Sato, Hajime; Saito, Mitsuru; Kawano, Tsutomu; Kang, Youngnam

（Dept Neurosci & Oral Physiol, Osaka Univ Grad Sch Dent）

How functional columns are synchronized or desynchronized is an essential problem
on columnar integration. It has been reported that bath application of kainic acid 
induced 1-5 Hz synchronous network oscillation in layer (L2/3) 2/3 of the barrel cor-
tex. We have recently reported that GABAB receptor-mediated presynaptic inhibition
(GABAB-Pre-I) of intracortical inputs was involved in inter-columnar desynchronization
in the barrel cortex using dual whole-cell recordings from two L3 pyramidal cells in
the mutually adjacent columns. In the present study, we investigated how the GABAB-
Pre-I modulates the spatio-temporal patterns of kainic acid-induced network synchro-
nizations in the barrel cortex by using a voltage-sensitive dye imaging method in slice 
preparations. Bath application of kainic acid caused synchronous oscillations across
multiple columns in the barrel cortex. These synchronous oscillations were mainly 
composed of theta and delta frequency components. An application of GABAB recep-
tor antagonist, CGP55845, abolished the delta waves, but slightly enhanced the theta 
waves. These results suggest that the delta waves in the barrel cortex induced by 
kainic acid are generated by the activity of presynaptic GABAB receptors expressed
in the glutamatergic axon terminals.
( COI: No )

P1-026
Modifi ed autonomic regulation in mice mutated in thefi β4 subunit of
the lh/lh calcium channel
Murakami, Manabu1; Ohba, Takayoshi2; Yanagisawa, Teruyuki3;  
Murakami, Agnieszka M1; Ono, Kyoichi2（1Dept Pharmacol, Grad Sch Med, Hirosaki 
Univ, Hirosaki, Japan; 2Dept Celllar Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Akita Univ, Akita, Japan;
3Dept Molecular Pharmacol, Grad Sch Med, Tohoku Univ, Sendai, Japan）a

Genetic analyses have revealed an important association between P/Q-type calcium
channel activities and hereditary neurological disorders. The aim of the present study
was to elucidate the physiological importance of the β4 subunit with lethargic (lh) mu-
tant mice. The lh mutant had a small thymus with small-to-medium-sized lymphocytes
in the medulla. RT-PCR analysis revealed time-dependent changes in the expression
levels of the thymus CaV2.1 and β4 subunits. Both the number and size of Purkinje
cells were reduced in the lh mouse cerebellum. In addition, immunostaining with anti-
CaV2.1 antibody showed that the expression level of the P/Q-type channel-forming 
CaV2.1 protein was reduced, which may be associated with the ataxic phenotype. 
ECG analysis showed that the T wave was high in 8-week-old lh mutants; this may
be associated with hyperkalemia. Upon pharmacological ECG analysis, 2-3-week-old lh 
mutants exhibited reduced responses to a beta-blocker and a muscarinic receptor an-
tagonist. Analysis of heart rate variability revealed that the R-R interval was unstable
in lh mutants and that both the low- and high-frequency components had increased in
extent, indicating that the tonus of both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems was modified. Thus, our present study revealed that the β4 subunit playefi d
a significant role in regulation of sympathetic and parasympathetic nerfi ve activities.
( COI: No )

P1-027
Nerve injury increases expression of alpha-2/delta-1 subunit of 
L-type calcium channel in the rat dorsal root ganglion
Tachiya, Daisuke1; Sato, Tadasu1; Yamaguma, Yuu1; Fujita, Masatoshi2;  
Yajima, Takehiro3; Ichikawa, Hiroyuki1（1Grad. Sch. Dent. Tohoku Univ., Sendai, 
Japan; 2Grad. Sch. Dent. Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan; 3Grad. Sch. Dent. Tohoku
Univ., Sendai, Japan）

Immunohistochemistry for alpha-2/delta-1 subunit of L-type calcium channel was per-
formed on the rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG). The immunoreactivity (IR) was detected
in half of 4th and 5th lumbar DRG neurons (49%). These neurons were mostly small 
to medium-sized. In the ganglia, alpha-2/delta-1 subunit -immunoreactive (-IR) neurons
with small cell bodies were intensely stained whereas those with medium-sized cell 
bodies were lightly stained. Transection of the sciatic nerve dramatically increased the 
number of alpha-2/delta-1 subunit-IR neurons in the DRGs. Sensory neurons mostly
expressed alpha-2/delta-1 subunit-IR in the DRGs at 7 days after the nerve transection
(85%). The density of alpha-2/delta-1 subunit-IR in DRG neurons was also elevated by
the transection. The number of intensely stained neurons with small cell bodies greatly
increased in the injured DRGs. Numerous medium-sized and large DRG neurons which
were intensely stained appeared after the treatment. In addition, a double immuno-
fl uorescence study demonstrated co-expression of alpha-2/delta-1fl  subunit and c-Jun
activating transcription factor 3 in the injured DRGs. These fi ndings indicate that the fi
subunit may be associated with neuropathic pain transmission.
( COI: No )

P1-028
Electrophysiological effects of volatile anesthetic sevofl urane on 
striatal neurons of mouse
Miura, Masami1; Inoue, Ritsuko1; Sugasawa, Yusuke1, 2; Ando, Nozomi1, 2;
Nishimura, Kinya1, 2（1Neurophysiology Research Group, Tokyo Metropolitan Institute 
of Gerontology; 2Dept. Anesthesiology, Juntendo University）

It has been proposed that volatile anesthetics exert their infl uence on nervous system fl
by aff ecting synaptic transmission and excitability of neural membraffff ne. Sevofl uranefl
is a valuable and commonly-used agent for inhalation anesthesia because of its fast
action and short recovery time. In this study we examined how the application of 
sevofl urane afffl  ect the excitability of striatal neurons. Electrophysiologicalffff  recordings
were made from medium-sized projection neurons in slices taken from mouse striatum. 
Bath-applied sevofl urane caused transient depolarization of membrane potential lafl st-
ing several tens of seconds. The transient depolarization was obscured by blockade
of glutamatergic and GABAergic receptors, suggesting the involvement of unusual
synaptic transmissions. In fact, previous study demonstrated the transient increase 
of spontaneous EPSC frequency in this induction period of anesthesia. However pro-
longed application of sevofl urane seems to decrease the excitability of striatal neurons fl
by enhanced tonic-GABA current and rise in sodium spike threshold. Furthermore, 
sevofl urane increased input resistance of striatal projection neuronfl s and diminished
the voltage defl ections in response to hyperpolarizing and depolarizing currenfl t pulses.
Therefore, the transient excitation followed by continuous inhibition may underlie the
eff ect of sevoflff  urane.fl
( COI: No )

P1-029
Cell swelling induced in hypotonic condition causes TRPA1
activation
Fujita, Fumitaka1, 2; Uchida, Kunitoshi2, 3, 4; Takayama, Yasunori2, 3, 4; 
Suzuki, Yoshiro2, 3, 4; Takaishi, Masayuki1, 2; Tominaga, Makoto2, 3, 4（1Mandom corp. 
Osaka, Japan; 2Department of Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan; 3Okazaki Institute 
for Integrative Bioscience, Okazaki, Japan; 4The Graduate University for Advanced 
Studies, Okazaki, Japan）

Hypotonic solution causes pain sensation in nasal and ocular mucosa. However these
molecular mechanisms were not still entirely known. The candidate receptors, which
could be activated by hypotonic solution, are Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) chan-
nels. Although TRPV4 was reported as a osmotic sensor, this channel was not known 
any obious roles in sensory nerves. Therefore, the existence of the other candidatesf
is beleaved. In this study, we tried to clarify the ability of TRPA1 to response to the 
cell swelling, one of physical stress. Here we shows the modulation of TRPA1 activity
induced by AITC was occured by hypotonic condition with Ca-imaging method. More-
over cell swelling in hypotonic condition evoked TRPA1 single current in cell-attached
mode of patch-clamp experiment when the pippet was attached to plasma membrane
after cell swelling, but not before swelling. Furthermore, this single current caused by 
cell swelling was blocked by known TRPA1 antagonists. Since pre-application of thap-
sigargin did not inhibit this single current induced by cell swelling, intracellular cal-
cium concentration did not relate to the activation of TRPA1 caused by physical stress. 
These fi ndings suggest that the cell swelling cause TRPA1 activation ifi n the cells under
the hypotonic condition, resulting pain sensation in nasal and ocular mucosa.
( COI: No )

P1-030
Threshold strength of electric fi elds for orientation of retinal ganglionfi
cell axons in vitro
Yamashita, Masayuki（Centre Med Sci, Int Univ Health and Welfare, Ohtawara, Japan）

Electric fi elds are a predominant guidance cue directing axons of retinalfi  ganglion cells
to the future optic disc during embryonic development (Yamashita, 2013). The axons of 
newborn retinal ganglion cells grow along the extracellular voltage gradient that exists
endogenously in the embryonic retina. The extracellular potential is generated by Na+

transport through epithelial Na+ channels in retinal neuroepithelial cells. To investi-
gate molecular mechanisms of the electric eff ect on axon growth, the threshold fiffff eldfi
strength for axon orientation should be defi ned in controlled conditions. In the present fi
study, a culture system was built to set up a uniform constant direct current (DC) elec-
tric fi eld by continuously measuring a fi voltage drop between two points in the culture 
medium, and also by using a negative feedback circuit to regulate supplied currents. 
A retinal strip (1 mm in width) of a chick embryo was cultured in a constant electric 
fi eld for 24 hours and the relationship between the direction offi  axon growth and the f
fi eld strength was analyzed by staining live axons with flfi  uorescent dye (calcein-AM). fl
The results showed that a voltage gradient of 0.2 mV/mm was enough to direct axons
towards the cathode. This fi eld strength is far weaker than the endogenous voltagefi
gradient (15 mV/mm). The present study suggests that the supra-threshold electric 
fi eld is suffifi   cient for the correct orientation of retinal ganglion cell axffi ons in vivo.
Reference:
1) Yamashita, M. Electric axon guidance in embryonic retina: Galvanotropism revisited.
Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun., 431: 280-283 (2013). 

( COI: No )
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P1-031
Exploring the original function of AMPA receptor
Hiriai, Shinobu1; Hotta, Koji2; Kubo, Yoshihiro3; Okamura, Yasushi4; Okado, Haruo1

（1Dep of Brain Dev and Neural Regene, Tokyo Metro Inst Med Sci; 2Dep Biosci and 
Informatics., Faculty of Sci and Tech, Keio Univ; 3Dep Mol Physiol, Divi Biophys and 
Neurobio; 4Integ Physiol, Grad Sch Med and Frontier Biosci, Osaka Univ）

AMPA receptor (AMPAR) has been mainly analyzed using adult stage samples in the 
light of functional importance for higher brain function, such as learning and memory. 
However, its expression in the immature neuron suggests that AMPAR has diff erentff
function in early developmental stage from in adult stage. Numbers of subunits have
prevented our generating the KO mice and analyzing its contribution to the develop-
ment. Here, we chose ascidian, which has only one subunit and is suitable for devel-
opmental and genetic analysis. Using morpholino oligo knockdown system, decreased
AMPAR expression leaded to inhibition of sensory organ formation and developing 
arrest during metamorphosis. Two types of AMPARs are in the vertebrate, Ca2+ 
permeable or impermeable, and using both types of receptors as the situation demands
enables to establish the mammalian-type learning and memory. We found that ascid-
ian had only Ca2+ permeable AMPAR. We next examined what happened to ascidian 
when mammalian-like Ca2+ impermeable AMPAR is introduced. Surprisingly such 
AMPAR did not have channel activity, and the Ca2+ impermeable AMPAR-induced
ascidian demonstrated the same abnormalities as AMPAR KD experiments. These re-
sults suggest that the evolutionarily-original function of AMPAR might be involved in
a specifi c neuronal morphogenesis and metamorphosis, and advanced learnfi ing system 
using two types of AMPARs could become available only after vertebrate.
( COI: No )

P1-032
Analysis of a new CaV2.1-interacting protein, TNKS2, as a causative
protein of Spinocerebellar Ataxia type 6
Yamaguchi, Kazuma; Hirano, Mitsuru; Takada, Yoshinori; Mori, Masayuki; 
Mori, Yasuo（Dept Synth. Chem. and Biolo. Chem, Grad Sch Engin, Kyoto Univ,
Kyoto, Japan）

Spinocerebellar ataxia type 6 (SCA6) is one of the autosomal dominant cerebellar 
ataxias. SCA6 is caused by a small expansion of CAG repeats in CACNA1A, which
encodes the α1A pore-forming subunit of voltage dependent calcium channel, CaV2.1 
(Olga Zhuchenko et al. 1997). When CACNA1A is translated, this CAG repeat appears 
as poly-glutamine (polyQ) chain in carboxyl terminal intracellular region of CaV2.1. The 
general mechanism of polyQ diseases is that aggregate of the expanded polyQ protein 
exerts neurotoxicity. But recent study suggests that at least 54 glutamine resides are
needed for aggregate form stably (Martina Stork 2005). Although other polyQ diseases 
can meet this condition, SCA6 has at most 40 glutamines and cannot meet this condi-
tion. However, expanded polyQ chain may form abnormal structure, therefore the
interaction of proteins may be changed. To investigate whether the abnormal expan-
sion of polyQ chain changes the interaction between CaV2.1 and cryptic molecules 
and exerts neurotoxicity, 2.5 × 106 clones were screened and we discovered a new 
CaV2.1-interacting protein, TRF1-interacted ankyrin-related ADP-ribose polymerase 2 
(TNKS2 or Tankyrase 2). The interaction between TNKS2 and CaV2.1 became stron-
ger. In human cells, current density of CaV2.1 decreased and the expression of CaV2.1 
on the plasma membrane was reduced. All eff ects were enhanced by abnormal polyQffff
expansion. Our findings uncover TNKS2 as a key regulator of Cafi V2.1 expression on the 
plasma membrane and as a new SCA6-involving protein.
( COI: No )

P1-033
Regulation of cardiac Cav1.2 channel by redox via modulation of
CaM interaction with channel
Sun, Yu1, 2; Xu, Jianjun1; Minobe, Etsuko1; Shimoara, Shoken1; Hao, Liying2;
Kameyama, Masaki1（1Dept Physiol, Grad Sch Med & Dent, Kagoshima Univ,
Kagoshima, Japan; 2Dept Pharmac Toxicol, Sch Pharm, China Med Univ, Shenyang, 
China）

Although it has been well documented that redox can modulate Cav1.2 channel activ-
ity, the underlying mechanisms are not fully clear. In the present study, we examined
the eff ect of DTT and Hff 2O2 on Cav1.2 channel activity using patch-clamp technique
in guinea-pig ventricular myocytes and on CaM interaction with Cav1.2 α1C subunit 
with pull-down assay. Application of 1 mM DTT in the perfusing solution decreased 
channel activity to 72%, while H2O2 increased channel activity to 303%, suggesting 
reduction and oxidation played opposite effect in modulation of Cav1.2 channel. Pre-ffff
treatment of cardiac myocytes with 1 mM DTT and H2O2 signifi cantly impact thefi
channel activity induced by CaM (1 µM) + ATP (3 mM) (72% and 176% of control,
respectively). To test the hypothesis that redox state might determine channel activ-
ity through aff ecting CaM interaction with the channel, we examined the effffff ect of ff
DTT and H2O2 on CaM binding to N- and C-terminal fragment of the channel which
contained CaM binding sites. We found that DTT dose-dependently inhibits CaM bind-
ing to C-terminus (IC50 37 µM), but H2O2 had no eff ect. Neither DTT nor Hffff 2O2 had an 
eff ect on CaM interaction with N-terminus. These results suggest ffff that redox-mediated 
regulation of Cav1.2 channel is mediated, at least partially, by modulating CaM interac-
tion with channel. 
( COI: No )

P1-034 (AP-6)
Molecular mechanism and regulation of partial agonism of the M2
muscarinic receptor-activated K+ currents
Furutani, Kazuharu; Chen, I-shan; Inanobe, Atsushi; Kurachi, Yoshihisa（Dept 
Pharmacol, Grad Sch Med, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan）

Partial agonists are clinically used to avoid overstimulation of receptor-mediated sig-
naling, as they produce a submaximal response even at 100% receptor occupancy. 
In addition to signaling activators, several regulators help control intracellular signal
transductions. However, it remains unclear whether these signaling regulators con-
tribute to partial agonism. Here we show that regulator of G-protein signaling (RGS)
4 is a determinant for partial agonism of the M2 muscarinic receptor (M2R). In rat
atrial myocytes, pilocarpine evoked smaller G-protein-gated K+ inwardly rectifying 
(KG) currents than that evoked by ACh. In a Xenopus oocyte expression system, pilo-
carpine acted as a partial agonist in the presence of RGS4 as it did in atrial myocytes, 
while it acted like a full agonist in the absence of RGS4. Functional couplings within 
agonist-receptor complex/G-protein/RGS system controlled the effi  cacy of pilocarpine ffi
relative to ACh. Pilocarpine-M2R complex suppressed G-protein-mediated activation of 
KG currents via RGS4. Such RGS4-mediated regulation was enhanced at hyperpolarized
potentials. We also found that the relative effi  cacy of pilocarpine to ACh changed upon ffi
membrane voltages. Our results demonstrate that partial agonism of M2R is regulated 
by the RGS4-mediated inhibition of G-protein signaling. This fi nding helps us to un-fi
derstand the molecular components and mechanism underling the partial agonism of 
M2R-mediated physiological responses.
( COI: No )

P1-035
Methods for the functional analysis of ion channels on the contact
bubble bilayer by the intra-bubble perfusion
Iwamoto, Masayuki; Oiki, Shigetoshi（Dept. Mol. Physiol. & Biophys., Univ. Fukui 
Facul. Med. Sci., Fukui, Japan）

Planar lipid bilayers have been used as the platform for the functional measurement of 
ion channels. Recently, a stable planar lipid bilayer (droplet interface bilayer, DIB) can 
be formed easily by contacting two lipid monolayers formed on the surface of small 
water droplets (ca. 1 mm diameter) in the oil. Here we improve the DIB method for
the time-resolved measurement of changes in the electrophysiological properties of ion
channels upon instantaneous solution exchange. For this purpose, a minuscule water 
bubble lined with lipid monolayer is blown from a glass pipette into an oil phase. Two
bubbles (each with a diameter of ca. 50 µm) are held side by side to form a bilayer, 
which is termed a contact bubble bilayer (CBB). The area and curvature of the CBB 
are under the control of the intra-bubble pressure applied by each pipette. Additionally, 
the lipid composition of each leafl et of the CBB is readily varied. Because of smaller fl
area of the CBB (ca. 80 µm2) than the conventional planar lipid bilayers (>1000 µm2), low
background electrical noise in electrophysiological measurements is attained. A rapid
perfusion system is also developed by introducing additional pressure-driven injection
pipettes to the bubbles. Because the volume of the bubble is small (ca. 300 pL), the solu-
tion inside the bubble is exchanged within 20 ms. Example applications of this versatile 
method are presented to characterize the function of ion channels.
( COI: No )

P1-036
Exploration of temperature sensitivity and new antagonists of acid-
sensitive outwardly rectifying anion channel (ASOR)
Sato-Numata, Kaori1; Numata, Tomohiro2; Okada, Yasunobu3（1Dept Physiol,
NIPS, Aichi, Japan; 2Dept Physiol, Sch Med, Fukuoka Univ, Fukuoka, Japan;
3SOKENDAI, Kanagawa, Japan）

It is well known that the acid-sensitive outwardly rectifying anion channel (ASOR), 
which is expressed in many cell types, is involved in acidotoxic necrotic cell death. 
However, its physiological signifi cance and molecular identity have not been knownfi
yet. In human epithelial HeLa cells and cultured mouse cortical neurons, whole-cell 
currents of ASOR were augmented by warm temperature with a threshold tempera-
ture of 32 ℃ and 26 ℃, respectively. Cell swelling induced by extracellular acidifi ca-fi
tion was inhibited by cooling, and acidosis-induced necrotic cell death was rescued at
low temperature in both HeLa cells and cortical neurons. These data indicate that
ASOR is sensitive to temperature and that reduced temperature rescues acidotoxic
cell death by preventing persistent swelling. In fact, both acidosis-induced cell swelling 
and necrotic cell death were inhibited by DIDS and phloretin which are known ASOR
blockers. We further explored the eff ects of 13 known antagonists for other types of ffff
anion channels, and here found suramin and nifl umic acid as new antagonists of ASOR.fl
( COI: No )
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P1-037
Expression Analysis of TRPM7 in Odontoblasts
Tsumuraya, Tomoyuki1; Fukushima, Hidefumi2; Katagiri, Chiaki1; Okamoto, Fujio2;
Okabe, Koji2; Matsushita, Masayuki1（1Dept. of Mol. Cell. Physiol. Grad. Sch. Med.
Univ. Ryukyus, Okinawa, Japan; 2Sec. Cell. Physiol. Dept. Physiol. Sci. Mol. Biol.
Fukuoka Dental Coll, Fukuoka, Japan）

Transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channel family is well known to play a role in 
a sensor such as temperature, osmotic pressure, and redox status. Among TRP chan-
nel family, TRPM7 has a unique structure organization that contains a TRP channel 
domain with 6 transmembrane segments fused to an atypical serine-threonine kinase
domain at its C terminus. Genetic deletion of TRPM7 in model systems demonstrates
that this channel is critical for cellular growth and embryonic development. In this 
study, we found that TRPM7 is highly expressed in odontoblasts in the dental pulp by 
in situ hybridization of mouse embryo. Quantitative real-time PCR analysis revealed 
that expression of TRPM7 in the tooth was remarkably higher than any other tissue
of adult mouse. We also confi rmed that TRPM7 protein is expressed in odontoblastsfi
by immunohistochemistry. To investigate the physical function of TRPM7 in odonto-
blasts, we examined TRPM7 channel activities using a mouse odontoblast cell line.
These results suggested that higher expression of TRPM7 play as an important role
in odontoblasts. We will also show our recent result of physiological role of TRPM7
in odontoblasts.
( COI: No )

P1-038
Altered voltage sensor movements in KCNQ1 channels with a
mutation causing short QT syndrome
Nakajo, Koichi1, 2; Kubo, Yoshihiro1, 2（1Dept Biophys & Neurobiol, NIPS, Okazaki,
Japan; 2Dept Physiol Sci, SOKENDAI, Hayama, Japan）

KCNQ1 channel is a cardiac voltage-gated potassium channel. Some of the KCNQ1
mutations can cause short QT syndrome, a rare type of cardiac arrhythmia charac-
terized by shorter depolarization time of cardiac action potential. The mutations for
short QT syndrome have been identifi ed only in the S1 and S5 segments and the pore fi
helix. Because the S1 is a part of the voltage-sensing domain (VSD) and the S5 closely
interacts with the VSD, we hypothesized that the VSD movement is altered in the 
short QT mutants in favor of the open state. When the VSD movement was tracked 
by voltage clamp fl uorometry, the wild-type KCNQ1 channel with its auxiliary subufl nit 
KCNE1 showed two components of fl uorescence rise upon depolarization: The fasterfl
component corresponds to the main movement of the VSD (down state to up state) and 
the slower component relates to the opening of the channel (up state to open state). 
The short QT mutants in the S1 (S140G and V141M) with KCNE1 showed no faster 
component, suggesting most of the VSD was in the up state or the open state even
at the resting potential. The S5 mutant (I274V) showed a smaller faster component,
also indicating the up state was in favor. These results show that the channel is up-
regulated due to the altered VSD movement in the short QT mutants. Interestingly, 
the stabilization of the up state and/or the open state was observed only in the pres-
ence of KCNE1. The prerequisite of KCNE1 implies that S140, V141 and I274 might
serve as one of the interaction sites with KCNE1 for regulation of the VSD movement. 
( COI: No )

P1-039
PKA-mediated facilitation of cardiac Cav1.2 channel through 
uncovering calmodulin binding sites by distal C-terminus of α1c
subunit
Xu, Jianjun; Minobe, Etsuko; Sun, Yu; Lu, Liting; Lei, Ming; Yazawa, Kazuto;
Kameyama, Masaki（Dept Physiol, Grad Sch Med and Dent Sci, Kagoshima Univ,
Kagoshima, Japan）

PKA-mediated facilitation of Cav1.2 channel plays an essential role in triggering myo-
cytes contraction. However, the underlying mechanism is so far not fully clarified. Ourfi
previous studies suggest that CaM interaction determines the channel activity. In the 
present study, we examined the cross-talk among PKA, calmodulin (CaM), fragments
of distal C-terminus of α1c subunit (CTd) and CaM binding domain peptides (IQ and 
preIQ) in regulation of Cav1.2 channel in guinea pig ventricular myocytes. 10 µM of 
cAMP facilitated CaM-induced Ca2+ channel activity in the inside-out patches and
10 µM of nonspecific kinase inhibitor, K252a, abolished such a facilitation, suggfi esting 
that cAMP-mediated facilitation was through activation of inactive PKA which still at-
tached on the channel in the inside-out patches. Ca2+ channel activity in the inside-out
patches maintained by 1 µM CaM and 3mM ATP was inhibited by 5 µM of fragment
peptide of CTd, while pre-treatment of patches with cAMP, DCT had no eff ect on ffff
CaM-induced channel activity. Furthermore, we found that CaM binding domain pep-
tides, IQ and PreIQ, mimicked cAMP effect and both effffff  ects of cAMP and CaM binding ffff
domain peptides were not additive. These results suggest that PKA-mediated facilita-
tion of Cav1.2 channel is through uncovering CaM binding sites in the C-terminus.
( COI: No )

P1-040
Mechanism of the complete block of the Kir2.1 inward rectifi er Kfi +

channel under the external K+-free condition
Yanagi-Ishihara, Keiko; Itoh, Masayuki; Takano, Makoto（Dept Physiol, Kurume
Univ Sch Med, Kurume, Japan）

Currents through the strong inward rectifier Kfi + channels composed of Kir2 subunits
are completely blocked under the external K+-free condition, but the mechanism of 
this phenomenon remains to be known. We recently reported that this sensitivity
to external K+ is lost in the heterozygous M301K mutation in Kir2.1 (J Physiol Sci, 
2014), which is found in the patient exhibiting cardiac and neuronal manifestations. 
Here, we explored the mechanism underlying the loss of Kir2.1 conductance in the 
absence of external K+ using a heterologous mammalian expression system. In whole-
cell recordings, Kir2.1/Kir2.1(M301K) heteromeric channels showed a linear outward
conductance in the K+-free external solution. However, K+ selectivity and [K+]o de-
pendence of the conductance were not perturbed. The same fi ndings were obtainedfi
with Kir2.1(E224G) and Kir2.1(E299S). Since with all these mutations, negative surface
potential inside the cytoplasmic pore is reduced and inward rectifi cation caused by fi
positively-charged polyamines is diminished, we hypothesized that inhibition of Kir2.1
in the absence of external K+ may be caused by the polyamine block of outward cur-
rents. When Kir2.1 currents were obtained from inside-out patches using the external
K+-free pipette solution, the reversal potentials were shifted to a very negative voltage,
and outward currents sensitive to polyamines could be recorded. Thus, collapse of Kir2
channel pore does not occur in the absence of external K+, but outward currents are 
completely inhibited by polyamine block, which increases with the K+ driving force.
( COI: No )

P1-041
Zdhhc3/7, the members of protein-palmitoylation enzymes, inhibit 
the current amplitude of HCN2 channel
Itoh, Masayuki; Ishihara, Keiko; Takano, Makoto（Div Integ Auton Func, Dept 
Physiol, Kurume Univ Sch Med, Kurume, Japan）

Recent studies revealed that the S-palmitoylation regulates the traffi  cking and theffi
function of ion channels. Previously, we reported that among hyperpolarization-acti-
vated cyclic nucleotide-modulated channel family (HCN1-4), HCN1, HCN2 and HCN4,
but not HCN3, are the targets of S-palmitoylation. S-palmitoylation is a reversible
post-translational lipid modifi cation; palmitoylation and depalmitoylation are catalyzedfi
by protein acyl transferases (PATs) and palmitoyl protein thioesterases (PPTs), respec-
tively. In this study, we aimed to identify subtypes of these enzymes that regulate the 
palmitoylation of HCN2 channel. We overexpressed each 24 subtypes of known PATs
with HCN2 and found that multiple PATs of Zdhhc-family signifi cantly increased the fi
palmitoylation of HCN2 protein. Especially, 5 Zdhhc proteins (Zdhhc2, Zdhhc3, Zdhhc7, 
Zdhhc15, and Zdhhc20) augmented the palmitoylation of HCN2 protein approximately
over 10-fold of control level. When Zdhhc3 and Zdhhc7 were co-expressed with HCN2
in Xenopus oocytes, these enzymes reduced the current amplitude of HCN2 channel, 
but did not aff ect voltage-dependent activation of the channel. Therefore, ouffff r results
suggested that they might regulate the traffi  cking or the activity of HCN2 on theffi
plasma membrane. Although our results demonstrated that HCN2 channel is the tar-
get for certain types of PATs, further studies are indispensable to address whether 
these enzymes exert physiological roles in the signal transduction system which may
regulate HCN channels.
( COI: No )

P1-042
The involvement of TRPM7 in the activity of pancreatic stellate cells
Kuwamura, Takashi; Numata, Tomohiro; Mori, Yasuo（Graduate School of 
Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan）

The activity of pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs) is involved in pancreatic diseases includ-
ing pancreatitis and cancer. It is known that the conversion of quiescent PSCs to acti-f
vated PSCs promotes proliferation of PSCs and the development of pancreatic fibrosis fi
and lead to pancreatic diseases. Therefore, it is important to investigate the activity of 
PSCs for the better understanding of pancreatic diseases. Here, we focused on TRPM7, 
which is a ubiquitously expressed cationic ion channel. Many reports suggested that 
TRPM7 is involved in various cellular physiological and pathological processes in-
cluding diff erentiation, proliferation and migration. Therefore we hypotheff sized that
TRPM7 is involved in the conversion or proliferation of PSCs. To reveal the contribu-
tion of TRPM7 to PSCs, we prepared TRPM7 conditional knockout mouse. First, we 
confirmed that tamoxifen could induce the deletion of TRPM7 in PSCsfi  in vitro using 
electrophysiological techniques. Next, we checked whether there are any changes in
the expression of TRPM7 that accompany the conversion of PSCs. Then, we revealed 
that the expression of TRPM7 and α-SMA (marker of PSCs conversion) increased 
when Platelet-Derived Growth Factor BB (PDGF-BB) induced the conversion of PSCs. 
These results suggested that TRPM7 may contribute to the conversion of quiescent
PSCs to activated PSCs. 
( COI: No )
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P1-043
Dynamic behavior of the KcsA potassium channel in membrane: 
Direct observation by high-speed atomic force microscopy
Sumino, Ayumi1; Uchihashi, Takayuki3; Yamamoto, Daisuke4; Iwamoto, Masayuki2;
Dewa, Takehisa5; Oiki, Shigetoshi2（1JST/PRESTO; 2Facult. Med. Sci., Univ. Fukui;
3Dept. Physics, Kanazawa Univ.; 4Facult. Sci., Univ. Fukuoka; 5Grad. Sch., Nagoya 
Inst. Tech.）

The KcsA potassium channel is a pH-dependent channel, and the activation gate opens
at acidic pH. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM), we have captured the open-gate 
structure and gating-coupled clustering-dispersion of membrane-embedded KcsA
channels by removing the potentially sight-obstructing cytoplasmic domain (CPD). 
At neutral pH, the closed channels formed self-assembled nanoclusters. At acidic
pH, the open-gated channels were dispersed as singly-isolated channels. High-speed
AFM revealed that the clustering-dispersion dynamics were reversible and completed 
within several minutes. Here, further high-speed AFM observation captured channel-
channel interaction at sub-molecular resolution. When two open channels engaged in 
the membrane, they disengaged immediately or fused together to become apparently-
closed channels. The interplay between the gating conformational change of individual
channels and the clustering-dispersion dynamics provides insight into understanding 
membrane-mediated protein-protein interactions and functional cooperativity.
( COI: No )

P1-044
Functional analysis of CatSper channel in heterologous expression 
system
Arima, Hiroki1; Tsutsui, Hidekazu1, 2; Okamura, Yasushi1（1Integrative physiology,
Grad Sch Med, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan; 2Department of Material Science, JAIST, 
Ishikawa, Japan）

CatSper channel, a cation channel expressed specifi cally in testis, is essential for fi
fertilization in mouse. CatSper channel is formed by four alpha subunits, CatSper1,a
CatSper2, CatSper3 and CatSper4, as a hetero tetramer. Each subunit has six trans-
membrane segments (S1-S6). Some features of amino acid sequence, such as positively 
charged amino acids in the fourth trans-membrane segment (S4) and the acidic residue
in selectivity fi lter in the putative pore forming region of S5-S6, suggest thafi t CatSper is
a voltage-dependent calcium channel. However, detailed characteristics of CatSper are
still unclear since functional analysis using heterologous expression systems has been
unsuccessful. In this study, we report that the region truncated just downstream of 
S4 of Ci-CatSper3, corresponding to the voltage-sensor domain (VSD) of other voltage-
gated ion channels, has calcium permeability. With Xenopus oocyte expression system,
we detected substantial ionic currents which were activated upon hyperpolarization. 
Calcium photometry revealed that Ca2+ permeable pathway was formed by the trun-
cated form of Ci-CatSper3. Furthermore, introduction of mutations in S4 altered the 
kinetics of activation, indicating that VSD of Ci-CatSper3 itself has ion permeability. 
This is, to our knowledge, the fi rst study which reports calcium permeation throughfi
CatSper channel in a heterologous expression system.
( COI: No )

P1-045
The C-linker of hERG channel interacts with EAG domain and S4-
S5 linker to regulate the slow deactivation
Kume, Shin-ichiro1, 2; Nakajo, Koichi1, 2; Kubo, Yoshihiro1, 2（1Div Biophys & 
Neurobiol, NIPS, Okazaki, Japan; 2Physiol Sci. SOKENDAI, Hayama, Japan）

hERG channel is a member of the voltage-gated K+ channel (Kv) family, and the main
subunit of the rapidly activating delayed rectifier Kfi + current (IKr) in human heart. This
channel has six transmembrane segments (S1-S6) consisting of the voltage-sensing 
domain (VSD, S1-S4) and the pore domain (PD, S5-S6) like other Kv family members,
and has rather large intracellular domains. This channel is well known for its slow 
deactivation, which has been shown to be regulated by an interaction between the in-
tracellular domains such as the EAG domain in the N-terminal cytoplasmic region and 
the cyclic-nucleotide binding homology domain (CNBHD) in the C-terminal cytoplasmic 
region. In this study, we newly identifi ed an interaction between the S4-S5 linker (con-fi
necting the VSD to the PD) and the C-linker (connecting the PD to the CNBHD) by 
using site-directed mutagenesis and two-electrode voltage clamp of Xenopus oocytes. 
When glutamic acid residues E544 in the S4-S5 linker and E698-E699 in the C-linker
were mutated to lysine (K) residues respectively, deactivation kinetics of E544K mu-
tant and E698K-E699K double mutant were much faster than that of the wild type.
Interestingly, E544K-E698K-E699K triple mutant partially rescued the deactivation
kinetics. Recently, the interaction between E698-E699 and R4-R5 in the EAG domain
has been reported (Ng et al., 2014). Taken together, our and others' results indicate the 
importance of the interactions among the intracellular domains in the slow deactiva-
tion of hERG channel.
( COI: No )

P1-046
Gating of the cytotoxic peptide polytheonamide B channel 
Matsuki, Yuka1; Iwamoto, Masayuki1; Matsunaga, Shigeki2; Oiki, Shigetoshi1（1Dept.
Mol. Physiol. Biophys., Univ. Fukui Fac. Med. Sci., Univ, Fukui, Japan;i 2Lab. Aqua.
Nat. Products Chem., Grad. Sch. Agri. Life Sci., Univ. Tokyo, Japan）JJ

We have examined the channel properties of a cytotoxic peptide, polytheonamide B 
(pTB), from marine sponge by use of the planar lipid bilayer technique. The pTB 
channel is a monovalent cation-selective channel as well as the proton permeability. 
In this study voltage-dependent gating was examined. Macroscopic current of the
pTB channel was recorded upon the voltage steps, and the time-dependent activation 
and deactivation were observed. At pH 1.5, the channel opens at positive potentials,
while as the pH becomes more acidic, the channel opens more at negative potentials.
The reversal of the voltage-dependent gating has never been reported for any other 
channels. Our results suggest that protonation of the amino acid residue(s) within the
pTB regulates its gating. We will discuss the molecular mechanism underlying proton 
dependent gating of the pTB channel.
( COI: No )

P1-047
The stoichiometry of Kv4.2/DPP10 complex has a preference to 4:2
Kitazawa, Masahiro1, 2; Nakajo, Koichi1, 2; Kubo, Yoshihiro1, 2（1Div Biophys and 
Neurobiol, Natl Inst Physiol Sci, Aichi, Japan; 2Dept Physiol Sci, SOKENDAI,
Kanagawa, Japan）

Kv4 is a member of voltage gated K+ channel family and forms a complex with various 
auxiliary subunits. Dipeptidyl peptidase-like protein 10 (DPP10) is a membrane protein
which has one transmembrane domain. It has been shown that DPP10 increases the 
current amplitude, accelerates the inactivation and the recovery from inactivation of 
Kv4. However, it remains unknown how many DPP10s can bind to one Kv4 channel. 
To test whether or not the expression level of DPP10 can aff ect the properties of Kv4, ffff
Kv4.2 and DPP10 were co-expressed in Xenopus oocytes with different ratios. Weffff
observed that the electrophysiological properties of Kv4.2, such as time to peak and
recovery from inactivation, gradually changed with the increase in DPP10 expression.
Before examining the stoichiometry of the Kv4.2/DPP10 complex, we investigated 
the stoichiometry of DPP10 in the absence of Kv4.2 on the membrane using subunit-
counting by single-molecule imaging. We expressed DPP10 tagged with monomeric 
enhanced green fl uorescent protein (DPP10-mEGFP) in Xenopus oocytes, and observfl ed
that 60%-80% of DPP10s on the membrane exist as dimers. To evaluate the stoichiome-
try of the Kv4.2/DPP10 complex, we co-expressed Kv4.2-mCherry and DPP10-mEGFP 
with diff erent ratios (Kv4.2-mCherry: DPP10-mEGFP = 100 : 1, 10 : 1, 1 ffff : 1). In contrast
to the Kv4/KChIP complex in our previous study, the stoichiometry data of the Kv4.2/
DPP10 complex could not be explained by independent binding to the 4 sites, but it
showed a clear preference to 4:2 ratio. 
( COI: No )

P1-048
Conserved Trp in the adjacent S4 helices cooperatively produce the
sustained-deactivation in the voltage-gated H+ channel dimer
Okuda, Hiroko1; Yonezawa, Yasushige2; Takano, Yuu3; Okamura, Yasushi1;
Fujiwara, Yuichiro1（1Integrative Physiology, Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka
University, JAPAN; 2High Pressure Protein Research Center, Institute of Advanced 
Technology, Kinki University, JAPAN; 3Protein Informatics, Institute of Protein 
Research, Osaka University, JAPAN）

The voltage-gated H+ channel (Hv) is a voltage-sensor domain (VSD) like protein con-
sisting of four transmembrane segments (S1-S4). The molecular structure of Hv is a 
homo dimer, and each channel subunit functions cooperatively. Here we show that two 
voltage-sensor S4 helices in dimer cooperate with each other directly via a pi-stacking 
interaction between two Trp at the middle. Scanning mutagenesis approach showed 
that the existence of Trp around the original position provided the slow gating kinetics
which is a characteristic of the dimer cooperativity. Mutation cycle analysis with the
dimeric/monomeric channels suggests that the two Trp in the S4 helices of dimer are
energetically-coupled in deactivation but less coupled in activation. Molecular dynam-
ics simulation showed a direct pi-stacking between the two Trp. These results provide
a new aspect of the cooperative function of voltage-gated channels in which adjacent
voltage-sensor helices have a physical contact and work eff ectively as a unit in the Hff +

homeostasis.
( COI: No )
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P1-049
Examination of the role of LRRC8A in the function of volume-
sensitive outwardly rectifying anion channel (VSOR)
Okada, Toshiaki1; Sato-Numata, Kaori 1; Islam, Mdrafi qulfi 1; Sabirov, Ravshan1, 2;
Okada, Yasunobu3（1Dept. Cell Physiol., Nat. Inst. Physiol. Sci. Okazaki, Aichi, Japan;JJ
2Lab. of Molecular Physiol., Inst. Bioorg. Chem., Acad. Sci. Uzb.; 3Grad. Univ. Adv. 
Studies（SOKENDAI））

Volume-sensitive outwardly rectifying anion channel (VSOR) is one of the volume-
regulated anion channels (VRACs) and functionally expressed in almost all cell types. 
The roles of VSOR in cell volume regulation, proliferation, migration and cell death 
are well established, but its molecular identity is unclear. In 2014, two research groups
independently have reported that LRRC8A is a core factor of VSOR in human cells.
Then, there arise following two questions: whether LRRC8A is essentially involved in 
the VSOR function in mouse cells as well, and whether LRRC8A represents a miss-
ing factor in human VSOR-defi cient KCP-4 cells that are derived from the parentalfi
VSOR-rich KB cells. Thus, we addressed these questions in the present study. When 
transfected with siRNA against LRRC8A, the VSOR current was largely reduced 
not only in human HeLa and KB cells but also in mouse C127 cells. The microarray 
data analysis showed that the expression level of LRRC8A in KCP-4 cells is not much
diff erent from that in KB cells. Also, overexpression of LRRC8A inff KCP-4 cells failed 
to rescue the VSOR activity. These results indicate that LRRC8A is involved in the
VSOR function not only in human but also in mouse cells, and loss of VSOR currents 
in KCP-4 cells is not due to lack or insuffi  ciency of expression of the LRRC8A gene. ffi
( COI: No )

P1-050
β2-adrenoceptor-mediated regulations of the spontaneous rate and 
ion currents in guinea-pig cardiac cells
Ding, Weiguang1; Bai, Jiayu1; Xie, Yu1; Toyoda, Futoshi1; Bellier, Jeanpierre2;
Matsuura, Hiroshi1（1Dept. Physiol., Shiga Univ. Med. Sci., Otsu, Japan; 2Molecular 
Neuroscience Research Center, Shiga Univ. Med. Sci., Otsu, Japan）

The β1- and β2-adrenoceptors (ARs) are functionally expressed in the heart tissues, 
with the predominance of the β1ARs subtype. The ratio of β1/β2AR is high in the
ventricles and relatively lower in atria and sinoatrial node (SA). Compared to β1AR,
β2AR-mediated functional modulation has not been fully elucidated. In the present
study, the eff ect of β2AR stimulation on the spontaneous action potentials, ff on the 
L-type Ca2+ current (ICa, LII ) and on the slow component of delayed rectifier Kfi + current 
(IKsII ) was examined in guinea-pig cardiac cells. Zinterol in the presence of CGP20712A
(β1AR antagonist) and isoproterenol in the presence of ICI118551 (β2AR antagonist)
were used for activation of β2 and β1ARs, respectively. In SA cells, similar to β1AR
stimulation, β2AR stimulation produced an increase in fi ring rate of spontaneous ex-fi
citation. In addition, β2AR stimulation signifi cantly enhanced Ifi Ca, LII  current and shifted
current activation to negative potentials in SA cells. Whereas β2AR stimulation had
no eff ect on Iffff Ca, LII  in atrial and ventricular cells. Moreover, β2AR stimulation also in-
creased IKsII  current in SA and atrial cells, but failed to enhance IKsII  in ventricular cells.
β2AR stimulation signifi cantly shifted Ifi KsII  current activation to negative potentials.
These results suggest that in guinea pig heart, β2AR stimulation has a crucial func-
tion in the regulation of spontaneous pacemaker activity and main ion currents during 
sympathetic excitation.
( COI: No )

P1-051
Single channel analysis of the TRPM3 channel in planar lipid
bilayers
Uchida, Kunitoshi1, 2, 3; Demirkhanyan, Lusine1; Tominaga, Makoto2, 3; 
Zakharian, Eleonora1（1Dept of Cancer Biol and Pharmacol, Univ of Illinois Coll of 
Med, Peoria, USA; 2Div of Cell Signaling, OIIB（NIPS）, Okazaki, Japan; 3Dept of 
Physiol Sci, SOKENDAI, Hayama, Japan）

TRPM3 is a non-selective cation channel and activated by nifedipine and neurosteroid,
pregnenolone sulfate (PS). TRPM3 is expressed in various tissues, including central and 
peripheral nervous systems, and reported to be involved in heat sensation. However, 
the functional characterization of TRPM3 channels and its regulation by agonists still 
remain poorly understood. To investigate the single channel properties of TRPM3, we 
aimed to incorporate the purifi ed TRPM3 protein in planar lipid bilayers. We inves-fi
tigated the TRPM3 channel activity upon diff erent agonists’ff  activation. Application
of nifedipine resulted in dose-dependent increase of open probability of the channel. 
Unlike nifedipine, application of PS alone did not induce the channel openings and 
co-application of the PI(4, 5)P2 or clotrimazole was required. TRPM3 channel currents
demonstrated outward rectifi cation upon activation with PS and PI(4, 5)Pfi 2, while linear 
current-voltage relationship upon activation by PS and clotrimazole. In addition, we
found that the channel did not exhibit strong temperature dependence. Increase in 
temperature up to 42 ℃ did not induce the channel openings in the absence of agonists.
While, in the presence of nifedipine, TRPM3 currents demonstrated weak temperature
dependence. These results indicate that TRPM3 is unlikely to represent a temperature 
sensor by itself and some alternative molecular mechanisms may be involved in the
temperature sensation.
( COI: No )

P1-052
Expression of ion-channel proteins in the cutaneous
mechanoreceptors of mice model of atopic dermatitis
Kaidoh, Toshiyuki; Kameie, Toshio（Fac. Med., Tottori Univ., Yonago, Japan）

Atopic dermatitis is chronic dermatitis associated with an extremely itchy and in-
fl amed skin. The patient's skin is commonly very sensitive to exfl ternal stimuli or irri-
tants, and scratching can increase the severity of dermatitis. Therefore, controlling the
itchy skin sensation is important for the treatment of atopic dermatitis. In this study, to 
clarify the expression of ion-channel proteins that may cause the itchy skin sensation, 
we immunohistochemically examined cutaneous mechanoreceptors in a mouse model 
of atopic dermatitis (NC hairless mice). Atopic dermatitis was induced by repeated ap-
plications of 2, 4-dinitrofl uorobenzene (DNFB) to the ear and back skin of NC hairlessfl
mice. Immunohistochemical analysis showed positive reactions for ASIC and TRP pro-
teins in the palisade nerve endings of the auricular skin. These channel proteins may 
cause the itchy skin sensation that characterizes DNFB-induced atopic dermatitis in
NC hairless mice. This study was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientifi c Research fi
(C) (No. 24590253).
( COI: No )

P1-053
Immunohistochemical distribution of interleukin-18 receptor α in the
hypothalamus of male mice
Kuwahara-Otani, Sachi1; Maeda, Seishi1; Tanaka, Koichi1; Hayakawa, Tetsu1; 
Seki, Makoto1; Okamura, Haruki2（1Dep. Anat. & Cell Biol., Hyogo College Med., 
Nishinomiya, Japan; 2Lab. Tumor & Cell, Hyogo College Med., Nishinomiya, Japan）

Interleukin-18 (IL-18) is a pro-infl ammatory cytokine and an important mediator of fl
peripheral infl ammation and host defense response. IL-18 performs its biologifl cal activi-
ties through the IL-18 receptor (IL-18R), which consists of two chains, an IL-18-binding 
α chain (IL-18Rα) and a signaling β chain. IL-18R is widely expressed in the brain, 
however little is known about the detailed expression of IL-18R in the neurosecretory
cells. In the present study, we investigated, by immunohistochemistry, the distribution 
of IL-18Rα in the hypothalamus of male mice. IL-18Rα-positive cell bodies and fi bers fi
were found scattered throughout the organum vasculosum of the laminae terminalis
(OVLT) / preoptic area (POA) region. In the median eminence (ME), where the neuro-
secretory terminals are located, strong IL-18Rα-immunoreactive fi bers were also de-fi
tected. Outside the hypothalamus, IL-18Rα antibodies labeled fibers and cell bodies infi
the medial septal nucleus (MS), and the nuclei of the vertical and horizontal limbs of the
diagonal band (VDB and HDB). In the MS, VDB, HDB, OVLT/POA region, and ME,
it has been well known that gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) neuronal somata 
and/or fi bers were distributed. Therefore, we performed double-label imfi munofl uores-fl
cence for IL-18Rα and GnRH. IL-18Rα was expressed on some GnRH-immunopositive 
cell bodies and nerve fi bers. These observations suggest that IL-18 may exert directfi
eff ects upon the GnRH neuronal system via IL-18Rα.ff
( COI: No )

P1-054
Involvement of ion channels in cold allodynia in a new rat model of 
peripheral arterial disease
Hori, Kiyomi; Nakamura, Tsuneo; Yamaguchi, Takeshi; Shiraishi, Yoshitake;  
Ozaki, Noriyuki（Grad. Sch. Med. Sci. Kanazawa Univ., Kanazawa, Japan）

Aim of Investigation: Patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD) often suffer fromffff
peripheral hypersensitivity to cold stimulation which precedes chronic ischemia-in-
duced pain. However, the pathophysiology of cold hypersensitivity has not been fully
understood due to the lack of an adequate animal model. In this study, to demonstrate 
mechanisms underlying ischemia-induced pain associated with PAD, we investigated
the role of ion channels on cold allodynia in a newly developed rat model of PAD.
Methods: Under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia, the left common iliac and iliolumbar 
arteries were ligated respectively, through a midline laparotomy (PAD rats). Sham rats
were exposed the arteries without ligation under anesthesia. Von Frey test, plantar
test, acetone test were performed, respectively. We also examined alteration of paw 
withdrawal response to cold temperature. Histological examination of hindpaw skin
was performed on day 4 and 10 after the arterial ligation. Eff ects of selective antago-ffff
nist to cold-gated ion channels transient receptor potential melastatin 8 (TRPM8), and
transient receptor potential ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) channels, were evaluated on behavioral 
responses to cold stimulus.
Result: Mechanical allodynia was observed for 7 days and cold allodynia was observed a
from day 7 to 14 after ligation. Intraplantar injection of the antagonists against TRPA1 
suppressed cold allodynia in PAD rats.
Conclusions: TRPA1 may play an important role in developing ischemia-induced cold
allodynia associated with PAD.
( COI: No )
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P1-055
Gene expression analysis of ASIC subtypes in adult-born 
hippocampal neurons in mice
Kumamoto, Natsuko; Hoshikawa, Mariko; Watanabe, Masaya; Shibata, Yasuhiro; 
Ueda, Takashi; Ugawa, Shinya（Grad. Sch. Med. Sci. Nagoya City Univ., Nagoya, 
Japan）

Adult hippocampal neural progenitors continuously give rise to dentate granule cells
throughout life. Accumulating evidence suggests that adult hippocampal neurogenesis
is linked to learning and memory. ASIC1a (acid-sensing ion channel-1a) is a neuronal
proton-gated cation channel expressed in mammalian central and peripheral nervous
systems. In the hippocampal neurons, ASIC1a is located at the post-synaptic surface
of the cells, and receives extracellular protons released from syanaptic vesicles. The
resultant activation of the channel allows Ca2+ ions to enter into the neurons, con-
tributing to synaptic plasticity and spatial memory in the hippocampus, suggesting 
that ASIC1a may be directly implicated in the hippocampal neurogenesis. To test this
possibility, we are currently investigating the temporal expression of ASIC1a (includ-
ing other ASIC subtypes) in adult-born hippocampal neurons in mice by single-cell
RT-PCR, in situ hybridization, and patch-clamping.
( COI: No )

P1-056
The Gi/o coupled muscarinic receptors form signaling complex with 
the G protein dependent inwardly rectifying potassium channel
Tateyama, Michihiro1, 2; Kubo, Yoshihiro1, 2（1Div. Biophysics & Neurobiol., Dept. Mol.
Physiol., NIPS, Okazaki, Japan; 2SOKENDAI, Hayama, Japan）

Excitable cells, such as neurons and muscles, are negatively regulated by the G protein 
dependent inwardly rectifying potassium (GIRK) channel, which is activated by Gβγ

subunits released mostly from Pertussis toxin (PTX) sensitive Gαi/o subunits. It has
also been reported that the Gβγ subunits released from PTX resistant Gα subunits,
such as Gαs and Gαq, activate the channel only when the coupled receptors are highly
expressed. It is possible that a shorter distance from the channel is the reason of 
coupling in the case of high surface expression. In this study, we ligated the receptor
and the channel by various lengths of linkers of glycine rich amino acid residues, and
examined the eff ects of the linker length on the channel activation. When theff number
of the linker residues was 100 or less, the Gq coupled muscarinic receptor type 1 
(M1R) evoked the GIRK current upon application of the agonist, whereas the GIRK 
channels were hardly activated when the number of the linker residues was 268 or 
more. The FRET effi  ciency between the Mffi 1R-YFP and the GIRK-CFP was decreased
in accordance with the increase in the linker size. In contrast, when the Gi/o coupled
muscarinic receptors were used instead of the M1R, increases in the linker size did not
aff ect the effiffff   ciency of the GIRK channel activation and the FRET effiffi   ciency. Taken ffi
together, the Gi/o, but not Gq, coupled receptors are shown to stay adjacent to the
GIRK channel to form the signaling complex.
( COI: No )

P1-057
LC-MS/MS analysis of an orphan metabotropic receptor Prrt3
complex
Yamamoto, Izumi1; Yokoi, Norihiko2, 3; Fukata, Yuko2, 3; Konno, Kohtarou4;
Yamamoto, Tomomi1; Watanabe, Masahiko4; Fukata, Masaki2, 3; Kubo, Yoshihiro1, 3

（1Div Biophys and Neurobiol, NIPS, Okazaki, Japan; 2Div Membr Physiol, NIPS,
Okazaki, Japan; 3Physiol Sci, SOKENDAI, Hayama, Japan; 4Dept Anatomy, Hokkaido
Univ Grad Sch Med, Sapporo, Japan）

Proline rich transmembrane receptor 3 (Prrt3) contains seven transmembrane do-
mains like other metabotropic receptors including mGluRs and GABABRs. However, 
the physiological function of Prrt3 and its signaling cascade remain unknown. In our
previous study, we revealed Prrt3 expression in mouse brain especially in thalamus
and hippocampus, and its possible role in memory retention using Prrt3 heterozy-
gous knock out (KO) mouse. In this study, we identifi ed Prrt3 binding proteins us-fi
ing liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Physiologically
expressed Prrt3 protein complexes were isolated from wild-type (WT) mouse brain 
by immunopurification. To eliminate non-specififi  c protein bands, Prrt3 homozygous KO fi
mouse brain sample was used as a negative control. The specifi c protein bands ob-fi
served in the silver staining were extracted and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. The protein
bands sized between 120 and 220 kDa contained excitatory amino acid transporter 2 
(EAAT2), and the band sized 40 kDa contained Gαo protein. The presence of these
proteins was further confi rmed by western blotting experiment. It is known that fi
dopamine transporter forms a complex with GPCRs (D2R or GPR37) to regulate the 
function of dopaminergic synapses. Our fi nding suggests a possibility that the interac-fi
tion between Prrt3 and EAAT2 may play an important role in glutamatergic signaling. 
( COI: No )

P1-058
Insulin transcriptionally regulated NKCC and CFTR Cl- channel
expression through PI3K activation and ERK inactivation in renal
epithelial A6 cells
Sun, Hongxin1; Niisato, Naomi1, 3; Marunaka, Yoshinori1, 2, 3（1Kyoto Prefectural 
University of Medicine, Kyoto, Japan; 2Dept of Bio-Ionomics, Kyoto Pref. Univ. of 
Medicine; 3Heian Jogakuin Univ., Kyoto, Japan）

Insulin is known to stimulate epithelial Na+ channel-mediated Na+ reabsorption in 
renal epithelial A6 cells, however the insulin action on the Cl- secretion is not fully un-
derstood. In this study we investigated the insulin action on Na+-K+-2Cl- cotransporter
(NKCC)-mediated Cl- secretion in renal epithelial A6 cells. Insulin treatment signifi-fi
cantly enhanced the forskolin-stimulated Cl- secretion with an increase in apical Cl- 
conductance by upregulating mRNA expression of both NKCC and CFTR Cl- channel.
We next examined a role of PI3K on the insulin-induced enhancement of Cl- secretion, 
because PI3K is a major signal molecule in the insulin cascade. LY294002 (a specificfi
inhibitor of PI3K) decreased Cl- secretion by suppressing NKCC mRNA expression.
On the other hand, we found that PD98059 (a MEK inhibitor) further enhanced the
insulin-stimulated CFTR mRNA expression and the Cl- secretion in forskolin-treated
A6 cells. Furthermore, insulin activated Akt as an indicator of PI3K and inactivatedf
ERK. These observations suggest that insulin enhances forskolin-stimulated Cl- se-
cretion through transcriptional regulation of NKCC and CFTR Cl- channel via PI3K
activation and ERK inactivation in renal epithelial A6 cells.
( COI: No )

P1-059 (AP-4)
Cancer cell-specifi c crosstalk between Na+, K+-ATPase and volume-
sensitive anion channel in membrane microdomains exerts anti-
proliferative activity
Fujii, Takuto1; Yamamoto, Shota1; Funayama, Keisuke1; Shimizu, Takahiro1;
Takeshima, Hiroshi2; Sakai, Hideki1（1Dept. Pharm. Physiol., Grad. Sch. Med. Pharm.
Sci., Univ. Toyama, Toyama, Japan.; 2Dept. Biol. Chem., Grad. Sch. Pharm. Sci., 
Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan.）

Na+, K+-ATPase is a potential target for anti-cancer therapy, because cardiac gly-
cosides, inhibitors of Na+, K+-ATPase, potently block cancer cell growth. However,
the mechanism underlying the anti-cancer eff ects of cardiac glycosides is not fully ffff
understood. In the present study, we found that ouabain, a cardiac glycoside, inhib-
ited cancer cell proliferation via activation of volume-sensitive outwardly rectifying 
(VSOR) anion channel. The eff ects were suppressed by DCPIB, a selective inhibitor of ffff
VSOR channel, and the knockdown of Na+, K+-ATPase α1-isoform (α1NaK) or VSOR
channel component LRRC8A (SWELL1). The disruption of membrane microdomains 
by methyl-β-cyclodextrin and the attenuation of the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) by the inhibitors of NADPH oxidase (NOX) signifi cantly suppressedfi
the ouabain-induced VSOR activation and inhibition of cell proliferation. On the other 
hand, the ouabin-induced effects were not observed in non-cancer cells. These resultsffff
suggest that α1NaK, NOX and VSOR channels form a signalosome in the membrane 
microdomains of cancer cells, and that the cardiac glycoside exerts anti-cancer activity 
through the cancer-specifi c signalosome.fi
( COI: No )

P1-060
Redox signal-mediated sensitization of Transient Receptor Potential 
Melastatin 2 (TRPM2) to temperatures affects insulin secretion from
the pancreatic β-cells
Kashio, Makiko1, 2; Marunaka, Yoshinori2, 3; Tominaga, Makoto1（1Div of Cell 
Signaling, OIIB, NIPS, Okazaki, Japan; 2Dept of Mol Cell Physiol Kyoto Pref Univ
Med, Kyoto Japan; 3Dept of Bio-Ionomics, Kyoto Pref Univ Med., Kyoto, Japan）

Pancreatic β-cells play a crucial role in blood glucose regulation as they secrete hy-
poglycemic insulin when blood glucose levels are elevated. In β-cells, reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) including H2O2 are generated in response to many kinds of signals includ-
ing blood glucose elevation. Interestingly, expression levels of catalase and glutathione
reductase, are extremely low in the pancreas compared with other tissues, suggesting 
that ROS could function as favorable signaling molecules in β-cells.
TRPM2 is a Ca2+-permeable cation channel and expressed in various tissues including 
brain, spleen and β-cells where TRPM2 is continuously aff ected by body tempera-ffff
ture. We previously found a regulation mechanism of TRPM2 activity whereby its
heat-evoked response is dynamically elevated by H2O2, termed "sensitization" enabling 
TRPM2 to be activated by body temperature with temperature threshold reduction.
In WT β-cells, H2O2 enhanced heat-evoked [Ca2+]i-increase but the eff ect was not observedff
in TRPM2KO cells. Moreover, the N-acetyl cysteine (NAC), an antioxidant compound,
-sensitive fraction of insulin secretion by Wt islets was increased with temperature eleva-
tion. This temperature-dependent enhancement was not observed in TRPM2KO islets. 
These data suggest that endogenous redox signals in pancreatic β-cells elevate insulin
secretion via TRPM2 sensitization and activity at body temperature. 
( COI: No )
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P1-061
The regulatory mechanisms of adiponectin in activity of 
hypothalamic POMC and NPY neurons
Suyama, Shigetomo1; Kubota, Naoto2; Kadowaki, Takashi2; Yada, Toshihiko1

（1Dept physiol, Div Integrativephysiol, Jichi Med Univ, Tochigi, Japan; 2Dept Diabetes
Metabolic Diseases, Grad Sch Med, Univ of Tokyo）

Aim: It has been suggested that serum adiponectin secreted from adipocytes could
enter to cerebrospinal fl uid and regulate brain functions, in addition to regulation offl
insulin sensitivity and energy expenditure in the peripheral organs. We have reported
that adiponectin facilitates activity of proopiomelanocortin (POMC) neuron, whereas
it suppresses activity of neuropeptide Y (NPY) neuron activity in the hypothalamic
arcuate nucleus. The aim of this study was to determine the regulatory mechanisms
of adiponectin in the activity of NPY and POMC neurons.
Methods: The eff ects of adiponectin on the membrane potential and electrical fiff  ring infi
POMC neurons in brain slices from POMC-GFP mice were recorded by patch-clamp
analysis under current clamp mode. Inhibitory postsynaptic current (IPSC) in NPY 
neurons of NPY-GFP mice was recorded under voltage clamp mode.
Results: Membrane potential on the ARC POMC neurons was depolarized by bath ap-
plication of adiponectin, and its depolarization eff ect was abolished by PI3K inhibitor.ffff
IPSC amplitude on NPY neuron was signifi cantly increased by adiponectin treatment.fi
Conclusion: Adiponectin activates POMC neurons via PI3K pathway and inhibits NPY
neurons via facilitation of inhibitory input at postsynapses in ARC. These eff ects mayffff
be implicated in suppression of food intake by adiponectin.
( COI: No )

P1-062
Morphological characterisation of L5 pyramidal neurons of known
synaptic properties in rat visual cortex at early developmental age
Tiong, Sheena Yinxin1; Etherington, Sarah J2（1Institute of Biological Sciences, 
Faculty of Science, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; 2School of 
Biomedical & Veterinary Sciences, Murdoch University, Western Australia）

The mammalian neocortex comprises neuronal columns that respond to specific sen-fi
sory stimulus and each column has 6 horizontal cell layers segregated by cell morphol-
ogy and physiological properties. This well-established laminar organisation suggests 
that neurons of distinct morphology are most likely to represent discrete functional
classes and form specifi c synaptic connections. This study aims to analyse morphologi-fi
cal variables of visual cortex layer 5 (L5) pyramidal neurons of known synaptic proper-
ties at early developmental age, and to determine whether these characteristics vary 
with maturation. Multineuronal whole-cell recordings were made from large and thick-
tufted L5 pyramidal neurons in slices from rats aged over the fi rst postnatal month.fi
Altogether 30 sets of Alexa Fluor 488-labelled L5 neurons were included in this study, 
of which 14 were from P11-P15 rats, one at P20 and the remaining were of age P25-P29. 
The mean somatic area and somatic perimeter of all 61 neurons were 119.4 ± 25.3 µm2

and 39.5 ± 4.2 µm, respectively. Intrinsic electrophysiological and synaptic properties 
of these neurons were shown to develop in parallel after birth. Further investigation 
is necessary to determine correlation (if any) between morphological maturation and
synaptic dynamics of specifi c neuronal classes in the developing visual cortex. fi
( COI: No )

P1-063
Role of astrocyte-expressed FABP7 on morphology and synapse
Formation of cortical neurons
Ebrahimi, Majid1; Kida, Hiroyuki2; Mitsushima, Dai2; Owada, Yuji1（1Depart. Organ
Anatomy, Yamaguchi Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.; 2Depart. Systems Neuroscience, 
Yamaguchi Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.）

Fatty acid binding protein 7 is expressed by astrocytes in the CNS and has been as-
sociated with human neuropsychiatric disorders. Here we examined relevance of astro-
cytic FABP7 in regulation of neuronal dendrite morphology and synapse formation in
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) by using Fabp7 KO mice. Golgi staining on mPFC of 
Fabp7 KO mice revealed aberrant dendritic morphology and decreased spine density 
of pyramidal neurons compared with wild-type (WT) littermates. Consistently, pri-
mary cortical neurons co-cultured with FABP7-defi cient astrocytes exhibited aberrantfi
dendritic morphology, and such change was also observed when neurons were grown 
in Fabp7 KO astrocyte conditioned medium. Number of excitatory synapses was de-
creased in mPFC of Fabp7 KO mice as well as in neurons co-cultured with Fabp7 KO
astrocytes. Whole cell voltage-clamp recording in brain slices from pyramidal cells of 
mPFC showed that both amplitude and frequency of action potential-independent min-
iature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) were decreased in Fabp7 KO mice. 
Moreover, hyperactivity of Fabp7 KO mice in open-fi eld test was partially restoredfi
by transplantation of WT astrocytes into mPFC. Collectively, our study suggests that
astrocytic FABP7 is important for growth of dendritic arbors and synapse formation 
of cortical neurons, and further for behavioral control. These fi ndings provide newfi
insights into links between FABP7, lipid homeostasis and neuropsychiatric disorders 
like schizophrenia.
( COI: No )

P1-064
Ca2+ current facilitation underlies short-term facilitation at inhibitory
synapses between Purkinje cells
Días-Rojas, Françoise; Sakaba, Takeshi; Kawaguchi, Shinya（Grad. Sch. Brain Sci.
Doshisha Univ., Kyoto, Japan）

Cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs) form synapses not only on deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN)
neurons, but also on other PCs through axon collaterals. Opposite forms of short-
term plasticity take place at the PC output synapses: while PC-DCN synapses exhibit 
paired-pulse depression, paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) occurs at the PC-PC synapses
(Orduz and Llano, 2007). To clarify a key factor determining those opposite forms of 
short-term plasticity, we here focused on the mechanism underlying short-term facili-
tation at PC-PC synapses. As a mechanism for short-term facilitation, the following 
candidates can be conceived: temporal summation of residual Ca2+, augmentation of 
action potential (AP) amplitude, saturation of Ca2+ buff er protein, facilitated Caffff 2+ infl uxfl
through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, and Ca2+-dependent positive modulation of vesicle
release machinery. Among these, the Ca2+ buff er saturation hypothesis was recentlyffff
shown to be unlikely because of the resistance of PPF to the genetic ablation of two 
major Ca2+ buff ering proteins expressed in PCs, calbindin and parvalbumin (Boff rnschein
et al, 2013). To test the other possibilities, using dissociated cerebellar cultures we 
performed fl uorescent imaging of residual Cafl 2+ increase in PC axon terminals, and also
attempted to directly whole-cell record APs and Ca2+ currents from a PC axon termi-
nal. We present the data suggesting that facilitated Ca2+ infl ux into the presynaptic fl
terminal during repetitive stimulation contributes to augmented release probability of 
synaptic vesicles. 
( COI: No )

P1-065
Kinetics of Synaptic Vesicle Refi lling with GABAfi
Yamashita, Manami1; Hori, Tetsuya1, 2; Takahashi, Tomoyuki1, 2（1Grad Sch Brain
Science, Doshisha Univ, Kyoto, Japan; 2Cellular and Molecular Synaptic Function Unit,
Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate University, Okinawa, Japan）

Information transfer between neurons requires temporal and spatial balance of excit-
atory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. After releasing neurotransmitter, synaptic vesi-
cles are retrieved by endocytosis and recycled to be reused for synaptic transmission.
To maintain the synaptic effi  cacy, vesicles must be refiffi lled with neurotransmitter dur-fi
ing recycling. Vesicle traffi  cking and pools have been ffi studied in great detail but much
less is known about where and how vesicles are fi lled with GABA via VGAT. Afterfi
exocytosis vesicles retrieved by clathrin-mediated endocytosis are rapidly acidifiedfi
and recycled. Refi lling of GABA might be a rate-limiting phase of recycling vesifi cles. 
The refi lling speed estimated in isolated or reconstructed vesicles sefi ems too slow to 
fi ll up vesicles within the period of recycling. Here we re-examfi ined the vesicle refill-fi
ing rate directly at GABAergic synapses in slices. We made caged GABA photolysis 
in simultaneous whole-cell recording from a presynaptic inhibitory interneuron and 
a postsynaptic Purkinje cell in cerebellar cortex. After washing out vesicular GABA 
in an interneuron with a whole cell pipette containing no GABA, refi lling of vesiclesfi
with uncaged GABA caused a recovery of IPSCs in a Purkinje neuron within 3 min. 
Thus, the time course of refi lling in situ was signififi  cantly faster than that reported in fi
reconstituted or isolated vesicles (5 - 10 min).
( COI: No )

P1-066
Rational design of a novel high-affi nity, ultrafast, red calcium
indicator R-CaMP2
Inoue, Masatoshi1, 5; Takeuchi, Atsuya2; Horigane, Shin-ichiro1; Ohkura, Masamichi3; 
Gengyo-ando, Keiko3; Fujii, Hajime1; Kamijo, Satoshi1, 5; Takemoto-kimura, Sayaka1, 4; 
Kano, Masanobu2; Nakai, Junichi3; Kitamura, Kazuo2, 4; Bito, Haruhiko1, 5（1Dept. of 
Neurochemistry, Grad. Sch. of Med., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept. of 
Neurophysiol., Grad. Sch. of Med., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan; 3Brain Science 
Institute, Saitama Univ., Saitama, Japan; 4PRESTO-JST, Saitama, Japan; 5CREST-JST,
Tokyo, Japan）

Fluorescent Ca2+ reporters are widely used as readouts of neuronal activities. Here,
we designed R-CaMP2, a novel high-affi  nity red genetically encoded calcium indica-ffi
tor (GECI) with a Kd for Ca2+ < 70 nM, and with a Hill coefficient near 1. Use of theffi
calmodulin-binding sequence of CaMKK-α/β in lieu of a M13 sequence resulted in
three fold faster kinetics than R-CaMP1.07 in rise and decay time of Ca2+ transients.
These features allowed to resolve single action potential (AP) and fast AP trains up to 
near 20-40 Hz in cortical slices. In vivo imaging of the barrel cortex layer 2/3 neurons 
revealed reliable recording of single APs in R-CaMP2-expressing neurons, while syn-g
aptic Ca2+ transients were robustly detected in individual dendritic spines with similar
effi  cacy as previously reported ultrasensitive green GECIs. Combiffi ning green and red 
GECIs, we successfully achieved dual-color monitoring of neuronal activities of distinct 
cell types, in the mouse cortex and in free-moving C. elegans. Together, R/G-CaMP
imaging using R-CaMP2 provides a powerful means to interrogate orthogonal and
hierarchical active ensembles, thus signifi cantly enhancing our current capacity forfi
functional mapping of neuronal circuits in vivo.
( COI: No )
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P1-067 (AP-2)
Identifi cation of retrograde signals required for synapse elimination 
in the developing brain
Uesaka, Naofumi; Kano, Masanobu（Dept. Neurophysiol., Grad Sch Med, Univ of 
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan）

Precise formation of neural circuits during development is a prerequisite for proper 
brain functions. Neurons form exuberant synapses with target cells early in develop-
ment. Then, necessary synapses are selectively strengthened whereas unnercessary 
connections are weakened and eventually eliminated during the course of postnatal 
development. This process is known as synapse elimination. Synapse elimination is an 
important step to shape initial redundant neural circuits into functionally mature cir-
cuits, and the disruption is likely linked to mental disorder and brain dysfunction. While
the underlying mechanism is still unclear in any systems, several lines of evidence 
suggest that retrograde signaling from postsynaptic cells regulates synapse elimina-
tion. However, these retrograde signals remain to be identified. We have screenedfi
retrograde molecules required for synapse elimination of climbing fi ber to Purkinje cell fi
connection in the developing cerebellum. We identifi ed some key retrograde molecules fi
which strengthen necessary synapses and eliminate unnecessary synapses. Here I 
am going to talk about the role of these retrograde molecules in synapse elimination.
( COI: No )

P1-068
Pharmacological analysis of the inhibitory actions of 5-HT on the
excitatory transmission in the dentate granule cells
Nozaki, Kanako1; Kubo, Reika2; Tanaka, Yu1; Furukawa, Yasuo1（1Lab Neurobiol, 
Grad Sch Integrated Arts & Sci, Hiroshima Univ, Japan; 2Dept of Neurophysiol, Grad 
Sch of Biomed & Health Sci, Hiroshima Univ, Japan）

The dentate gyrus in hippocampus receives serotonergic innervation from the raphe
nuclei, suggesting that synaptic activities in the dentate gyrus are modulated by sero-
tonin (5-HT). Externally applied 5-HT is known to regulate the GABAergic transmis-
sion, which indirectly aff ects the excitatory drive onto the granule cells. However, aff
possible direct action of 5-HT on the excitatory transmission in the granule cells is not
well examined. We previously showed that 5-HT reduces the input resistance (IR) of 
granule cells, thereby aff ects the amplitude of EPSPs irrespective of the inputs. Weff
also found that 5-HT specifi cally reduces the EPSPs evoked by the stimulation of the fi
lateral perforant path (LPP) but not the medial perforant path and mossy cell fibers. In fi
the present study, we examined which types of receptors are involved in the inhibitory
modulation of the LPP-granule cell synapse by 5-HT. The reduction of IR by 5-HT was
completely blocked by a 5-HT1A antagonist, WAY100635, but the inhibitory effect of ffff
5-HT on the EPSP amplitude was only partially suppressed. By contrast, co-application
of a 5-HT2 antagonist, ritanserin with WAY100635 blocked the inhibitory action com-
pletely. These results suggest that the activation of 5-HT1A receptor inhibits excitatory
transmissions in the granule cells globally, and that the activation of 5-HT2 receptor 
specifically depresses the LPP-granule cell synapse.fi
( COI: No )

P1-069
Analysis of spontaneous slow currents in inferior olivary neurons
Matsumoto, Yoshiko; Nakayama, Hisako; Hashimoto, Kouichi（Dept of 
Neurophysiol, Hiroshima Univ, Hiroshima, Japan）

Inferior olivary neurons (IONs) are the only source of climbing fig  bers innervating cer-fi
ebellar Purkinje cells, which have important roles in cerebellar functions. To examine 
factors to control firing of IONs, we recorded spontaneous currents electrophysiolofi gi-
cally. Coronal slices were prepared from C57BL6 mice, and whole cell recordings were
performed from IONs. Spontaneous currents with relatively shorter duration were 
blocked by AMPA and GABAA receptor blockers (NBQX and bicuculline), suggesting 
that these were synaptic currents. In addition to the synaptic currents, we found that 
spontaneous currents with long durations were frequently observed in IONs. These 
slow currents could be further divided into two subgroups. One group was inward
currents which were always followed by an outward current (bipolar currents). The
bipolar currents were blocked by TTX, a blocker of the voltage dependent Na+ chan-
nels, or carbenoxolone, a blocker of gap junction, suggesting that these were Na+

spike from neighboring IONs via gap junctions. The other was inward currents with 
slow kinetics (slow inward currents). The slow inward currents were TTX resistant
and suppressed by bath-applied Ni2+, suggesting contribution of the T-type voltage 
dependent Ca2+ channel (T-type VDCC). To confi rm this point further, we used Cav3.1,fi
a major alpha subunit of the T-type VDCC in IONs, null mice. In these mice, the slow
inward currents were totally abolished. These results suggest that activation of IONs 
is regulated by spontaneous generation of these currents. 
( COI: No )

P1-070
Input specifi city of giant miniature EPSC in hippocampal CA3
neurons
Suzuki, Etsuko1, 2; Kamiya, Haruyuki1（1Dept Neurobiol, Grad Sch Med, Hokkaido 
Univ, Sapporo, Japan; 2JSPS）2

Miniature EPSCs with exceptionally large amplitude, so-called giant minis, are re-
corded from hippocampal CA3 neurons. These large events are thought to originate 
from the mossy fi ber synapses, since a lesion of the dentate gyrus decreases gifi ant 
minis and large clear vesicles exist in the mossy fiber terminals. However, there is nofi
direct evidence for the mossy fi ber origin of giant minis. In this study, we examined fi
strontium-induced asynchronous EPSCs (aEPSCs) by the stimulation of diff erent inputsff
to identify the origin of giant minis. In the solution containing strontium instead of 
calcium ions, delayed asynchronous release follow evoked-EPSCs composed of syn-
chronous release of multiple vesicles, off ering the way to evaluate the input specififfff c fi
size of quantal events. Acute hippocampal slices were obtained from C57BL/6J mice
(p13 - 21). Repetitive stimulation (3 pulses at 50 Hz) was applied to the mossy fiber or fi
the associational/commissural (A/C) fiber, and the evoked EPSCs were recorded from fi
CA3 pyramidal neurons. With the stimulation of A/C fi ber, amplitudes of aEPSCsfi
observed during 350 ms after the stimulation was not different from those of miniatureffff
EPSCs recorded during 350 ms before the stimulation (p > 0.05, K-S test, n = 9). On the 
other hand, giant minis (> 80 pA in this study) were observed with the stimulation of 
mossy fi ber (p < 0.01, n = 7). The time courses of appearance of giantfi  minis matched 
with aEPSCs observed in other synapses (< 400 ms). These results suggested that gi-
ant minis are exclusively originated from the mossy fi ber-CA3 synapse.fi
( COI: No )

P1-071
Involvement of diacylglycerol kinase β in the spine formation at 
distal dendrites of striatal medium spiny neurons
Hozumi, Yasukazu; Goto, Kaoru（Sch. Med. Yamagata Univ., Yamagata, Japan）

Spine formation, a salient feature underlying neuronal plasticity to adapt to a changing 
environment, is regulated by complex machinery involving membrane signal transduc-
tion. The diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) family, which is involved in membrane lipid me-
tabolism, catalyzes the phosphorylation of a lipid second messenger, diacylglycerol (DG). 
Of the DGKs, DGKβ is characterized by predominant expression in a specific brain fi
region: the striatum. We previously demonstrated that DGKβ is expressed selectively 
in medium spiny neurons (MSNs) and that it is highly enriched in the perisynaptic
membrane on dendritic spines contacted with excitatory terminals. Moreover, DGKβ
regulates spinogenesis through actin-based remodeling in an activity-dependent man-
ner. However, the detailed mechanisms of spinogenesis regulation and its functional 
signifi cance remain unclear. To address these issues, we performed Gofi lgi-Cox staining 
to examine morphological aspects of MSNs in the striatum of DGKβ-knockout (KO) 
mice. Results show that striatal MSNs of DGKβ-KO mice exhibited lower dendritic
spine density at distal dendrites than wild-type mice did. We also sought protein tar-
gets that interact with DGKβ and identifi ed the GluA2 AMPA receptor subunit as afi
novel DGKβ binding partner. In addition, DGKβ-defi cient brain exhibits signififi cantfi
reduction of TARP γ-8, which represents a transmembrane AMPA receptor regula-
tory protein. These fi ndings suggest that DGKβ regulates the spine formation at distfi al 
dendrites of MSNs, presumably through GluA2 receptor-mediated mechanism. 
( COI: No )

P1-072
Contextual memory encoding induces a quick change of post-
synaptic current in hippocampal CA1 neurons
Sakimoto, Yuya; Mitsushima, Dai（Dept System neuro, Grad Sch Med, Yamaguchi 
Univ, Yamaguchi, Japan）

The hippocampus plays a central role in contextual learning and memory. Since the 
learning strengthens both excitatory and inhibitory CA1 synapses, each CA1 neuron 
shows high diversity of post-synaptic currents (Mitsushima et al., Nature Commun,
2013). In the present study, to examine whether encoding of memory strengthens 
the CA1 synapses, we examined the temporal change of miniature excitatory and
inhibitory post-synaptic currents (mEPSC and mIPSC) in IA-trained rats. As a learn-
ing model, we employed inhibitory avoidance (IA) task, and acute brain slices were 
prepared for patch clamp analysis. Untrained rats showed relatively small mEPSC 
and mIPSC amplitudes with low diversity of post-synaptic currents. Conversely, IA 
rats showed higher mEPSC and mIPSC amplitudes from the 5 to 30 min periods after 
encoding session in IA but not immediately follow this test (at the 0 min). In addition,
mIPSC frequency increased from 0 to 5 min periods after encoding session whereas
mEPSC frequency increased at the 5 min periods after encoding session, suggesting 
that memory encoding induced a quick change of mEPSC and mIPSC. Moreover, bath
treatment of CNQX (an AMPA receptor antagonist, 10 µM) consistently blocked the 
mEPSC responses. In contrast, bath treatment of bicuculline methiodide (a GABAA

receptor antagonist, 10 µM) consistently blocked the mIPSC responses. For these re-
sults, we conclude that a quick change of AMPA receptors and GABAA receptors in 
hippocampal CA1 neurons plays role for encoding of contextual memory. 
( COI: No )
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P1-073
Simulation analysis of water and ion dynamics in astrocyte
Murakami, Shingo; Kurachi, Yoshihisa（Dept. Pharmacol, Sch. Med, Osaka Univ.）

In response to perturbation of extracellular environment in the brain, astrocyte trans-
port water and ions to maintain proper environment for neural activity. Extracellular
K+ concentration ([K+]out) in the brain increases in response to ischaemia, hypoxia, 
hypoglycaemia, seizures, and spreading depression and can cause signifi cant problemsfi
in brain function. High [K+]out also induces swelling in astrocytes, leading to cytotoxic 
edema and cell death in the brain. On the other hand, when the blood brain barrier 
(BBB) is disrupted, water fl ux to extracellular and increase of extracellular space lead fl
to vasogenic edema. In order to prevent the harmful elevation of [K+]out and increase
of extracellular space, astrocytes clear excessive K+ and water in extracellular space
by redistributing K+ and water. Despite the importance of the redistribution function
for ion and water, the underlying mechanisms remain unclear. Here we report results 
from a simulation analysis of water and ion dynamics in astrocyte. The astrocyte
models were improved from out previous astrocyte models, which were constructed
by incorporating various mechanisms such as intra/extracellular ion concentrations
and models of ion channels and transporters. New models of ion channels, such as 
volume- regulated anion channel (VRAC) were incorporated into the previous model to
reproduce regulatory volume decrease, and were used to simulate not only K+ trans-
port but also water transport under vasogenic edema. Our simulation analysis revealed
controversial mechanisms of astrocytic ion and water clearance.
( COI: No )

P1-074
Methionine ameliorates the elevated GAD67 expression in cingulate
cortex and the abnormal behaviors of FABP3 KO mice
Yamamoto, Yui1; Kida, Hiroyuki2; Mitsushima, Dai2; Owada, Yuji1（1Dept. Organ 
Anatomy, Yamaguchi Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.; 2Dept. Systems Neuroscience, Yamaguchi 
Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.）

Introduction: Fatty acid binding protein (FABP) 3 is strongly expressed in GABAergic 
inhibitory interneurons in cingulate cortical (CC) which is one of the important brain
regions for behavioral coordination. We have so far shown that FABP3 gene ablated 
mice show the increase of glutamic acid decarboxylase 67 (GAD67) expression in CC 
and the abnormal cognitive and emotional behaviors. In order to explore the mecha-
nism how FABP3 regulates GAD67 expression, we studied whether methionine (MET)
administration, which increases DNA methylation, aff ects the GAD67 expression in CCff
of FABP3 gene ablated mice and their abnormal behaviors.
Method: Binding of methyl CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) to specifi c GAD67 CpG-richfi
promoter sequence was studied by chromatin immunoprecipitation assay. Mice were
treated twice a day for 6 days with MET (5.2 mmol/kg, s.c.). Expression of GAD67
mRNA was examined by qPCR.
Result: In the CC of FABP3 gene ablated mice, binding of MeCP2 to GAD67 promoter
was signifi cantly decreased compared with wild-type mice. MET administratfi ion re-
stored the elevated GAD67 mRNA expression in the CC of FABP3 KO mice back to 
wild-type levels, and improved their abnormal behaviors.
Conclusion: These fi ndings suggest that DNA hypomethylation and the associatedfi
chromatin remodeling underlie the elevation of GAD67 in CC and the abnormal behav-
iors of FABP3 gene ablated mice.
( COI: No )

P1-075
The ethanol metabolite acetaldehyde induces the sensation of thirst
Ujihara, Izumi1, 2; Inenaga, Kiyotoshi1; Hitomi, Suzuro1; Ono, Kentaro1; 
Kakinoki, Yasuaki2（1Divs. Physiol., Kyushu Dental Univ., Fukuoka, Japan; 2Divs.
Gerodontol., Kyushu Dental Univ., Fukuoka, Japan）

Thirst sensation in hangover has been considered to be due to ethanol-induced diure-
sis, but heavy-alcohol drinking reduces urine volume. In this study, we hypothesized 
that ethanol metabolite acetaldehyde is thirst-inducing factor in hangover. Male Wistar 
rats were used in the present study. Ethanol signifi cantly increased water intake. fi
Coadministration of the aldehyde dehydrogenase inhibitor cyanamide with ethanol
increased both water and salt intake further and earlier. Urine volume was decreased
by ethanol. Acetaldehyde with cyanamide induced water and salt intake. The elicited 
water and salt intake was suppressed by intraperitoneal and intracerebroventricular 
injections of angiotensin AT1R antagonist candesartan. c-Fos expression in the cir-
cumventricular organs and supraoptic nucleus was increased by acetaldehyde, and
the increment was suppressed by central AT1R blockade. Acetaldehyde suppressed 
blood pressure and increased plasma renin activity. Meanwhile, intracerebroventricu-
lar acetaldehyde increased only water intake. In multi-array extracellular recordings
from slice preparations of subfornical organ, acetaldehyde showed a direct eff ect onff
neuronal cell bodies. Taken together, acetaldehyde may induce thirst sensation via 
two distinct and previously unsuspected processes, an indirect action through the
renin-angiotensin system by a depressor response and a direct action in the dipsogenic
centers in hangover, independent of diuresis.
( COI: No )

P1-076
FILIP-related molecule binds to NMDA receptor and controls spine 
maturation and synaptic function in the hippocampal neuron
Kuroda, Kazuki1, 2; Yagi, Hideshi4; Xie, Minjue1, 2, 3; Omi, Minoru1, 2; Iguchi, Tokuichi5;
Oka, Yuichiro5; Sato, Makoto3, 5（1Molphol. Physiol., Med., Univ. Fukui, Fukui, Japan;
2Res. Edu. Life Sci., Univ. Fukui, Fukui, Japan; 3Res. Center Child Mental Dev., Univ.
Fukui, Fukui, Japan; 4Anat. Neurosci., Hyogo College Med., Hyogo, Japan; 5Anat. 5

Neurosci., Grad. Sch. Med., Osaka Univ., Osaka, Japan）

Dendritic spines are small actin-rich structures and the primary post-synaptic sites
of excitatory neurotransmission in the brain. The actin cytoskeleton is essential for
spine maturation as well as for synaptic plasticity and memory formation. Non-muscle 
myosin IIb plays a major role for regulation of actin dynamics in the dendritic spines. 
However, how myosin IIb directly alters cytoskeletal dynamics through ATPase-driv-
en contraction of actin networks and how myosin IIb function is regulated during the
dendrite spine maturation are still poorly understood. We found that one FILIP (Fila-
min A-Interacting Protein)-related molecule, FRM, was a binding partner of myosing
IIb and was expressed in the hippocampal and neocortical neurons. When endogenous
FRM was knocked down in cultured hippocampal neurons, it inhibited spine shorten-
ing for spine maturation and changed the ratio of NMDA receptor expressions on
spines. Additionally, we found that FRM was interacted with NMDA receptor. These
data suggest that FRM is a new myosin IIb modulator that controls spine maturation
and synaptic function in the hippocampus as well as in the cerebral cortex.
( COI: No )

P1-077
Kinetic Organization of Ca2+ Signals that Regulate Synaptic Release 
Effi cacy
Mori, Michinori; Tanifuji, Shota; Mochida, Sumiko（Dept Physiol, Tokyo Med. Univ., 
Tokyo, Japan）

Calcium regulation of neurotransmitter release is essential for maintenance of synaptic
transmission. However, the temporal and spatial organization of Caf 2+ dynamics that 
regulate synaptic vesicle (SV) release effi  cacy in sympathetic neurons is poorly un-ffi
derstood. We investigate the N-type Ca2+ channels-mediated kinetic structure of Ca2+

regulation of cholinergic transmission of sympathetic neurons. We measured the eff ect ffff
of Ca2+ chelation with fast and slow buff ers on exocytosis, synaptic depression, and ff
recovery of the readily releasable vesicle pool (RRP), after both single action potential
(AP) and repetitive APs. Postsynaptic potentials peaking at ~12 ms after the AP was
inhibited by both rapid and slow Ca2+ buff ers, suggesting that, in addition to the well-ff
known fast Ca2+ signals at the active zone (AZ), slow Ca2+ + signals at the peak of Ca2+

entry also contribute to paired-pulse or repetitive APs responses. Following single 
AP, discrete Ca2+-transient regulated synaptic depression in a rapid (<30 ms) and
slow (<120 ms) phase. In contrast, following prolonged APs trains, synaptic depression 
was reduced by a slow Ca2+ signal regulation lasting >200 ms. Finally, after an AP
burst, recovery of the RRP was mediated by an AP-dependent rapid Ca2+ signal, and 
the expansion of releasable SV number by an AP fi ring activity-dependent slow Cafi 2+

signal. These data indicate that local Ca2+ signals operating near Ca2+ sources in the 
AZ are organized into discrete fast and slow temporal phases that remodel exocytosis
and short-term plasticity to ensure long-term stability in acetylcholine release effi  cacy.ffi
( COI: No )

P1-078
Effects of astaxanthin on axonal transport in cultured mouse dorsal
root ganglion neurons
Isonaka, Risa; Katakura, Takashi; Kawakami, Tadashi（Dept Physiol, Kitasato Univ
Sch of Med, Sagamihara, Japan）

Astaxanthin, a non-provitamin A carotenoid, which is found in the pigment of micro-
algae, crustacean, salmon and so on. It is well known as an antioxidant, and it has also
been reported to have anti-infl ammatory and anticancer efffl  ects. We have previously ffff
demonstrated that astaxanthin suppressed against oxidative stress-induced neurite 
growth inhibitory. However the direct eff ects of AX on neuronal functions have rarely ffff
examined. Axonal transport is critical for neurogenesis and maintenance of neuronal
functions. This study we investigated the eff ects of AX on axonal transport in cultured ffff
dorsal root ganglion neurons. Movement of organelles in neurites was observed by
real-time video-enhanced microscopy. Axonal transport in anterograde and retrograde
directions had not signifi cantly changed after treatment with astaxanthin. The aver-fi
age velocity of particle movement and the diameter of these neurites were also not 
signifi cantly changed in both directions.fi
( COI: No )
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P1-079
Hydrogen peroxide-mediated modulation of synaptic transmission in 
rat spinal ventral horn neurons
Ohashi, Masayuki1; Kohno, Tatsuro2; Endo, Naoto1（1Dept Orhop Surg, Niigata Univ, 
Niigata, Japan; 2Dept Anesth, Niigata University, Niigata, Japan）

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is produced at high concentrations under pathological con-
ditions. In this study, we examined the presynaptic eff ects of H2O2 on the rat spinalffff
ventral horn neurons using whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from spinal cord slices.
H2O2 (1 mM, 5 min) induced biphasic changes in the frequency of miniature excitatoryf
postsynaptic currents (mEPSC): i.e., initial augmentation and subsequent depression, 
lasting after 10 min washout. Subsequent depression was attenuated by GABA-A 
receptor antagonist, indicating that the depression is mediated by the activation of 
presynaptic GABA-A receptors. Actually, the frequency of GABAergic miniature in-
hibitory synaptic currents (mIPSC) were increased by superfusing H2O2. This action
might protect neurons from an excessive excitation mediated by H2O2. Another H2O2
eff ect on the mEPSC frequency, initial augmentation, was suppressffff ed by superfusing 
Ca2+-free solution. Furthermore, N-type voltage dependent calcium channel (VDCC)
blocker inhibited completely the initial augmentation and P/Q-type blocker inhibited 
partially, whereas R- and L-type blockers had no eff ect, indicating that the augmenta-ffff
tion is in part mediated by Ca2+ infl ux through the N- and P/Q-type VDCC. Mean-fl
while, the increase of GABAergic mIPSC frequency by H2O2 was not attenuated by 
Ca2+-free solution. These results suggest that the presynaptic N- and P/Q-type VDCC
might represent a novel target for preventing an excessive excitation, which does not 
attenuate neuroprotective mechanisms such as GABA release. 
( COI: No )

P1-080
Effect of long-term STN-HFS on the IPSC of Substantia Nigra pars 
Reticulata (SNr) Neurons in the slices from reserpinized rat
Miyazaki, Takefumi（Dept Physiol, Tokyo Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

I reported that GABAergic IPSC-LTP was induced by high frequency electrical stimu-
lation onto subthalamic nucleus (STN-HFS) through the postsynaptic mechanism in 
the half of SNr neurons tested (9 out of 17 neurons) under control condition. The pared 
pulse ratios of 1.692 ± 0.178 before STN-HFS and 1.349 ± 0.068 at after 120 min
STN-HFS were not signifi cantly difffi  erent (p = 0.103, n = 14). This IPSC-LTP induced ffff
by STN-HFS was observed in almost all neurons tested (11 out of 13 neurons) in the f
solution with 3 or 5 µM Sulpiride, a D2 dopamine receptor antagonist. The normalized
amplitude was 1.878 ± 0.229 at 120 min after STN-HFS. This value was signifi cantlyfi
different from the one before STN-HFS (n = 11, p = 0.004). On the ff other hand, STN-
HFS induced the LTD-like decrease in the amplitude of glutamatergic EPSC at SNr 
neurons evoked by electrical stimulation onto internal capsule in the solution with
20 µM bicuculline. As reported, this LTD-like eff ect on EPSC was abolished by Dff 1

receptor antagonist (5 µM SCH23390). Since a long time patch-recording itself might 
aff ect the amplitude of IPSC, I recorded the IPSC amplitude underffff  voltage-clamp for
122 min without STN-HFS in some neurons (n = 4). As expected, an IPSC decreased 
in its amplitude rather than increase. Normalized amplitude was 0.856 ± 0.09. How-
ever, in the slices from reserpinized rats, an acute model rat of Parkinson's diseases, 
STN-HFS did not induced IPSC-LTP in 4 neurons tested. At 90 min after STN-HFS,
the normalized amplitude of IPSC was 0.686 ± 0.112. This value was not signifi cantlyfi
diff erent from control (p = 0.107).ff
( COI: No )

P1-081
Inhibition of spontaneous GABAergic currents after increasing pre-
and post-synaptic activity in neonatal rat hippocampus
Taketo, Megumi; Matsuda, Hiroko（Dept. Physiol. 1, Facult. Med., Univ. Kansai 
medical）

The activity-dependent plasticity of excitatory synapses is considered to be a model
of learning and memory. GABAA receptor-mediated inhibitory postsynaptic currents
(IPSCs) regulate the excitatory synaptic transmission by modifying activity of the
principal cells, but plasticity of the inhibitory synapses has not been suffi  ciently char-ffi
acterized. Several investigators reported that repetitive depolarization of principal
cells facilitates or suppresses inhibitory synaptic transmission. Thus, direction (facilita-
tion or suppression) and mechanism of the plasticity, remain to be established. In the 
present experiments, GABAAergic sIPSCs were recorded in acute slices of neonatal 
rat hippocampus. Using whole cell patch-clamp recording method, eff ect of the re-ffff
petitive postsynaptic depolarization on the sIPSCs was determined. Depolarization 
of postsynaptic neurons alone did not cause marked alteration of the frequency or
amplitude of sIPSCs. Simultaneous activation of presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons
however, induced transient decrement of the frequency of the sIPSCs. In the presence 
of antagonists of metabotropic glutamate receptors or an antagonist of CB1 receptor, 
the inhibition caused by this simultaneous stimulation was suppressed. These results 
suggest that postsynaptic depolarization and facilitation of glutamate release from
presynaptic terminal transiently inhibit the sIPSCs and that CB1 receptor probably 
participates in this inhibition.
( COI: No )

P1-082
Synapse-specifi c effects of interleukin-1β on synaptic plasticity in
the mouse hippocampus
Hoshino, Koji1; Hasegawa, Kan1; Kamiya, Haruyuki2; Morimoto, Yuji1（1Dept Anesth 
and Crit Care, Hokkaido Univ Grad Sch Med, Sapporo, Japan; 2Dept Neurobiol,
Hokkaido Univ Grad Sch Med, Sapporo, Japan）

Interleukin-1β (IL-1β), which is a key molecule in the infl ammatory responses during fl
infection and injury, exerts local eff ects on hippocampal synapticffff plasticity via IL-1 re-
ceptors that are present at high levels, especially in the hippocampus. To examine the
eff ects of IL-1β on synaptic plasticity in diffff  erent hippocampal regions, we examinedffff
long-term potentiation (LTP) in acute hippocampal slices obtained from mice, which is 
considered as the cellular model for learning and memory. IL-1β (1 ng/ml) was applied
for 30 min before high-frequency stimulation (HFS: 100 Hz for 1 sec × 3) to induce 
LTP. LTP was signifi cantly impaired by IL-1β application at the Schafffi er collateral-ffff
CA1 synapses (138.4 ± 6.2 % vs. 119.1 ± 3.8 %, % of excitatory postsynaptic potential 
(EPSP) amplitude 60 min after HFS against baselines, mean ± SEM, n = 4 respectively,
p < 0.05, t-test), and at the associational/commissural (A/C) fi ber-CA3 synapses (160.9fi
± 7.4 % vs. 134.3 ± 9.1 %, n = 6, respectively, p < 0.05), which are both dependent on 
NMDA receptor activation. However, mossy fi ber-CA3 LTP, which is independent of fi
NMDA receptor activation and expressed presynaptically, was not impaired by IL-1β
(155.0 ± 15.6 % vs. 161.2 ± 19.8 %, % of EPSP amplitude 30 min after HFS against
baselines, n = 8 respectively, p > 0.05). Our results show different effffff  ects of IL-1β onff
the LTPs at diff erent kinds of synapses, indicating that IL-1β has synapse-speff cifi cfi
eff ects on hippocampal synaptic plasticity.ff
( COI: No )

P1-083
Physiological role of N-glycosylation in AMPA receptor-mediated
synaptic transmission
Wakazono, Yoshihiko1; Kandel, Munal B1; Midorikawa, Ryosuke1; Oka, Shogo2;
Takamiya, Kogo1（1Dept Neurosci, Facul Med, Univ Miyazaki, Miyazaki, Japan; 2Dept 
Biol Chem, Human Health Sci, Grad Sch Med, Kyoto Univ, Kyoto, Japan）JJ

The intracellular molecular mechanisms underlying the regulation of the AMPA re-
ceptor have been dramatically elucidated in the past few decades. In contrast, the 
regulation of the extracellular domain remains unclear. Here, we focused on N-glyco-
sylation of the AMPA receptor in the extracellular domain and tried to clarify their
functions by combining molecular biological and electrophysiological techniques. In
the last meeting, we presented that the digestion of N-glycosylation of primary hip-
pocampal cultured neurons and/or GluA1 expressing HEK293 cells by a treatment 
with PNGase-F changed AMPA currents from desensitization to re-sensitization, and 
that asparagine residues, positioned at 401 of 406, putative N-glycosylation sites, were 
critical sites for the expression of re-sensitization. In this meeting, we will report a
physiological role of N-glycosylation in AMPA receptor-mediated synaptic transmis-
sion. First, we examined whether excitatory post-synaptic currents (EPSCs) induce the 
re-sensitization by treatment of acute brain slices with PNGase-F. Under the whole-
cell recordings, single electrical stimulation of Schaffer collateral did not show the ffff
re-sensitization in hippocampal pyramidal neurons, however, paired pulse stimulation
generated a similar re-sensitization. A mEPSC analysis revealed that PNGase-F treat-
ment exhibited signifi cantly longer the decay time. These results suggested that N-fi
glycosylation modulate the synaptic transmission by altering EPSCs.
( COI: No )

P1-084
Synaptic distribution on single labeled mitral cell in the olfactory
bulb
Matsuno, Takeshi; Kiyokage, Emi; Toida, Kazunori（Dept. Anat., Kawasaki Med. Sch.,
Okayama, Japan）

Mitral cells are major projection neurons of olfactory bulb (OB). They receive olfac-
tory inputs, regulate information, and send their axons to the olfactory cortex. In
this study, to understand output control from the OB, we established a method for
visualization of single mitral cell and examined quantitative distribution of synapses
with their target neurons. Single mitral cell fl uoro-labeled by virus injection was thenfl
processed for serial-sectioning electron microscopy (EM). EM-reconstructed mitral cell 
was obtained by approximately 300 serial thin sections each, and synapse distributions
and their target neurons were analyzed. Total number of synapse on the cell body
was 511: number of output and input synapse was 290 and 221, respectively. Among 
them, 58 % of output synapses and 76 % of input synapses made reciprocal pairs. These
synapses were made by individual 261 profi les and 129 of them involved reciprocalfi
pairs. These EM-fi ndings for synapse on the single mitral cell have been confifi  rmed by fi
multiple fl uoro-labeling immunocytochemistry. That is, synaptic and neurofl nal mark-
ers, such as parvalbumin, vesicular gamma-aminobutyric acid transporter, vesicular
glutamate transporter, were expected for wider view of synaptic distributions. Then
we further confi rmed that light-microscopically (LM) identififi ed sites were involved infi
EM-identifi ed synapses. In conclusion, we demonstrate synapse distributiofi n on both
soma and dendrites of the single mitral cell by correlative LM and serial-EM studies.
( COI: No )
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P1-085
Structural basis for cholinergic regulation in the mouse olfactory bulb
Hamamoto, Masakazu; Kiyokage, Emi; Toida, Kazunori（Dept. Anat., Kawasaki Med. 
Sch., Okayama, Japan）

Odor information is regulated by olfactory inputs, bulbar interneurons, and centrifu-
gal inputs from other brain regions. Among them, centrifugal inputs have been less
analyzed. Cholinergic (ACh) neurons derived from the nucleus of horizontal limb of f
diagonal band (HDB) are one of the major centrifugal inputs to the olfactory bulb (OB).
However, little is known about how ACh neurons make synaptic connections with vari-
ous bulbar neurons to regulate odor signals. In this study, we focus on ACh regulation 
of the OB, and analyzed the detailed distribution of ACh neurons in the HDB, and the
synapses formation in the OB.
A retrograde tracer, Fluoro-Gold was stereotaxically injected into the OB, and serial 
slices immunostained with multiple neuronal markers to analyze cellular distribution. 
To clarify projection pathway of ACh neuron, the HDB neurons were fl uoro-labeled by fl
viral injection. We confi rmed that the infected neuron was Ach, and then single neu-fi
ron was traced three-dimensionally. Furthermore, to identify target neurons of ACh 
fi bers in the OB, we performed flfi  uorolabelling with various interneuron markers and fl
observed synaptic formation of them by electron microscopy (EM).
In comparison with the other neuron, ACh neurons located rather medially in the 
HDB. Fluorolabelling revealed that ACh fibers were associated with bulbar interneu-fi
rons throughout all layers. EM study showed that ACh fi bers made asymmetrical fi
synapses, although their post-synaptic density exhibited variable feature.
Our present study suggests that ACh neurons contribute to elaborate mechanism of 
olfactory processing in the OB.
( COI: No )

P1-086
Spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) at L2/3 intercolumner
connections and its interaction with STDP at L4-L2/3 connections
Kimura, Fumitaka1; Itami, Chiaki2（1Dept. Molecular Neurosci. Osaka Univ. Grad. Sch.
Med., Japan; 2Dept. Physiol. Faculty of Medicine, Saitama Med. Univ.）

Deprivation-induced map plasticity requires standard STDP with long-term poten-
tiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) at L4-L2/3 synapses, but for spared 
columns to drive deprived columns eff ectively, horizontal connections at L2/3 betweenffff
adjacent columns might also exhibit some form of plasticity during critical period. We
tested this possibility and found that these connections exhibit STDP with LTP only,
or both pre-before-post as well as post-before-pre timing produced potentiation in a
timing-dependent manner, that is, shorter the timing diff erences, the larger the poten-ffff
tiation. To have LTP-STDP should be advantageous for the formation of horizontal
connections. In addition, we found that the formation of this horizontal intercolumner
connection could be facilitated by existing vertical connections between L4-L2/3 that
exhibit standard STDP with LTP and LTD, just like an interaction between L4-L2/3
LTP-STDP and thalamus-L2/3 LTD-STDP during the 2nd postnatal week, as we re-
port previously. We conclude that intercolumner STDP between L2/3 would contrib-
ute to map plasticity, and that network formation by interaction of STDP might be an
important rule for shaping the neural network.
( COI: No )

P1-087
Synaptic potentiation in the central amygdala in trigeminal 
inflammatory pain model of ratsfl
Miyazawa, Yuta1; Takahashi, Yukari1; Watabe, Ayako M1, 2; Kato, Fusao1, 2

（1Dept Neurosci, Jikei Univ Sch Med, Tokyo, Japan; 2Nagoya Univ Grad Sch Med,
Aichi, Japan）

Capsular part of the central amygdala (CeC), known as the "nociceptive amygdala", 
receives direct nociceptive inputs by way of the spino- (trigemino-) parabrachio-amyg-
daloid pathway (Bernard et al., 1989). The excitatory synaptic transmission from the 
lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPB) to the CeC neurons (LPB-CeC synapse) shows ro-
bust potentiation in various types of pain models in rodents (Veinante et al., 2013). 
However, such LPB-CeC synaptic potentiation has been demonstrated only in spinal
pain models. We examined whether this LPB-CeC transmission is also aff ected in the ffff
models with trigeminal pain. We observed a marked LPB-CeC potentiation as recorded
with whole-cell patch clamp in acute brain slices prepared at 6 h after upper-lip injec-
tion of 5% formalin in Wistar rats. In a similar manner to the spinal pain models, the 
LPB-CeC transmission in the right, but not in the left, amygdala was markedly potenti-
ated in a manner being accompanied by decreased paired-pulse ratio, limited relation 
with the fi ring pattern of neurons and no apparent changes in NMDA/AMPA rfi atio. 
As the neurons in the spinal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve mostly project to the
bilateral CeC, these results, which are the fi rst to describe the synaptic potentiation fi
in the trigemino-parabrachio-amygdaloid pathway, support a lateralized nature of the
infl ammation-induced synaptic potentiation. Supported by Kakenhi.fl
( COI: No )

P1-088
The formation of climbing fi ber synapses with cerebellar Purkinje
cell in hypogranular mice
Ichikawa, Ryoichi1; Tatsumi, Haruyuki1; Watanabe, Masahiko2（1Sch. Med. Sapporo
medical Univ., Sapporo, Japan; 2Sapporo, Japan）

Cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs) receive two kinds of excitatory input, numerous paral-
lel fi bers (PFs) and single climbing fifi  ber (CF). While numerous PFs run in a verticalfi
direction to sagittal plane, where PC dendrites extend, and form single or a few syn-
apses with each PC dendrite, single CF climbs up along PC dendrite in sagittal plane
and forms several hundred synapses exclusively with each PC dendrite. To evaluate 
the contribution of the PFs and PF synapses upon the formation of CF synapses, we
observed developmental changes of CF synapses on PC dendrites under reduced PFs 
caused by MAM treatment from the set of serial electron-microscopic ultrathin sec-
tions including the basal of PC somata and dendritic tips. In hypogranular mice, the
arbors of PC dendrites were slightly poor and shortened at adult. Moreover, PCs were 
innervated by multiple CFs from morphological observation. The multiple innervations 
are classifi ed into two types, the distal type and the proximal type. The fi distal type is 
found in distal PC dendritic portion, i.e., spiny branchlet, whose spines were innervated
by adjacent CFs. Such type was found from P12 and the number of the ectopic syn-f
apses progressively increased. The proximal type is found in proximal PC dendritic
portion, which was dually innervated by associated CF and adjacent CF, or whose
dendrite branch was fully governed by adjacent CF. The proximal type was found at 
P15 the number is not changed. Thus, the mechanism, by which multiple innervation 
occurs, was diff erent between the distal type and proximal type.ff
( COI: No )

P1-089
SBF-SEM 3D reconstitution analysis reveals alterations in
composition and morphology of mouse hippocampal mossy fi ber
synapses by afadin knockout
Fujiwara, Takeshi1, 4; Wang, Shujie1, 4; Itoh, Yu1, 4; Sai, Kousyoku1; Kaito, Aika1; 
Miyazaki, Naoyuki3; Murata, Kazuyoshi3; Maruo, Tomohiko2, 4; Yamamoto, Hideaki2, 4; 
Mandai, Kenji2, 4; Takai, Yoshimi2, 4; Mizoguchi, Akira1, 4（1Dept Neural Regen Cell 
Commun, Grad Sch Med, Mie Univ, Tsu, Japan; 2Div Pathogen Signal, Dept Biochem
Mol Biol, Grad Sch Med, Kobe Univ, Kobe, Japan; 3Natl Inst Physiol Sci, Okazaki, Japan; 
4CREST, JST）

Afadin plays roles in the formation of puncta adherentia junctions and diff erentiationffff
of presynapses in hippocampal neurons. Still, little is known about the regulation of 
synapse composition and morphology by afadin. To elucidate this question, we per-
formed serial block face-scanning electron microscopy (SBF-SEM) and 3D reconstitu-
tion on mouse hippocampal mossy fi ber-CA3 pyramidal cell synapses (MF synapses) infi
an afadin-knockout background. We used hippocampal MF synapses because of their 
large size and distinct structure in which a mossy fi ber bouton wraps postsynapticfi
dendritic spines. We show that puncta adherentia junctions and post synaptic densities
are reduced and deformed, and that the coverage ratio of dendritic spines by a mossy
fi ber bouton is reduced. Moreover, the number of synaptic vesiclfi es of the readily
releasable pool is reduced by afadin-knockout implicating impaired neurotransmission. 
These results indicate that afadin is essential for proper composition and morphology
of hippocampal MF synapses.
( COI: No )

P1-090
PACAP is involved in hippocampal neurogenesis after global
ischemia
Matsumoto, Minako1; Sugiyama, Kouichi1; Watanabe, Jun1; Nakamachi,  
Tomoya1, 2; Sasaki, Shun1; Murai, Norimitsu1; Ohtaki, Hirokazu1; Shioda, Seiji1

（1Dept. Anat. Showa Univ. Sch. Med., Tokyo, Japan; 2Lab. Regul. Biol. Grad. Sch. Sci. 
Eng. Univ. Toyama, Toyama, Japan）

Pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypepetide (PACAP) has been shown to pro-
tect neurons during CNS diseases and contributes to neurogenesis during develop-
ment. However, the role of PACAP on neurogenesis during ischemia has not been 
understood. C57BL/6 wild-type (WT) and PACAP (+/-) mice were subjected to 12 min 
transient common carotid artery occlusion (tCCAO). After tCCAO, the mice were ad-
ministered vehicle or PACAP38 (1 pmol) into the hippocampal dentate gyrus. Another 
set of mice were injected BrdU (300mg/kg, ip) before sacrifi ce at days 1, 3, 7, 14, 28fi
and 56 after tCCAO. Brains were collected followed by 4% paraformaldehyde-fixation fi
and 15 µm sections were prepared for multiple-staining of BrdU and cell markers. The
hippocampus injected with vehicle or PACAP38 were immunoblotted for collapsin re-
sponse mediator protein-2 (CRMP2) to estimate axonal extension. BrdU (+) cells were 
observed in the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus and increased after tCCAO.
Number of BrdU (+) cells peaked at day 7 and were signifi cantly greater in WT micefi
compared to PACAP (+/-) mice. BrdU (+) cells were co-labelled with nestin positive 
neuronal stem cells, but less in S100 and Iba-1 positive glial cells. CRMP2 signal was 
greater in PACAP treated mice. These results suggested PACAP contributes to neu-
rogenesis in addition to neuroprotection during ischemia.
( COI: No )
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P1-091
Oscillatory network formation and cholinergic/histaminergic activity
in the cultured olfactory neurons in the slug
Kobayashi, Suguru1; Matsuo, Ryota2（1Kagawa Sch Pharmaceut Sci, Tokushima 
Bunri Univ, Sanuki, Japan; 2Internat Colleg Arts Sci, Fukuoka Wom Univ, Fukuoka,
Japan）

Synchronous oscillatory activity in a laminar structure is common in the olfactory 
system of both vertebrates and invertebrates. In the terrestrial slugs, periodic oscil-
lation is recorded from the surface of the laminar structure of procerebrum (PC) and f
its frequency changes are suggested to encode the olfactory information and memory.ff
Acetylcholine and histamine are known to increase the oscillatory frequency in the PC, 
and is one of the candidates of the neurotransmitters that are involved in such higher
cognitive functions. We recently found that oscillatory neuronal network was formed 
from dispersed cell culture of PC neurons. In the present study, we thus examined 
whether cholinergic and histaminergic system are present in cultured PC neuronal 
network or not. First, increases in neurite arborization, neurite connection and cell 
aggregation were observed with time in culture. Second, in calcium imaging for each
PC neurons, acetylcholinesterase inhibitor or nicotine increased the number of calcium 
transients and induced synchronous oscillatory activity. These results suggest that 
acetylcholine can function as an excitatory transmitter in cultured PC neuron network 
via mainly nicotinic acetylcholine receptors activation. Third, histamine increased the 
number of calcium transients without synchronous oscillatory activity in a smaller 
number of PC neurons. It suggests the presence of histaminergic receptors in the 
cultured olfactory neuron network.
( COI: No )

P1-092
Dynamic changes of ACF7 localization during neuronal
development
Kashiwagi, Yutaro1, 2; Okabe, Shigeo1, 2（1Grad. Sch. Med., Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, 
Japan; 2CREST, JST, Tokyo）

Coordination between two major cytoskeletal components, microtubules (MTs) and fil-fi
amentous actin (F-actin), has been shown to underlie diverse cellular functions. ACF7/
MACF1 is a mammalian spectraplakin able to bind both MTs and F-actin directly.
ACF7 localizes at the tip of growing MTs and coordinates MT dynamics with F-actin 
in fi broblasts, and is essential for proper neuronal migration andfi axonal projection in
developing mouse brain. Interestingly, previous reports identified ACF7 as a candidatefi
postsynaptic component by proteomic analyses of biochemically purifi ed PSD fractions.fi
These results indicate that ACF7 changes its localization from tip of MTs to postsyn-
aptic sites during neuronal development.
To test this hypothesis, we performed live-cell imaging of GFP-tagged ACF7 in hippo-
campal neurons. In immature neurons with growing neurites, ACF7-GFP localized at
the tip of MTs and showed translocation driven by MT assembly throughout the cyto-
plasm. However, mature neurons showed few events of ACF7-GFP translocation at the 
tips of MTs. Time-lapse imaging of ACF7-GFP revealed initial clustering of ACF7-GFP
within dendritc shafts and subsequent translocation into dendritic spines. These re-
sults suggest that the existence of a molecular switch that converts ACF7 localization
during neuronal development. ACF7 may facilitate interaction of MTs penetrating f
into spines with actin meshwork, and contributes to excitatory synapse development.
( COI: No )

P1-093
Investigation of the cellular structures inside neuronal 
compartments by two-photon fl uorescent correlation spectroscopy
Obashi, Kazuki1, 2; Okabe, Shigeo1, 2（1Dept. Cellular Neurobiol. Grad. Sch. Med. 
Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan; 2CREST, JST, Saitama, Japan）

Mobility of macromolecules within cells is aff ected by the presence of membranes, cy-ff
toskeletal polymers and nuclear chromatin. Therefore, the architecture of intracellular 
components in neurons, such as dendritic spines and nuclei, is a key factor for molecu-
lar interactions and is the basis for neuronal function. Morphological changes of spines
during synaptic plasticity are associated with multiple cellular events that regulate the 
actin cytoskeleton, membranes and postsynaptic density. Similar to spines, the shape 
of the nucleus changes in response to neuronal activity. This morphological change
affects propagation of calcium signal and transcriptional events,ffff  which may lead to 
intra-nuclear heterogeneity of chromatin structure. Precise measurements of molecu-
lar dynamics within specifi c compartments are important, but currently available tech-fi
niques are not ideal for measurements within neurons with complex three-dimensional
morphology. To directly obtain quantitative parameters on molecular dynamics, we
are currently testing the possibility of applying two-photon fluorescence correlation fl
spectroscopy (2P-FCS) to monitor dynamics of either biologically inert fluorescence fl
molecules or GFP tagged proteins within spines and nuclei of cultured neurons. At
the meeting, we will discuss the relationship between analytical results of 2P-FCS
and molecular architecture inside spines and nuclei including organization of the actin 
cytoskeleton and chromatin structure.
( COI: No )

P1-094
In vivo recordings of optogenetically evoked striatum fi rings
Yukawa, Suguru1; Ohta, Hiroyuki2; Tamura, Risa2; Tashiro, Akimasa2; 
Sato, Yoshiaki3; Takeuchi, Kyoko1; Nishida, Yasuhiro2（1Grad Sch Health Sci, Teikyo
Heisei Univ, Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept Physiol, Nati Def Med Coll, Tokorozawa, Japan; 
3Facul Health Med Sci, Teikyo Heisei Univ, Tokyo, Japan）

We are investigating a fi ring prolongation of the adult fi rat striatal neuron after repeti-
tive optogenetic stimulation observed in an acute striatal slice. In this report, we tested 
whether the prolongation could be observed in vivo. Wistar Thy-1.2 promoter Chan-
nelRhodopsin-2 Venus Rats were anesthetized by urethane and placed in a stereotaxic 
frame. A wire tetrode was coupled with a 500 µm plastic optic fiber and inserted intofi
the striatum of the rat. We were able to observe the fi ring prolongation by the tetrodefi
after repetitive LED photostimulation through the optical fiber. The striatal neurons fi
showed a prolonged fi ring response of gradually increasing duration when exposed tofi
5 repetitive optogenetic photostimulations. This result indicates that both acute slice 
and in vivo striatal neurons hold their internal state in decasecond-order timescale.
( COI: No )

P1-095
Mapping of neuronal network activity in dorsal horn during the
activation of low threshold afferent fi bers: An application of multi-
channel array system to acute slices of mouse spinal cord
Asakawa, Tetsuya; Kaneko, Kentarou; Fukushima, Teruyuki; Tanaka, Shiho;  
Hori, Yuuichi（Dept. Physiol. & Biol. Inf., Dokkyo Med. Univ., Tochigi, Japan）

Peripheral nerve injury-induced hyperalgesia and allodynia is suggested to be asso-
ciated with synaptic rearrangement of neuronal circuits in the spinal dorsal horn.
However, further details of this synaptic reorganization remain to be elucidated. The 
present experiments used a multi-electrode array (MEA) system to analyze neuronal
circuitry activity in the dorsal horn of the acutely prepared spinal slice preparation.
Lumbar spinal cord slices with a dorsal root attached were prepared from an adult 
mouse anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine. The dorsal root was stimulated with
a suction electrode and simultaneous recordings of extracellular fi eld potential werefi
made from 64 points on a spinal slice. Off -line analysis of the amplitude and propagation ffff
of evoked fi eld potential (FP) was conducted. Isopotential contour maps offi evoked FP f
were also composed. Stimulation of dorsal root at stimulus intensities of 4-5 times the 
lowest threshold of aff erent fiff  bers evoked negative FP. This negative FP distributedfi
from the superfi cial dorsal horn into the deep dorsal horn. The amplitude of tfi his nega-
tive FP was largest in the laminae III-IV. The negative FP recorded in the lamina
II exhibited smaller amplitude and longer latency compared to that recorded in the 
laminae III-IV. We are currently conducting experiments in mice with partial ligation
of the sciatic nerve to show diff erences in the evoked FP between neuropathic andffff
control mice.
( COI: No )

P1-096
Action potential fi ring activates myosin II and VI in distinct dynamin 
isoforms-mediated synaptic vesicle recycling pathways
Tanifuji, Shota; Hayashida, Michikata; Mochida, Sumiko（Dept Physiol, Tokyo Med 
Univ, Tokyo, Japan）

Myosin II regulates presynaptic actin dynamics and VI mediates postsynaptic re-
ceptors endocytosis in the brain. We have fi rst demonstrated role of myosin II in fi
regulation of transmitter release, however, function of presynaptic myosin VI was not
explored. Myosin IIB and VI are expressed at presynaptic terminals superior cervical
ganglion (SCG) neurons. Thus, we examined synaptic vesicle (SV) traffi  cking and theffi
molecular mechanism linking variation in neural activity to SV resupply. Combined ge-
netic knockdown and direct physiological measurement of synaptic transmission from
paired SCG neurons in culture show that myosin IIB and VI together cover physiologi-
cal range of AP fi ring patterns, mediating replenishment of a shared readily relfi easable
pool (RRP) following distinct endocytic pathways activated selectively by dynamin 
isoforms. Myosin VI resupplied the RRP with slow kinetics independently of fi ring fi
rates but acted quickly within 50 ms after AP. Under high frequency AP fi ring, myosinfi
IIB resupplied the RRP with fast kinetics in a slower time window of 200 ms. Myosin 
IIB mediates SV resupply from a reserved pool to the RRP in a SV recycling pathway
activated by dynamin 1, while myosin VI mediates SV resupply through another path-
way activated by dynamin 3. Collectively, our fi ndings show that myosin IIB and VIfi
work individually in distinct vesicle reuse pathways activated by dynamin isoforms,
having distinct rate and time constants with physiological action potential frequency. 
( COI: No )
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P1-097
Analyses of bone cancer pain-related molecules in the spinal cord 
and the effects of irradiation on the cancer
Kobayashi, Syunsaku; Fukushima, Teruyuki; Tanaka, Shiho; Hori, Yuuichi

（Dept Physiol & Biol Inform, Dokkyo Med Univ, Tochigi, Japan）

Bone cancer pain is a serious problem for patients. To investigate the mechanisms of 
this pain, we examined the related molecules and the effects of irradiation. To createffff
cancer pain model mice, we injected osteolytic sarcoma cells into their femurs. To
assess the pain levels, we used the von Frey test. We compared the expression of 
glial markers and a mediator of glial activation in the spinal cord between the control
and the cancer pain model because glial cells contribute to cancer pain. The protein
expressions of the astrocyte marker GFAP, the microglia marker lbal and the media-
tor TLR-4 increased in the ipsilateral side in the cancer pain model. A decrease in the 
K+-Cl－ cotransporter KCC2 and an increase in the Na+-K+-Cl－ cotransporter NKCC1
increased intracellular Cl－ and cause a positive shift in the reversal potential of the
GABAA receptor-induced current. That process contributes to GABA-induced pain 
facilitation. Real-time RT-PCR analysis showed that the cancer pain decreased KCC2 
and increased NKCC1 in the ipsilateral side, and that irradiation increased KCC2 and
decreased NKCC1. The gramicidin perforated patch-clamp technique was used to ob-
serve the reversal potential shift. The number of neurons which induced the positive 
shifts in the cancer pain model was higher than that in the control. The trend of the
reversal potential shifts in the cancer pain model which received irradiation was simi-
lar to that in the control. Our results may provide a clue to elucidate the mechanism 
that underlies bone cancer pain.
( COI: No )

P1-098
The recycling pool size estimated by different stimulation 
frequencies at the calyx of Held presynaptic terminal
Hori, Tetsuya1, 2; Rigby, Mark1; Takahashi, Tomoyuki1, 2（1Dept NeuroPhysiol, Grad 
Sch Brain Sci, Doshisha Univ, Kyotanabe, Japan; 2Cell Mol Synaptic Func Unit,
Okinawa Inst Sci Tech Grad Univ, Okinawa, Japan）

For sustained synaptic transmission, it is essential to maintain the recycling pool of 
vesicles. After exocytosis of synaptic vesicles, fused vesicle membranes are re-inter-
nalized by endocytosis, refi lled with neurotransmitter and recycled for reuse, but the fi
mechanism regulating this pool size is unclear. In hippocampal autaptic culture, Ikeda 
& Bekkers (2009) estimated the number of synaptic vesicles per bouton using the vacu-
olar ATPase blocker bafilobycin A1 (Baf A1) to block vesicle refifi  lling. Their estimates fi
ranged between 100 - 200 vesicles and were independent of stimulation frequency. We
asked whether the recycling pool size is regulated by presynaptic activity. By blocking 
vesicle refilling through either bath-application of BafA1 or washout of gfi lutamate, we 
found both the amplitude of evoked EPSCs (eEPSCs), and the frequency of miniature 
EPSCs (mEPSCs) gradually reduced. The reduction rate of eEPSCs comprised both
time- and use-dependent components, the former likely caused by a passive leakage of 
glutamate from vesicles, and the latter by recycling of non-refi lled vesicles. The recy-fi
cling pool size, estimated by dividing the time integral of eEPSCs by that of a mEPSC,
was approximately 500/AZ at 20 Hz stimulations, but 10 to 20 times smaller at 0.02 Hz.
Neither BafA1 nor glutamate washout aff ected the change in presynaptic membrane ff
capacitance following stimulation. We cautiously speculate that neuronal activity can
regulate the pool size of recycling vesicles.
( COI: No )

P1-099
Role of neuronal Ca2+ sensor-1 in learning and memory in mice
Nakao, Shu1; Nakajo, Yukako2; Takahashi, Jun C3; Nakagawa, Osamu1;
Wakabayashi, Shigeo1, 4; Yanamoto, Hiroji2; Nakamura-nishitani, Tomoe Y1

（1Dept Mol Physiol, Natl Cer Cardiovasc Ctr, Osaka, Japan; 2Lab Neurol Neurosurg,
Natl Cer Cardiovasc Ctr, Osaka, Japan; 3Dept Neurosurg, Natl Cer Cardiovasc Ctr, 
Osaka, Japan; 4Dept Card Physiol, Natl Cer Cardiovasc Ctr, Osaka, Japan）

Intracellular Ca2+ plays key roles in regulating various functions in the nervous sys-
tem. Neuronal calcium sensor-1 (NCS-1) is a Ca2+ binding protein, which mediates Ca2+

signals in a spacial and temporal manner. Although NCS-1-defi cient C. elegans shows fi
memory dysfunction, the brain functions in NCS-1 knockout (KO) mice have not been
examined. Here we investigate whether NCS-1 regulates brain structure, neural func-
tions, and physical activity. Histological analysis revealed that NCS-1 was expressed
throughout the brain, but at the highest in hippocampal neurons, a memory center.
Morris water maze analysis demonstrated that KO mice had lower functions of spatial
learning and memory. Physical activity was not different between WT and KO mice.ffff
To understand NCS-1-mediated signaling pathway, we measured the amount of neuro-
trophic factors in WT and KO groups. In KO mice, BDNF, a key regulator for memory
function, was signifi cantly lower in the entire brain, although GDNF and NGF levelsfi
were not different from WT mice. Additionally, dopamine secretion was decreff ased in
KO brain. Electron microscopy revealed that the number of large dense core vesicles, 
which release BDNF and dopamine, was decreased in KO group. These results sug-
gest that NCS-1 plays an important role in spatial learning and memory through the
regulation of BDNF and dopamine secretion in the brain. 
( COI: No )

P1-100
Upregulation of HP1γ expression during neuronal maturation
promotes axonal and dendritic development in mouse embryonic
neocortex 
Oshiro, Hiroaki1, 2, 3; Hirabayashi, Yusuke2; Furuta, Yasuhide4; Okabe, Shigeo1, 3;
Gotoh, Yukiko2（1Grad. Sch. Med. Tokyo Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 2Grad. Sch. Pharm.
Tokyo Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 3CREST, JST, Tokyo, Japan; 4RIKEN CDB, Kobe, 
Japan.）

Immature neurons undergo morphological and physiological changes including axonal 
and dendritic development in order to establish neuronal networks. Since the tran-
scriptional status changes at a large number of genes during neuronal maturation,
global changes in chromatin modifi ers may take place in this process. We now showfi
that the amount of heterochromatin protein 1 γ (HP1γ) increases during neuronal 
maturation in the mouse neocortex. Knockdown of HP1γ suppressed axonal and den-
dritic development in mouse embryonic neocortical neurons in culture, and either 
knockdown or knockout of HP1γ impaired the projection of callosal axons of su-
perfi cial layer neurons to the contralateral hemisphere in the devefi loping neocortex. 
Conversely, forced expression of HP1γ facilitated axonal and dendritic development,
suggesting that the increase of HP1γ is a rate limiting step in neuronal maturation.
These results together demonstrate an important role for HP1γ in promoting axonal
and dendritic development in maturing neurons.
( COI: No )

P1-101
Cell-type specifi c intracellular calcium recording in the nucleus
accumbens in freely moving mice
Natsubori, Akiyo1; Yoshida, Keitaro1; Sekiya, Hiroshi2; Mimura, Masaru1; 
Takata, Norio1; Tanaka, Kenji F1（1Dept Neuropsy, Sch Med, Keio Univ, Tokyo, Japan;
2Dept Pharmacol, Grad Sch Med, Tokyo Univ, Tokyo, Japan）

The nucleus accumbens (NAc), which largely receives the dopaminergic projection
from the ventral tegmental area, plays a crucial role for the motivational reward and
aversive response. The NAc is mainly constituted by two types of cellular groups, 
D1R- and D2R-MSNs (dopamine type1 and 2 receptor expressing medium spiny neu-
rons), with diff erential functions and projections. To understand the functionff  of NAc
as a reward and aversive system, it is required to describe the behavior of individual
cellular groups separately. However, it has been technically diffi  cult because D1R- and ffi
D2R-MSNs are randomly distributed in the NAc. To elucidate the behavior of each
cellular groups in the NAc, we developed a new fi ber optical recording system for fi
measurement of the intracellular calcium levels in deep brain structures. To express
a calcium indicator in D2R-MSNs highly and specifi cally, we used the Knockin-mediat-fi
ed ENhanced Gene Expression system (KENGE-tet system; Tanaka et al., 2012, Cell t
Rep.). The ratiometric calcium measurement using a forster resonance energy transfer
(FRET)-based GECI, Yellow Cameleon-Nano 50, brought signals with high precision as 
a cancellation of artifacts by body motions of mice. We will report the particular pat-
terns of calcium transients in the D2R-MSNs in the NAc by multiple aversive stimuli 
such as tail-suspension and restriction in mice. 
( COI: No )

P1-102
Postnatal Development of Dendritic Structures in the Medial
Prefrontal Cortex of the Marmoset
Tetsuya, Sasaki1; Aoi, Hirosato1, 2; Oga, Tomofumi1, 2; Fujita, Ichiro2, 3; 
Ichinohe, Noritaka1, 4（1Dept of Ultrastruc Study, Nat Inst of Neurosci, NCNP, Tokyo,
Japan; 2Grad Sch Frontier Biosciences, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan; 3CiNet, Nat Inst of 
Information and Communications Technology, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan;JJ 4Lab for 
Molecular Analysis of Higher Brain Func, RIKEN, BSI）

In the primate cerebral cortex, dendritic spines rapidly increase in number after birth
up to infancy or mid-childhood, and then decrease towards adulthood. Abnormalities in
these processes accompany several psychiatric disorders. In this study, we examined 
developmental changes of basal dendrites and spines of layer III pyramidal cells in 
the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of the common marmoset. The mPFC consists of 
several areas with distinct features in layer organization, histochemistry, connections, 
and, in humans, vulnerability to psychiatric disorders. We selected three areas for
examination: granular dorsomedial prefrontal (area 8B/9), dysgranular ventromedial
prefrontal (area 14r), and agranular anterior cingulate (area 24) cortices. Dendritic fieldfi
areas, lengths, number of branching points, and total spine number reached a peak
at 2-3 postnatal months in all three areas. However, the profi les of spine formation fi
and pruning differed across the three areas with diffff  erent degrees of granularity; the ffff
amount of spine loss from the peak to adulthood was less in areas 24 (33%) and 14r
(29%) than in area 8B/9 (43%). Disturbance of this modest spine pruning in the less
granular cortical areas may lead to an excessive loss of spines reported for areas 24
and 14r of schizophrenic patients.
( COI: No )
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P1-103
Development of a multi-electrode array system for evaluation of
human synaptic functions in neuron/astrocyte co-culture derived 
from human neural stem/progenitor cells
Fukushima, Kazuyuki; Miura, Yuji; Imaizumi, Yoichi; Sawada, Kohei;  
Yamazaki, Kazuto; Ito, Masashi（Eisai Product Creation Systems, Eisai Co., Ltd., 
Ibaraki, Japan）

A multi-electrode array (MEA) system enabled us to investigate synaptic functions 
in rodent brain slices and rodent neuron/astrocyte co-culture. It was, however, chal-
lenging to apply the human neurons/astrocytes to the MEA system, because it is 
not easy to prepare functional human neurons/astrocytes with simple methods. In
this study, we utilized human fetal hippocampal neural stem/progenitor cells, HIP-009
cells to develop a novel MEA assay system; HIP-009 cells can diff erentiate into bothff
neurons and astrocytes at an about equal ratio in the same culture. We observed 
that frequency and amplitude of spontaneous fi rings of difffi erentiated HIP-009 cells ffff
were increased in a diff erentiation-time dependent manner. The electrophysiologicalffff
maturation of neurons was promoted by supplementation of rat astrocyte-conditioned
medium. Further analyses by using blockers for postsynaptic receptors (GABAzine,
MK-801, and NBQX) revealed that the detected fi rings were resulted from the forma-fi
tion of functional synapses throughout differentiated HIP-009 neurons. In conclusion, ffff
we developed the novel in vitro assay system to evaluate human synaptic functions in
mass cultures containing human astrocytes by utilizing HIP-009 cells in combination
with the MEA system.
( COI: No )

P1-104
Augmentation of NMDA component of spinal monosynaptic reflex by fl
high frequency stimulation in newborn rat
Harada, Yoshio（Dept Physiol, Nippon Med Sch, Tokyo, Japan）

The susceptibility of synaptic transmission to the stimulation frequency is a charac-
teristic feature of immature animals. In an isolated spinal cord preparation of newborn
rat, monosynaptic refl exes (MSRs) evoked by dorsal root stimulation, were mediated fl
by both NMDA and AMPA glutamate receptors. In normal conditions, MSRs were
constant in amplitude at 1/15 sec, and were completely eliminated by CNQX, which 
suggested normal MSRs were dependent on AMPA receptor. When stimulus rate was 
increased to 1/sec, MSR amplitudes were greatly reduced initially, and recovered lat-
er. This recovery of MSR was eliminated by APV, which suggested this recovery was 
dependent on NMDA receptor. In the presence of APV, AMPA component of MSRs
were depressed and not recovered at 1/sec, which was presumably due to AMPA 
receptor desensitization. In the presence of CNQX and 0-Mg, NMDA component of 
MSRs were depressed initially and recovered, even though the stimulus rate was
maintained at 1/sec. The stimulus intensity to induce this recovery, had to be strong 
enough to activate thin-fi bers. This recovery was eliminated by application of spantidefi
(16 µM), a non- specifi c tachykinin antagonist. It is suggested that thin sensory fifi bers fi
can enhance Ia monosynaptic transmission through tachykinin receptors. Subtype of 
tachykinin receptors will also be discussed.
( COI: No )

P1-105
1, 8- and 1, 4-cineole presynaptically enhance spontaneous
excitatory transmission in adult rat superfi cial dorsal horn neurons in 
a manner different from each other
Jiang, Chang-yu; Fujita, Tsugumi; Xu, Nian-xiang; Zhu, Lan; Kumamoto, Eiichi 

（Dept Physiol, Saga Med Sch, Saga, Japan）

We have previously reported that 1, 8- and 1, 4-cineole, present in essential oils de-
rived from eucalyptus, repeatedly increase the spontaneous release of L-glutamate 
onto spinal lamina II (substantia gelatinosa; SG) neurons with IC50 values of 3.2 and
0.24 mM, respectively, in a manner resistant to a voltage-gated Na+-channel blocker 
tetrodotoxin. The present study examined a detail of the cineole actions by applying 
the patch-clamp technique to the SG neurons of adult rat spinal cord slices. The 1,
8-cineole activity was inhibited by TRPA1 antagonists, HC-030031 and mecamylamine, 
the latter of which is also known to be a nicotinic acetylcholine-receptor antagonist,
but not by a TRPV1 antagonist capsazepine. On the other hand, the 1, 4-cineole activity 
was depressed by capsazepine but not by HC-030031 and mecamylamine. A TRPM8
antagonist BCTC, which inhibited sEPSC frequency increase produced by its agonist 
(-)-menthol, had no effect on the 1, 8- and 1, 4-cineole activities. 1, 8- and 1, 4-cffff ineole
reduced monosynaptically-evoked primary-aff erent C-fiff  ber but not Aδ-fifi  ber EPSC am-fi
plitudes, as with a TRPV1 agonist capsaicin and a TRPA1 agonist cinnamaldehyde,
albeit with extents smaller than those of the agonists. It is concluded that the 1, 8- and 
1, 4-cineole activities are mediated by TRPA1 and TRPV1 channels, respectively. This
difference between the structural isomers of cineole may serve toff know the property 
of TRP channels in the SG.
( COI: No )

P1-106
Effect of thymol on glutamatergic spontaneous excitatory 
transmission in adult rat spinal substantia gelatinosa neurons
Fujita, Tsugumi; Xu, Zhi-hao; Jiang, Chang-yu; Zhu, Lan; Kumamoto, Eiichi 

（Dept Physiol, Saga Med Sch, Saga, Japan）

Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels expressed in the peripheral and central
terminals of dorsal root ganglion neuron are involved in nociception, but the properties
of TRP channels in the central terminal have not been fully examined yet. In order to
know the properties of the central terminal TRP channels, we examined the actions
of thymol, one of aroma-oil chemicals contained in thyme, on glutamatergic spontane-
ous excitatory synaptic transmission in lamina II (substantia gelatinosa; SG) neurons 
in adult rat spinal cord slices by using the patch-clamp technique. Superfusing thymol
(1 mM) for 3 min increased the frequency of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic cur-
rent (sEPSC) with a minimal increase in its amplitude in almost all neurons examined.
Seventy-eight % of the neurons also produced an outward current at -70 mV. These
thymol activities were repeated at a time interval of 30 min and resistant to a voltage-
gated Na+-channel blocker tetrodotoxin. The sEPSC frequency increase was inhibited
by a TRPA1 blocker HC-030031 but not a TRPV1 blocker capsazepine, while these 
blockers had no eff ect on the outward current. It is concluded that as with eugenffff ol and 
carvacrol, thymol increases the spontaneous release of L-glutamate onto SG neurons 
by activating TRPA1 channels while producing an outward current in SG neurons
without TRPA1 and TRPV1 activation. This result could serve to know the properties
of central terminal TRP channels.
( COI: No )

P1-107
Localization of kirrel3 protein at synaptic sites in the mouse 
cerebellum
Hisaoka, Tomoko1; Kitamura, Toshio2; Morikawa, Yoshihiro1（1Anatomy & 
Neurobiology Dept., Wakayama Med. Univ., Wakayama, Japan; 2Cellular Therapy 
Div., Advanced Clin. Res. Ctr, Med. Science Inst., Tokyo Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

A member of the immunoglobulin superfamily, kirrel3, plays important roles in the
axonal fasciculation of the specifi c olfactory sensory neurons as well as in the axonalfi
coalescence of the specifi c vomeronasal sensory neurons. In the brain of adult mice, kirfi -
rel3 interacts with the synaptic scaff old protein, calcium/calmodulin-dependent serineffff
protein kinase, indicating the possible involvement of kirrel3 in synaptic function. Pre-
viously, we have reported that the kirrel3 gene was widely expressed in the cerebel-
lum including the granule cells, Purkinje cells, and interneurons during development. 
In the present study, we investigated the localization of kirrel3 protein in the postnatal 
and adult cerebellum using immunohistochemistry. In the cerebellum, the expression 
of kirrel3 protein was fi rst observed in the internal granule cell layer (IGL) at postnfi atal 
day (P) 7 and reached a maximum at P14. From P7 to P28, kirrel3 was colocalized with 
PSD95 at synaptic sites of IGL. From P21 to P70, the expression of kirrel3 protein was
also observed in the PSD95-positive nerve plexus of basket cells (pinceau), which sur-
rounds the axon initial segment of Purkinje cells. These fi ndings suggest that kirrel3 fi
may be involved in the synaptic formation/plasticity in the cerebellum during postna-
tal and adult stages. This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientifi c Researchfi
(B) from Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (22390036).
( COI: No )

P1-108
Interleukin-18 knock out mouse induced degeneration of
mitochondria in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus
Yamanishi, Kyosuke1; Hayakawa, Tetsu2; Kuwahara-Otani, Sachi2; 
Okamura, Haruki3; Matsuyama, Tomohiro4; Matsunaga, Hisato1

（1Dept. Neuropsychiatry. Hyogo. Col. Med., Hyogo, Japan; 2Dept. Anatomy. Hyogo. 
Col. Med., Hyogo, Japan; 3Lab. Tumor & Cell. Hyogo. Col. Med., Hyogo, Japan; 4Ins. 
Adv. Med. Sci. Hyogo. Col. Med., Hyogo, Japan）

Interleukin-18 is thought to regulate motor activity and spatial learning, and mediate
inhibition of LTP in the dentate gyrus of the mouse. We investigated whether mor-
phological changes have occurred in the dentate gyrus of the Interleukin-18 knock-out 
mouse (12 weeks old) by using the electron microscope. In the molecular layer, many
degenerated mitochondria were found and located in the axon terminals. They were
round, small (about 0.3 µm in diameter), electron dense, and showing indistinct struc-
ture of crista. The terminals containing degenerated mitochondria were small (about
0.7 µm width), and attached slender dendrites (about 0.6 µm width). These terminals 
contained round or pleomorphic synaptic vesicles and formed asymmetric synaptic 
contacts. The number of terminals contained degenerated mitochondria was smaller 
in the inner part than those in the outer part of the molecular layer. The granule cells
were round and similar to those of the wild type mouse. In the polymorphic layer,
there were a few small terminals containing degenerated mitochondria, whereas the 
large terminals of the mossy fi bers contained non-degenerated mitochondria. Thesefi
results suggest that morphological and physiological changes occur at the axon termi-
nals of the entorhinal-dentate gyrus projections in the Interleukin-18 knock-out mouse.
( COI: No )
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P1-109
Social isolation during critical period causes reduced excitatory 
inputs onto mouse medial prefrontal cortex neurons in adulthood
Yamamuro, Kazuhiko1; Yoshino, Hiroki1; Ogawa, Yoichi2; Okamura, Kazuya1;
Kishimoto, Toshifumi1（1Dept Psychiatry, Nara Med, Umin, Nara, Japan; 2Dept, 
Physiol1, Nara Med, Umin, Nara, Japan）

Social experience is crucial for the functional development of medial prefrontal cortex 
(mPFC). Rearing mice in social isolation produces hypomyelination of mPFC in adult-
hood, which is paralleled by behavioral impacts including poor sociality (Makinodan et
al., 2012). However, little is known about the alteration in mPFC neural circuits induced
by social isolation. We studied the eff ects of social isolation on excitatory synaptic ffff
inputs onto layer 5 pyramidal cells of mouse mPFC in adulthood. The mouse was 
reared in isolation for two weeks (P21-35: early isolation or P35-49: late isolation), and
then returned to its home cage and reared with its littermates. Whole-cell recordings
were performed using slices prepared from P63-67. We found that the spontaneous
excitatory postsynaptic current (sEPSC) frequency and miniature excitatory postsyn-
aptic current (mEPSC) frequency were signifi cantly lower in early-isolated mice than fi
in grouped mice. However, there was no significant difffi  erence in sEPSC and mEPSCffff
frequencies between late-isolated mice and grouped mice. These results show that
only 2 weeks social isolation from weaning reduces excitatory synaptic inputs onto 
layer 5 pyramidal cells in mPFC and suggest that social experience during the critical
period is pivotal in the development of mPFC excitatory neural circuit. 
( COI: No )

P1-110
Pairs of stimuli enhance cell fi ring in hippocampal CA1 area
Ueda, Rika; Nakashima, Toshihiro（Dept. Appl. Biol. Kyoto Inst. Tech., Kyoto, Japan）

In hippocampus, synaptic effi  cacy is regarded as the neural basis for learning and ffi
memory. To understand the mechanism of these, it is necessary to test how informa-
tion is integrated in hippocampal CA1. Hippocampal CA1 neurons receive inputs from
entorhinal cortex indirectly via a trisynaptic path, in which CA3 Schaff er collaterals ff
(SC) form synapses on proximal CA1 dendrites in stratum radiatum (SR). CA1 neurons 
also has excitatory connections directly with entorhinal cortex via the perforant path 
(PP). These direct inputs synapse on distal pyramidal neuron dendrites in stratum
lacunosum moleculare (SLM). The trisynaptic path has a longer delay time so that
information arising from entorhinal cortex arrives at SLM 10-20 ms prior to the arrival
of information at SR in CA1. The functional role of the direct PP inputs is not well un-
derstood, although recent research indicates that these inputs have important effects ff
on CA1 pyramidal cells. In this study, the effects of interactions between PP and SCff
inputs on fi eld EPSP (fEPSP) in CA1 area in brain slice preparation of ratfi  are inves-
tigated. We simultaneously recorded population spike from stratum pyramidale and 
fEPSPs from SR in CA1, extracellularly. The results indicate that synaptic plasticity is
modulated by diff erent pairing intervals. In addition to this, we used GABAA reffff ceptor
antagonist to test whether this modulation relies on inhibitory circuits.
( COI: No )

P1-111
Regulation of neuritogenesis in PC12 cells by temperature-
controlled repeated thermal stimulation
Kudo, Tada-aki1; Kanetaka, Hiroyasu2; Mochizuki, Kentaro3; Tominami, Kanako2;
Nunome, Shoko4; Takagi, Toshiyuki5; Izumi, Shin-ichi6（1Div Oral Physiol, Grad Sch 
Dent, Tohoku Univ, Sendai, Japan; 2Liason Ctr, Grad Sch Dent, Grad Sch Dent,
Tohoku Univ, Sendai, Japan; 3Cell Resource Ctr, IDAC, Tohoku Univ, Sendai, Japan; 
4Div Oral Dysfunction Sci, Grad Sch Dent, Tohoku Univ, Sendai, Japan; JJ 5Inst Fluid 
Sci, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan; 6Dept Physical Med and Rehab, Grad Sch
Biomed Eng, Tohoku Univ, Sendai, Japan）

This study aimed to examine the regulation of neuritogenesis (NG) by temperature-
controlled repeated thermal stimulation (TRTS) in rat neuron-like PC12 cells. Plated 
PC12 cells in growth or diff erentiation medium were exposed to TRTS using a heating ffff
palte (HP) (preset surface temperature of the HP, 39.5℃ or 42℃) for up to 18 h/day. 
This was followed by an evaluation of alternations in cell growth, extent of NG, or 
acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity (a neuronal marker). To analyze the mechanisms
underlying the effects of TRTS on these cells, its effffff  ects on intracellular signaling ff
were examined using: the TrkA inhibitor GW441756, PKA inhibitor H89, p38 MAPK
inhibitor SB203580, and MEK inhibitor U0126. While the TRTS of 39.5℃ did not de-
crease the growth rate of cells in the cell growth assay, it increased the number of 
neurite-bearing PC12 cells and AChE activity without addition of other inducers of NG.
Furthermore, U0126, SB203580, and H89, but not GW441756, considerably inhibited 
TRTS-induced NG. These results suggested that the TRTS could induce NG and that
activation of both the ERK1/2 and p38 MAPK pathways is required for the mechanism 
of TRTS-dependent NG in PC12 cells.
( COI: No )

P1-112
Morphological analysis of Purkinje cell-specifi c calcineurin B1
subunit KO mice
Miyazaki, Taisuke1; Sakimura, Kenji2; Watanabe, Masahiko1（1Dept. Anat. Grad. Sch.
Med. Hokkaido Univ, Sapporo, Japan; 2Dept. Cell. Neurobiol, Niigata Univ. Niigata, Japan）

A Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein phosphatase Calcineurin (CN) is widely ex-
pressed at the central nervous system and plays important roles in various neuro-
nal functions, such as synaptic transmission and the expression of long-term synaptic 
plasticity. However, little is known about how CN is associated with the formation
of excitatory and inhibitory neuronal network. In the present study, we produced a
novel mouse line CNB1-PCKO mouse which lacks a regulatory subunit of CN, CNB1, 
specifi cally in cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs) and investigated the fi cerebellum by mor-
phological techniques. In light microscopic analysis using with immunofl uorescence,fl
CNB1-PCKO mice showed that climbing fi ber (CF) territory was proximally retracted. fi
By neurotracing technique, some CFs showed aberrant PC wiring and caused multiple
CF innervation at proximal PC dendrites. At the electron microscopic level, VIAAT-
positive inhibitory terminals frequently formed asymmetrical synapses with PC spines,
which in normal adult cerebellum are innervated by excitatory terminals. Postembed-
ding immunogold microscopy revealed that such atypical inhibitory synapses on PC
spines expressed both AMPA and GABAA receptors on the postsynaptic membrane.
In typical PC spines contacting parallel fi ber terminals, the density of AMPA recep-fi
tor was signifi cantly increased in CNB1-PCKO mice. These result suggest thatfi CNB1 
in PCs is essential for CF-PC mono-innervation, anatomical targeting of PC spines to
excitatory terminals, and limiting AMPA receptor content at excitatory synapses.
( COI: No )

P1-113
Optical mapping of vagus nerve-related brainstem nuclei in the
mouse embryo
Momose-Sato, Yoko1; Sato, Katsushige2（1Dept Hlth & Nutr, Coll Human Enviro
Studies, Kanto-Gakuin Univ, Yokohama, Japan; 2Dept Hlth & Nutr Sci, Fac Human
Hlth, Komazawa Women's Univ, Tokyo, Japan）

The vagus nerve (N.X) transfers autonomic input and output information to and from
the brainstem, and analysis of the N.X-related brainstem nuclei is the fi rst step to fi
understand the functional organization of the autonomic neuronal circuits. Investiga-
tions of the neural network organization have been hampered because conventional
electrophysiological means have some technical limitations. In the present study, the 
multiple-site optical recording technique with a voltage-sensitive dye was used to sur-
vey the functional organization of the vagal system in a mouse embryo. Stimulation of 
the N.X in E11 to E14 mouse embryos elicited optical responses in areas correspond-
ing to the vagal sensory and motor nuclei. Postsynaptic responses in the fi rst-orderfi
sensory nucleus, the nucleus of the tractus solitarius (NTS), were identifi ed from E11, fi
suggesting that sensory information was transferred to the brain by this stage. In 
addition to the NTS, optical responses were identified in the rostral and contralateral fi
brainstem regions, which appeared to correspond to second/higher-order nuclei of the
vagus nerve. Postsynaptic responses in the second/higher-order nuclei were detected
from E12, suggesting that polysynaptic pathways were functional by this stage. We 
discuss the results of optical mapping, comparing them with previous fi ndings obtainedfi
in chick and rat embryos.
( COI: No )

P1-114
Roles of BMP4 signaling in synapse development
Higashi, Takahito1, 2; Tanaka, Shinji1, 2; Oshiro, Hiroaki1, 2; Okabe, Shigeo1, 2

（1Grad. Sch. Med. Tokyo Univ, Japan; 2CREST, JST（Tokyo））

Synapse development is a process precisely regulated by both genetic programs and 
activity-dependent processes. Proper remodeling of synapses is required for refine-fi
ment of neuronal circuits. The process of synapse turnover must be regulated by
specifi c signaling mechanisms. BMPs are members of TGF-β superfamily.fi  Secreted 
BMPs exert their functions through activation of heterotetrameric complex of BMPRI
and BMPRII. After ligand binding, BMPRII phosphorylates a cytoplasmic domain of 
BMPRI. This phosphorylation activates BMPRI and initiates subsequent phosphoryla-
tion of the intracellular signaling molecules. Recent studies indicate a role for BMP4 
signaling pathway in development of Drosophila neuromuscular junction and neural
networks in the mammalian cerebellum and brain stem. Furthermore, the expres-
sion level of BMP4 in the mammalian CNS was shown to be related to learning and 
memory. These results indicate that BMP4 may regulate the process of synapse de-
velopment and its activity-dependent modulation. Here we report that BMP4 has a
function for regulating the stability of synaptic structures. We studied the roles of 
BMP4 in the process of synapse development by visualizing dendritic structure and
distribution of synaptic molecules in hippocampal cultures taken from BMP4 condition-
al KO mice. Furthermore, live imaging analyses revealed spatiotemporal regulation of 
BMP4 exocytosis. These results suggest that BMP4-dependent mechanism of synapse
remodeling is essential in proper formation of neural network in the mammalian CNS.
( COI: No )
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P1-115
Dendritic spine dynamics during growth if hippocampal slice culture
Ogawa, Masaki; Hasegawa, Sho; Tominaga-Yoshino, Keiko; Ogura, Akihiko（Dept 
Neueosci, Osaka Univ Grad Sch Frontier Biosci, Suita-Osaka, Japan）

The organotypic slice culture of brain has many experimental advantages, among 
which is the possibility of pursuing the morphological changes consecutively for long 
periods. We previously analyzed the dynamics of dendritic spines in the stable culture 
of the mouse hippocampus after repetitive inductions of chemical LTP that led to a
slowly developing long-lasting synaptic enhancement. The spines are in a stochastic
equilibrium between generation and retraction. The plasticity-producing stimulus in-
creased fl uctuation keeping the equilibrium at fifl  rst and then biased the equilibrium fi
toward generation to result in a net increase in spine number. Here we analyzed the
dendritic spine dynamics before maturation of culture to know whether or not the
developmental synapse formation follows a course similar to the above-mentioned post-
maturational (i.e. plasticity-related) synapse formation. We found that the number of 
spines increased through a biased fluctuation where the rate of retraction was lowerfl
than that in the mature culture. This dynamics should not be an artifact of culturing, 
since the cultures prepared from younger mouse pups behaved not in a culture-day-
matched manner but in a cell-age-matched manner. Joro spider toxin, a blocker for the 
calcium-permeable AMPA receptor that is expressed in the developing hippocampus, 
suppressed the net spine increase through raising the rate of retraction. This work is 
supported by Kaken-hi to A.O. 
( COI: No )

P1-116
A potential in vitro model system of the stress-associated memory o
disorder
Saito, Shinichi; Tominaga-Yoshino, Keiko; Ogura, Akihiko（Dept Neurosci, Osaka 
Univ Grad Sch Frontier Biosci, Suita-Osaka, Japan）

Previously we found in the organotypic slice culture of the rodent hippocampus that 
three repeated inductions, but not a single induction, of chemical LTP (cLTP) led
to a slowly developing long-lasting synaptic enhancement coupled with new synapse
formation. Naming this structural plasticity phenomenon RISE (Repetitive LTP-In-
duced Synaptic Enhancement), we propose that it should serve as a model system for 
analyzing the cellular processes underlying memory consolidation. In this study, we 
analyzed the eff ects of externally applied glucocorticoid as mimicry of stressff  in vivo.
Dexamethasone (Dex; 1-100nM), when applied for a 24h period beginning 12h after the 
third cLTP induction, suppressed the increase in the density of dendritic spine CA1 f
pyramidal neurons. The analyses of spine dynamics revealed that Dex suppressed the 
elevation of spine generation rate that occurred in during RISE development. Dex also
suppressed the enhancement of electrophysiologically-monitored strength of CA3-CA1 
synapse. Dex did not induce neuronal death by this dose and period. The Dex's eff ectff
was reversed by mifepristone, a glucocorticoid receptor antagonist. Mineralocorticoid 
aldosterone (10nM) failed to interfere with RISE. These results endorse the usability
of this in vitro system for analyzing the cellular mechanisms underlying the stress-
associated memory disorder. This work was supported by Kaken-hi to A.O.
( COI: No )

P1-117
Cholinergic modulation of GABAergic synaptic transmission in the
dorsal raphe serotonin neurons
Saitow, Fumihito; Suzuki, Hidenori（Dept. Pharmaciol., Nippon Med Sch, Tokyo 
Japan）

The dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN) is the origin of central serotonin (5-HT) system, plays 
an important role in the regulation of many physiological processes such as sleep/
arousal, food intake and mood. The DRN has been thought to be subdivided into
several clusters on the basis of diff erences in cellular morphology, expression of neu-ffff
rotransmitters such as 5-HT, dopamine, GABA and glutamate. Among these, there
are many reports that GABA synapses play roles for regulation of excitability of 5-HT
neurons by a form of feedback inhibition. However, the modulatory effects on GAB-ffff
Aergic synapses at the DRN 5-HT neurons are poorly understood. In this study, we 
investigated modulatory eff ects of cholinergic receptor on GABAergic synapses in theffff
mouse (C57/BL6, postnatal days 35-50) DRN 5-HT neurons using whole-cell recordings 
in the brain slices. Muscarinic receptor agonists, muscarine and carbachol decreased 
the amplitude of stimulation-evoked IPSCs (eIPSC) with an increase in the paired-
pulse ratio, and their eff ect was reversibly abolished by a M2-receptor antagonist, ff
AFDX-116. Based on these results, the activation of M2 receptor is suggested to be
responsible for presynaptically decreasing the amplitude of eIPSCs. We next examined
whether endogenous acetylcholine (ACh) aff ected GABAergic transmission in the DRNff
neurons. Conditioning stimulation at pedunculo pontine tegmental nucleus which has
many cholinergic neurons decreased the amplitude of eIPSCs. These results suggest 
that the excitability of DRN 5-HT neurons may be positively controlled by disinhibition 
manner of GABAergic transmission.
( COI: No )

P1-118
Ischemia-induced potentiation of cortical responses to hindpaw
stimulation is partly mediated by nitric oxide at the spinal cord level
Onishi, Takeshi1, 2; Watanabe, Tatsunori1, 2; Tsukano, Hiroaki1; Hishida, Ryuichi1;
Kohno, Tatsuro2; Baba, Hiroshi2; Shibuki, Katsuei1（1Dept Neurophysiol, Brain Res 
Inst, Niigata Univ, Niigata, Japan; 2Dept Anesthesiol, Sch Med, Niigata Univ, Niigata,
Japan）

We frequently experience postischemic tingling sensation. Ischemia also produces 
nerve conduction block that may modulate spinal neural circuits, and tingling sensa-
tion may be induced as a result. In a mouse model, reduced mechanical thresholds for
hindpaw-withdrawal refl ex were reproduced after a high pressure was applied around fl
the hindpaw. Neural activities in the spinal cord and the primary somatosensory cor-
tex (S1) were investigated using fl avoprotein flfl  uorescence imaging. Ischemic treatmentfl
induced potentiation of the ipsilateral spinal and contralateral S1 responses to hindpaw
stimulation. We also found that S1 responses elicited by vibratory stimulation applied 
to the hindpaw contralateral to the ischemic treatment were signifi cantly potenti-fi
ated during ischemia, suggesting that some diffusible mediators were involved in theffff
potentiation. Nitric oxide (NO) is one of such diff usible mediators involved in synapticffff
potentiation. We applied L-NAME, an inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase, intrathecally at 
the L5-L6 intervertebral space, and the potentiation of S1 responses elicited by vibra-
tory stimulation applied to the hindpaw contralateral to the ischemic treatment was 
clearly inhibited. These results suggest that NO has some roles at the spinal cord level
in the induction of postischemic potentiation.
( COI: No )

P1-119
Otoferlin alters mode of exocytosis at the mouse inner hair cell
ribbon synapse
Takago, Hideki1, 2; Moser, Tobias2（1Department of Rehabilitation for Sensory 
Functions, Research Institute, National Rehabilitation Center for Persons withff
Disabilities; 2InnerEarLab, Department of Otolaryngology, University Medical Center 
Goettingen）

Sound encoding depends upon Ca2+-mediated exocytosis at the inner hair cell (IHC)
ribbon synapse in the cochlea. Otoferlin, a multi-C2 domain protein, has been proposed
to regulate Ca2+-triggered exocytosis at this synapse, but the precise mechanisms 
of otoferlin function remain unclear. In this study, we performed whole-cell patch-
clamp recordings of excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) from postsynaptic spiral
ganglion neurons (SGNs) in otoferlin mutant mice, in order to investigate the effectffff
of otoferlin disruption at individual synapses with single release event resolution.
Otoferlin deletion dramatically decreased the rate of spontaneous release and high 
potassium-evoked release, suggesting disrupted stimulus-secretion coupling in IHCs.
A missense Otoferlin mutation (pachanga) also reduced the release rate but spared 
stimulus-secretion coupling. These fi ndings support the proposed roles of otoferlin infi
Ca2+ sensing for fusion and vesicle supply. While both otoferlin mutant SGNs showed a
decrease in the mean EPSC amplitude, large-sized and variable-shaped EPSC remained 
present despite the massively reduced rate of release. In addition, both otoferlin mu-
tant SGNs exhibited a smaller fraction of multiphasic EPSCs. These fi ndings argue fi
for uniquantal release at the IHC ribbon synapse (Chapochnikov, Takago et al. (2014) 
Neuron 83:1389-1403), and we suggest a role of otoferlin in regulating the dynamics of 
vesicle fusion pore.
( COI: No )

P1-120
Input-selective expression of glutamate receptor GluD1 at 
ascending somatosensory pathway synapses in the ventral
posteromedial thalamic nucleus
Konno, Kohtarou1; Nishikawa, Koji1; Yuzaki, Michisuke2; Watanabe, Masahiko1

（1Dept. of Anatomy & Embryology, Hokkaido Univ. School of Medicine; 2Dept. of 
Neurophysiology, Keio Univ. School of Medicine）

Of the two members in the δ family of ionotropic glutamate receptors, GluD1 is
widely expressed in higher regions of the adult brain. We have recently demonstrated
that GluD1 works in concert with GluD2 for the construction of cerebellar synap-
tic wiring through synapse-connecting function (Konno et al., 2014). However, little is
known to date regarding the expression and function of GluD1 outside the cerebellum.
To address this issue, we examined the expression in the ventral posteromedial tha-
lamic nucleus (VPM), a relay station in the trigeminal somatosensory pathway. Double-
labeling fl uorescence in situ hybridization addressed that GluD1 mRNA wasfl  expressed 
in glutamatergic thalamic neurons expressing vesicular glutamate transporter VGluT2
mRNA. VPM neurons are known to receive two types of glutamatergic inputs, one
from VGluT2-positive ascending inputs from the brainstem trigeminal nuclei and an-
other from VGluT1-positive descending inputs from the somatosensory cortex. By
immunofl uorescence, GluD1-positive clusters were closely apposed to VGfl luT2-positive 
terminals, but not VGluT1-positive terminals. Postembedding immunoelectron micros-
copy revealed that GluD1 was selectively localized on the postsynaptic membranes of 
dendritic protrusion surrounded by VGluT2-positive terminals. Thus, GluD1 displays
input-selective expression in VMP thalamic neurons, and is selectively localized to 
their ascending pathway synapses.
( COI: No )
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P1-121
Formation of ectopic synapses at retina in presynaptic active zone 
protein CAST/ELKS deletion mutant
Hagiwara, Akari1; Abe, Manabu2; Kakegawa, Wataru4; Hida, Yamato1; 
Furukawa, Takahisa3; Yuzaki, Michisuke4; Sakimura, Kenji2; Ohtsuka, Toshihisa1

（1Dep. Biochem. Med. Univ of Yamanashi, Yamanashi, Japan; 2Dep. Cellular 
Neurobiol, Brain Res. Niigata Univ., Niigata; 3Inst. Protein Res. Osaka Univ., Osaka; 
4Dept. Physiol. Med. Keio Univ., Tokyo）

A photoreceptor cell is a specialized neuron which converts light into signals in the
retina. The two types of cells, rods and cones, form synapses at a band known as the
outer plexiform layer. In old retina, these synapses are ectopically localized in the
outer nuclear layer (ONL), which may cause the loss of function. In young retina, this
ectopic localization is found in some deletion mutants such as Bassoon and CAST.
Here we explored the eff ect of the deletion of ELKS, a family member of CAST, andff
the deletion of both on the localization and structure of ribbon synapse and the visual
processing in retina. The ELKS conditional knock out (KO) under the control of Crx 
promoter showed normal development and less effect on the mislocalization of theff
synapses. However, CAST and ELKS double KO (dKO) showed drastic aberrant syn-
apse formation into the ONL. To know how the structural alteration aff ects the signalff
transduction in retina, we measured the gain of eye movement with the optokinetic
response. From this test, we found serious gain reduction in dKO, however the gain
was detectable indicating that the dKO was not the complete blindness. From these
results, we speculate that CAST and ELKS contribute to the maturation of retinal
ribbon synapse structurally and functionally. 
( COI: No )

P1-122
BRAG2c, a long C-terminal splice variant, interacts with endophilin 
III to mediate AMPA receptor internalization
Fukaya, Masahiro; Sakagami, Hiroyuki（Kitasato Univ. Sch. Med., Sagamihara,
Japan）

Brefeldin A-resistant Arf-GEF 2 (BRAG2) is a guanine nucleotide exchange factor
(GEF) that selectively activates ADP ribosylation factor 6 (Arf6). Arf6 is known as aff
small GTPase that regulates membrane traffi  cking between plasma membrane andffi
endosomes. It has been reported that BRAG2 directly binds to α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-
methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid-type glutamate receptors (AMPARs), and is involved 
in the synaptic long-term depression by regulating the endocytosis of AMPARs at hip-
pocampal excitatory synapses. However, the molecular mechanism mediating between 
AMPAR endocytosis and BRAG2-Arf6 signaling remains to be elucidated. Here, we 
report that a long C-terminal splice variant, BRAG2c is highly enriched in the postsyn-
aptic density (PSD) fraction compared to a short C-terminal splice variant, BRAG2b,
and selectively localized at the excitatory PSD accompanied by colocalization with
AMPARs in the adult mouse brain. Using yeast two-hybrid and immunoprecipitation
assays, we show that BRAG2c interacts with PDZ domain of PSD-95 and SH3 domain
of endophilin III. Furthermore, the blocking of the interaction between BRAG2c and 
endophilin III disturbed the endocytosis of AMPARs triggered by mGluR-signaling in
the hippocampal primary culture neuron. Taken together, these fi ndings unveil a novelfi
molecular mechanism by which the BRAG2-Arf6 signaling regulates the synaptic AM-
PARs through the interaction with BRAG2 and endophilin III.
( COI: No )

P1-123
Sevofl urane suppresses presynaptic calcium infl ux leading to
inhibition of excitatory neurotransmission at the hippocampal CA1
synapses
Hasegawa, Kan1, 2; Kamiya, Haruyuki2; Morimoto, Yuji1（1Dept Anesth, Grad Sch
Med, Hokkaido Univ, Hokkaido, Japan; 2Dept Neurobiol, Grad Sch Med, Hokkaido 
Univ, Hokkaido, Japan）

Despite diverse effects of volatile anesthetics in the brain have been studied exffff ten-
sively, little is known about the eff ect on excitatory neurotransmission. In this study,ffff
we examined the eff ect of sevoflffff  urane (Sev), one of the major volatile anesthetics, onfl
excitatory synaptic transmission in hippocampal CA1 region. Transverse hippocampal 
slices were made from mice of 9 - 37 days old. Field excitatory postsynaptic potential
(EPSP), paired-pulse ratio (PPR), presynaptic fi ber volley (FV) were measured with fi
extracellular recordings. In addition, fl uorescent measurement of presynaptic calcium fl
infl ux was used to investigate the mechanisms of presynaptic actiofl n of Sev. Sev at 5 %
were mixed with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 and bubbled in artifi cial cerebral spinal flfi  uid. Ap-fl
plication of Sev reduced the amplitude of field EPSP to 45 % ± fi 8 % of control (n = 5).
This eff ect was accompanied with concurrent enhancement of PPR to 127 ffff % ± 5 % of 
control (n = 12), suggesting possible presynaptic site of action of Sev. The amplitude of 
presynaptic FV was not signifi cantly afffi  ected by Sev. In contrast, flffff uorescent measure-fl
ments revealed that presynaptic calcium influx was suppressed by Sev to 69 % ± 6 % fl
of control, and simultaneously recorded EPSP to 44 % ± 2 % of control (n = 7). These 
results suggest that Sev potently suppresses excitatory synaptic transmission without 
aff ecting presynaptic action potential, but possibly due to inhibffff ition of presynaptic 
voltage-gated calcium channels.
( COI: No )

P1-124
Sema7A-PlxnCl signaling is essential for triggering activity-
dependent synapse formation in the mouse olfactory bulb
Inoue, Nobuko1, 2; Sakano, Hitoshi1; Naritsuka, Hiromi3; Kiyonari, Hiroshi4; 
Nisizumi, Hirofumi2（1 Dept. Brain Funct, Sch Med, Fukui Univ. Fukui, Japan; 2Dept.
Biophysi. Biochemi, Grad. Sch. Sci, Tokyo Univ, Tokyo, Japan; 3Dept. Physiol, Grad. 
Sch. Med, Tokyo Univ, Tokyo, Japan; 4RIKEN Institute）

Odor information detected by olfactory sensory neurons is transmitted to the brain 
through second-order neurons, the mitral/tufted cells. Here we report that a pair of 
signaling molecules, Sema7A expressed by olfactory sensory neurons and its receptor 
PlxnC1 expressed by mitral/tufted cells, are essential for triggering synapse formation
in the olfactory bulb. In both knockout mice for either Sema7A or PlxnC1, not only syn-
apse formation but also dendrite maturation is perturbed. The same phenotype is also
observed in the knockout of cyclic nucleotide gated channels. Surprisingly, this pheno-
type of dendrite maturation in the channel knockout is rescued by the forced expres-
sion of Sema7A alone with the odorant receptor promoter. We can therefore conclude 
that Sema7A-PlxnCl signaling plays a key role in triggering the activity-dependent 
synapse formation and dendrite selection of mitral/tufted cells in the olfactory bulb.
( COI: No )

P1-125
c-Src dependent cell polarity in fi broblasts cultured on adhesive
micropatterns
Katoh, Kazuo1; Noda, Yasuko2（1Fac. of Health Sci., Tsukuba-tech. Univ., Tsukuba,
Japan; 2Dept. Anat., Jichi Med. Univ., Tochigi, Japan）

Focal adhesions (FAs) and associated stress fi bers (SFs) are specialized componentsfi
contributing to cellular events such as cell migration, wound healing, adhesion of cells,
etc. FAs recognize the boundary between the plasma membrane and specific extracel-fi
lular matrix proteins and are involved in cell orientation and polarity. Although fibro-fi
blastic cells select specifi c substrates for typical cell-substrate adhesion, the mecha-fi
nisms that regulate orientation and polarity are not clear. In this study, using adhesive
micropatterns (MPs) in order to regulate polarized cell spreading, together with c-Src
inhibitors (Src inhibitor No. 5, Biaffi  n), we analyzed the behavior of cultured fiffi broblastsfi
during the organization of cell polarity on adhesive MPs. When normal fi broblasts at-fi
tached to the MPs (width; 10 or 15 µm), phosphorylated c-Src (pY418), the active form
of c-Src, was intensely detected along the inner border between the adhesive MPs 
and non-adhesive glass surface, refl ecting the active c-Src location at the inner border.fl
When cells were treated with c-Src inhibitor, cells were signifi cantly elongated com-fi
pared to normal cells, and aligned along the longitudinal axis of the MPs in a spindle 
shape with well developed SFs. However, staining of phosphorylated c-Src was not 
detected at the border of the MP and non-adhesive glass surface. These observations
suggest that the activation of c-Src plays a key role in the recognition of the border
between the adhesive MP and non-adhesive glass surface. Moreover, inactivation of 
c-Src causes polarized elongation of cells.
( COI: No )

P1-126
N-terminus of paxillin regulates actin stress fi ber formation by
binding to the active Fyn
Zhang, Ying; Kishi, Hiroko; Miyanari, Kenji; Kimura, Tomohiko; Takagaki, Ryodai; 
Lyu, Bochao; Kajiya, Katsuko; Kobayashi, Sei（Dept Mol Physiol Med Bioreg, 
Yamaguchi Univ Grad Sch Med, Ube, Japan）

Rho-kinase (ROK)-mediated actin stress fi ber formation plays fi important roles in many 
cellular functions, including cell adhesion and motility. We previously found the involve-
ment of Fyn tyrosine kinase as an upstream molecule of ROK in actin stress fi ber fi
formation. However, the molecular mechanisms between Fyn and ROK have not been
clarifi ed yet. To search for the downstream molecule of Fyn, we perfofi rmed pulldown
assay with HaloTag constitutively active Fyn (CA-Fyn) and dominant negative Fyn
(DN-Fyn) in human vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs), and obtained the candidate 
molecules which selectively bind to CA-Fyn, but not to DN-Fyn. Subsequently, matrix 
assisted laser desorption/ionization time of fl ight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOFfl
MS) enabled us to identify paxillin as a novel downstream molecule of Fyn. To clarify
binding site of CA-Fyn on paxillin, the recombinant Fyn and paxillin were obtained
in baculovirus and E.coli expression system respectively. Surface plasmon resonance 
assay showed that CA-Fyn bound to N-terminus, but not C-terminus of paxillin, while
DN-Fyn bound to neither of them. Colocalization of CA-Fyn and N-terminus of paxillin
during the stress fiber formation in VSMCs further confifi  rmed their binding. In addi-fi
tion, the overexpression of N-terminus of paxillin inhibited the actin stress fi ber forma-fi
tion. Taken together, these results demonstrate that paxillin, as a novel signal media-
tor, regulates actin stress fi ber formation by N-terminus binding to the active Fyn.fi
( COI: No )
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P1-127
The morphorogical role of myosin light-chain kinase to form
podosome in smooth muscle cell
Tanaka, Hideyuki; Nakakura, Takashi; Nishijima, Yoshimi; Arisawa, Kenjiro; 
Asano, Anshin Hoshino; Kiuchi, Yoshiko; Hagiwara, Haruo（Sch. Med. Teikyo Univ）

We revealed that Myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) has been essential to form podo-
some. Podosome is intracellular structure which is actin-fi laments as a core. Vascular fi
smooth muscle cell (VSMC) in the culture dose not little, if any, form the podosome,
but it includes the protrusion by adding phorbol 12, 13 dibutyrate (PDBu) as chemical
mediator driven Protein kinase C. We added PDBu to the cultures of A7r5 cells of line
of VSMC as shown by the immunno-fl uorescent micrograph. At fifl rst, We observed fi
that PDBu had been applied to the medium culturing A7r5 cells by the use of the
fl uorescent microscope. After incubation for specififl  ed periods, the culture plates werefi
subjected to the count how many cells formed podosome. The numbers of VSMC with
podosome were increased with the elapse of time. The VSMCs with podosomes were
maximal within 30 min, and ～90 % cells developed podosomes. The scanning electron 
micrographs were shown that the cellular surface A7r5 cell when stimulated by PDBu,
the cellular surface protruded podosomes; higher magnifi cation showed that they were fi
composed of the legs connecting the ball-like feets to the cellular surface of A7r5.
Transmission electron micrographs of the vehicle and the PDBu-stimulated cells were 
shown, respectively. Upon the stimulation by PDBu, the tracks of actin- bundles were
disrupted, and most of them were capped by the electron dense plaque, a capping that 
had been not penetrated by the actin-bundle. Taken together we proposed the idea 
that the dense plaque had been feet, and actin-bundle been legs.
( COI: No )

P1-128
Structural change of myosin head in skeletal muscle fi ber without 
thin fi lament fi
Yamaguchi, Maki1; Nakahara, Naoya1; Kimuara, Masako2; Ohno, Tetsuo1;
Yamauchi, Hideki1; Suzuki, Takayuki1; Kurihara, Toru1; Takemori, Shigeru1

（1Dept Molecular Physiol, Jikei Univ Sch Med, Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept Ingegr Physiol,
Kagawa Nutri Univ, Sakado, Japan）

Myosin converts chemical energy of ATP to mechanical work in combination with ac-
tin. The molecular mechanism of this chemo-mechanical transduction is still unknown, 
mainly because mechanical work signifi cantly deforms the molecules. Therefore, it isfi
of interest to follow the intrinsic structural changes of myosin in the absence of actin. 
The changes would depict a conformational path of minimal potential. We here fol-
lowed intrinsic structural changes of myosin heads in sarcomere where conformational
freedom of myosin would be highly restricted in a range optimized for the physiologi-
cal path unlike in the purifi ed solution system. Actin was removed from sarcomere fi
of skinned fi bers with gelsolin treatment, and helically arranged myosin hefi ads were
observed with X-ray diff raction (at BL6A of PF) following the ATP hydrolysis steps of ffff
M, M-ATP, M-ADP-Pi, M-ADP, and M, where M represents myosin. Compared with
M and M-ATP (trapped with N-phenylmaleimide) states, myosin heads in M-ADP-Pi
state were retracted close to the backbone of the thick fi lament. Retrograde binding fi
of ADP to M to yield M-ADP did not cause this marked transition of myosin heads.
Since orthograde conformational change at M-ADP state following Pi release is gener-g
ally considered to be coupled with mechanical work of myosin, radial retraction and
following protrusion of myosin heads would likely be the prime mover as in the case 
of crawling bristle grass in your gripping hand. 
( COI: No )

P1-129
The effect of Nisin on keratinocyte cytoskeleton and intercellular
junction 
Kitagawa, Norio; Inai, Tetuichiro（Fukuoka Dent. Coll., Fukuoka, Japan）

Bacteriocins are proteinous antibacterial substances produced by bacteria. Nisin is 
bacteriocin produced by Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis. Nisin is commonly used as a 
food preservative throughout the world. Bacteriocins such as nisin are thought to act
only prokaryote cell and doesn’t eff ect on normal eukaryote cell. ffff
In this study, we investigated the eff ects of nisin to human epidermal keratinocyte cellffff
line (HaCaT). Keratinocytes exposed to nisin continue to proliferate. Though, expo-f
sure of keratinocytes to nisin perturbed cobble stone-like structures. Detachment and
fragmentation of the cells were increased by nisin exposure. Keratinocytes exposed 
to nisin showed nisin formed gaps or holes in the keratinocyte layer. As Nisin seemed
to effect on cell-cell junction and cytoskeleton, we investigated thffff e eff ect by immuno-ffff
fl uorescence microscopy. Localization of desmosomal cadherin profl tein, desmoglein 3
(DSG3) and adherens junction protein, β-catenin was disrupted. Furthermore, inter-
mediate fi lament protein, cytokeratin 5 and cytokeratin 17 decreased thefi ir localization
at the cell boundary. 
Taken together, our result indicates that nisin eff ects on not only prokaryote cells but ffff
also on normal eukaryote cells. Nisin seems safe from long history of successful usage
as a food preservative. However, it doesn’t mean nisin doesn’t eff ect on eukaryote cell. ff
( COI: No )

P1-130
Molecular dissection of intracellular neurofi lamentsfi
Sato, Fumiya1; Tani, Tomomi2; Asakawa, Hitoshi3; Fukuma, Takeshi3; 
Terada, Sumio1（1Grad. Sch. of Med. and Dent. Sci., TMDU, Tokyo, Japan; 2Cellular 
Dynamics Program, MBL, Woods Hole, MA, U.S.; 3Bio-AFM Frontier Res. Cent., 
Kanazawa Univ., Kanazawa, Japan）

Neurofi laments (NFs) are intermediate fifi  laments (IFs) expressed specififi  cally in neurons fi
and considered pertinent to support both of their morphological changes and functional
structures. Our understanding of the NF dynamics in living cells, however, has been
relatively poor compared to that of other cytoskeletal components.
To elucidate intracellular elementary polymerization processes, we monitored the be-
havior of NF medium protein (NF-M) heteropolymerizing with other IFs in cultured 
cells. Murine primary hippocampal neurons were infected with adenoviral vectors
carrying green fl uorescent protein tagged NF-M genes, and SW13vim(-) cells, whifl ch
lack endogenous IFs, were coinfected with either of other viruses expressing NF light 
protein or α-internexin in addition to the tagged NF-M virus. We then performed
fl uorescence recovery after photobleaching experiments at severafl l days after infection 
with highly inclined/laminated optical sheet and/or total internal refl ection flfl  uores-fl
cence microscopy, and observed diff erent localities of NF polymerization, depending ff
on the culturing age, cell species, and IF constituents. Our fi ndings collectively sug-fi
gest that the NF dynamics changes over time and space, refl ecting the difffl erentiationffff
stages of neurons and their states. We will also discuss our newly developed novel
microscopic methods which enable us to determine not only the protein positions but
also the arrangements of NF polymers.
( COI: No )

P1-131
Mechanisms of CRMP2-induced GTP-state microtubule formation
Nitta, Ryo; Aoki, Mari; Tomabechi, Yuri; Shirouzu, Mikako（Riken, CLST, Yokohama,
Japan）

The asymmetric microtubule cytoskeleton is essential for axon-dendrite specificationfi
in developmental neurons and for polarized protein sorting in mature neurons. In 
axons of mature neurons, GTP-state microtubules (MTs) are enriched over GDP-state
MTs and are preferentially searched for as landmarks by the conventional molecular 
motor Kinesin-1, which goes into the axon among many processes in neurons. Recently,
we solved the cryo-EM structure of GTP-state MTs. They have the characteristic 
conformation at both the longitudinal and lateral contacts between tubulins, albeit
those polymerized in vitro have the unstable lattice especially at the surface. We
thus hypothesized that stable GTP-state MTs could be polymerized in vitro with the
support by some MT-binding proteins/factors that we sought for. Among several
candidates, CRMP2 plays the essential role at the early stages in the axonal develop-
ment by promoting the axonal specification in cultured mammalian neurons. CRMP2 fi
was also reported to interact with GTP-state tubulins and promote MT assembly in 
vitro. Considering that one of the functional landmarks in axons is an enrichment of 
GTP-state MTs, CRMP2 might promote the GTP-sate MTs in single process to give it
the axonal signature, albeit the molecular mechanism of how CRMP2 induces the GTP-
state MT formation is poorly understood. Here we characterize the role of CRMP2 in 
promoting the stable GTP-state MTs by using the several structure-based technics,
such as X-ray crystallography, small angle X-ray scattering, cryo-electron microscopy,
and fl uorescence microscopy.fl
( COI: No )

P1-132
The elongation of primary cilia via the acetylation ofα-tubulin in 
human fi broblast treated with lithium chloride
Nakakura, Takashi1; Asano, Anshin1; Suzuki, Takeshi2; Arisawa, Kenjiro1; 
Tanaka, Hideyuki1; Hagiwara, Haruo1（1Grad. Sch. Med. Teikyo Univ., Tokyo, Japan;
2Dep. Biol., Sapporo. Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

Primary cilium is found on almost all types of cells in the human body and typically
serves as the mechanical sensor of the cell. Lithium ion is known to promote the elon-
gation of primary cilia in a variety of cell types, but it is unknown whether lithium is 
involved in the acetylation of α-tubulin which is important for the function of primary 
cilia. In order to reveal the relationship between the elongation of primary cilia by lith-
ium and the acetylation of α-tubulin, we first observed the formation and structure of fi
primary cilia in KD cells, a cell line deriving fi broblasts in human labium. Subsequently, fi
by immunohistochemical and western blot analysis we elucidated that the length of 
primary cilia and acetylation of α-tubulin are regulated by lithium chloride (LiCl) in
a time- and concentration-dependent manner. We next performed the RT-PCR, RNAi 
based experiments and biochemical study using an inhibitor of glycogen synthase
kinase-3β (GSK-3β). We found that LiCl mobilizes the α-tubulin N-acetyltransferase
1 (αTAT1) in the signaling pathway mediating GSK-3β and adenylate cyclase III. In
conclusion, LiCl treatment activates αTAT1 by the inhibition of GSK-3β and pro-f
motes the α-tubulin acetylation, and the acetylation of α-tubulin by αTAT1 facilitate
the elongation of primary cilia.
( COI: No )
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P1-133
Roles of a ciliary gene, Nphp2/Inv in cell cycle control
Shigeta, Masaki; Nakajima, Yoshiro; Matsuo, Kazuhiko; Yokoyama, Takahiko

（Grad. Sch. Med. Kyoto Prefectural Univ., Kyoto, Japan）

Primary cilia are a hair-like membrane structure, presenting in almost every cell type. 
Disruption to the ciliary structure or its function causes multiorgan diseases known as 
ciliopathies such as situs inversus and cystic kidney disease. Increased BrdU incorpo-
ration has been described in cystic kidneys associated with ciliopathies. We previously 
reported that increased BrdU incorporation and abnormal mitotic axis formation are
observed in the mutant Inv mice, and the S/G2/M population (with Fucci-Geminin posi-
tive) is increased in Nphp2/Inv-knockdown (KD) cells. Although cell cycle abnormality
is well described in inv mutant, mechanisms to control cell cycle are unknown. To un-
derstand cell cycle abnormality observed in inv mutant mice, we mated inv mice with
Fucci mice to analysis cyst lining cells in cell cycle. We are determining which stage 
in cell cycle is disturbed in Nphp2/Inv-knockdown (KD) cells. Inv /nephrocystin-2 is
localized at the proximal potion of the renal cilia. However, its localization during cell
cycle is controversial. We are analyzing localization of Inv /nephrocystin-2 using Fucci
cells. The results will be presented.
( COI: No )

P1-134
DGKζ-interacting NAP1-like proteins regulate cell cycle and
apoptosis by controlling p53 acetylation
Tanaka, Toshiaki; Goto, Kaoru（Sch. Med. Yamagata Univ., Yamagata, Japan）

Diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) converts diacylglycerol to phosphatidic acid by phos-
phorylation. Since both of these lipids are regarded as key molecules in lipid signaling,
DGK is considered to be an important regulator in lipid-mediated signal transduc-
tion. Of DGKs, DGKζ, characterized by the presence of a nuclear localization signal 
(NLS), was shown to be localized to the nucleus in neurons and the transfected cells.
We previously identifi ed nucleosome assembly protein (NAP) 1-like 1 (NAP1L1) andfi
NAP1-like 4 (NAP1L4) as novel DGKζ interaction molecules. However, functional
roles of NAP1Ls remain unknown. Since DGKζ is shown to regulate p53 function,
we examined how NAP1L1 and NAP1L4 regulate p53-mediated cell cycle and apop-
tosis. In WST-1 assay, knockdown of NAP1L1 promoted cell proliferation, whereasf
NAP1L4 knockdown inhibited cell cycle progression. In an apoptosis assay using DNA-
damaging agent doxorubicin (Dox), apoptosis was enhanced by knockdown of NAP1L1, 
whereas NAP1L4 knockdown was resistant to apoptosis. Because acetylation status of 
p53 is known to regulate cell cycle or apoptosis, we next analyzed the acetylation sites
of p53 under conditions of NAP1Ls knockdown. We found that knockdown of NAP1L1
increases the p53 acetylation at K382 whereas NAP1L4 knockdown augments the
acetylation at K320. These results indicate that NAP1Ls regulate cell cycle and apop-
tosis via differential control of p53 acetylation sites.ff
( COI: No )

P1-135
Effects of UVA LED light irradiation on cultured RAW264.7 cells
Ikehara, Toshitaka1; Nakahashi, Mutsumi2; Akutagawa, Masatake3; 
Tsuchiya, Koichiro4; Takahashi, Akira2; Kinouchi, Yohsuke3（1Dept Welfare, Fac 
Human Welfare, Tokushima Bunri Univ, Tokushima, Japan; 2Inst Health Biosci, Univ 
Tokushima Grad Sch, Tokushima, Japan; 3Inst Tech Sci, Univ Tokushima Grad Sch, 
Tokushima, Japan; 4Inst Health Biosci, Univ Tokushima Grad Sch, Tokushima, Japan）

We studied eff ects of ultraviolet Affff (UVA) irradiation using light-emitting diode on cell
growth of cultured RAW 264.7 cells. Cells were plated on 96 well plates at a density of 
105－6 cells/ml. After 24 hr, these cells were irradiated for varied time and maintained
for 0-72 hr at 37℃. Cell images were taken by a microscope every 24 hr for 72 hr. Ir-
radiation (365 nm) for more than 2 min suppressed cell growth. Lactate dehydrogenase
release into medium was found to increase signifi cantly at more than 3 min of irra-fi
diation, and the addition of N-acetyl cysteine as a scavenger suppressed the increase 
caused by the 5 min-irradiation. Formation of 8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine and malo-
ndialdehyde were also increased by the 5 min-irradiation. Finally, to detect reactive ox-
ygen species induced in the medium irradiated by the light, we measured EPR(electron 
paramagnetic resonance) signals in the presence of spin trapping agents (TPC and
DMPO) by EPR spectrometer. NaN3 decreased the spin peaks formed by TPC and 
histidine decrease the peaks by DMPO. These measurements indicate that singlet 
oxygen (1O2) is initially induced and the singlet oxygen is converted into hydroxyl radi-
cal. These results suggest that ROS induced by UVA irradiation increase membrane
permeability, DNA damage and lipid peroxidation, and results in cell growth inhibition. 
( COI: No )

P1-136
What happens when cell proliferation is inhibited by Cs?
Kobayashi, Daisuke; Kakinouchi, Kei; Nagae, Tomonori; Hazama, Akihiro 

（Dept Integrat Cell Physiol, Scl Med, Fukushima Med Univ, Fukushima, Japan）

Cesium (Cs) is one of the alkali metal elements as well as potassium (K) and sodium.
Distribution of Cs in the whole bodies had been investigated. However, it is not clear
that how the Cs is transported through which kinds of way at the molecular levels,
and that the eff ect of Cs on the cell metabolisms. We reported that the prolifffff eration of ff
HeLa cells inhibited by Cs but not other alkali metals. The proliferation decrease is de-
pendent on Cs concentration. The cell viability was assessed by two diff erent methods,ffff
i.e., LDH assay and fl ow cytometric assay, and the cell membrane was not damagedfl
by 10 mM Cs treatment. K+ channel blocker also inhibited cell growth. Reversible 
cell-cycle arrest occurs by inhibition of ATP-sensitive K+ channels. Quinidine treat-
ment showed cell-cycle G0/G1 arrest and inhibition of proliferation, and how was Cs 
treatment. Cell-cycle was evaluated by using HeLa cell with fucci-system established
by Miyawaki. Quinidien treatment cell showed G0/G1 arrest but Cs treatment cell
did not show the G0/G1 arrest. Cs-treated cell seemed the same as control cell-cycle.
The results suggested that eff ect of Cs on cell proliferation was not inhibited effffff ectffff
but suppression effect.ffff
( COI: No )

P1-137
D-allose inhibits cancer cell growth by an induction of thioredoxin
interacting protein (TXNIP) and inhibition of Glut1 expression
Noguchi, Chisato1; Yamaguchi, Fuminori1; Kamitori, Kazuyo1; Sui, Li1; 
Katagi, Ayako1; Hossain, Akram1; Tsukamoto, Ikuko2; Tokuda, Masaaki1

（1Cell Physiol, Fac Med, Kagawa Univ. Kagawa, Japan; 2Pharmaco-Bioinformatics,
Fac Med, Kagawa Univ. Kagawa, Japan）

Glucose transporters are members of membrane proteins that facilitate glucose trans-
port. Of those, glucose transporter 1 (Glut1) is responsible for the basal glucose uptake
and highly expressed in erythrocytes and endothelial cells. Interestingly, Glut1 is over-
expressed in many cancer cells and is play an important roles on the cell growth. Rare
sugar D-allose dose-dependently induced TXNIP expression and inhibited the Glut1 
expression in HuH-7, MB231 and SH-SY5Y cells. And the glucose uptake in HuH-7 cells 
was signifi cantly inhibited by D-allose treatment. Both the TXNIP over-exfi pression and 
D-allose treatment inhibited hypoxia-inducible factor-1 alpha (HIF-1α) expression, that
is the transcription factor of Glut-1 and is over-expressed in many cancer cells, result-
ing the reduction of Glut1 expression. Thioredoxin is known to increase the promoter
activity of HIF-1α via the nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-κB), p50-RelA subunits binding. 
As TXNIP inhibits the thioredoxin activity, over-expression of TXNIP or D-allose 
treatment decreased the promoter activity of nuclear factor-kappa B and decreased 
the HIF-1α expression. Along with the previously reported mechanism of D-allose 
that inhibits the cancer cell growth by stabilizing the cell cycle inhibitor p27 protein
and inducing G1 cell cycle arrest, this study revealed a novel mechanism of the cancer
cell growth inhibition by D-allose via a reduction of Glut1 expression.
( COI: No )

P1-138
Anticancer Activity of Isoamericanol from Jatropha curcas Extacts
on the Human Breast Cancer Cell, MCF-7
Katagi, Ayako1; Sui, Li1; Kamitori, Kazuyo1; Suzuki, Toshisada2; Katayama, Takeshi2;
Noguchi, Chisato1; Yamaguchi, Fuminori1; Akram, Hossain1; Tokuda, Masaaki1

（1Dept Cell Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Kagawa Univ, Kagawa, Japan; 2Dept Bio Molec
Chem, Grad Sch Agri, Kagawa Univ, Kagawa, Japan）

Various parts of Jatropha curcas trees have long been used as traditional medicine in 
African and Asian countries for a variety of sicknesses. There are some reports that 
show anticancer activity in vitro by the applications of J. curcas seed extract. J. curcas
seed extract is a source of oil for biodiesel energy, but it involves a great amount of 
seed waste. The collaborative research with Kagawa University, Japan and Chiang 
Mai University, Thailand has succeeded in extracting the organic and aqueous layers 
with both ethyl acetate (EtOAc) and methanol (MeOH) from the waste. Furthermore, 
crystallization of isoamericanol from the organic layer of the MeOH extracts has been
achieved. In our previous study, isoamericanol was shown to have high antioxidative 
activity, yet the anticancer activity of isoamericanol has never been reported. In this
study, the anticancer activity of isoamericanol is tested on the human breast cancer
cell, MCF-7. The inhibition of MCF-7 cell growth by isoamericanol is dose-dependent
(25, 50, 100 µg/ml). We further examine the eff ect of isoamericanol on the cell cycleffff
and apoptosis. Microarray analysis is also performed to identify new possible molecular ff
pathways for anticancer therapies with isoamericanol. 
( COI: No )
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P1-139
Involvement of D-allose-inducible tumor suppressive factor TXNIP
(thioredoxin interacting protein) in vivo tumor modelo
Kamitori, Kazuyo1; Yamaguchi, Fuminori1; Dong, Youyi1; Hossain, Akram1; Sui, Li1;
Katagi, Ayako1; Noguchi, Chisato1; Hoshikawa, Hiroshi2; Tokuda, Masaaki1, 3（1Dept 
Cell Physiol, Fac Med, Kagawa Univ, Kita-gun, Kagawa, Japan; 2Dept Otolaryngology,
Fac Med, Kagawa Univ, Kita-gun, Kagawa, Japan; 3Rare Sugar Research Center, 
Kagawa Univ, Kagawa Univ, Kita-gun, Kagawa, Japan）

D-allose, the C3-epimer of D-glucose, has an anti-proliferative eff ect on various cancerff
cell lines. We have reported that D-allose treatment caused up-regulation of thiore-
doxin interacting protein (TXNIP), an anti-tumor protein down-regulated in cancer
cells. The anti-proliferative eff ect of D-allose is due to the up-regulation of TXNIP ff
which causes cell cycle arrest at the G1/S checkpoint. Here we analyzed the signaling 
mechanisms of TXNIP up-regulation caused by D-allose in the hepatocarcinoma cell 
line HuH-7. The results suggest that both p44/p42 MAPK pathway and p38MAPK
pathway participate in the TXNIP up-regulation. We further analyzed downstream
molecules responsible for the TXNIP up-regulation. Moreover, we performedin vivo 
administration analysis of D-allose. The oral squamous carcinoma HSC-3 cells were 
used in a xenograft model with nude mice. The results show that D-allose exerts
growth inhibitory eff ects on cancer tissues, and that TXNIP up-regulation is possibffff ly
responsible for this eff ect. Overall, present works would make a great contribution toffff
the establishment of a new strategy of cancer therapy utilizing D-allose and TXNIP. g
( COI: No )

P1-140
Coagulation factor IX regulates cell migration and adhesion in vitro
Fujiwara, Yuusuke; Hidai, Chiaki; Kokubun, Shinichiro（Department of Biomedical 
Sciences, Nihon University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan）

Objective: Coagulation factor IX (F9) is thought to circulate in the blood as an inactive
zymogen before being activated in the coagulation process. The eff ect of F9 on cells isffff
poorly understood. This study aimed to evaluate the eff ects of intact F9 and its cleav-ffff
age fragments on cell behavior.
Methods: A431 cells (derived from human squamous cell carcinoma), Pro5 cells (de-
rived from mouse embryonic endothelial cells), Cos7 cells, and human umbilical vein
endothelial cells were utilized in this study. The eff ects of F9 and its cleavage frag-ffff
ments on cell behavior were investigated in several types of experiments, including 
wound-healing assays and modifi ed Boyden chamber assays.fi
Results: The eff ect of F9 depended on its processing; full-length F9 suppresseff d cell mi-
gration, increased adhesion to matrix, and enhanced intercellular adhesion. In contrast, 
activated F9 enhanced cell migration, suppressed adhesion to matrix, and inhibited 
intercellular adhesion. An activation peptide that is removed during the coagulation
process was found to be responsible for the activity of full-length F9, and the activity
of activated F9 was localized to an EGF domain of the F9 light chain.
Conclusion: Full-length F9 has a sedative eff ect on cells, which is counteracted byffff
activated F9 in vitro. Thus, F9 may play roles before, during, and after the coagula-
tion process.
( COI: No )

P1-141
Transient receptor potential cation channel 3 (TRPC3) regulates 
proliferation and migration via phosphorylation of STAT5 in human 
melanoma
Oda, Kayoko1, 2; Umemura, Masanari1, 3; Baljinntam, Erdene3; Katsumata, Mayumi1;
Yamaguchi, Yukie2; Aihara, Michiko2; Iwatsubo, Kousaku3; Ishikawa, Yoshihiro1

（1Dept CVRI, Grad Sch Med, YCU, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan; 2Dept Derm, Grad 
Sch Med, YCU, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan; 3Department of Cell Biology and 
Molecular Medicine, NJMS-Rutgers）

Background: It is well known that melanoma has a poor prognosis due to its rapid pro-
gression and high metastatic ability. TRPC are activated by changes of temperature 
or membrane voltage, resulting in activation of intracellular responses. Here, we inves-
tigate whether TRPC3 regulates cell proliferation and migration of human melanoma.
Material: C8161 cells, a BRAF wild type human melanoma cell line, were used in 
this study. In order to examine the role of TRPC3, lentivirus shRNA encoding either
TRPC3 or scramble was used. 
Result: mRNA and protein of TRPC3 were expressed in multiple human melanoma
cell lines. Knockdown of TRPC3 in C8161 cells inhibited proliferation (p<0.0001). Pyr3, 
a pyrazole compound which is known to inhibit selectively TRPC3, suppressed cell pro-
liferation (IC50 12.99 µM). Both knockdown of TRPC3 and Pyr3 decreased path length 
of migration (p<0.01, p<0.01 respectively). Pyr3 also inhibited phosphorylation of signal
transducer and activators of transcription (STAT) 5, suggesting that TRPC3-inducedg
proliferation and migration were regulated by, at least in part, the JAK/STAT signal-
ing pathway.
Conclusion: Inhibition of TRPC3 suppressed cell proliferation and migration, suggest-
ing that TRPC3 could be a novel target for treating human melanoma. 
( COI: No )

P1-142
The PKA- and p38-mediated phosphorylation processes are
involved in the stimulatory effect of TNF-α on K+ channel activity in 
human proximal tubule cells
Nakamura, Kazuyoshi; Komagiri, You; Suzuki, Takashi; Kubokawa, Manabu 

（Dept Physiol, Iwate Medical Univ, Yahaba, Japan）

We previously reported that a proinfl ammatory cytokine, TNF-α, stimulated activity fl
of an inwardly rectifying K+ channel in cultured human proximal tubule cells. We also 
found that the stimulatory effect of TNF-α on Kffff + channel activity partly contributed 
to the cytotoxicity of this cytokine. In this study, we investigated the mechanisms
of action of TNF-α on K+ channel activity, using the patch-clamp technique. In cell-
attached patches, TNF-α (20 ng/ml) increased K+ channel activity in a few minutes, 
which was blocked by an analog of the soluble TNF receptor, etanercept (10 µg/
ml). Since the activity of this K+ channel was stimulated by PKA- or PKG-mediated
phosphorylation, we tested inhibitors of these protein kinases. A PKA-specific inhibi-fi
tor, KT5720 (500 nM), but not a PKG-specifi c one, KT5823 (1 µM), blocked the efffi ect of ffff
TNF-α. Furthermore, a specifi c inhibitor of p38 MAPK, SB203580 (1 µM), also blockedfi
the TNF-α-induced activation of channel, whereas an ERK inhibitor, U0126, (20 µM)
or a Jnk inhibitor, SP600125 (10 µM), failed to block it. A membrane-permeant cAMP
analog, 8Br-cAMP (100 µM), stimulated channel activity in the presence of SB203580. 
These results suggested that the stimulatory effect of TNF-α Kffff + channel activity in 
cultured human proximal tubule cells was receptor specifi c and dependent at least in fi
part on the PKA- and p38-mediated phosphorylation processes.
( COI: No )

P1-143
Calcineurin B homologous protein 3 (CHP3) regulates 
phosphorylation of GSK3β
Kobayashi, Soushi1; Wakabayashi, Shigeo2（1Dept. of Mol. Physiol., Natl. Cer. 
Cardiovas. Ctr.; 2Dept. of Cardiac Physiol., Natl. Cer. Cardiovas. Ctr.）

Calcineurin B homologous protein3 (CHP3) is a EF-hand calcium-binding protein main-
ly expressed in heart, but its function remains largely unknown. We used adenovi-
ral-based RNA interference system to knock down CHP3 expression in rat neonatal 
ventricular cardiomyocytes. Knockdown of CHP3 result in signifi cant enlargementfi
of cardiomyocyte size and increase the protein expression level of the pathological
hypertrophy marker ANP. Furthermore, the phosphorylation level of GSK3beta was 
dramatically elevated. On the contrary, CHP3 overexpression results in increment of 
GSK3beta phosphorylation induced by insulin stimulus. Co-immunoprecipitation experi-
ments demonstrated the interaction of CHP3 with GSK3beta. These results suggest 
that CHP3 serves as a novel regulatory factor for GSK3beta, which modulates cardio-
myocyte hypertrophy.
( COI: No )

P1-144
Oxidized S100A4 inhibits the activation of protein phosphatase 5
through S100A1 in MKN-45 gastric carcinoma cells
Yamaguchi, Fuminori1, 2; Tsuchiya, Mitsumasa1; Shimamoto, Seiko1; 
Fujimoto, Tomohito1; Tokumitsu, Hiroshi2; Tokuda, Masaaki1（1Dept Cell Physiol, 
Facul of Med, Kagawa Univ, Kagawa, Japan; 2Appl Cell Biol, Grad Sch Nat Sci Tech, 2

Okayama Univ, Okayama, Japan）

S100 proteins bind to numerous target proteins, as well as other S100 proteins and 
activate signaling cascades. S100 proteins can be modifi ed by various post-transla-fi
tional modifi cations, such as phosphorylation, methylation and acetylation.fi  In addition,
oxidation is important for modulating their activities. Previous studies have shown 
that S100A1 interacts with S100A4 in vitro and in vivo. Due to this potential cross-
talk among the S100 proteins, the aim of the present study was to examine whether
S100A4 modulates the activity of S100A1. S100A4 was readily oxidized and formed
disulfi de-linked dimers and oligomers. Although non-oxidized S100A4 bfi ound to pro-
tein phosphatase 5 (PP5), the Cu-oxidized S100A4 failed to bind PP5. Instead, the Cu-
oxidized S100A4 directly interacted with S100A1 and prevented PP5 activation. Hy-
drogen peroxide induced S100A4 oxidation in MKN-45 gastric adenocarcinoma cells 
and decreased S100A1-PP5 interaction, resulted in the inhibition of PP5 activation by 
S100A1. These data indicate that oxidized S100A4 regulates PP5 activity in a unique
manner under oxidative stress conditions.
( COI: No )
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P1-145
Knockdown of DEAD-box protein 5 (DDX5) represses NF-kB
transcriptional activation
Tanaka, Ken1; Takagi, Michiaki2; Goto, Kaoru1（1Dept. Anat. Cell Bio, Yamagata 
Univ. Sch. Med., Yamagata, Japan; 2Dept. Ortho. Surg, Yamagata Univ. Sch. Med.,
Yamagata, Japan）

DEAD-box protein 5 (DDX5) is one of the DEAD-Box families that has a helicase
activity. Recent studies suggest that DDX5 also serves as a regulator of transcrip-
tion factors. Diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) converts diacylglycerol to phosphatidic acid
in phosphoinositide turnover. We identifi ed DDX5 as a new binding partner of zetafi
type DGK (DGKζ). Transcription factor nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kB) is known 
to play a crucial role in various processes, such as immune response, inflammation, fl
cell proliferation, and oncogenesis. We previously reported that DGKζ knockdown
facilitates inhibitor of kappa B (IkB) degradation and phosphorylation of NF-kB p65
subunit, thereby upregulating of NF-kB transcriptional activity. In this study, we ex-
amined how DDX5 aff ects NF-kB pathway. To this end, we knocked down DDX5 inff
HeLa cells and performed immunoblot analysis and luciferase assay. We found that in
these cells phosphorylation levels at Ser536, Ser468, and Ser311 of NF-kB p65 subunit 
were attenuated compared with wild-type cells. On the other hand, IkB level remained
unchanged. Luciferase assay revealed that DDX5 knockdown represses NF-kB tran-
scriptional activity. Collectively, these results suggest that DDX5 knockdown has no
eff ect on IkB degradation, but attenuates phosphorylation of theffff p65 subunit, thereby
downregulating NF-kB transcriptional activity.
( COI: No )

P1-146
Role of Steroidogenic acute regulatory protein-related lipid transfer 
domain containing 10 (STARD10) in hepatic inflammation fl
Ito, Masanori1; Seki, Yoshinari1; Sugimoto, Yui1; Oda, Satoko2; Kuroda, Masaru2;
Adachi-akahane, Satomi1（1Dept of Physiol., Fac. Med., Toho Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 
2Dept of Anat., Fac. Med., Toho Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

Steroidogenic acute regulatory protein related lipid transfer (START) domain containing 
10 (STARD10) is a member of the START domain containing lipid transfer protein family.
We have previously shown that STARD10 is highly expressed in the liver and involved in 
regulating expression of PPARα-target genes. Since the activation of PPARα negatively
regulates NF-κ B activity that promotes infl ammatory gene expression, STARD10 mayfl
exert anti-infl ammation activity. The aim of this study was to clarify the rofl le of STARD10
in infl ammation in the liver. We examined the efffl  ect of STARD10 using Stard10 knockout ffff
(Stard10－/－) mice. Stard10－/－ mice fed with high fat diet gained weight in a manner
similar to WT mice. However, the liver of Stard10－/－ mice was smaller in size and ac-
cumulated signifi cantly less cholesterol and triglyceride than that of WT mice.fi  Sizes of 
individual lipid droplet of hepatocytes of Stard10－/－ mice was signifi cantly smaller than fi
those of WT mice. These results are consistent with the down-regulation of PPARα
target gene such as Mogat, which is involved in triglyceride synthesis, was down-
regulated in Stard10－/－ mice. Gene expression levels of IL-1β and TNF-α were in-
creased in Stard10－/－ mice, suggesting that STARD10 regulates these genes through 
inhibition of NF-κB activity. These results indicate that STARD10 is involved in the 
regulation of lipid storage and infl ammatory responses in the liver through PPARα-fl
dependent mechanism. 
( COI: No )

P1-147
Analysis of interdomain interactions in PLCζ by the combined 
expression of split mutants
Tsuda, Takuya; Yamada, Noriyuki; Kawamoto, Ryo; Shirakawa, Hideki（Dept Eng 
Sci, Univ Electro-Comm, Tokyo, Japan）

Phospholipase Cζ (PLCζ) is a strong candidate for mammalian sperm-derived fac-
tor that triggers Ca2+ oscillations required for the egg activation at fertilization. The
PLCζ protein consists of EF-hand domain in the N-terminus, X and Y catalytic do-
mains, and C-terminal C2 domain. Although the three-dimensional structure obtained 
by computer modeling predicts the contacts between domains at EF/C2, X/Y, and Y/
C2 interfaces, the functional signifi cance of these putative interactions for the cata-fi
lytic activity has yet to be elucidated. In the present study, we constructed several 
truncated mutants of human PLCζ by splitting at the linkers between two fl anking fl
domains, and evaluated the Ca2+ oscillation-inducing activity by injecting their cRNAs 
into mouse eggs. While none of the mutants examined induced Ca2+ oscillations on its 
own even at the high level of expression, the pairwise expression of complementary 
split mutants, such as EF-X and Y-C2, or EF-X-Y and C2, generated the normal pat-
tern of Ca2+ oscillations, suggesting the combinatorial contribution of the interdomain
interactions among four domains, for PLCζ to adopt the active conformation. It was
also shown that the linker region between X and Y domains is not necessary for the 
PLCζ activity, since the pair of EF-X and Y-C2 mutants lacking XY linker could, if 
less eff ectively, induced Caffff 2+ oscillations. Results of experiments for other combina-
tions of split mutants, as well as for some circularly permutated mutants, will also
be presented to discuss the structural requirements for the catalytic activity of PLC.
( COI: No )

P1-148
FABP7 is involved in epigenetic modifi cation of mouse caveolin-1
gene promoter
Kagawa, Yoshiteru1; Kogo, Hiroshi2; Kishi, Hiroko3; Kobayashi, Sei3; 
Fujimoto, Toyoshi4（1Yamaguchi Univ., Grad., Sch., Med., Ube, Japan; 2Gunma 
Univ., Grad., Sch., Med., Maebashi, Japan; 3Yamaguchi Univ., Grad., Sch., Med., Ube,
Japan; 4Nagoya Univ., Grad., Sch., Med., Nagoya, Japan）

Introduction: Intracellular lipid dynamics are closely associated with the epigenetic
status such as DNA methylation and histone modifi cation. Fatty acid-binding protein fi
7 (FABP7), which binds to PUFAs, is expressed by astrocytes in developing brain. We
have so far shown that FABP7 is involved in the lipid raft function in the astrocytes 
through its gene regulation of caveolin-1, a scaff old protein of lipid raft. In this study, ffff
we sought to examine whether the epigenetic modifi cation of caveolin-1 gene promoter fi
was dependent on FABP7 levels.
Methods and Results: Immunostaining analysis showed that FABP7 was localized in 
both cytosol and nucleus in the mouse astrocytes. In qPCR, caveolin-1 gene (Cav-1) ex-
pression was decreased in FABP7-KO astrocytes compared with wild-type (WT) astro-
cytes. Luciferase reporter assay using FABP7-transfected-NIH-3T3 cells revealed that
the activation of an approximately 200bp upstream region from Cav-1 transcriptional 
start codon was dependent on the FABP7 levels. Furthermore, CHIP assay revealed 
that the level of H3K27 acetylation in Cav-1 promoter was increased by FABP7-
transfection in NIH-3T3 cells. In bisulfi te sequencing analysis, FABP7-KO astrocytesfi
contained signifi cantly higher methylated CpG sites in Cav-1 promoter than WT.fi
Discussion: FABP7 may have the role in the regulation of histone acetylation and DNA 
methylation possibly through its eff ect on the cellular lipid metabolism.ffff
( COI: No )

P1-149
The difference of properties of hypotonic swelling among different
cell species
Hazama, Akihiro; Kobayashi, Daisuke; Otsuki, Lucia（Dept Cell Integrative Physiol, 
Fukushima Medical Univ, Fukushima, Japan）

We already reported that the rate of maximum swelling after hypotonic challenge
diff ered among diffffff  erent cell species. For example, ff HeLa cells showed cell swelling 1.6 
times higher than isotonic condition by hypotonic challenge. SH-SY5Y cells showed
cell swelling only 1.1 times higher than control condition. We focused on the diff erenceffff
of hypotonic swelling between HeLa cells and SH-SY5Y cells. Both HeLa cells and 
SH-SY5Y cells are suspended by trypsin treatment and cell volume was measured 
by fl owcytometry. HeLa cells showed rapid increase of cell volume afl fter hypotonic 
challenge. This hypotonic swelling was suppressed by bumetanide, NKCC blocker.
Isotonic cell volume did not changed by bumetanide. SH-SY5Y cells showed little 
swelling by hypotonic challenge as reported last year. SH-SY5Y cells showed cell 
shrinkage by applying bumetanide in isotonic condition. By applying hypotonic solution 
with bumetanide SH-SY5Y cells showed cell swelling which is almost same absolute 
value as the hypotonic challenge without bumetanide. We found that SH-SY5Y cells
showed apparent cell swelling like HeLa cells if we plotted the ratio of cell volume
with bumetanide. We also examined the expression of NKCC by RT-PCR in HeLa cells
and SH-SY5Y cells. We found that both cell lines showed NKCC expression and the
signal of SH-SY5Y was higher than HeLa cells. These data suggest that in SH-SY5Y 
cells NKCC might transport Na+, K+, Cl－ together with water into the cells even in 
isotonic condition and cell volume reached maximum value with small increase by
hypotonic challenge.
( COI: No )

P1-150
The multifunctional anion transporter SLC26 gene family as
potential candidate for oxyanion transport
Prasedya, Eka Sunarwidhi1, 2; Itagaki, Yuya1; Koiwai, Megumi1; Kobayashi, Daisuke1;
Hazama, Akihiro1（1Dept Cell Integrative Physiol, Fukushima Medical Univ, 
Fukushima, Japan; 2Fac Math Nat Sci, Mataram Univ, Mataram, Indonesia）

Toxic anions have attracted great interest in academia and industry during the last 
decade. However, regarding the toxic anion pathway inside the human body is poorly
understood. The SLC26 gene family is a multifunctional anion transporter gene family
that possesses a wide variety of anion transporting properties. Which makes it a poten-
tial candidate as a toxic anion transporter. This research involves SLC26 gene family 
localization and in vitro assessment of Na3VO4 and Na2CrO4 toxicity in human cells.
Human cells (HeLa, HEK293, CACO2, and SH-SY5Y) were incubated for 3 days with ff
Na3VO4 and Na2CrO4 concentration of 300 µM, 30 µM, 3 µM, 100 µM, 10 µM, and 1 µM 
respectively. Results show that there is a specifi c pattern for the SLC26 gene family fi
localization and expression levels in human cells. Which leads to a possibility of differ-ffff
ent toxicity levels of Na3VO4 and Na2CrO4 against diff erent human cells. These fiffff  ndings fi
could be useful information to predict the toxic anion pathway inside human cells.
( COI: No )
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P1-151
Possible Roles of sodium ion / proton exchanger 1 (NHE1) on the 
conversion of latent form of TGFβ to active form
Yano, Hajime; Kanimota, Teppei; Nomura, Noriko; Kirino, Yui; Ohara, Kentaro;
Yaguchi, Haruna; Tanaka, Junya（Dept Mol Cell Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Ehime Univ,
Ehime, Japan）

We already have the implications for participation of TGFβ in glioma invasions to-
ward non-cancerous brain parenchyma, and premetastatic niche formations on lymph 
node metastases of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas. Since upregulations of 
mRNA or TGFβ precursor protein were observed in either cases, we expect them as
at least a part of mechanisms for progression of the malignancy or as a possible target
for anti-metastasis therapy. Importantly, TGFβ is secreted in inactive form, namely
latent from. Therefore, measurement of TGFβ activities are indispensable to assess 
whether the factor really functions or not, and the mechanisms convert TGFβ from 
latent to active has physiological as well as pathophysiological significance. NHE1 acts fi
as an ion transporter excretes proton toward extracellular space owing to the concen-
tration gradient of sodium ion as a driving force. Simultaneously, NHE1 also acts as
an anchor of actin-cytoskeleton on plasma membrane via its intracellular domain. We
have also found aberrant overexpression of NHE1 in gliomas as well as squamous cell
carcinomas, and furthermore, observed decreases of TGFβ activities in conditioned
culture media prepared from NHE1 knockdown cells or NHE1 inhibitor treated cells
in preliminary experiments. We would like to discuss as to how the participations of 
NHE1 in TGFβ conversion is possible.
( COI: No )

P1-152
Evaluation of anti-angiogenic drug for endothelial cells derived from 
glioma stem cells
Nakayama, Hiroki; Michiue, Hiroyuki; Hayashi, Keichiro; Matsushita, Hiroaki;
Nishiki, Tei-ichi; Matsui, Hideki（Dept Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Okayama Univ,
Okayama, Japan）

Central nervous system (CNS) is mainly composed of neuron, astrocyte and oligoden-
drocyte. They are derived from neural stem cells (NSCs), which have the characteris-
tics of self-renewal and multipotency. In glioblastoma (GBM), which is the most malig-
nant brain tumor, the existence of glioma stem cells (GSCs) in GBM is reported in 2004.
GSCs have similar features with NSC in terms of self-renewal and multipotency. GSCs 
also have high tumorigenesis and therapeutic resistance. GBM is one of the vascular
rich tumors, and neovascularization is normally performed by recruiting endothelial 
cells from brain vessels. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a critical regula-
tor of this process. In addition, recent study says that GSC can transdiff erentiate into ffff
endothelial cells and vascular pericytes to support tumor environment. In our research, 
15 percent of tumor vessels include the GSC derived endothelial cells, but the mecha-
nism and features are little known. Here, we report two kinds of tumor angiogenesis 
from the point of VEGF pathway. And focusing on the eff ect of anti-angiogenic drugs ffff
for these two angiogenesis, we suggest new therapeutic target leads to development 
of new anti-angiogenic drugs.
( COI: No )

P1-153
Identifi cation of amino acid residues involved in the TRPA1 inhibition 
by utilizing species specifi c differences
Gupta, Rupali1, 2; Saito, Shigeru1, 2; Tominaga, Makoto1, 2（1Division of Cell Signaling,
Okazaki Institute for Integrative Bioscience (National Institute for Physiological tt
Sciences), National Institutes of Natural Sciences, Okazaki, Japan;a 2Department of 
Physiological Sciences, The Graduate University for Advanced Studies, Okazaki, Japan）

Pain is a harmful sensation that usually arises from noxious stimuli. Transient Recep-
tor Potential Ankyrin 1 (TRPA1), a member of TRP subfamilies, is one of those targets
for studying the pain mechanism. TRPA1, a sole member of TRPA subfamily is known
to be activated by various stimuli such as noxious cold (potentially in rodents), pungent
natural products (like cinnamaldehyde; CA) and environmental irritants (like acrolein).
Since TRPA1 is an attractive target for pain therapy, many TRPA1 antagonists have 
been developed and some of them function as analgesic agents. Here, I show that HC-
030031 (HC), one of the most potent mammalian TRPA1 antagonists, did not inhibit
heterologously expressed western clawed frog TRPA1 (fTRPA1). In a heterologous 
expression system with  Xenopus oocytes, HC failed to inhibit fTRPA1 activationff
elicited by CA (a TRPA1 agonist) but inhibited CA-evoked currents of human TRPA1
(hTRPA1) with a dose-dependent manner. Chimeric studies between fTRPA1 and 
hTRPA1 as well as point mutant channel analyses revealed that one specific aminofi
acid residue located within the transmembrane domain was partially involved in the
inhibitory action of HC. These fi ndings are based on species difffi  erences in sensitivityff
of TRPA1 antagonists and provide novel insights for the structural-function relation-
ship of TRPA1.
( COI: No )

P1-154
Visualization of fl uctuating motions of the selectivity filter in the fi
potassium channel: A computational study
Sumikama, Takashi; Oiki, Shigetoshi（Fac Med Sci, Univ Fukui）

Ion channels are membrane proteins that allow ions to permeate through them and
generate electrical signals. Since the determination of the x-ray crystal structure of 
the KcsA potassium channel, ion permeation through the K+ channel have been visual-
ized by computer simulation using the molecular dynamics (MD) method. Simulations
revealed the motions of ions in the selectivity fi lter (SF), the most constricted part of fi
the channel, connecting the extracellular solution and the wide cavity being located on 
the intracellular side. Partially dehydrated ions in SF are coordinated by the carbonyl
backbone of SF. The electrical interaction between the ions and the backbone is so
strong that it could alter the conformation of the backbone, however, the extent of its 
change is not known. Here, we performed the MD simulation of the outward current 
through the Kv1.2 channel and observed the fluctuation of the channel. The flfl  uctuationfl
of the backbone was found to be suppressed due to the interaction with the permeat-
ing ions. There are four threonines in SF, whose hydroxyl groups usually fluctuatefl
vigorously in the cavity. When an ion enters into the cavity and comes close to SF, the
ion interacts with one of them fi rst, and then coordinates to all four sidechains to make fi
a stable complex. An analysis of the relation between the fl uctuations of hydroxyl fl
groups and the current shows that there exists a moderate correlation between them. 
Thus, the current measured by the single channel recordings reflects the flfl  uctuationfl
of the channel to some extent.
( COI: No )

P1-155
Functional expression of P2X7 receptors in odontoblasts
Shiozaki, Yuuta1; Sato, Masaki2; Kimura, Maki2; Shibukawa, Yoshiyuki2; Sato, Toru1;
Tazaki, Masakazu2（1Dept Cr & Br Prosth, Tokyo Dental Coll, Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept 
Physiol, Tokyo Dental Coll, Tokyo, Japan）

Extracellular purine nucleotides activate receptors of the P2 receptor family that are 
subdivided into two structurally distinct subfamilies: the inotropic P2X and G-protein
coupled P2Y receptors. Although immunohistochemical expression of the P2X recep-
tor subtypes-P2X2, P2X4, P2X6, and P2X7-in odontoblasts has been reported, their physi-
ological and detailed pharmacological properties remain unclear. We thus examined 
the functional expression of P2X7 receptors in mouse odontoblasts. Currents induced
by P2X7 receptor activation were recorded by whole-cell patch-clamp recording with a 
holding potential of -70 mV. Extracellular application of adenosine 5'-triphosphate dipo-
tassium salt (K+-ATP), a nonselective agonist for P2 receptors, evoked inward currents 
with an amplitude of -2.9 ± 0.6 nA (n = 3). These currents showed a significant desen-fi
sitizing eff ect by repetitive application of Kffff +-ATP. Extracellular application of 300 µM
2'(3')-O-(4-benzoylbenzoyl)adenosine 5'-triphosphate triethylammonium salt (BzATP), a
selective P2X7 agonist, also evoked inward currents with an amplitude of -2.8 ± 0.8 nA
(n = 6). KN-62 (10nM), a selective P2X7 antagonist, signifi cantly suppressed the BzATP-fi
induced inward currents to 81.9 ± 9.7 % (n = 6). In addition, application of 300 µM
BzATP induced a positive shift in the reversal potential. The estimated permeability 
of BzATP-induced currents was 11.6, compared with that without BzATP (1.0). These 
results indicate that odontoblasts express P2X7 receptors.
( COI: No )

P1-156
Modeling effect of age-related changes in ionic systems on action
potential of pulmonary vein myocardium
Sano, Hitomi1, 2; Tanaka, Yuichiro1, 3; Naito, Yasuhiro1, 2; Tomita, Masaru1, 2

（1Inst Adv Biosci, Keio Univ, Kanagawa, Japan; 2Dept Env & Info Studies, Keio Univ, 
Kanagawa, Japan; 3Dept Policy Management, Keio Univ, Kanagawa, Japan）

The pulmonary vein contains a myocardial layer that is capable of generating sponta-
neous or triggered action potentials, which is considered to play a central role in the
generation and maintenance of atrial fi brillation. The pulmonary vein myocardial layer fi
is extending from the left atrium, but has less negative resting membrane potential
due to a lower density of the inwardly rectifying K+ current. Although electrophysi-
ological and pharmacological characteristics of the pulmonary vein myocardium are
reported in various literatures, a comprehensive understanding of the spontaneous
action potentials generated in the myocardial layer is yet to be assessed. Here, we
integrated electrophysiological properties of the pulmonary vein myocardial layer on 
the basis of the Kyoto model. Based on the preceding research which reported that 
approximately half of the isolated pulmonary vein myocardial layer exhibited sponta-
neous action potential and the remaining half were quiescent, we constructed vari-
ous combinations of the pulmonary vein myocardial models in order to represent the
variation of the action potentials. On the basis of the transcriptome data from young 
and aged myocardial tissues, we expanded the combinations to represent the "aged"
pulmonary vein myocardial layer. As a result, we predicted that the spontaneous ac-
tion potentials, including burst-like action potentials, are more likely to be observed in 
"aged" combinations than "young" combinations.
( COI: No )
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P1-157
Water fl ow in mantle cavity of bivalve observed by high-fifl eld MRIfi
Seo, Yoshiteru1; Seo, Eriko2; Murakami, Masataka3; Ohishi, Kazue4; 
Maruyama, Tadashi4（1Department of Regulatory Physiology, Dokkyo Medical 
University School of Med icine, Tochigi, Japan; 2Division of Marine Life Science,
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, Un iversity of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Japan;
3National Institute for Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan; 4Institute of Biogeosciences,
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Techn ology, Yokosuka, Japan）a

Water fl ow in the mantle cavity of bivalves (Mytilus galloprovincialisfl ) was measured
by phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI), and transient changes in
water velocity were imaged by using the inflow efffl  ect of Tff 1-weighted MRI. All ex-
periments were done by 7 T high-fi eld MRI. During steady ventilation, water velocityfi
in the inhalant aperture, lower mantle cavity, interlamellar space and the exhalant
aperture were 40-20 mm s－1, 10-20 mm s－1, 5-10 mm s－1 and 50 mm s－1, respectively.
Spontaneous opening of the shells caused a quick increase of the fl ow in the mantlefl
cavity within 1 min. A high correlation was detected between the area in the inhalant
aperture and that in the exhalant siphon. However, the fl ow in the interlamellar cavity fl
showed a low correlation with that in the inhalant aperture. The fl ow in the right andfl
left interlamellar cavities changed independently. These results suggested that the
mussel could control fl ow in a local area of the gill by changing activities lateral fl cilia 
in the demibranches. In conclusion, a combination of PC-MRI and the infl ow efffl  ect of ff
T1w-MRI allowed us to perform quantitative fl ow analysis in all of the cavities in the fl
mussel.
( COI: No )

P1-158
Analysis of Atg9-containing membrane structures: ultrasturecure
and function in autophagy
Kakuta, Soichiro; Uchiyama, Yasuo（Grad. Sch. Med., Juntendo Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

Atg9 is a multispanning membrane protein that is conserved from yeast to human.
Atg9 is essential for autophagy and considered to be directly involved in the early step 
of autophagosome formation. We have previously reported that yeast Atg9 is localized 
on the cytoplasmic small vesicle, an Atg9 vesicle. Atg9 vesicles are derived from the 
Golgi apparatus and transport vesicle- tethering proteins to the autophagosome forma-
tion site. In mammalian cells, Atg9 was reported to be localized to the trans-Golgi net-
work, late endosomes, and recycling endosomes. In order to characterize the mamma-
lian Atg9-containing membranes, we examined the localization of Atg9 in HEK293 cells f
that stably express Atg9-GFP. Atg9-GFP was partially localized to static membrane 
structures, which are colocalized with a recycling endosome protein, transferrin recep-
tor. Atg9-GFP was also observed as multiple puncta that move rapidly throughout 
the cytoplasm. We succeeded in isolation of these cytoplasmic small membranes. The
immunoprecipitated membranes did not contain common organelle marker proteins.
Electron microscopic analysis revealed that these are small vesicles resembling the
yeast Atg9 vesicle. These results suggested that Atg9-specific membrane structuresfi
also exist in mammalian cells. Proteomic analysis of these membranes will lead to a 
better understanding of the function of Atg9 vesicles.
( COI: No )

P1-159
AQP11 null mice enhance autophagy activity in the proximal tubule 
before polycystic kidney disease
Tanaka, Yasuko; Takagi, Emi; Sakamoto, Yuki; Watari, Mayumi; Ishibashi, Kenichi

（Dept Med Physiol, Meiji Pharm Univ, Tokyo, Japan）

Water channel AQP11 is expressed in the various tissues. In the kidney, AQP11 is se-
lectively expressed in the proximal tubule. AQP11 null mice are dead from polycystic 
kidney disease within two months after birth. The intracellular vacuoles and the cysts
were reported to be caused by ER stress as documented by the microarray data of 
the kidneys from P7 mice. The alternation of gene expression that related autophagy
was also performed by our microarray in the kidney from P3 and P28. Based on these
results, we initiated the study on autophagy in the kidney of AQP11 null mice. We
generated GFP - LC3 (microtubule associated protein light chain 3) transgenic mice
in the background of AQP11 null to visualize and monitor the activity of autophagy.
Specifi cally, the expression of GFP flfi  uorescence was analyzed in the frozen sections of fl
the kidney. The primary cultured cells from the proximal tubule were also employed
to quantify the autophagy activity. The expression of GFP-LC3 was increased in the 
vacuolated proximal tubule of P7 AQP11 null mice, which become more intense at 
P14 when the cysts were formed. The autophagy was absence in the other segments 
of the nephron. The primary cultured cells from the proximal tubules as proved by 
AQP11 expression revealed that the number of GFP fluorescence was 2 fold more infl
AQP11 null than that of wild type, although there were no morphological and viability 
diff erences. Our results suggested that autophagy may play an impoff rtant role for the 
survival of vacuolated cells and later cyst formation in AQP11 null mice.
( COI: No )

P1-160
Analysis of accumulated proteins in abnormal lysosomes of brain
tissue in cathepsin D-defi cient mice
Sou, Yushin1; Uchiyama, Yasuo2; Koike, Masato1（1Dept of Cell Biol and Neurosci,
Juntendo Univ Sch of Med, Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept of Cellul and Mol Neuropathol,
Juntendo Univ Grad Sch of Med, Tokyo, Japan）

Cathepsin D, a major lysosomal aspartic proteinase, is ubiquitously expressed. Ca-
thepsin D knockout (CD-/-) mice die at ca.26 days after birth with massive neurode-
generation, intestinal necrosis, and lymphopenia. In neurons of CD-/- mice, abnormal f
lysosomes with typical hallmarks for neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis, autophagosomes
and autolysosomes accumulate in neurons. We previously found that in such lysosomes 
subunit c of mitochondrial ATP synthase accumulates, which is one of substrates of 
CD. However, there are many other candidates for CD substrates in the brain. In the
present study to comprehensively identify proteins accumulating in the lysosomes of g
CD-/- mice, we modifi ed the subcellular fractionation of lysosomes from mouse brainfi s 
and investigated the comportments of the lysosomes of CD-/- mice through mass 
spectrometry analysis.
( COI: No )

P1-161
Membrane dynamics in yeast lipophagy
Tsuji, Takuma; Takatori, Sho; Fujimoto, Toyoshi（Grad. Sch. Med. Nagoya Univ., 
Nagoya, Japan）

Triglycerides and sterol esters stored in lipid droplets (LDs) are used for energy
production but they are also utilized to generate membranes and signaling mediators.
Due to the physiological importance of these processes, how lipid esters in LDs are
mobilized has been a focus of intensive studies. A large portion of lipid esters are 
hydrolyzed by cytosolic enzymes, but it is becoming clear that an autophagic process
called lipophagy is also involved in degrading LD-laden lipid esters. However, details of 
lipophagy are not characterized yet.
In the present study, in order to understand how lipophagy is executed, we examined 
the membrane dynamics of the yeast lipophagic process by utilizing quick-freezing and 
freeze-fracture replica labeling electron microscopy (QF-FRL). By taking advantage of 
the merit of QF-FRL, which can defi ne distribution of membrane molecules, both pro-fi
teins and lipids, at the nanoscale, we could observe that distribution of phospholipids 
changes signifi cantly in relation to LDs, fi the vacuole (lysosome), and autophagic bodies 
(i.e., structures in the vacuolar lumen). Implication of the observation with regards to
the mechanism of lipophagy will be discussed.
( COI: No )

P1-162
Biogenesis of nuclear lipid droplets
Ohsaki, Yuki; Cheng, Jinglei; Kawai, Takeshi; Fujimoto, Toyoshi（Nagoya Univ. 
Grad. Sch. Med., Nagoya, Japan）

The lipid droplet (LD) is thought to be formed at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and 
is composed of a core of neutral lipids and a phospholipids monolayer. So far LD has
been considered a cytoplasmic organelle that plays diff erent physiological roles includ-ffff
ing as a platform of protein degradation for example. However, LDs are also observed
in the nucleus of certain cell types such as hepatoma cells. In the present study, we 
addressed the mechanism that nuclear LDs (nLD) are generated. nLDs were devoid of 
perilipin-2 and virtually absent in adipocytes and steroidogenic cells although abundant
cytoplasmic LDs (cLD) are present, indicating that nLDs and cLDs form diff erently.ff
Interestingly, nLDs were associated with polymyelocytic leukemia (PML)-nuclear bod-
ies (NB) and with intranuclear membranes extending from the nuclear envelope. The 
nLD-PML body complex was labeled for ubiquitin, SUMO1 and p53, suggesting that 
nLDs function as a site of protein modifi cation and transcription control. The number fi
of nLDs was reduced by knocking down PML isoform-II (PML-II), whereas overexpres-
sion of PML-II enhanced the nLD formation, probably by increasing the intranuclear 
membrane that harbors lipid-ester synthesizing enzymes. These results indicated that 
nLDs is a unique structure correlated with the PML-NB function.
( COI: No )
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P1-163
Subcellular distribution of PI(3, 5)P2 revealed by quick-freezing and 
freeze-fracture replica labeling
Takatori, Sho1, 2; Tatematsu, Tsuyako2; Cheng, Jinglei2; Matsumoto, Jun2; 
Akano, Takuya2; Fujimoto, Toyoshi2（1Grad. Sch. Pharm. Sci. Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan; 2Grad. Sch. Med. Nagoya Univ., Aichi, Japan）

Our knowledge about the lipid distribution is limited because of the diffi  culty in vi-ffi
sualizing lipids. To overcome this, we have developed a unique, electron-microscopic 
method, named quick-freezing and freeze-fracture replica labeling. This method physi-
cally fi xes membrane lipids and enables to determine their precise locfi alization.
In this study, we applied the method to phosphatidylinositol-3, 5-bisphosphate (PI(3, 5)
P2), which is important for the endolysosomal function and implied in the pathogenesis
of motor neuron diseases. We utilized recombinant ATG18p from S. cerevisiae as a 
probe and blocked its binding to PI3P in the presence of an excess amount of the
p40phox PX domain, which only binds to PI3P and not to PI(3, 5)P2.
In S. cerevisiae, the PI(3, 5)P2 labeling was observed in vacuole upon hyperosmotic
shock. Interestingly, the labeling was concentrated in a vacuole domain where trans-
membrane proteins were excluded, whereas PI3P existed in the entire vacuole. The 
domains were frequently invaginated toward the lumen and coincided with membrane
contact sites either between neighboring vacuoles or between the vacuole and the 
nucleus.
In HeLa cells, PI(3, 5)P2 was labeled in intracellular vesicles with tubular extensions,
which morphology suggests them to be endosomes. This is the fi rst nanoscale demon-fi
stration of the PI(3, 5)P2 distribution. Our approach should help analyze the function of
PI(3, 5)P2 in both physiological and pathological contexts.
( COI: No )

P1-164
UBXD8 deletion in hepatocytes induced more evident abnormalities
in female than in male mice
Imai, Norihiro; Suzuki, Michitaka; Fujimoto, Toyoshi（Grad. Sch. Med. Nagoya Univ., 
Aichi, Japan）
Background: Using hepatoma cell lines, we found that UBXD8 is engaged in transport-
ing ubiquitinated ApoB from LDs to proteasomes and that knockdown of UBXD8 
causes aberrant accumulation of ApoB in the ER lumen facing the LD. To address the 
function of UBXD8 in liver in vivo, we generated hepatocyte-specifi c UBXD8 knockout fi
(U8-LKO) mouse and examined the phenotype in detail.
Method: Mice with the fl oxed exon1 of the Ubxd8 locus were crossed with mice ex-fl
pressing the albumin promoter-driven Cre recombinase to generate U8-LKO mice. 
U8-LKO mice and their age-matched littermates (control) were fed either a normal diet 
or a high-fat diet for 26 weeks starting at 4 weeks old.
Results: (1) After 26 weeks of a normal diet feeding, histological analysis of liver sec-
tions did not reveal any diff erence between U8-LKO and control mice, and any sign of ff
hepatic damage or steatosis was observed. (2) When mice were fed a high-fat diet for 
26 weeks, 40% of female and 80% of male of the control mice showed microvesicular
steatosis primarily in the perivenular area (zone 3), whereas 60% of female and 27%
of male of the U8-LKO mice showed macrovesicular steatosis mainly in the periportal
area (zone 1). (3) The serum TG level in U8-LKO mice on a high-fat diet was signifi-fi
cantly lower than that in control mice on a high-fat diet (female: 39 vs. 59 mg/dl, male: 
44 vs. 65 mg/dl).
Conclusion: Female U8-LKO mice exhibited abnormalities in more indices than male 
U8-LKO mice. The result showed the importance of examining mice of both sexes, 
especially when studying genetically engineered mouse models for the fi rst time.fi
( COI: No )

P1-165
Ring-shaped Golgi apparatus observed in the epithelial cells of rat
thyroid follicles
Watanabe, Tsuyoshi; Bochimoto, Hiroki（Asahikawa Med. Univ., Asahikawa, Japan）

As we previously reported, the Golgi apparatus of pituitary gonadotropes is spherical 
in shape, which possibly refl ects the highly isotropic arrangement of microtubules fl
from the central microtubule organizing center (MTOC) characteristically seen in a 
poorly polarized endocrine cell. In contrast, epithelial cells of the thyroid follicle are 
well polarized and could transport membrane carriers/vesicles bidirectionally toward 
both the apical and basal cell surfaces. In the present study, we immunocytochemically
examined the overall shape of the Golgi apparatus and the intracellular organization of 
the microtubule network in thyroid epithelial cells as a representative polarized cell. 
The overall shape of the Golgi in the thyroid epithelial cells was just like as a ring 
located above the nucleus, of which outer and inner surfaces were cis- and trans-sides,
respectively. The MTOC immunolabeled with anti-γ tubulin antibodies, was located 
just beneath the apical plasma membrane, around which dense network of microtu-
bules was observed. From the apical network of microtubules, bundles of microtubules
extended along the lateral cell surface toward the bottom of the cell. Some bundles
of microtubules also ran through the inner area of the ring-shaped Golgi and reached 
the basal cytoplasm along the outer surface of the nuclear envelope. These fi ndings fi
suggest that the bidirectional movements of membrane carriers/vesicles along micro-
tubules arranged parallel to the apico-basal axis possibly determine the characteristic
ring-shaped Golgi apparatus in the highly polarized epithelial cells of thyroid follicles.
( COI: No )

P1-166
Effects of Brefeldin A on Localization of Alkaline Phosphatase in
McA-RH 7777 Rat Hepatoma Cells
Taguchi, Meiko; Chida, Kohsuke（Sch. Health Sciences, Kitasato Univ., Kanagawa, 
Japan）

Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) in McA-RH 7777 (rat Hepatoma cell) translocates from
Golgi area of cytoplasm to the plasma membrane at the cell borders by cell to cell 
contact between adjacent cells. In the present study, we investigated changes on lo-
cation of ALP by Brefeldin A in culture of McA-RH 7777 cells to examine whether
vesicular transport are involved with such translocation of ALP. McA-RH 7777 cells
were seeded in culture slides and cultured. After synchronized, cells were cultured 
for several minuites α-MEM containing Brefeldin A. Afterwards, they were fixed infi
Zamboni solution for 10 min at room temperature and reacted with mixed solution
containing anti-GM130 and anti-ALP antibodies for double staining. After cells were
reacted with mixed solution containing FITC-labeled and rodamine-labeled secondary
antibodies, they were examined under a confocal scanning laser microscope. In McA-
RH 7777 cells cultured in α-MEM containing Brefeldin A, many granules were show-
ing immunofl uorescence for GM130 (cis-side Golgi marker) were scattered thfl roughout
the cytoplasm. Immunofl uorescence for ALP was also observed on small granulesfl
scattering throughout the cytoplasm. ALP was furthermore localized in whole plasma
membrane although immunofl uorecence was particularly strong at the borders be-fl
tween adjacent cells. The present study suggests when vesicular transport is inhibited,
it makes Golgi complex disassembled and scattered throughout the cytoplasm but does 
not subject translocation of ALP to the plasma membrane although ALP loses directiv-
ity for transferring to local plasma membrane of the cell border.
( COI: No )

P1-167
Effects of arginine methylation via PRMT1 on Golgi body
Matsuzaki, Shinsuke1, 2, 3; Mori, Yasutake3; Takamura, Hironori1, 2; Miyoshi, Ko1, 2;
Katayama, Taiichi1（1Dept. of Mol. Brain Sci., United Grad. Sch. of Child 
Development, Osaka Univ., Suita, Japan; 2Mol. Res. Cent. for Children Mental 
Development, Unit. Grad. Sch. of Child Development, Osaka Univ., Suita, Japan; 3Dept.
of Anatomy and Neuroscience, Grad. Sch. of Med., Osaka Univ., Suita, Japa）

Cumulative of reports have shown the importance of ER stress in pathology of neu-
rodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson disease, etc. These
studies indicate that the cellular events in response to ER stress should relate to the 
pathology of neurodegenerative diseases. To this aim, we investigated the altered
genes in SK-N-SH cells under ER stress and found that Protein arginine N-methyl-
transferase 1, PRMT1, is up-regulated in SK-N-S H cells under ER stress. Based on
this result, we addressed the following is sues; 1: Can ER stress increase the protein 
level of PRMT1? 2: What kind of ER stress pathways is involve in the expression of 
PRMT1? 3: Can ER stress a ff ect the localization of PRMT1? Our results elucidated ffff
that several ER stress pathways induced PRMT1 expression, some of which aff ected ffff
the subcellular localization of PRMT1. Next, to examine the function of PRMT1 in the
ER stress response, we downregulated the expression of PRMT1 by RNAi. When we 
analysed the organelle localization and function in the PRMT1 knockdown cells, the
localization of Golgi apparatus was altered and the induction of GRP78 by tunicamycin 
was severely impaired. These results suggested a novel pathway via protein methyla-
tion that mediates organelle stress to the nucleus, possibly involved in the pathogenesis 
of neurodegenerative diseases. 
( COI: No )

P1-168
The observation of mitochondria in spermatogenesis by FIB-SEM 
tomography
Haruta, Tomohiro1; Mastsushima, Hideki2; Hasebe, Yuji3; Aoyama, Yoshitama1;
Nishioka, Hideo1, 2; Suzuki, Toshiaki2（1EM application Group, JEOL Ltd.; 2IB
application group, JEOL Ltd.; 3SM application group, JEOL Ltd.）

Sperms are motility cells with a fl agellum. The structure of sperm is constructedfl
by head, midpiece and tail. We are able to observe specialized mitochondria that are
coiled around the fl agellum in the midpieace. In Drosophila, recently study reportfl ed
that the morphogenesis of mitochondria drives the elongation of the sperms. But, itf
is not revealed if other animals have same mechanism. The reason why the study
of morphogenesis of mitochondria is not proceeding is the resolution of the optical 
microscopy. It is diffi  cult for the resolution of the optical microscopy (about 200ffi nm) to
observe the morphology of the mitochondria that size is 300-1000 nm. Recently, FIB-
SEM tomography is developed to solve these problems. FIB-SEM, is the instrument 
combine with the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the focus ion beam (FIB), is
able to fabricate the sample by gallium ion and observe the surface in the same cham-
ber. In FIB-SEM tomography, we are able to observe the 3D nanoscopic structure of 
the internal portion by repeats of surface removals with nm order and observations
of the cross-section surface. In this study, we investigated the 3D structure of mito-
chondria in the spermatogenesis by the FIB-SEM tomography. And result, we found 
mitochondria became adhering tightly to the fl agellum after contact with the flfl  agellum. fl
This result suggests that morphogenesis of the mitochondria is carried autonomously
out before cell shape change in the spermatogenesis.
( COI: No )
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P1-169
Effects of estrogen on mitochondrial elongation through MIEF1 in
human breast cancer cell line
Oo, Phyu Synn; Hino, Shinichiro; Choijookhuu, Narantsog; Batmunkh, 
Baatarsuren; Hishikawa, Yoshitaka（Fac. of Med. Miyazaki Univ., Miyazaki, Japan）

Background: Mitochondria are dynamic organelles whose morphology is controlled by
balancing between fi ssion (fragmentation) and fusion (elongation). It is reported fi that 
estrogen aff ects the mitochondrial morphology in breast cancer cell line.ffff Mitochondrial 
elongation factor 1 (MIEF1) is a mitochondrial outer membrane protein which sup-
presses dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1)-mediated fi ssion, leading to mitochondrialfi
elongation. However, the precise role of MIEF1 in mitochondrial elongation regulated
by estrogen is still unknown. Therefore, we examined the eff ect of estrogen on MIEF1 ffff
expression in MCF7, human breast cancer cell line. 
Materials and methods: MCF7 cells were treated with 17β-estradiol (E2) for 12 hours.
MIEF1 mRNA and protein expressions were examined by RT-PCR and western blot,
respectively. Immunohistochemistry was done by using anti-MIEF1 antibody (5.2 µg/
ml, Proteintech) and anti-OxPhos V antibody (4 µg/ml, Invitrogen), a mitochondrial
inner membrane protein.
Results: MIEF1 mRNA and protein expressions were increased by E2 treatment. 
Before E2 treatment, immunohistochemical expression of MIEF1 was diff use, round ffff
and small dotted shapes in the cytoplasm. After E2 treatment, MIEF1 expression was
changed to clear, and long cluster ones. 
Conclusion: These fi ndings suggested that MIEF1 may play an important role in mi-fi
tochondrial elongation depending upon estrogen treatment in breast cancer cell line.
( COI: No )

P1-170
Cobalt inhibits the movement of motile mitochondria in the axons
Kikuchi, Shin; Ninomiya, Takafumi; Tatsumi, Haruyuki（Sapporo Med. Univ. Sch. 
Med., Sapporo, Japan）

Cobalt is an important element necessary to form vitamin B12 in the human body.
However, an overdose of cobalt can cause neurotoxicity and the mitochondria are the
main target of cobalt toxicity. In the present study, we investigated the effect of cobaltff
on the axonal mitochondrial dynamics in primary cultures of rat dorsal root ganglia 
(DRG). Mitochondria in the axons were visualized by the transfection of lentivirus 
vectors containing the mitochondrial-targeted DsRed2 sequence. DRG cultures at four 
weeks were transfected with Mito-DsRed2 and incubated another 2-3 weeks. To ob-
serve the mitochondrial dynamics, we used time-lapse imaging. 200 mitochondrial time-
lapse images were taken every 6 seconds before and after cobalt chloride treatment.
The exposure duration to cobalt chloride was 24 hours. The concentrations of cobalt
in replacement mediums were 200 µM, 400 µM, 600 µM or 800 µM. The exposure to
cobalt inhibited the movement of motile mitochondria and the eff ects of cobalt was ffff
prominent from 600 µM. In addition to the cobalt effect on the motile mitochondria, ffff
mitochondrial fragmentations were observed in the axons. The mechanisms of cobalt
neurotoxicity have yet to be identifi ed however, it is possible that a high concentrationfi
of cobalt has a harmful infl uence on mitochondrial transport in the axons.fl
( COI: No )

P1-171
Rupture of vesicles and nuclear membrane under various stress on
cells
Miyake, Masao; Sato, So; Hazama, Akihiro（Dept Cellular and Integrative Physiol, 
Fukushima Med. Univ. Sch. Med., Fukushima, Japan）

It is known that many kind of stress like ionophore administration cause cell death
with vesicle and nuclear membrane rupture. We previously found that ion replacement
of extracellular fl uid could suppress amphotericin B-induced cell death with lysofl some 
stabilization. In this study, we examined vesicle behavior and enzyme release after 
various stress including ionophore, povidone-iodine, and temperature stress. With iono-
phore administration, nuclear membrane rupture occurred after vesicle disappearance, 
and lysosomal enzyme was dispersed in entire cytosol. This rupture was inhibited with
proteinase inhibitors.
( COI: No )

P1-172
Continuous stress induces multiple organelle dysfunction and 
subsequent cell death in rat melanotroph
Ogawa, Tokiko1; Watanabe, Yasuyoshi1, 2; Kiyama, Hiroshi3（1Grad. Sch. Med. Osaka
City Univ., Osaka, Japan; 2RIKEN, CLST, Kobe, Japan; 3Grad. Sch. Med. Nagoya 
Univ., Nagoya, Japan）

Continuous stress (CS) induces cell death of pituitary melanotrophs (MT) in rat. We
used a rat CS model in which rat is kept in a cage with 1.5 cm of water for 5 days, 
and observed the morphological characteristics during the degeneration process under 
electron microscopy. The degenerating MT are classifi ed into three types by morpho-fi
logical characteristics; (I) dilation of ER lumen, (II) vesicle accumulation, and (III) mito-
chondrial clustering. In type (I), MT initially had dilated ER and swelled mitochondria 
and subsequently the MT showed a degenerative morphology with a brighter cyto-
plasm and ruptured plasma membrane. In type (II), MT initially had dark cytoplasm
and normal ER, and some autophagy related structures including mitophagy were 
also seen. Along with an increase of the cytoplasmic electron density, these MT were 
fi lled with huge number of vesicles such as endosomes and lysosofi me. In type (III), 
MT also had dark cytoplasm and normal ER initially, but unlike type (II), contained
large mitochondria, which assembled and formed a huge mitochondrial cluster. The
electron density of cytoplasm gradually decreased, although the mitochondrial cluster
remained. Eventually these MT were degenerated with ruptured plasma membrane.
Those observations suggest that CS elicits multiple organelle dysfunctions and causes 
multiple cell death in MT. 
( COI: No )

P1-173
Three dimensional analyses of peroxisomes by SBF-SEM:
peroxisomes proliferate by budding
Moriyama, Yohsuke1; Usuda, Nobuteru1; Fukasawa, Motoaki1; Miyazaki, Naoyuki2;
Murata, Kazuyoshi2（1Dept Anatomy II and Cell Biol, Fujita Health Univ., Aichi, 
Japan; 2Natl Inst Physiol Sci., Aichi, Japan）

Purpose: To visualize the newly formed peroxisomes in a proliferate sate in hepato-
cytes in three-dimensions and at the nanometer resolution, we used serial block face-
scanning electron microscopy (SBF-SEM), which images resin-embedded specimen by
SEM with a sequential removal of the block surface by diamond knife microtome.
Method: Rats were fed with a diet containing peroxisome proliferator di-ethylhexyl
phthalate (DEHP) for 3, 5 and 20 days. Liver tissues were fi xed and histochemically fi
stained by alkaline DAB reaction for catalase, and then subjected to SEM after em-
bedded in resin. They were observed by SBF-SEM by back-scattered electron mode.
Result: Peroxisomes were observed as electron-dense particles in each section. Treat-
ing with DEHP, their number was gradually increased until 20 days in the hepatocytes. 
The three dimensionally reconstructed peroxisomes showed an almost spherical in the
shape, which diameters were in a range from 0.15 to 1.37 µm. Some peroxisomes had
small buds, and were observed to produce new microperoxisomes (φ= 0.1 µm) by fis-fi
sion from “mother” peroxisomes (φ= 1 µm).
Conclusion: Using SBF-SEM combined with alkaline DAB reaction, the ultrastructures 
of peroxisomes were observed at nanometer resolution. The induction of peroxisome
proliferation by DEHP showed an increase of the number of peroxisomes. Precise ob-
servation suggested that small peroxisomes were newly produced by budding/fission fi
from preexisting peroxisomes, not from the endoplasmic reticulum.
( COI: No )

P1-174
Molecular mechanism for endocytosis of TASK1 channels in adrenal
medullary cells and PC12 cells in response to extracellular stimuli
Matsuoka, Hidetada; Harada, Keita; Inoue, Masumi（Dept of Cell and Systems Phys,
UOEH, Kitakyushu, Japan）

TASK channels belong to a family of K2P channels, which are involved in multiple
physiological functions. We have recently elucidated that activation of muscarinic re-
ceptors or a decrease in external pH in rat AM cell induces secretion of catechol-
amines through the inhibition of TASK1-like channels. Additionally, we indicated that
TASK1 channels in rat AM and PC12 cells are translocated from the cell membrane
to the cytoplasm in response to NGF and muscarine. Here, we explored the molecular
mechanism for this internalization of TASK1 channels in rat AM and PC12 cells. We
fi rst examined the efffi  ects of various inhibitors on receptor endocytosis. Both NGF- ffff and
muscarine-induced internalization of TASK1 channels were remarkably suppressed
by chlorpromazine, suggesting that TASK1channels were internalized in a clathrin-
dependent manner. Next, we investigated this signalling mechanism. Pharmacological 
and biochemical studies revealed that NGF-induced endocytosis of TASK1 channels
was mediated by both PLC and PI3 kinase pathways that converge on PKC with the 
consequent activation of Src kinase. On the other hand, the muscarine-induced endocy-
tosis of TASK1 channels was mediated by PLC, and subsequently PKC and Src kinase. 
However, the PI3 kinase pathway was not involved in muscarine-induced endosytosis. 
These results indicated that both NGF and muscarine induces the internalization of 
TASK1 channels in a clathrin-dependent manner, but NGF and muscarine induce 
endocytosis of TASK1 channels through diff erent signaling pathways.ffff
( COI: No )
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P1-175
Dissociation of the effect of Rho agonist on endocytosis from that
on cell fusion in RAW 264.7 cells
Takito, Jiro1; Kawashima, Tsubasa2; Nakamura, Masanori1（1Dep. Oral. Anat. Dev.
Biol. Sch. Dent. Showa Univ. Tokyo, Japan; 2Dep. Paediatr. Dent. Sch. Dent. Showa 
Univ. Tokyo, Japan）

We have previously proposed that actin superstructure, termed the zipper-like struc-
ture promotes the generation of large osteoclast in RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis
using RAW264.7 cells. Actin cytoskeletal dynamics in osteoclasts is regulated by fac-
tors including Src, Arp2/3 and small GTPase Rho. On the other hand, phagocytic activ-
ity is reported to increase during LPS-induced osteoclast fusion. Both phagocytosis and 
endocytosis involve actin reorganization that shares common molecules with cytoskel-
etal dynamics described above. Here we examined whether endocytosis is involved in
osteoclast fusion. Endocytosis was estimated by the uptake of rhodamine-dextran (MW
10,000) by RAW 264.7 cells. Mononuclear precursor cells showed higher endocytosis
than the fused multinucleated cells. Mononuclear cells took up dextran beneath the
plasma membrane in 5 min and transferred it around the nucleus in 15 min. Dextran
taken up by multinucleated cells concentrated at the ventral plasma membrane in 16
h. Rho agonist, Rho activator II had little eff ects on these endocytic events. The sameffff
treatment with Rho activator II inhibited the generation of the zipper-like structure
and produced smaller osteoclast-like cells. The zipper-like structure was free from
endocytic vesicles. The results suggest that actin reorganization involved in osteoclast 
fusion is distinct from that involved in endocytosis.
( COI: No )

P1-176
Scavenger receptor-mediated gliding on the dendritic membrane of
MARCO cell
Lin, Sheng1, 2; Nawa, Yasunori1; Inami, Wataru1; Kawata, Yoshimasa1;  
Terakawa, Susumu2（1Fac. Engineering, Shizuoka Univ. Hamamatsu, Japan; 2Med. 
Photonics Res. Ctr., Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. Med. Hamamatsu, Japan）

Scavenger receptors were initially identifi ed by their ability to bind to low-density fi
lipoprotein. MARCO is a type II transmembrane protein of the class A scavenger
receptor family, and is expressed primarily on macrophages and dendritic cells. Their 
functions were described to be similar to those of scavenger receptor AI. However, 
the receptor-mediated cellular dynamics still remain unclear. In this study, using the 
MARCO receptor gene-transfected Chinese hamster ovary cells (MARCO cell) we
investigated the role of MARCO receptors in the membrane traffi  cking. Unlike the ffi
ordinary CHO cells, the MARCO cells were able to exhibit a highly active movement
of lamellipodia which were adhesive to some type of nanoparticles. In addition, the 
MARCO cells formed remarkable dendritic structures in their foot trace of migration. 
Some nanoparticles (such as latex beads, ZnO nanoparticles, nanodiamonds, and quan-
tum-dots) can adhere to the dendrites. Then the dendrite carried the particles by some 
gliding activity to the cell body. Finally, the particles were endocytosed at the cell 
body or at the wavefront of lamellipodia. By immunostaining, we showed that the actin 
fi laments and some myosin molecules are present in the dendritesfi  but microtubules
are not. Cytochalasin D clearly inhibited the gliding movement of nanoparticles along 
the dendrites, but colchicine did not. Our results collectively suggest that MARCO 
receptors capture nanoparticles, and carry them along the dendritic shaft by an actin-
driven gliding mechanism. 
( COI: No )

P1-177
Epidermal fatty acid binding protein (EFABP/FABP5): a potential 
regulator of M cell differential transcytosis
Suzuki, Ryoji1; Yoichiro, Shimura2; Tokuda, Nobuko3; Owada, Yuji4; Abe, Hiroshi1

（1Grad. Sch. Med. Akita Univ., Akita, Japan; 2Akita Prefectural Univ., Akita, Japan; 2

3Grad. Sch. Med. Yamaguchi Univ., Ube, Japan; 4Grad. Sch. Med. Yamaguchi Univ.,
Ube, Japan）

Fatty acid binding proteins (FABPs) belong to the group of conserved multigene
lipid binding protein family. Results of our previous studies implied Epidermal FABP 
(EFABP/FABP5) association of diff erential M cell transcytosis of intestinal antigens. ffff
In our 16S rRNA gene microbiome analysis, Lactobacillus acidophilus was revealed in 
testinal lumen of EFABP null mice and was not in wild type mice. Dendritic cell (DC) 
specifi c intercellular adhesion molecule 3 (ICAM3)-grabbing nonintegrfi in (DC-SIGN) 
is the major molecule to recognizeL. acidophilus. Membranous fraction of intestinal 
homogenate western blot analysis showed both DC-SIGN and DC-SIGN neckless iso-
form expression in EFABP null mutant, while only DC-SIGN expression was observed
in wild type mice tissue sample. Double-overexpression of DC-SIGN and DC-SIGN
neckless in Caco2 cells signifi cantly decrease microbeads engulfifi  ng. Thus, EFABPfi
associates differential transcription of DC-SIGN isoforms, then diffff  erential engulfiffff  ng fi
of antigens. According to the results of our previous studies, EFABP-Galectin4 com-
plex might work as a M cell transcytosis enhancer. Microbeads engulfi ng time-lapsefi
observation of EFABP-Galectin4-DC-SIGN triple-overexpression Caco2 also supported 
EFABP functional association of transcytosis. Further examinations were carried out 
to clarify precise mechanisms of EFABP induced M cell transcytosis.
( COI: No )

P1-178
RhoC GTPase regulates phagosome formation through mDia1
promoting actin assembly during FcγR-mediated phagocytosis in
macrophges
Egami, Youhei; Kawai, Katsuhisa; Araki, Nobukazu（Sch. Med., Kagawa Univ., Miki,
Kagawa, Japan）

Phagosome formation is a complicated process that requires precisely regulated actin 
reorganization. Here, we demonstrate that RhoC GTPase is a crucial regulator of 
FcγR-mediated phagocytosis in macrophages. Our live-cell imaging analysis revealed
that RhoC is specifi cally recruited to the phagocytic cups along the surface of Igfi G-
opsonized erythrocytes (IgG-Es). RhoC silencing by RNA interference (RNAi) or the 
expression of GDP- or GTP-bound mutant of RhoC inhibited the rate of phagocytosis of 
IgG-Es. During the phagocytosis, actin-driven pseudopod extension to form phagocytic 
cups was severely impaired in cells expressing GTP-bound mutant RhoC-G14V, which 
increases cortical F-actin. mDia1, a Rho-dependent actin nucleation factor, and RhoC
were colocalized at the phagocytic cup. In addition, coexpression of mDia1 along with
GTP-bound RhoC-G14V or expression of constitutively active mDia1 had a drastic
inhibitory eff ect on the uptake of IgG-Es. These data suggest that RhoC reguffff lates
phagosome formation by actin cytoskeletal remodeling via mDia1.
( COI: No )

P1-179
Rab10-positive macropinosome-like structures provide a novel
endocytic pathway
Kawai, Katsuhisa; Nishigaki, Arata; Egami, Youhei; Araki, Nobukazu（Sch. of Med.
Kagawa Univ., Miki, Kagawa, Japan）

Macropinocytosis is the most eff ective way for cells to ingest large amounts of extra-ff
cellular fl uid. Its processes consist of membrane rufflfl   ing, circular rufflffl  e (macropinocytic ffl
cup) formation and then separation form the plasma membrane as macropinosomes by
cup closure. Generally macropinosomes fuse with lysosomes to degrade its contents.
Recently we found that Rab10 is localized in some of macropinosome-like structures
including circular ruffl  es in RAW264 macrophage cells. In this study, we characterizeffl d
Rab10-positive macropinosome-like structures. It was observed by live cell imaging 
using a confocal microscope that most of Rab10-positive macropinosome-like struc-
tures disappeared in 1-5 minutes after the onset. It was frequently found that tubular 
structures extended from Rab10-positive macropinosome-like structures towards the 
perinuclear region. It was previously reported that PI(3, 4, 5)P3 accumulates in the
membrane of the formation of cup, and PI3K inhibitor, LY294002 prevents cup clo-
sure. However, formation Rab10-positive macropinosome-like structures and tubula-
tion were not prevented by LY294002. Moreover, PI(3, 4, 5)P3 probe, Akt-PH was not 
recruited to Rab10-positive macropinosome-like structures. These results suggested
that Rab10-positive macropinosome-like structures may be a novel endocytic pathway
that is distinct from canonical macropinocytosis. 
( COI: No )

P1-180
Proteome analysis of brush border membrane fraction of small
intestinal of ezrin knock-down mouse
Yoshida, Saori1; Ikeda, Karin1; Hatano, Ryo1; Fukutomi, Toshiyuki2; Kimura, Tohru2;
Sakurai, Hiroyuki2; Asano, Shinji1（1Col Pharm Sci, Ritsumei, Shiga, Japan; 2Sch Med, 
Kyorin, Univ, Tokyo, Japan）

Ezrin is an actin binding protein which cross-links membrane proteins and actin cy-
toskeleton directly or indirectly through PDZ domain-containing scaffg  old protein. It ffff
is mainly expressed at the brush border membrane (BBM) of gastrointestinal tract, 
and is involved in the construction of microvilli structure and functional expression
of membrane transporters at the cell surface. It was reported that the loss of ezrin 
disrupted the formation of apical membrane complexes. To precisely study the roles of 
ezrin on the expression of membrane proteins at the BBM, here we prepared the BBM
fractions of small intestines from wild-type and ezrin knockdown (Vil2kd/kd) mice, and
analyzed them by LC-MS/MS and compared their proteomic patterns. In the jejunum,
and ileum of Vil2 kd/kd mice, the villus structure was maintained and the proteomicd

analysis showed that the expression of NHERF1 was down-regulated at the BBM. 
NHERF3 (PDZK1) was also down-regulated at the BBM of their jejunum. In addition,
the expression of PEPT1 (Slc15a1) and SMCT1 (Sodium monocarboxylate transporter
1) (Slc5a8), which contain a PDZ domain-binding motif, was down-regulated at the 
BBM. Multidrug resistance protein 1 (MDR1) was up-regulated at the BBM of their
jejunum and ileum in the Vil2kd/kd mice. On the other hand, CFTR and NHE3 were d

not detected in the BBM fraction by mass spectrometry although these proteins were 
assumed to be assembled with ezrin and located at the BBM. 
( COI: No )
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P1-181
The expression and localization of VAMP5 protein in the kidney
Takahashi, Maiko1, 2; Tajika, Yuki1; Ueno, Hitoshi1; Murakami, Tohru1; Yorifuji, Hiroshi1

（1Grad. Sch. Med. Gunma Univ., Japan; 2Grad. Sch. Health. Gunma Univ., Gunma,
Japan）

Vesicle-associated membrane protein 5 (VAMP5) is a member of the SNARE protein 
family, which is generally thought to regulate the docking and fusion of vesicles with 
their target membranes. It has been reported that the mRNA of VAMP5 is prefer-
entially expressed in cultured skeletal muscle cells. But the detailed expression and
function of VAMP5 protein was unclear. Our study showed the expression of VAMP5
was detected in various organs by western blotting and immunohistochemistry. In this 
study, we found that VAMP5 was also expressed in kidney. The localization of VAMP5 
in kidney was vasa recta, where the columns of capillaries in the medulla. We are now
investigating the function of VAMP5 in kidney.
( COI: No )

P1-182
Function of a t-SNARE protein SNAP23 in exocrine and endocrine
pancreas
Kunii, Masataka1, 2; Takahashi, Noriko3; Kobayashi, Masaki4; Kawakami, Ryosuke5; 
Sato, Takashi2; Yoshimura, Shinichiro1; Sato, Ken2; Nemoto, Tomomi5; Kasai, Haruo3;
Kitamura, Tadahiro4; Harada, Akihiro1, 2（1Grad. Sch. Med. Osaka Univ., Osaka, Japan;
2IMCR, Gunma Univ., Gunma, Japan; 3Grad. Sch. Med., Univ of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan; 
4IMCR, Gunma Univ., Gunma, Japan; 5RIES, Hokkaido Univ., Hokkaido, Japan）

Fusion between secretory granules and plasma membranes is crucial for the exocy-
tosis of hormones and enzymes in diverse tissues. Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive
factor attachment protein receptors (SNAREs) are essential for the secretory granule
fusion. Synaptosomal-associated protein of 23 kDa (SNAP23), a ubiquitously expressed 
homologue of SNAP25, is known to be a target-SNARE protein, and forms a ternary 
complex with the other SNARE proteins VAMP and Syntaxin to fuse the membranes.
Though the function of SNAP25 in the release of neurotransmitter has been clearly 
defi ned in vivo, the function of SNAP23 in vivo is largely unknownfi . To determine the
function of SNAP23, we generated SNAP23 knockout (KO) mice. SNAP23 homozygous
mutant mice (-/- and geo/geo) were embryonic lethal before 8.5 dpc. Thus, SNAP23
is essential for embryonic development. To know the function of SNAP23 in secre-f
tory cells, we generated pancreatic exocrine- or endocrine-specifi c knockout mice byfi
Cre-loxP system. The exocrine-specifi c KO mice showed decreased fusion of zymo-fi
gen granules, but the endocrine-specific KO mice showed increased fusion of insulin fi
granules. These results suggested that SNAP23 has opposite roles in the secretion 
mechanisms of exocrine and endocrine pancreas.
( COI: No )

P1-183
ADAMTS9 /GON-1 regulates insulin secretion and insulin signaling
Yoshina, Sawako1; Mitani, Shohei1, 2（1Dept. of Physiol., TWMU, Tokyo, Japan; 
2TIIMS, Tokyo, Japan）

ADAMTS9 is a metalloprotease that cleaves components of the extracellular matrix
and is also implicated in transport from the ER to the Golgi. It has been reported that
an ADAMTS9 gene variant is associated with type 2 diabetes. However, the molecular
mechanisms of ADAMTS9 on the beta cell and peripheral tissues are unknown. First,
we investigated how GON-1, the  C. elegans  homolog of ADAMTS9, is involved in 
the type 2 diabetes by using C.elegans. INS-7 and DAF-28 encode insulin-like proteins
that are secreted from neurons in the wild type background. INS-7 and DAF-28 were 
accumulated in neurons in gon-1(tm3146) mutant background. To investigate the role
of GON-1 in peripheral tissues, we examined the subcellular localization of DAF-16, the
C. elegans  homolog of FOXO. DAF-16/FOXO was present in both the nucleus and
the cytoplasm in wild-type animals. DAF-16/FOXO was exclusively localized to the
nucleus in peripheral tissues in gon-1 mutant background. Next, we investigated how 
ADAMTS9 is involved in the type 2 diabetes by using mammalian cell lines. Glucose-
stimulated insulin secretion was gradually inhibited by depletion of ADAMTS9 in the
INS-1 cells, a glucose-sensitive pancreatic beta-cell line. Depletion of ADAMTS9 de-
creased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in diff erentiated 3T3-L1-derived adipocytes ff
and diff erentiated C2C12-derived skeletal muscle cells. Translocationffff of GLUT4 to the 
plasma membrane was impaired by depletion of ADAMTS9 in differentiated 3T3-L1.ff
Our data suggest that ADAMTS9/GON-1 is involved in insulin secretion from insulin 
secretory cells and insulin signaling at the peripheral tissues. 
( COI: No )

P1-184
Regulation of CFTR Cl channels by adenosine in pancreatic duct cells
Hayashi, Mikio; Matsuda, Hiroko（Dept Physiol, Kansai Medical Univ, Hirakata, Japan）

Introduction: Pancreatic acini secrete ATP and nucleotide-modifying enzymes that
include CD39 and CD73. Adenosine, the end product of ATP, stimulated transepithelial
ion transport through cystic fi brosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) Clfi
channels in pancreatic duct cell monolayer. However, mechanism of the regulation has
not been extensively investigated. 
Objectives: The present study aimed to clarify the regulation of Cl channels by adenos-
ine in pancreatic duct cells. 
Methods: We measured whole-cell current in human pancreatic duct cells (Capan-1)
using gramicidin-perforated patch techniques.
Results: The application of adenosine induced a sustained inward current at 83 mV
with Kd value of 10 µM. BAY 60-6583, an adenosine A2B receptor agonist, increased the 
inward current, which was inhibited by a CFTR Cl channel inhibitor (CFTRinh-172).
The current response to BAY 60-6583 was observed in 68% of the cells tested. When
chloride was substituted with equimolar glutamate in the bathing solution, the reversal 
potential of the current-voltage curve signifi cantly shifted from 31 to 5 mV, indicating fi
that membrane conductance was chloride selective. The intracellular chloride activity, 
calculated with the Nernst equation using extracellular chloride activity and the rever-
sal potential, was 51 mM. The inward current induced by BAY 60-6583 was also ob-
served in a bathing solution in which sodium was replaced with N-methyl-D-glucamine.
Conclusion: These results indicated that the adenosine A2B receptor mediated the 
increase in anion transport through CFTR Cl channels in Capan-1 cells.
( COI: No )

P1-185
Bicarbonate transport in interlobular pancreatic ducts isolated from
cystic fi brosis mice
Taniguchi, Itsuka; Yamamoto, Akiko; Yamagichi, Makoto; Ishiguro, Hiroshi（Dept 
Human Nutrition, Nagoya University Grad Sch of Med, Nagoya, Japan）

Cystic fi brosis (CF) is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutatfi ions in CFTR 
gene. Pancreatic dysfunction in CF is characterized by low volume and less alkaline
pancreatic juice. In this study, we analyzed HCO3

－ transport in interlobular pancreatic 
ducts isolated from deltaF mouse, a cystic fibrosis mouse model in which F508del fi
mutation was introduced in the mouse Cftr. Interlobular pancreatic duct segments
(diameter: ~100 µm) were isolated by microdissection. The bath and lumen were per-
fused separately with HCO3

－-buff ered solutions. Intracellular pH (pHffff i) was measured 
at 37oC in duct cells loaded with BCECF. In isolated pancreatic ducts from DF/DF
mice, basal level of pHi was signifi cantly (p<0.05) higher (by ~0.06 pH unit) compared fi
with ducts from wild-type (wt/wt) mice. Stimulation with forskolin (1 µM) caused sig-
nifi cant (p<0.05) elevation of pHi by 0.049 ± 0.008 unit (mean ± Sfi E, n=6) in DF/DF
ducts but not in wt/wt ducts. Under stimulation with forskolin, NH4+ pulse (20 mM, 2 
min) followed by Na+ removal from bath and lumen caused intracellular acid-loading 
to pH 6.8~6.9. Under high-K+ (70 mM) in the bath, restoration of Na+ to the luminal
solution caused signifi cantly (p<0.05) faster increase of pHfi i in DF/DF ducts compared
to wt/wt ducts. In summary, higher level of pHi in DF/DF ducts is consistent with 
impaired HCO3

－ secretion across the apical membrane. The present data also suggest 
that the activity of Na+-dependent HCO3

－ absorption across the apical membrane is 
enhanced in DF/DF ducts.
( COI: No )

P1-186
Antioxidant signaling involving the microtubule motor KIF12 is an
intracellular target of nutrition excess in beta cells
Yang, Wenxing; Tanaka, Yosuke; Bundo, Miki; Hirokawa, Nobutaka（Grad Sch Med, 
Univ Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan）

Beta cell injury due to oxidative stress is a typical etiology of diabetes caused by nutri-
tional excess, but its precise mechanism remains largely elusive. Here, we demonstrate
that the microtubule motor KIF12 mediates an antioxidant cascade in beta cells as an
intracellular target of excess fat intake or "lipotoxicity." KIF12 knockout mice suff erff
from hypoinsulinemic glucose intolerance due to increased beta cell oxidative stress. 
Using this model, we identifi ed an antioxidant signaling cascade involving KIF12 as afi
scaffold for the transcription factor Sp1. The stabilization of nasffff cent Sp1 appeared to 
be essential for proper peroxisomal function by enhancing Hsc70 expression, and the
pharmacological induction of Hsc70 expression with teprenone counteracted the oxida-
tive stress. Because KIF12 is transcriptionally downregulated by chronic exposure to 
fatty acids, this antioxidant cascade involving KIF12 and Hsc70 is proposed to be a
critical target of nutritional excess in beta cells in diabetes.
( COI: Properly Declared )
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P1-187
Modeling Analysis of Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1)-induced
Inositol 1, 4, 5-trisphosphate Receptor (IP3R)-Mediated Ca2+

liberation in Pancreatic β -Cells
Takeda, Yukari; Noma, Akinori（Department of Bioinformatics, Ritsumeikan
University, Kusatsu, Japan）

Upon elevation of plasma glucose concentration, pancreatic β-cells generate bursts 
of action potentials and produce cyclic changes in intracellular calcium concentration
([Ca2+]) regulating pulsatile insulin release. GLP-1 increases cAMP levels and synergisti-
cally enhances glucose-dependent insulin secretion. Further rise of [Ca2+], in forms of 
Ca2+ transients and oscillations, achieved by mobilization of intracellular stores through 
IP3R was suggested to be part of the fundamental mechanisms by which cAMP ef-
fectors amplify insulin release in murine β-cells. The molecular mechanisms as well
as the intracellular conditions to evoke GLP-1-induced Ca2+ liberations, however, have
not still been well elucidated. Here we developed a mathematical model of IP3R and
reconstructed GLP-1-induced Ca2+ transients and oscillations in a simplified cellularfi
model. Simulation studies and mathematical analyses were then applied to investigate
the mechanisms of the IP3R-mediated Ca2+ mobilizations in pancreatic β-cells. Results 
indicated that Ca2+ transients and oscillations were produced by positive feedback
involving Ca2+-dependent activation of the channel. A slower rate of Ca2+-dependent 
inactivation was revealed to provide a remarkable contribution to determine the time
course of the decay in Ca2+ transients. Interestingly, Ca2+-dependent inactivation of the
channel was the key to driving and pacing Ca2+ oscillations whereas fast rate of Ca2+-
dependent activation amplifi es the signal.fi
( COI: No )

P1-188
Analysis of changes in the Ca2+ concentration in the endoplasmic
reticulum during Ca2+ oscillations in mammalian eggs
Kikuchi, Takashi; Murata, Takasuke; Shirakawa, Hideki（Dept Eng Sci, Univ
Electro-Comm, Tokyo, Japan）

Repetitive increases in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]cyt), or Ca2+ oscillations, are 
induced in mammalian eggs by the fusing spermatozoa, and trigger a series of events
leading to egg activation. Each Ca2+ transient in the oscillations is due to Ca2+ release 
from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) through inositol 1, 4, 5-trisphosphate receptor/Ca2+

channels. To understand the mechanism of Ca2+ oscillations, therefore, the information
about the relation between the Ca2+ concentration in the ER ([Ca2+]ER) and [Ca2+]cyt is es-t

sential. In the present study, we measured the changes in [Ca2+]ER during Ca2+ oscillations
in mouse eggs induced by the sperm-borne egg-activating protein, phospholipase Cζ,
using a genetically coded Ca2+ probe, D1ER. By simultaneous monitoring of [Ca2+]ER and 
[Ca2+]cyt, it was revealed that the typical time course of the change in [Ca2+]ER at each 
Ca2+ transient consists of four consecutive phases: a fast decrease, a fl at bottom, a fastfl
increase, and a much slower increase, each of which corresponds to a fast increase, a 
slow decrease, and a fast decrease, and a much slower increase in [Ca2+]cyt, respectively. 
The rates of the fast increase and decrease in [Ca2+]ER were both aff ected by the ERff
Ca2+ pump inhibitor, thapsigargin. The rate of the slow increase was not inhibited by
thapsigargin, but was dependent on the extracellular Ca2+ concentration. Results of the
experiments to elucidate the effect of Caffff 2+-buff ering proteins in the ER on the Caff 2+

dynamics will also be discussed.
( COI: No )

P1-189
Down-regulation of Ca2+-activated Cl－ channel TMEM16A by the
inhibition of histone deacetylase in human breast cancer cell line 
YMB-1
Ohya, Susumu1; Matsuba, Sayo1; Kanatsuka, Saki1; Nakazono, Yurika1; 
Niwa, Satomi1; Muraki, Katsuhiko2; Hatano, Noriyuki2; Kito, Hiroaki1; 
Fujii, Masanori1; Suzuki, Takayoshi3（1Dept Pharmacol, Kyoto Pharmaceut Univ, 
Kyoto, Japan; 2Lab Cell Pharmacol, Sch Pharm, Aichi-Gakuin Univ., Nagoya, Japan;
3Grad Sch Med Sci, Kyoto Pref Univ Med, Kyoto, Japan）

The Ca2+-activated Cl－ channel TMEM16A plays an important role in facilitating cell 
growth and metastasis of TMEM16A-expressing cancer cells. Histone deacetylase 
HDAC inhibitors (HDACis) are useful agents for cancer therapy, but, it remains un-
clear whether ion channels are epigenetically regulated by them. Utilizing real-time
PCR, Western blot and whole-cell patch clamp assays, we found a signifia cant decrease fi
in TMEM16A expression and its functional activity induced by vorinostat, a pan-HDA-
Ci in TMEM16A-expressing human breast cancer cell line YMB-1. Pharmacological
blockade of HDAC3 by 1 µM T247, a HDAC3-selective HDACi elicited a large decrease
in TMEM16A expression and functional activity in YMB-1, and pharmacological block-
ade of HDAC2 by AATB (300 nM) elicited partial inhibition of TMEM16A expression 
(about 40 %). In addition, siRNA-induced inhibition of HDAC3 elicited a large decrease
in TMEM16A transcript in YMB-1. Taken together, in malignancies with a frequent 
gene amplification of TMEM16A, HDAC3 inhibition fi is suggested to exert suppressive
effects on cancer cell viability via a downregulation of TMEM16A.ffff
( COI: No )

P1-190
A ventricular cell model refi ned on Ca2+-induced Ca2+-release 
Memida, Hiraku1; Himeno, Yukiko1; Asakura, Keiichi1, 2; Amano, Akira1; 
Noma, Akinori1（1Dept Biosimulation, Grad Sch Life Science, Ritsumeikan Univ, Siga, i
Japan; 2Nippon Shinyaku, Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan）

The graded Ca2+ release via ryanodine receptors (RyRs) is dependent on the extent of 
activation of the L-type Ca2+ channel current (ICaL) within the dyadic junction. How-
ever, this local control of Ca2+ release is still not achieved in most of cardiac cell mod-
els developed on the desk-top computer level. Mostly, the Ca2+-induced Ca2+-release 
occurred in an all-or-none manner because a single common pool was assumed for both
ICaL and RyR Ca2+ fl uxes. We adopted the model of Ca2+ induce Ca2+ release (CICR) fl
based on local control theory (Hinch et al. 2004) in the guinea pig ventricular cell model.a
This CICR model was improved by incorporating the experimental large Ca2+ gradi-
ent recorded near the Ca2+ releasing site, and by removing the RyR inactivation. The 
new cell model demonstrated that CICR was terminated through the local Ca2+ deple-
tion in the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Furthermore, the graded Ca2+ release during volt-
age clamp pulse was observed in the presence of local Ca2+ accumulation in junction
space. The detailed mechanism of induction decay of CICR and comparison of the new
ventricular cell model with previous animal ventricular cell models will be presented.
( COI: No )

P1-191
An activator of TRPM7, naltriben, accelerates Mg2+ infl ux in rat
ventricular myocytes
Tashiro, Michiko; Inoue, Hana; Tai, Shinobu; Konishi, Masato（Dept Physiol, Tokyo 
Med Univ, Tokyo, Japan）

To estimate the Mg2+ infl ux rate, we measured cytoplasmic free Mgfl 2+ concentration
([Mg2+]i) in rat ventricular myocytes with a fl uorescent indicator furaptra (mag-fura-2).fl
[Mg2+]i was fi rst lowered by depleting the cells of Mgfi 2+, and was subsequently recov-
ered to the basal level in Ca2+-free Tyrode, s solution containing 1 mM Mg2+. The time
course of the [Mg2+]i recovery was generally well described by a single exponential
function, and was analyzed as the Mg2+ infl ux rate. The rate of Mgfl 2+ infl ux was, on av-fl
erage, 0.27±0.04 µM/s with the initial [Mg2+]i at 0.35 ± 0.02 mM (n=10). We studied the 
eff ect of naltriben, a δ opioid receptor antagonist, recently ideff ntifi ed as an activator of fi
the TRPM7 channel [1]. Application of naltriben (50 µM) signifi cantly increased the ratefi
of Mg2+ infl ux, 0.57 ± 0.12 µM/s, with similar initial [Mgfl 2+]i at 0.37 ± 0.02 mM (n=7). In 
the presence of 50 µM naltriben, the [Mg2+]i recovery often had a transient overshoot; 
[Mg2+]i reached the level higher than the basal level before it slowly decreased to the
basal level. In combination with our previous results that inhibitors of the TRPM7 
channel slowed the rate of Mg2+ infl ux [2], the present results suggest a major role fl
of the TRPM7 channel as a physiological Mg2+ infl ux pathway in cardiac myocytes.fl
[1] Hofmann T, et al. Pfl ugers Arch. DOI: 10.1007/s00424-014-1488-0, 2014fl
[2] Tashiro M, Inoue H, Tai S, Konishi M. J Physiol Sci 64:S225, 2014

( COI: No )

P1-192
Role of an intestinal ion transport in salt-sensitive hypertension
Tandai-Hiruma, Megumi; Kemuriyama, Takehito; Ohta, Hiroyuki; Tashiro, Akimasa;
Hagisawa, Kohsuke; Nishida, Yasuhiro（Dept Physiol, Natl Def Medical Coll,
Tokorozawa, Japan）

The specifi c mechanisms by which high-salt diet lead to the elevation of fi blood pressure 
have been elucidating. High oral salt intake are fi rstly sensed by the brain, to activate fi
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and enhance the production of endogenous oua-
bain. The secretion of cardiotonic steroid (CTS) from adrenals is chronically enhanced,
and then eff ects on target peripheral organs by both inhibiting the pump aff ctivity of 
Na+/K+-ATPase (NKA) and activating the intracellular signaling pathway via NKA. In 
the proximal renal tubules (PRT), it enhances the traffi  cking of basolateral NKA andffi
luminal Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE) 3 to stimulate natriuretic response, which is sup-
pressed in Dahl salt-sensitive (DSS) hypertensive rats. There is many similarities in the
ion transport mechanism between the intestine and the PRT including the traffi  cking ffi
of NHE3. As the fi rst step to elucidate whether the intestine is one of the targfi ets of 
CTS, in the present study, we compared the eff ect of high-salt diet on intestinal NKAffff
activity between DSS hypertensive rats and salt-insensitive Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats
using Mucosa-submucosal preparations mounted on the Ussing chamber. Short-circuit 
current and tissue conductance were measured as indices of transepithelial ion trans-
port and permeability. High-salt diet increased ion transport stimulated by ouabain 
less in DSS hypertensive rats than in SD rats. The more selective study to measure 
basolateral NKA activity will be performed by treating ionophore to permeabilize in 
the absence of mucosal Na+.
( COI: No )
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P1-193
Volume-sensitive anion channels in melanoma cells before and after 
tumor formation
Sabirov, Ravshan Z1, 2, 4; Tsiferova, Nargiza A1, 4, 5; Merzlyak, Petr G1, 2; 
Okada, Yasunobu2, 3（1Lab. Mol. Physiol., Inst. Bioorg. Chem., Uz. Acad. Sci.,
Tashkent, Uzbekistan; 2Dept. Cell Physiol., Natl. Inst. Physiol. Sci., Okazaki, Japan;
3Grad. Univ. Adv. Studies（SOKENDAI）, Japan; 4Dep. Biophys., Natl. Univ., 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan; 5Center for High Technologies, Tashkent, Uzbekistan）

Melanoma is one of the most aggressive malignancies commonly associated with poor 
prognosis for patients; it is characterized with a high level of drug resistance and
successful escape from apoptosis. Volume-sensitive outwardly rectifying anion chan-
nel (VSOR) is known to play a key role in cell proliferation and in apoptotic cell 
death. However, it is poorly characterized in melanomas. We studied the phenotype 
of VSOR in two melanoma cell lines: parental B16 and KML (patent UZ IAP 02729),
which was obtained by continuous culture of excised primary lung tumors from mice
intravenously injected with B16. When infl ated by using slightly hypertonic pipette fl
solutions, both cell types responded with swelling accompanied with robust activation 
of anionic currents exhibiting the VSOR phenotype. The macroscopic current density,
degree of outward rectifi cation and sensitivity to DCPIB were indistinguishable in bothfi
cell types. However, VSOR in KML cells became activated about twice as faster, had 
higher selectivity to glutamate over chloride and a signifi cantly smaller single-channel fi
amplitude. We hypothesize that modulation of the biophysical properties of VSOR of 
melanoma cells by their history of tumor formation in vivo might be due to diff erentialffff
expression of auxiliary components of the whole channel complex.
( COI: No )

P1-194
Volume-sensitive anion channel regulates butyrate-induced 
apoptosis
Shimizu, Takahiro1; Ohtake, Hironao1; Fujii, Takuto1; Tabuchi, Yoshiaki2; 
Sakai, Hideki1（1Dept Pharm Physiol, Grad Sch Med Pharm Sci, Univ Toyama,
Toyama, Japan; 2Life Sci. Res. Cntr., Univ. Toyama, Toyama, Japan）

Butyrate is present in colonic epithelium at millimolar concentrations and involved in
keeping colonic homeostasis. Although it has been demonstrated that excess of butyr-
ate triggers cell death in colonic epithelial cells, the mechanism is poorly understood.
Recently, volume-sensitive anion channel is reported to be involved in a variety of cell
death. In the present study, therefore, we investigated whether the volume-sensitive
anion channel contributes to the butyrate-induced cell death in mouse colonic epithelial
MCE301 cells. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings demonstrated that volume-sensitive
currents after cell swelling exhibit outward rectifi cation, time-dependent inactivation fi
on more depolarized potentials, and anion selectivity (I－>Br－>Cl－>F－). The volume-
sensitive anion currents were sensitive to Cl－ channel blockers, DCPIB (2.5 µM) and 
NPPB (10 µM). Flow cytometry using annexin V-FITC and propidium iodide indicated
MCE301 cells treated with butyrate (8 mM) for two days were in late apoptosis. In-
terestingly, butyrate-induced late apoptosis was inhibited by Cl－ channel blockers. In 
the cells, apoptotic volume decrease and caspase 3/7 activation were observed 16 h 
after the butyrate application, and these eff ects were also suppressed by Clffff － channel
blockers. Our results suggest that the volume-sensitive anion channel is essential in the
butyrate-induced apoptosis in mouse colonic epithelial MCE301 cells.
( COI: No )

P1-195
Hypotonicity-activated cation currents in the principal cells of
isolated rat Kidney cortical collecting Ducts
Komagiri, You; Suzuki, Takashi; Nakamura, Kazuyoshi; Kubokawa, Manabu 

（Dept. Physiol., Sch. Med, Iwate Med. Univ., Yahaba, Iwate, Japan）

We have previously demonstrated that the hypotonicity-induced Ca2+ entry was in-
hibited by a voltage-gated Ca2+ channel inhibitor, Nicardipine in the principal cells 
of rat cortical collecting ducts (CCDs). However, electrophysiological properties and
molecular identity of the hypotonicity-induced Ca2+ entry pathway are still unknown.
In this study, we performed whole-cell voltage clamp recording to confi rm whether afi
cation conductance is activated in response to the hypotonicity in the principal cells of 
rat CCDs. To minimize K+ and Cl－ currents, whole-cell recordings were carried out
using NMDG-methansulfonate pipette and Na-gluconate bath solution. When exposed
to hypotonic solution, whole-cell current amplitude at -80 mV was gradually increased.
The activation of whole-cell currents was also observed using the Na+ free bath solu-
tion containing 5 mM Ca2+. The hypotonicity-activated wholec-cell current was inhib-
ited by the application of Nicardipine but not infl uenced by either Gdfl 3+ or amiloride.
Although RT-PCR analysis showed the presence of transcripts of T-type Ca2+ channel 
α1G subunit, but not L-type Ca2+ channel α1C subunit in rat CCD, a T-type Ca2+ chan-
nel blocker, Ni2+ did not change the hypotonicity-induced current activation. These 
data suggest that a Nicardipine sensitive cation conductance, which is activated by 
hyotonicity is present in the principal cells of rat CCDs. We will further characterize
the current to elucidate the molecular identity of this current.
( COI: No )

P1-196
Effects of extracellular phosphates on voltage-gated H+ channels in
RAW-derived osteoclast-like cells
Li, Guangshuai; Kuno, Miyuki（Dept Physiol, Osaka City Univ, Grad Sch Med, Osaka,
Japan）

Osteoclasts are highly diff erentiated bone-resorbing cells and play a signififf cant role fi
in bone remodeling. In the resorption pit, formed between the plasma membrane of 
osteoclasts (the ruffl  ed membrane) and the bone surface, the concentrations of Caffl 2+ and
inorganic phosphates (Pi) are increased, according to degradation of hydroxyapatite 
by a large amount of protons secreted from osteoclasts. The rise in the extracellular
Ca2+ level inhibits osteoclastic bone resorption, but the effects of extracellular Pi onffff
osteoclast functions, particularly on H+ fl uxes in the membrane, are largely unknown. fl
We investigated the eff ects of extracellular Pi on the voltage-gated Hffff + channels in 
osteoclast-like cell generated from a macrophage cell line (RAW264) using the whole-
cell recordings. In the presence of extracellular Na+, Pi (1-20 mM) increased the H+

currents reversibly under the condition where the Na+/H+ exchanger was inhibit by 
its blocker, amiloride. The enhancement was observed even in the absence of intracel-
lular ATP. The reversal potential of the H+ channels shifted slightly to more positive 
voltages by Pi, suggesting that the potentiation was not due to increases in the driving 
force for protons. In the absence of Na+, 20 mM Pi increased the H+ currents at pH 5.5-
6.5. These data suggest that extracellular Pi might modify the H+ channel properties 
in both presence and absence of extracellular Na+, leading to increases in the channel
activities in osteoclasts.
( COI: No )

P1-197
An acid-inducible proton infl ux mechanism in the plasma membrane
of osteoclasts
Kuno, Miyuki; Li, Guangshuai; Moriura, Yoshie; Hino, Yoshiko; Kawawaki, Junko;
Sakai, Hiromu（Dept Physiol, Osaka City Univ Grad Sch Med, Osaka, Japan）

Osteoclasts dissolve bone tissue by secreting acids and proteolytic enzymes from the
plasma membrane facing bone tissue (the ruffl  ed membrane) into the resorption pit.ffl
Consequently, the plasma membrane faces to highly acidic extracellular environments
(~pH 4), and the pH gradient across the plasma membrane could generate a large driv-
ing force for protons entering into the cells. However, the proton infl ux mechanism in fl
osteoclasts exposed to strong acids is largely unknown. In murine osteoclasts derived
from RAW264, we identifi ed inward currents activated by decreasing the extracellular fi
pH lower than 5.5. The currents were characterized by a high proton-selectivity, a
slight inward rectification and insensitivities to amiloride and ruthenium red, blofi ckers 
for acid-sensitive cation channels, ASIC and TRP channels, and, to DIDS, a blocker for
Cl－ channels. The acid-inducible proton infl ux decreased the intracellular pH near the fl
plasma membrane, which was monitored by the reversal potentials of voltage-gated
proton channels coexisted in the same membrane, even when V-ATPases and Na+-H+

exchangers were functional. These results suggested that osteoclalsts may possess a
proton-selective pathway which could mediate proton infl ux upon severe extracellularfl
acidifi cation. The acid-inducible proton inflfi  ux may regulate the pH of the resorption bitfl
by balancing the rates of proton pumping out by V-ATPases or may modify osteoclast
functions through intracellular acidification.fi
( COI: No )

P1-198
Regulation of vessel formation by synthetic peptide derived from
activator of G-protein signaling 8
Mamun, Abdullah; Hayashi, Hisaki; Suzuki, Hiroko; Sakima, Miho; Sato, Maki;
Nishimura, Naoki; Inukai, Yoko; Iwase, Satoshi; Sato, Motohiko（Dept Physiol, Aichi 
Med Univ, Nagakute, Japan）

Heterotrimeric G-proteins are essential signal transducers involved in many human 
diseases. Previously, we identifi ed an ischemia-inducible G-protein activator, activa-fi
tor of G-protein signaling 8 (AGS8) from angina model of the rat heart, which bound
heterotrimeric G-protein βγ subunit (Gβγ). AGS8 is involved in hypoxia-induced
apoptosis of cardiomyocytes and vessel formation of endothelial cells. Previously, we
have developed a synthetic peptide (AGS8 peptide) for AGS8-specifi c signal interven-fi
tion, based amino acid sequences of biding domain of AGS8 to βγ. AGS8 peptide
successfully protected cultured cardiomyocytes from hypoxia-induced apoptosis. Here,
we examined the eff ects of AGS8 peptide and Gallein, a small compound designed asff
universal Gβγ signal inhibitor, on tube formation of HUVEC. AGS8 peptide inhibited
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) induced tube formation of HUVEC in vitro 
(20 µg/ml: 46.4% ± 4.2, p<0.01 vs negative control, mean±SEM). AGS8 peptide also 
inhibited VEGF-induced phosphorylation of VEGF receptor type 2 (Tyr 996; 26.7 ± 3.2 
%, p<0.05, Tyr 1175; 19.8 ± 4.5 % vs negative control, p<0.05). In contrast with AGS8 
peptide, Gallein did not blocked VEGF-induced tube formation and phosphorylation of 
VEGF receptor. These data indicate an advantage of specific intervention of AGS8-fi
mediated signal by synthetic peptide and a potential of AGS8 as a therapeutic target
for cardiovascular diseases.
( COI: No )
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P1-199
Activator of G-protein signaling 8 is required for angiogenesis in
vascular endothelial cells
Hayashi, Hisaki; Mamun, Abudullah; Suzuki, Hiroko; Sakima, Miho; Sato, Maki; 
Nishimura, Naoki; Inukai, Yoko; Iwase, Satoshi; Sato, Motohiko（Dept Physiol, Aichi 
Med Univ, Nagakute, Japan）

We have previously identifi ed receptor-independent G-protein regulator, activator of fi
G-protein signaling (AGS) 8, from a rat heart model of repetitive transient ischemia. 
AGS8 expression was up-regulated in rat ischemic heart, and directly interacted with 
G-protein βγ subunit (Gβγ). AGS8 played a pivotal role in the hypoxia-induced
apoptosis of cardiomyocytes by regulating Gβγ signaling. Since collateral arteries
were significantly developed in the experimental model, we hypothesized thfi at AGS8 
was involved in vascular formation. Here, we analyzed roles of AGS8 in vascular 
endothelial cells (ECs). AGS8 knockdown by siRNA inhibited VEGF-stimulated tube 
formation of HUVEC on matrigel (27.0 ± 4.8 % of control, p<0.01, mean±SEM). MTT
assay revealed that AGS8 knockdown also inhibited VEGF-induced cell proliferation
(30.5 ± 3.7 % of control, p<0.01, mean±SEM). AGS8 knockdown signifi cantly sup-fi
pressed VEGF-induced phosphorylation of VEGF receptor type 2 (VEGFR2), ERK1/2 
and p38/MAPK. Interestingly, FACS analysis demonstrated that AGS8 knockdown
reduced VEGFR2 localization on the cell surface. Our data fi rst indicate that G-proteinfi
regulator is involved in VEGF-mediated angiogenesis by infl uencing distribution of fl
VEGFR2 and activation of VEGFR2 signal. Therefore, AGS8 is a potential therapeutic
target of pathological angiogenesis in ECs, as well as of hypoxia-induced apoptosis in
cardiomyocytes.
( COI: No )

P1-200
Analysis of temporal-information coding mechanism of MAPK
signaling 
Tomida, Taichiro; Saito, Haruo（Div. of Mol. Cell Signal., Inst. of Med. Sci., Univ. of 
Tokyo）

Signaling by the conserved MAP kinase family is a major mechanism through which
eukaryote cells respond properly to various extracellular stimuli and induce adaptive
responses, such as gene expression, control of cell cycle, growth, and differentiation.ffff
Mechanisms and regulation of MAPK signaling have been elucidated in detail, and it is 
becoming possible to predict kinase activation in sillico, however, how cells induce ap-
propriate cellular function according to the context of their surrounding environment 
(or stimulation type) remains unclear. Moreover, because living cells under physiologi-g
cal conditions are normally exposed to fl uctuating environment, how cells interpret fl
and process those temporally changing information and activate pertinent adaptive 
response also remains elusive. For this, we took advantage of real-time imaging of 
kinase activity within living cells/ cells of living animals to analyze its regulatory 
mechanism in situ. We performed control systems type of analysis that consist of ap-
plication of a set of defi ned multiple stimuli to cells (input) followed by measurementfi of 
kinase response (output), from which systems properties are deduced. From this, we 
found that MAPK signaling exhibit a complex, non-linear response to the duration of 
stimulation to cells. Our results suggested that MAPK signaling deciphers the diffg erentff
temporal pattern of input stimulation. Furthermore, a combination of imaging analysis
with mathematical modeling revealed that the complex input-output relation of the 
kinase signaling can be explained by a fairly simple regulatory mechanism. 

( COI: No )

P1-201
This poster presentation was withdrawn.

P1-202
Mechanosensitive ATP release from hemichannels causes 
acceleration of wound healing in keratinocytes via Ca2+ infl ux fl
through TRPC6 channels
Furuya, Kishio1; Takada, Hiroya2; Sokabe, Masahiro1（1Mechanobio Lab, Grad Sch
Med, Nagoya Univ, Nagoya, Japan; 2Dept Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Nagoya Univ,
Nagoya, Japan）

The cutaneous wound healing (gap closing) was accelerated by a mechanical stimula-
tion, stretch, and impaired in TRPC6-KO mice. Here we elucidated how the mechani-
cal force and TRPC6 channels contribute to the wound healing. HaCaT keratinocytes 
were cultured on an elastic chamber and treated 1 day with hyperforin, known as a
traditional herbal medicine and also a TRPC6 activator. At 3 h after making scratch-
ing, ATP release and intracellular Ca2+ response by stretch were determined by live-
imaging using luciferin-luciferase luminescence and fluo-8 flfl  uorescence, respectively.fl
ATP release was observed only from foremost cells of leading edge of wounded area
and it caused Ca2+ waves spreading to the behind cells. The Ca2+ response and the
acceleration of wound healing were inhibited by a diphosphohydrolase, apyrase, a P2Y
antagonist, suramin, a hemichannel blocker, CBX and a PIP2 analog, diC8-PIP2. In ad-
dition, hemichannel permeable dye calcein entered to only ATP-releasing cells. These 
results suggested that stretch-accelerated wound closure was due to ATP release via
hemichannels from the foremost cells and subsequent Ca2+ waves in the behind cells 
mediated by TRPC6 activation.
( COI: No )

P1-203
Dipalmitoleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine attenuates insulin
signaling by enhancing PP2A and PTP1B activities
Tsuchiya, Ayako; Kanno, Takeshi; Nishizaki, Tomoyuki（Div Bioinform, Dept Physiol, 
Hyogo College Med, Hyogo, Japan）

The phospholipid phosphatidylethanolamine is implicated in the regulation of a vari-
ety of cellular processes. The present study investigated the eff ect of phosphatidyl-ffff
ethanolamines such as 1, 2-diarachidonoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DAPE), 1, 
2-dilinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DLPE), 1, 2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phoethanolamine (DOPE), and 1, 2-dipalmitoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(DPPE) on protein phosphatases, Akt1/2 activity, GLUT4 mobilizations, and glucose
uptake into cells. Of the investigated phosphatidylethanolamines, DLPE and DPPE
signifi cantly enhanced activities of protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) anfi d protein ty-
rosine phosphatase 1B (PTP1B). DPPE inhibited insulin-induced phosphorylation of 
insulin receptor, insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1), Akt1/2, ERK1/2, and mammalian
target of rapamycinm (mTOR) in diff erentiated 3T3-L1-GLUT4myc adipocytes. DPPE ffff
also inhibited insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation to the cell surface and reduced
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake into adipocytes. Taken together, the results of the
present study indicate that DPPE serves as an enhancer of PP2A and PTP1B, causing 
reduction of Akt1/2 activity as a result from inhibiting insulin receptor and IRS-1 or
mTOR, and then leading to suppression of GLUT4 translocation to the cell surface and 
glucose uptake into adipocytes.
( COI: No )

P1-204
The voltage-dependence and mechanism of RGS4-mediated 
regulation on the M2 muscarinic receptor-activated K+ currents
Chen, Ishan; Furutani, Kazuharu; Inanobe, Atsushi; Kurachi, Yoshihisa（Dept 
Pharmacol, Grad Sch Med, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan）

The regulator of G-protein signalling (RGS) proteins are a family of well-known GT-
Pase-activating proteins that negatively regulate G-protein cycle. We have found that
cardiac predominant subtype, RGS4, plays an important role in modulating the M2 
muscarinic receptor (M2R)-activated G-protein-gated inwardly rectifying K+ (KG) cur-
rents. However, the mechanism of RGS4-mediated regulation still remains unclear.
Here we show that RGS4 is essential for the voltage-dependent response of KG currents 
upon M2R agonists. In rat atrial myocytes, M2R partial agonist pilocarpine-evoked KG

currents showed a decrease in current amplitude during membrane hyperpolarization. 
In a Xenopus oocyte expression system, we observed a similar voltage-dependent 
response of pilocarpine-evoked current in the presence of RGS4, while it lacked such
voltage-dependent property in the absence of RGS4. We found that RGS4 suppressed 
the pilocarpine-evoked KG currents in a pilocarpine concentration-dependent manner. 
Such RGS4-mediated regulation was enhanced at hyperpolarized potentials. We also
found that the relative effi  cacy of pilocarpine to ACh changed upon membrane volt-ffi
ages. Charged residues of M2R modulated the voltage-dependence of RGS4-mediated
regulation on KG currents. These fi ndings help us to understand the molecular compo-fi
nents and mechanism underlying the RGS4-mediated regulation on the M2R-activated 
physiological responses.
( COI: No )
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P1-205
Cell line dependency of cesium ion induced suppression of cellular
proliferation
Kakinouchi, Kei1; Kobayashi, Daisuke2; Hazama, Akihiro2（1Dept of Cellular and 
Integrative Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Fukushima Med Univ, Fukushima, Japan; 2Dept of 
Cellular and Integrative Physiol, Sch Med, Fukushima Med Univ, Fukushima, Japan）

Since aftermath of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, cesium (Cs) as a radio-
isotope became popular, but on the other hand, intracellular reaction of Cs+ ion is still 
little known. It is already known that Cs is similar to potassium (K). And it is also
well known that K+ channel plays an important role in tumor cell proliferation. We
previously demonstrated that Cs+ inhibited HeLa cells proliferation. In this study, we
established a new primary culture system of rat airway fi broblast cell (RAWF). RAWFfi
was obtained from rat trachea by enzymatic digestion using protease type XIV in 4℃ 
for over night. EC50 of Cs+ inhibiting cell proliferation was 4 ± 1 mM (mean ± SD) on
HeLa cells, on the other hand, 19 ± 9.5 mM on RAWF. This imply as a possibility that 
Cs+ has a stronger cell proliferation inhibiting effect on carcinoma cells than on normalff
cells. In addition, we will report the inhibiting effect of Csffff + on the cell proliferation of 
some other cell lines such as B16, SH-SY5Y and so on.
( COI: No )

P1-206 (AP-1)
TRPM2 protects mice against polymicrobial sepsis by enhancing
bacterial clearance
Numata, Tomohiro1, 2, 3; Qian, Xiaowei4; Inoue, Ryuji1; Fang, Xiangming4; 
Mori, Yasuo2, 3（1Dept of Physiol, Fukuoka Univ. Sch. of Med, Fukuoka, Japan; 2Grad 
Sch of Env Stu, Kyoto Univ, Kyoto, Japan; 3Grad Sch of Eng, Kyoto Univ, Kyoto,
Japan; 4Col of Med, Zhejiang Univ, Hangzhou, China）

TRPM2 is an oxidative stress-activated nonselective Ca2+ permeable channel abun-
dantly expressed in macrophages to regulate production of inflammatory mediators. fl
However, the role and mechanism of TRPM2 in polymicrobial sepsis remains unclear. 
Using CLP-induced polymicrobial sepsis model, Trpm2-KO mice had increased mor-
tality compared with wild-type (WT) mice. The increased mortality was associated
with increased bacterial burden, organ injury, and systemic inflammation. TRPM2-fl
mediated Ca2+ infl ux plays an important role in LPS or CLP-induced HO-1 expressifl on 
in macrophage. HO-1 up-regulation decreased bacterial burden both in WT BMDMs
and in CLP-induced septic WT mice. Disruption of TRPM2 decreased HO-1 expression 
and increased bacterial burden in BMDMs. Interestingly, pretreatment of Trpm2-KO
BMDMs with HO-1 inducer markedly increased HO-1 expression and decreased bacte-
rial burden. Moreover, pretreatment of Trpm2-KO mice with HO-1 inducer reversed
the susceptibility of Trpm2-KO mice to sepsis by enhancing bacterial clearance. In 
addition, septic patients with lower monocytic TRPM2 and HO-1 mRNA levels had
a worse outcome compared with septic patients with normal monocytic TRPM2 and 
HO-1 mRNA levels. TRPM2 levels correlated with HO-1 levels in septic patients. Our 
data demonstrate a protective role of TRPM2 in controlling bacterial clearance during 
polymicrobial sepsis possibly by regulating HO-1 expression.
( COI: No )

P1-207
Morphological studies on cell membrane permeability of amphiphilic 
gold nanoparticles in cultured Schwann cells and dorsal root 
ganglion cells
Ninomiya, Takafumi1; Kikuchi, Shin1; Niikura, Kenichi2; Tatsumi, Haruyuki1

（1Sapporo Med. Univ. Sch. Med., Sapporo, Japan; 2Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan）

Gold nanoparticles (AuNP) have been the focus of much attention as an attractive 
material for medical uses, such as a tool for photothermal therapy, biosensing devices
and drug delivery carriers. Gold nanoparticles are usually taken into the cells by endo-
cytosis. Niikura and colleagues have developed amphiphilic gold nanoparticles with cell 
membrane permeability. The gold nanoparticles were coated with ethyl ester-headed 
polyethylene glycol ligands (C2-Ester). To verify the cell membrane permeability of the
C2-Ester AuNP into the cells, the morphology of the cultured Schwann cells and dorsal
root ganglion (DRG) cells was observed by electron microscopy. The gold nanoparticles 
coated with C2-Ester were localized not only in the endosomes and multivesicular
bodies but also in the cytosol of Schwann cells and DRG cells. The uptake of C2-Ester
AuNP in the DRG cells was less than in the Schwann cells. The presence of the C2-Es-
ter AuNP in the cytosol is evidence that the AuNP was taken up by the cell membrane
permeability. Our finding regarding the advantages of ester ligands will be applicfi able
in exploring how they deliver the various functional nanoparticles into cells. However,
electron microscopy did not provide evidence in the present study indicating that the 
C2-Ester AuNP arrives in a nuclear pore and nucleus. The matter of how to develop
amphiphilic AuNP that can reach into the nucleus is yet to be resolved.
( COI: No )

P1-208
Expression analysis of metallothionein genes and application to the
production of heterologous proteins in Tetrahymena thermophila
Owada, Kyoko; Yanagisawa, Masaomi; Saiki, Mizuho; Tomaru, Manami 

（Dep Chem and Material Sci, Gunma Natl Coll Tech, Maebashi, Japan）

Metallothioneins (MTs) are a family of low molecular weight (>10 kD), cystein-rich,
absence of aromatic amino acids, heavy metal-binding proteins. The expressions of 
MTs genes are induced by the presence of heavy metal such as zinc, copper, and
cadmium. MTs play important roles in the maintenance of homeostasis and in the
detoxifi cation of heavy metals. Recently several studies suggested a dfi isturbance of 
the zinc and copper metabolism related to autism spectrum disorders. The zinc defi-fi
ciency and an excess of copper level are observed in children diagnosed with autism
spectrum disordered. For the experiment of toxic compounds, Tetrahymena is excel-tt
lent eukaryote model organism. Using T. thermophila the expression level of copper-
inducible metallothionein genes in response to zinc and copper has been carried out by
RT-PCR. T. thermophila was grown in PPYG medium at 25℃. Cells were treated with
2-500 µM CuSO4, 2-870 µM ZnSO4 for 24h. Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Kit 
(Quagen) from the cells (5-8 × 105). AMV reverse transcriptase was used to synthesize
cDNA. Template cDNA was amplifi ed with MTT2 primers. The 5' region of a copper-fi
inducible metallothionein gene (MTT2) acts as a promoter, a region 1456 bp upstream
of the start codon in MTT2 was amplifi ed and ligated into a vector (pMTT2fi p-EGFP). 
This recombinant vector introduces by electroporation into T. thermophila. MTT2 
promoter, strongly induced by copper, might be eff ective to produce the higher levelffff
of MTs in various tissues.
( COI: No )

P1-209
Effects of food additives on human neuroblastoma-derived cells
Onoue, Sakura1; Higashi, Kazuyoshi2; Kawada, Akira2; Sasaki, Yasushi3; 
Takahashi, Osamu2（1Dept. of Biosci., Col. of Sci. and Eng., Kanto Gakuin Univ.
Yokohama, Japan; 2Dept. Histol., Embryol. and Neuroanat., Kanagawa Dental Univ. 
Graduate sch. of Dentistry, Yokosuka, Japan; 3Dept. of Appl. Matl. and Life Sci., Col.
of Eng., Kanto Gakuin Univ. Yokohama, Japan）

Introduction: Several reports have described the effect of food additives on cell activi-ffff
ties. However, the details of such eff ect were unclear. Thus, we investigated the effffff ectsffff
of food additives used alone or in combination on human neuroblastoma-derived cells,
focusing particularly on morphological changes observed in these cells. 
Materials and Methods: Tumor cells derived from human neuroblastoma (NB-1) were 
cultured in medium containing a single food additive or multiple food additives (aspar-
tame, tartrazine, sodium benzoate, sodium nitrite). The morphology of these cells and 
the fi ne structure of cell surface were observed by scanning electrofi n microscope. The
eff ects of these food additives on degeneration or death of cellsff  were examined by 
double staining using fl uorescein diacetate and propidium iodide. fl
Results and Discussion: In this study, there was marked decrease in numbers of cell
processes incubated with sodium nitrite alone, sodium benzoate alone, or multiple food
additives. A statistically signifi cant decrease in the cell survival rate was apparent fi
in cells cultured with sodium nitrite alone, sodium benzoate alone, or multiple food
additives, in comparison with cells of control. From these data, it was suggested that
food additives may exert major infl uences on functional properties of neuroblastoma-fl
derived cells. 
( COI: No )

P1-210
Development of three color variants of super-brilliant luminescent
proteins for multicolor, real-time bioluminescent imaging
Takai, Akira1; Nakano, Masahiro2; Nagai, Takeharu1, 2, 3; Okada, Yasushi1（1QBiC, 
RIKEN, Osaka, Japan; 2ISIR, Osaka Univ., Osaka, Japan; 3PRESTO, JST, Tokyo,
Japan）

Since bioluminescence is free from auto-fl uorescence, it has been used for quantita-fl
tive analysis of gene expression and in vivo imaging. Furthermore, it is free from 
potential phototoxicity and is compatible with optogenetic tools. However application
of bioluminescent imaging has been limited mainly by two drawbacks. Firstly, the light 
output from the bioluminescent protein was much dark. Secondly, its color variants 
have been limited, precluding multicolor imaging. In recent study, we addressed the 
fi rst limitation by developing a super brilliant yellow luminescfi ent protein, Nano-lantern
(Saito et al., Nat. Commun. 2012). In this study, we have overcome the second barrier.
We report the development of cyan and orange variants of Nano-lantern, both of which
are even brighter than the original yellow Nano-lantern by 1.5-2.3 times. Fusions of 
these multicolor Nano-lanterns with a variety of subcellular localization tags showed
correct localization, demonstrating their utility as imaging probes. In addition, expan-
sion of the color palette of Nano-lanterns also enabled expression analysis of multiple 
genes at single cell level in embryonic stem cells, which are known to be very sensitive 
to phototoxicity. Furthermore, by combining split luciferase complementation with 
Ca2+-sensing peptide (CaM-M13), we demonstrated simultaneous measurement of Ca2+

dynamics in the nucleus and mitochondria. These data indicates our multicolor Nano-
lanterns will be excellent imaging tools for in vivo imaging, stem cell study and so on.
( COI: No )
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P1-211
Special-purpose simulators for biological research: intracellular
calcium dynamics
Katsuma, Hideto1, 2; Takayama, Jun2; Tohsato, Yukako2; Onami, Shuichi1, 2（1Grad 
Sch System Inform, Kobe Univ, Kobe, Japan; 2Lab Dev Dyn, RIKEN QBiC, Kobe,
Japan）

Recent advances in live imaging have enabled visualization of spatiotemporal dynamics
in living cells. However, mechanisms that orchestrate cellular dynamics have not been 
well elucidated. Computer simulations are necessary to elucidate these mechanisms
because they allow us to predict dynamics of hypothetical models. The predicted
dynamics are to be used for improving the models, compared with in vivo dynam-
ics. Despite such importance, computer simulations are not widely used in biologi-
cal research. A major reason for such limited usage is the diffi  culty in setting up ffi
simulations. Although many high-performance simulators are currently available for 
biological research, setting up simulations requires some programming-like skills in 
these simulators because they are designed as a general-purpose simulator. To ac-
celerate the use of computer simulations in biological research, we are developing 
special-purpose simulators.
In this poster, we present a special-purpose simulator for intracellular calcium dynam-
ics. This simulator does not require any programming-like skills for setting up, but 
does require inputs of several parameter values through a graphical user interface. In 
this simulator, a calcium-induced calcium release mechanism is modeled by Nagumo 
equation, a reaction-diff usion equation where its reaction term is modeled as a cubicffff
polynomial. Numerical solutions are obtained by using explicit method. We are plan-
ning to develop a variety of special-purpose simulators so that biologists can find suit-fi
able ones for their research. 
( COI: No )

P1-212
CellCompiler: Multiscale biological function model simulator which
can use complex calculation schemes
Suzuki, Yohei1, 2, 3; Arita, Takeru1; Komiyama, Shigeru1; Punzalan, Florenciorusty1;
Shimayoshi, Takao2; Kunieda, Yoshitoshi3; Amano, Akira1（1College of Life Sciences,
Ritsumeikan University, Shiga, Japan; 2Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto 
University, Kyoto, Japan; 3College of Information Science and Engineering,
Ritsumeikan University, Shiga, Japan）

We have developed a code generator software called CellCompiler, which can auto-
matically generate programs for biological function simulations. The code generation 
system requires three inputs, namely a CellML or PHML fi le describing a biologicalfi
model, a TecML fi le describing various calculation schemes to discretize and sofi lve the 
biological model, and a RelML fi le relating the CellML and TecML fifi  le. The biologicalfi
model may be a combination of multiple models with diff erent temporal or spatialff
scales. TecML uses recurrence relations to describe various solution schemes. In the
case of multiple models with temporal scale variety, it can represent a combination
of multiple temporal scale calculations. As an example, consider a coupled pharmaco-
kinetic model coupled with a cellular electrophysiology model. The two models have
diff erent time scales, hours for the pharmacokinetic model and milff liseconds for the cell
model. For this, the code generator creates a double loop; an inner loop containing the 
excitation propagation of the cell model and an outer loop containing the drug absorp-
tion. The code generator also allows users to automatically perform parameter studies 
to analyze the effect of diffff  erent model parameters to simulation results.ff
( COI: No )

P1-213
Simultaneous measurements of sound evoked electrical activities 
and calcium responses from deep brain regions by photometric 
patch electrode
Hirai, Yasuharu1, 2; Ohmori, Harunori1, 2（1LIMS, Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan; 2Dept.
Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan）

Intracellular calcium increase associated with neural activity is essential for support-
ing neural functions such as neural plasticity. It is therefore important to know how
calcium changes to elucidate underlying mechanisms of calcium regulation. Signaling 
molecules are generally monitored by optical methods. However, application of two-
photon microscopy in the deep brain tissue imaging is impossible due to light scatter-
ing. We overcame this problem by using photometric patch electrode (PME) recording 
system that utilizes a patch electrode as a light guide and is enabled us to excite and 
obtain fl uorescence from a target neuron simultaneously with electricalfl  recording. We 
measured calcium sensitive Oregon Green BAPTA-1 fl uorescence signal simultane-fl
ously with the fi eld current in response to sound stimulus from various auditorfi y nuclei
of young chicken; Field-L (avian auditory cortex), inferior colliculus (IC), and nucleus 
magnocellularis (NM, avian cochlear nucleus). We found distinct calcium fl uorescence fl
signals in ascending order across the nucleus from NM to Field-L. Neurons in NM 
practically suppressed calcium increase during orthodromic excitation. NM is a relay
nucleus and receives inputs of high frequency activity of auditory nerve fibers and hasfi
high rate of spontaneous and driven fi ring activity; thus calcium inflfi  ux is likely sup-fl
pressed otherwise neurons are poisoned to apoptosis.
( COI: No )

P1-214
Quantifi cation of the axonal transport activity of cultured neurons by
fl ow analysis (II)fl
Katakura, Takashi; Isonaka, Risa; Kawakami, Tadashi（Dept Pysiol, Kitasato Univ Sch 
Med, Kanagawa, Japan）

We used KBI Flow Analysis plugin on Image J in our study. We defi ned previously thefi
activity of axonal transport as a sum of particles which moves more than 0.3 pixels per 
frame (0.1 µm/s) within a limited area and a limited time. Our present study revealed
that the greater part of the apparent velocity calculated by Flow analysis after the
fi xation of observed neurons by 4 % paraformaldehyde at the endfi of each experiment 
is less than 0.3 pixels per frame. The value less than 0.3 contains artifi cial errors de-fi
rived from diff used reflffff  ection and such, which should be eliminated. The activity valufl e
based on our defi nition is well coincided with the value, Transported organellefi s (% of 
control) obtained from our traditional method. Another problem, where the velocity 
estimation of the particle sometimes fails because of the high speed of the moving 
particles, can be solved by applying an appropriate small value, 2 or 4 pixels but 8, to
stepXy. We can also distinguish and sum up the number of anterograde transporting 
particles and retrograde transporting particles separately by an angle of calculated
velocity vectors. The next step of our study is to write a series of macro programs in 
order to automate huge numbers of calculations.
( COI: No )

P1-215
Magnetic Resonance Imaging using human fetuses preserved in
formalin solution
Kamatani, Mikako; Yamamoto, Akira; Miyazaki, Reina; Makishima, Haruyuki;
Okada, Tomohisa; Togashi, Kaori; Yamada, Shigehito（Kyoto Univ. Grad. Sch. Med.,
Kyoto, Japan）

To understand the mechanism of development and disorder during childhood, the mor-
phological changes during fetal period has been focused and recently some fetal brains
have been imaged by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Those images were quite 
fi ne, however, obtained by isolated brain samples; there is no dfi efi nitive imaging proto-fi
col for whole body samples. The Kyoto Collection is the world largest collection of hu-
man conceptuses, and contains almost 40,000 embryos and 5,500 fetuses, stored at theff
Congenital Anomaly Research Center, Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine.
The fetuses have been fi xed and preserved in the formalin solution. To establish thefi
protocol suitable for MRI using whole-body fetuses, here we imaged 12 fetuses using 
MRI system with 3T magnet (SIEMENS MAGNETOM SKYRA). For magnetization-
prepared rapid gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) sequence, no treatment were not required
for fetuses in formalin solution to obtain fi ne images; but less signals could be obtainedfi
from the specimens in T2-weighted and diff usion-weighted imaging (DWI). To increase ffff
the signals obtained from water, the fetuses were soaked in phosphate buffered salineff
for 3-14 days and the T2 and DWI signals were improved after the substitution. The
specimens with long-term preservation in formalin solution were available for T2 and
DWI as well as MP-RAGE, and it implies the possibility for diff usion tensor imaging ffff
(DTI) using abundant specimens from the Kyoto Collection. 
( COI: No )

P1-216
Thiel's fi xation method to prepare cadavers for surgical training 
Doihara, Takuya1; Shimokawa, Tetsuya1; Nabeka, Hiroaki1; Kobayashi, Naoto1;
Matsuda, Seiji2（1Anat Embryol. Ehime Univ Grad Med., To-on, Japan; 2Education C.
Ehime Univ Grad Med., To-on, Japan）

Following the release of “Guidelines for Cadaver Dissection in Education and Research 
of Clinical Medicine, ” we began extensive surgical training at Ehime University in 
2012. In addition, a surgical training center was established at Ehime University in
December of 2013. The use of conventional 10% formalin-fi xed cadavers for surgi-fi
cal training is unsuitable because their tissues are much harder than those of living 
bodies. Therefore, as a substitute for formalin when preparing cadavers for surgical 
training, we performed Thiel’s fi xation method. We purchased “Thiel’s fifi xation methodfi
liquid” from A. S. CHEMICAL Co., Ltd. (Concord, ON, Japan) and added two types of 
blood, resolvent and formalin (3.9%), to it. We then fi xed the cadavers by injecting the fi
total solution via the femoral artery. Cadavers fi xed using Thiel’s method retained thefi
softness of a living human body; these cadavers were useful for surgical training (e.g., 
laparoscopic surgery). However, there were some problems, including individual dif-
ferences in the fi xed state of the abdominal organs and occasional insuffifi cient fiffi  xationfi
of the brain. It is necessary to perform suitable cadaver fi xation for the purpose of fi
surgical training by adjusting the formalin content in the fi xation liquid and improving fi
the infusion method. 
( COI: No )
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P1-217
Anatomical observation of cadavers embalmed with 10% N-Vinyl-2-
Pyrrolidone
Haizuka, Yoshinori1; Matsumura, George1; Kobayashi, Yasushi2; Fujikura, Yoshihisa3

（1Dept. of Anatomy, Sch. Med., Kyorin Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept. of Anat. Neurobiol.,
Natl. Defense Med. Coll., Tokorozawa, Japan; 3Dept. Mol. Anat., Fac. Med., Oita Univ.,
Oita, Japan）

N-Vinyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NVP) solution was used for embalming cadavers as a substitu-
tion fi xative of formalin (FA), as reported in the 116th Annual Meetifi ng of the Japanese 
Association of Anatomists (Fujikura et al, 2011). Formerly, the eff ect of NVP as a fiff  xa-fi
tive was studied histologically, using the animal tissue (Fujikura et al, 2008, 2009). At 
present, we are continuing observation of cadavers fixed with NVP of various concen-fi
trations to pursue an optimal condition. In the 119th Annual Meeting of the Japanese
Association of Anatomists (2014, Tochigi), we reported the observations on cadavers 
embalmed with diff erent NVP solutions: the fiffff  nal concentration in the tissue was 4.0, fi
4.2, 5.4, 5.5, 10.2, 10.5, and 21.5%. In that observation, the 4 cadavers containing lower
concentration of NVP were very soft and vulnerable, but the ligaments were easily
identified through the transparent connective tissue. On the contrary,fi  the connective
tissue was too hard and opacified in the cadaver fifi  xed at the highest concentration of fi
NVP, though the original shape of the organs was well preserved. These observations
revealed that the cadavers became harder with increasing final tissue concentrationfi
of NVP, and that 10% NVP was suitable for dissection by students. In the present
study, we report the observation of the cadavers fi xed with 10% NVP, especially on fi
the several joints, hearts and brains.
( COI: No )

P1-218
Usefulness of the cadavers embalmed by the saturated salt solution
method for surgical training: The evaluation of surgeons and
feasibilities of clinical procedures
Hayashi, Shogo1; Kawata, Shinichi1; Qu, Ning1; Hatayama, Naoyuki1; Naito, Munekazu2; 
Hirai, Shuichi1; Itoh, Masahiro1（1Dept. Anat., Tokyo Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept.
Anat., Aichi Med. Univ., Nagakute, Japan）

Background: For surgical training (ST) courses using cadavers performed to advance 
a surgeon’s techniques without any risk to patients, the new embalming methods to 
make cadavers the more soft and safe are desired. The aim of this study is to evaluate
the suitability of cadavers embalmed by the saturated salt solution (SSS) method for ST.
Methods: Six cadavers were embalmed by three methods: formalin solution, Thiel’s
solution (TS), and SSS methods. Fourteen surgeons evaluated the three embalming 
methods. Furthermore, seven trauma surgeons and two orthopedists operated these
cadavers by 21 procedures. In addition, ultrasonography, central venous catheteriza-
tion, and incision with cauterization followed by autosuture stapling were performed.
Results: The surgeons evaluated the cadavers embalmed by the SSS method to be
highly equal to those embalmed by the TS method. Ultrasound images were clear in
the cadavers embalmed by both TS and SSS methods. Central venous catheterization 
could be performed in a cadaver embalmed by the SSS method and then be affi  rmed by ffi
X-ray. Lungs and intestines could be incised with cauterization and autosuture stapling 
in the cadavers embalmed by TS and SSS methods.
Conclusion: Cadavers embalmed by the SSS method are suffi  ciently useful for ST notffi
less than ones embalmed by the TS method. The SSS method is considered to have a
benefi cial feaure that it is simple and low-cost.fi
( COI: No )

P1-219
Comparison of embalming methods from the aspect of suitability for
surgical training: On their antiseptic effect and cadaver fi xation
Kawata, Shinichi1; Koyama, Koichi1; Hayashi, Shogo1; Qu, Ning1; Hatayama, Naoyuki1; 
Nakamura, Yoichi2; Fujikura, Yoshihisa3; Itoh, Masahiro1（1Dept. Anatomy. Tokyo. Med. 
Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 2Sch. Health Sci. Odawara, Int. Univ. of Health and Welfare,
Odawara, Japan; 3Dept. Molecular Anatomy. Faculty Med. Oita Univ., Oita, Japan）

Objective: To compare the cadavers embalmed by the several new embalming meth-
ods for surgical training from the aspect of their antiseptic eff ect and hardness of ffff
cadaver tissues.
Methods: Four cadavers were prepared by conventional formalin fixation methodfi
(formaldehyde: FA 3.7%), Thiel method (FA 1.8%), Preserve(R)fi xation method (FAfi
0%), Saturated salt solution (SSS) method (FA 0.75%). Bacterial and fungal culture tests, 
dissection and histological observation by Hematoxylin-Eosin staining were performed.
Results: Each method performed much the same antibiotic eff ect immediately afterffff
injection. The FA embalmed cadaver seemed too rigid for surgical training. Thiel 
embalmed cadaver had the greatest joint ranges of motions. The internal organs of this
cadaver were damaged gradually after opening of the body cavities. The hardness of 
the cadaver embalmed by Preserve(R)fi xation showed the same tendency. The hard-fi
ness of the cadaver embalmed by SSS method was intermediate.
Discussion: Although the Thiel embalmed cadaver is so close to a living body and 
suitable for a clinical training orientation, the improvement of ex-post treatment may 
be required for long-term use. Preserve(R)fixation method will fi be improved by adjust-
ment of the composition, especially alcohol concentration. Although the SSS method 
is poorly understood, it may be relatively suitable for surgical training as it stands.
( COI: No )

P1-220
Quantitative imaging by a newly endoscopic system for pathological 
malignancy status based on endogenous fl uorescence
Morimoto, Yuji1; Horiuchi, Toshikatsu1; Tateishi, Shoichiro1; Taniguchi, Hiroaki1;
Umetsu, Araya1; Ogura, Shun-ichiro2; Iwaya, Keiichi1; Shinomiya, Nariyoshi1

（1National Defense Medical College, Tokorozawa, Japan; 2Tokyo Institute of 
Technology, Yokohama, Japan）
Background:We found that a nitrosamine-induced esophageal tumor model rat showed 
strong endogenous fl uorescence, which was highly related with emergence of atypicafl l 
cells, hyperplasia and tumorous changes in epithelia. Hence, the aim of this study was 
to clarify the origin of fl uorescence and to quantitatively visualize the pathologicalfl
status with the endogenous fl uorescence as a clue using a flfl  uorescence multi-spectralfl
imaging (FMSI) system. 
Methods and Results: We obtained fl uorescence multi-spectral images of mucosalfl
membrane of extracted esophagus from the rats that were administrated N-nitroso
methyl butylamine(NMBA) (15 mg/L) in a drinking water for 1-16 weeks. The FMSI
showed fl uorescence with a peak of 630 nm (excitation: 405 nm) in areasfl  where atypi-
cal cells exist, and intensity of the fl uorescence was positively correlated with thefl
time period of NMBA administration. HPLC revealed that an origin of the endogenous
fl uorescence was protoporphyrin IX and other porphyrins (e.g. urfl oproporphyrinogen) 
were not detected. For in-vivo realtime quantitative imaging, we developed an endo-
scope-based FMSI system equipped with spectral unmixing mechanism. The novel
endoscopic system made it possible for us to detect early lesions by transesophageal 
approach. 
Conclusion: The newly developed endoscope-based FMSI system can be a promising 
tool for the detection of precancerous lesions based on endogenous fl uorescence.fl
( COI: No )

P1-221
Directly observed membrane disruption and resealing during
centrifugation of sea urchin eggs by centrifuge polarizing 
microscope
Miyake, Katsuya1; Goda, Makoto2; Nakagawa, Toshitaka3; Inoue, Shinya4;  
Araki, Nobukazu1（1Hist.&Cell Biol., Fac. Med., Kagawa Univ., Kagawa, Japan;
2CeSPI, Nagoya Univ., Aichi, Japan; 3Life Sci. Res. Center, Kagawa Univ.; 4MBL, 
Woods Hole, MA, USA）

Large plasma membrane disruptions (PMDs) rapidly invoke a localized exocytotic
reaction that adds a ‘patch’ of internal membrane to the plasma membrane at the
PMD site, a calcium-dependent resealing mechanism. We have used sea urchin eggs 
as a model system to define the mechanistic basis of this fundamental cell survivalfi
response. Here we directly observed plasma membrane tears that occur in sea urchin
eggs during centrifugation with a special centrifuge polarizing microscope (CPM). Di-g
lute suspensions of unfertilized eggs were layered in a centrifuge chamber above anff
osmotically matched dense solution containing Percoll, forming a density gradient that 
allowed the eggs to slowly settle to an equilibrium position. Centrifugation at speeds
of up to 8,000 rpm for 20 min, separated the eggs into two parts. One part was filledfi
with yolk granules and internal vesicles, the second part was fi lled with clear cyto-fi
plasm. These membrane tears by shear forces did not show variously shaped surface
projections involved in exocytosis at the PMDs. These cell separations depended on
the presence of calcium. However, sea urchin eggs were broken by this centrifuga-
tion in the absence of calcium. The part fi lled with yolk granules and internal vesicles fi
repaired the PMDs made by a two- photon laser, but the part of the eggs containing 
clear cytoplasm did not repair.
( COI: No )

P1-222
The 3D-atlas of adult zebrafi sh
Tajika, Yuki; Murakami, Tohru; Takahashi, Maiko; Ueno, Hitoshi; Yorifuji, Hiroshi

（Gunma Univ. Grad. Sch. Med., Maebashi, Gunma, Japan）

Zebrafi sh is an experimental model animal, which is used to study thefi  development of 
the tissue and the body. Zebrafi sh embryos have clear bodies, and allow us to performfi
hole mount microscopy to know the 3-dimentional (3D) structures of the tissues and
whole body. When zebrafi shes grow up into adults, they are observed by sectioning fi
and microscopy in general. Sections of adult zebrafi sh provide the 2-dimentional (2D)fi
information, but lack the 3D-information of a tissue or a whole body. For the 3D analy-
sis of adult zebrafi shes, we utilized the serial sectional images, and reconstructfi ed in a 
personal computer with a free softwere, OsiriX. XY resolution of the original 2D im-
age is 4.7×4.7 µm. XYZ resolution of reconstructed 3D image 18.8×18.8×20 µm. The
image quality, including resolution, brightness and contrast was enough to observe
various organs, for example brain, skeletal system, vasculature and gastrointestinal
system. Zebrafi shes are often used in the phenotype analysis after gene manipfi ulations. 
Our atlas of adult zebrafi sh should be useful as the basic knowledge for such analysis. fi
( COI: No )
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P1-223
Advances in open-skull surgery for in vivo imaging by biocompatible o
materials
Oshima, Takuto1; Iijima, Kouichirou2; Kawakami, Ryosuke1, 2; Nemoto, Tomomi1, 2

（1Bioeng. & Bioinfo., Grad. Sch. Info. Sci. Tech., Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan; 
2RIES, Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan）

To understand the mechanisms of learning and memory, it is important to observe 
how neural circuits are activated, modifi ed, and maintained in the living mouse brain.fi
Two-photon microscopy is a useful tool for observing the neural circuits that extend 
across brain regions in vivo; this method can penetrate deep into thick specimens, 
achieve less invasive optical sectioning, and provide 3D images reconstructed from
these sections. However, the quality of in vivo images is dependent on the transpar-
ency of the cranial window, which is in turn aff ected by the experimentalist's techni-ff
cal skill in the open-skull surgery that replaces the cranial bone with cover glass. In
addition, even after a successful surgery, the cranial window tends to become cloudy
several days later. Consequently, it becomes difficult to observe the neural circuits inffi
vivo over long periods.
Here, we report new methods for keeping cranial windows clear using two biocom-
patible materials. The anti-thrombogenic biocompatible material LipidureⓇ kept the 
cranial window clear for long periods. Another biocompatible material, Cocktail X, in-
creased the fl uorescence signals emitted from neurons and allowed sharp visufl alization
of fi ne structures at deep regions. These biocompatible materials sfi hould be useful for
studies of changes in neural circuits at the synapse level over long periods. 
( COI: No )

P1-224
Evaluation of in vivo two-photon microscopy by imaging ofo
embedded fl uorescent beads in mouse brain
Kitamura, Ryoji1; Sawada, Kazuaki1; Kawakami, Ryosuke1, 2; Nemoto, Tomomi1, 2

（1Bioeng. & Bioinfo., Grad. Sch. Info. Sci. Tech., Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan; 
2RIES, Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan）

Morphological changes in post-synaptic structures (dendritic spines) are thought to be
involved in synaptic plasticity, which is implicated in information processing by the
neural network. Therefore, in order to understand brain functions, it is important to 
visualize synapses in the living mouse brain. Because of its high resolution and deep
imaging capability, in vivo two-photon microscopy has been used to observe dendritic
spines under live conditions. In our previous study, we found that penetration depth
could be improved by changing the diameter of the irradiation excitation laser. How-
ever, the resolution under these conditions was not determined, because the details 
of the focal spot size of the excitation light were not measured precisely. In general,
the resolution of a laser scanning microscope is reversibly correlated with the focal
spot size. This size is sometimes evaluated by measuring full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of a structure with a known shape (e.g., a fl uorescent bead) that is smallerfl
than the diff raction limit. In this study, we injected flffff  uorescent beads into the living fl
mouse brain, and succeeded in in vivo two-photon imaging of single beads at various
depths in the brain. We estimated the resolutions by measuring FWHM from single-
bead images. 
( COI: No )

P1-225
Direct measurement of the binding rate constant of kinesin to
microtubules in living cells
Kambara, Taketoshi; Okada, Yasushi（QBiC, RIKEN, Osaka, Japan）

It has been established that conventional kinesin (kinesin-1, KIF5 in mammalian cells)
selectively moves along a specifi c subset of microtubules in living cells. For example, fi
KIF5 is specifi cally recruited to the microtubules in the axon initial segmenfi t in neu-
rons, which would enable effi  cient transport into the axon. However, the mechanism ffi
of this selective binding is still controversial. Some groups have proposed that acetyla-
tion or other post translational modifications of tubulin serve as the cue for selectivefi
binding. We are proposing that conformational differences between the GTP-form and ff
GDP-form of microtubules provide the cue. To test this idea, it would be important to
examine whether kinesin binding to specific subsets of microtubules is enhanced, inhib-fi
ited or both. Here, we measured the binding rate constant of kinesin to microtubules in
living cells and in vitro using single molecule fl uorescence microscopy. To our surprise,fl
the binding rate constant of KIF5 to the track-microtubule in vivo was nearly ten
times higher than that in vitro, suggesting that mechanisms exist in the cell to recruit
KIF5 specifi cally to some subset of microtubules by accelerating the bindifi ng reaction. 
( COI: No )

P1-226
Quantitative measurement of ATP concentration inside single
mammalian cells
Yaginuma, Hideyuki1; Noji, Hiroyuki2; Imamura, Hiromi3; Okada, Yasushi1（1QBiC, 
RIKEN, Suita, Japan; 2Grad. Sch. Eng., Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan; 3Hakubi Project,
Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan）

Despite the fact that adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is required for a wide variety of 
intracellular processes, it is not clear how the synthesis and consumption of ATP is 
balanced inside living mammalian cells. Since the energy required at each subcellular
domains or organelles could vary from site to site or change over time, subcellular 
localization and fl uctuation of ATP concentration are important. We previously defl vel-
oped a new fl uorescent ATP indicator protein named “QUEEN” that can be usedfl  to 
quantitatively measure absolute ATP concentrations inside living bacterial cells. Here,
we developed an improved version of QUEEN suitable for application in mammalian
culture cells. We expressed this indicator in mammalian cultured cells and successfully 
measured the ATP concentration inside diff erent organelles. In addition, we have also ffff
examined the time-dependent change of ATP concentration in response to exogenous
perturbations.
( COI: No )

P1-227
High-resolution imaging of live cells and tissues by scanning ion
conductance microscopy
Nakajima, Masato; Ushiki, Tatsuo（Dep. Microsc. Anat., Niigata Univ. Grad. Sch. 
Med. Dent. Sci, Niigata, Japan）

Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM), introduced by Hansma in 1989, is a
technique of scanning probe microscopy and uses a microglass pipette as a sensitive 
probe. Because it can obtain contact-free images of the sample topography, SICM
is expected to be used for studying the surface structure of soft biological samples
under liquid conditions. We previously showed that hopping mode SICM is useful for 
imaging complicated surface structures of fi xed cells and tissues in liquid conditions.fi
The present study was performed for the assessment of the usefulness of SICM for
observing biological samples without fi xation. We succeeded in obtaining SICM imagesfi
of live cultivated cells without any severe sample damages, which might be caused by 
the probing tip. The minimum data acquisition time per image (128 by 128 pixels) was
about 8～10min. The movement of cellular processes were clearly seen on the surface 
or the periphery of the cells, indicating that SICM is useful not only for observing fixedfi
cells, but also for analyzing the movement of live cells. In this study, we will also show
the applicability of SICM to the study of the surface structure of live tissue samples
(e.g., the epithelial surface of the urinary bladder).
( COI: No )

P1-228
Application of Sihler's staining in histology
Hayashi, Hiroyuki1; Kimura, Akihiko2; Kanemura, Naohiko1; Nishihara, Ken1; 
Gomi, Toshiaki2; Naruse, Hideo2（1Saitama Prefec. Univ., Saitama, Japan; 2Tokyo 
Ariake Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

Sihler’s staining is a technique for staining nerve endings in muscle. This technique
involves decalcifi cation of the specimen and it renders soft tissue transparent.fi  This 
study was conducted to determine if this staining could be used to study both the mac-
roscopic anatomy and histology of the same specimens. An experiment was performed 
using ICR mice. The femoral region was separated starting at the hip joint. Specimen
was fi xed in 10% neutral bufffi  ered formalin. The specimen was then rinsed with waterffff
and subjected to Sihler’s staining. The specimen was stored in 100% glycerol. Nerves
were studied macroscopically and photographed. Afterwards, glycerol was washed 
off  with water and specimens were embedded in paraffiff   n. Specimens were sectioned,ffi
stained with eosin, and then examined using microscopy. Sihler’s staining resulted in 
hematoxylin staining of nerve fi bers innervating the leg, facilitating their macroscopic fi
observation. After nerves were examined macroscopically, tissue sections were pre-
pared. The result was a staining technique that did not require a special decalcificationfi
step and that allowed ready sectioning of bone. However, the hematoxylin staining of 
nerve fi bers that were verififi  ed macroscopically faded, precluding a clear depiction of fi
their histology. This was because the staining of nerve fi bers faded during the prepara-fi
tion of tissue specimens. A remedy to this problem will result in Sihler's staining being 
a useful staining technique to study both the macroscopic anatomy and histology of 
the same specimens.
( COI: No )
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P1-229
Real time measurement of pharmacokinetics of an ototoxic drug in 
the microspace of in vivo inner ear by a diamond microelectrode
Ogata, Genki1, 2; Nin, Fumiaki1, 2; Ishii, Yuya3; Asai, Kai3; Yoshida, Takamasa1, 4;
Einaga, Yasuaki3; Hibino, Hiroshi1, 2（1Dept Mol Physiol, Niigata Univ Med Sch. 
Niigata, Japan; 2Ctr for Transdisciplinary Res, Niigata Univ, Niigata, Japan; 3Dept of 
Chem, Faculty of Sci and Tech, Keio Univ, Tokyo, Japan; 4Dept Otolaryngol, Grad 
Sch Med, Kyushu Univ, Fukuoka, Japan）

A loop diuretic, bumetanide, often damages inner ear and causes dizziness and deaf-
ness. To develop the therapeutic strategies that reduce such side eff ects and designffff
the analogs nontoxic for hearing, real-time monitoring of the pharmacokinetics lo-
cal environments of in vivo inner ear is necessary. Several methods are available to 
determine the concentrations of bumetanide in body fluids such as HPLC, and massfl
spectrometry. These measurements require large amounts of samples taken from
body, and thereby enable to detect the dynamics in the microspace continuously. Also, 
some of them represent a low sensitivity. To resolve these problems, we utilized bo-
ron doped diamond (BDD) microelectrode. The electrode was inserted into the inner
ear fl uid of living guinea pig. On the chronoamperometry, we successfl fully observed
increase of the oxidation current elicited by bumetanide in several seconds after in-
jecting the drug of 30 mg intravenously. Calibration curve demonstrated that the peak 
current approximately corresponded to 532 µg/dl. Converse response was detected in
an inner-ears potential that mirrors hearing level and was measured by a glass micro-
electrode. Our BDD microelectrode system can be applied to monitor other drugs in
numerous tissues and organs and helpful to promote the pharmacological researches.
( COI: No )

P1-230
The development of PET imaging for detecting AMPA receptors
traffi cking during acquisition of fear memory
Shibata, Yusuke; Serizawa, Asami; Kuroki, Yoko; Miyazaki, Tomoyuki;  
Takahashi, Takuya（Dept Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Yokohama city Univ, Yokohama,
Japan）

When experiencing or learning, some plastic changes occur in synapses and drive
AMPA receptors (AMPA-Rs) into postsynaptic membrane. Moreover, interruption of 
AMPA-Rs traffi  cking into synapse disrupts newly learning. These studies estffi ablish 
that AMPA-Rs work as a key molecular machinery underlying experience and learn-
ing. Recent studies using postmortem brains revealed the quantitative alteration of 
AMPA-Rs may relate to some variety of mental disorders including schizophrenia,
depression and ASD. Among these studies, membrane numbers of AMPA-Rs seem to
account for these disorders. However, with the current techniques, we cannot observe 
the behavior of AMPA-Rs in living human brains. Our study aim to develop new PET 
probes to detect the membrane numbers of AMPA-Rs in living human brains. We dis-
closed that animals experiencing inhibitory avoidance (IA) task increase the membrane
surface expressions of AMPA-Rs up to 1.5-fold of control animals in the hippocampus.
To detect these changes in vivo, we developed new method using LC/MS-MS. Briefl y,fl
we administered compounds previously known to bind to AMPA-Rs specifi cally tofi
adult rats intravenously. 24 hours later, we dissected hippocampus and measure these 
compounds in the hippocampus using LC/MS-MS. Then we analyze the correlation 
between biochemical data and MS data. As a result, some compounds increased in IA+
animals compared to control animals. These results indicate that these compounds 
detect the increase of surface expression of AMPA-Rs in vivo.
( COI: No )

P1-231
A new method to isolate basophils from peripheral blood without 
dilution or hemolysis by the fl ow-through density gradientfl
centrifugation
Shiono, Hiroyuki1; Matsui, Takuya1; Masubuchi, Satoru1; Ito, Yoichiro2

（1Dept Physiol, Aichi Med Univ Sch Med, Aichi, Japan; 2Lab Biosep Tech, Biochem 
Biophysics Cent, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA）

We have developed a novel fl ow-through density gradient cell separation method. Thisfl
system continuously separates a large number of cells into fi ve fractions according fi
to their densities. As the blood contains a huge number of red blood cells (over 1,000
times of the number of leukocytes), the pretreatment with dilution and hemolysis is 
usually essential for harvesting leukocytes. However, we separated basophils, which
had the fewest number among leukocyte population, from 20ml of human peripheral
blood in 3 hours without the pretreatment. A set of isosmotic Percoll media with the 
densities of 1.050, 1.074, 1.079, 1.090, 1.095 and 1.104g/ml was prepared, and introduced
into the channel to form a density gradient. Then the anti-coagulated blood was con-
tinuously fed into inlet 1, through which Percoll medium with the density of 1.050g/
ml was fl owing. Harvested fractions with the density of 1.079g/ml and 1fl .090g/ml were
washed, and the cell pellets were re-suspended into 1ml of the density medium with
1.050g/ml. This cell suspension was fed through inlet 1 and separated under the same 
condition, again. Separated cells in the density of 1.079g/ml and 1.090 g/ml by the sec-
ond run contained basophils at about 72% and neutrophils at about 92%, respectively. 
The red blood cell counts were about 6% in each fraction. Without diluting the blood
sample shortened the time required for cell separation and the repeating operation 
made possible to remove most of red blood cells.
( COI: No )

P1-232
Novel mouse xenograft model for noninvasive in vivo imaging ofo
human tumor cell and tissue in the auricle
Kita, Sayaka; Higuchi, Hideo（Grad. Sch. Sci., The Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan）

We developed methods of preparing xenograft model and imaging GFP-expressing 
cells to observe noninvasively cells in mouse auricles. We selected the ear auricle
of mouse for observation of tumor cells because of very thin (about 150-200 µm) and
limited hypodermal tissue. We have developed a novel xenograft model which has 
tumor in auricle. We injected five kinds of human cancer cell lines into the ear auriclefi
of SCID mice; breast cancer cell lines named KPL4-EB1-GFP and MDA-MB-231, MDA-
MB-231-EB1-GFP and MDA-MB-231-GFP-tub, and glioma cells line U87MG. Tumor
was successfully formed 100% of injected mice at incitation of > 4.6×106 cells in all
cell lines. The tumor and cells in auricle were noninvasively imaged by spinning disk 
confocal (CSU) system equipped with automatic positioning stage, piezo actuator for
objective and an EMCCD camera. We imaged GFP fluorescence in the MDA-MB-321-fl
GFP-tub cells in tumor of ear auricle without injuring mice. The individual two cells in 
tumor were distinguished faintly with bright background of tumor fl uorescence. Wefl
also took a montage view of tumor cover wide area (3×2 mm). The shape of a tumor 
appeared faintly at the depth > 40 µm, suggesting the shape is background of a tumor 
located deeper. There are several bright spots in the diameter of about 20 µm in the
enlarged image, indicating those are single cells. We could successfully perform real
time observation of GFP fl uorescence in the breast cancer cells in noninvasive condi-fl
tion by a CSU system. 
( COI: No )

P1-233
Thermo stabilized super-active TALEN mediated highly effi cient and 
homogeneous gene knock-out in mammalian embryos
Ikeda, Kazuho; Terahara, Yoko; Sumiyama, Kenta; Okada, Yasushi（RIKEN, Osaka,
Japan）

Gene editing in vivo has become possible by the development of artifi cial nucleases fi
that can be designed to cut the genome DNA selectively at the target site in the 
genome. TALENs are highly specific artififi  cial nucleases, has been proven to be usefulfi
for the genome editing in lower vertebrates such as zebrafi sh and Xenopus. However fi
in mammalian cells and embryos, TALENs often show poor activity, which limited
its applications. To overcome this limitation of TALEN, we introduced amino acid 
substitutions into TALE DNA binding domain which might participate in conforma-
tional stability under high temperature. Several mutations were introduced, and some
successfully showed signifi cantly higher activity at 37fi oC both in vitro and in vivo. 
TALENs made from this high activity mutant (named "super-active" TALEN) showed
signifi cantly higher rate of genome editing in zebrafifi  sh eggs. Finally we have demon-fi
strated that our super-active TALEN effi  ciently introduced site specififfi c mutations infi
mouse embryos. Interestingly, genome analyses detected only less than four diff er-ffff
ent mutant alleles in each baby. In the case of CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene editing, 
however, more than eight alleles were often detected. These results suggest that 
super-active TALEN shows its activity at two-cell stage, earlier than CRISPR/Cas9, 
thus super-active TALEN might serve as an eff ective tool for the genome editing in ffff
mammalian cells and embryos.
( COI: No )

P1-234
In vitro analysis of thermo stabilized super-active TALEN
Terahara, Yoko; Ikeda, Kazuho; Miyashita, Naoyuki; Okada, Yasushi（Quantitative 
Biology Center, RIKEN, Osaka, Japan）

Gene editing　in vivo has become possible by the development of artifi cial nucleasesfi
that can be designed to cut the genome DNA selectively at the target site in the
genome. TALENs are highly specific artififi  cial nucleases, has been proven to be useful fi
for the genome editing in lower vertebrates such as zebrafi sh and Xenopus. Howeverfi
in mammalian cells and embryos, TALENs often show poor activity, which limited
its applications. Recently we have developed "super-active" TALEN by introducing 
amino acid substitutions into specifi c residues of TALE DNA binding domain, andfi
demonstrated that super-active TALEN can mediate effi  cient genome editing in mouseffi
embryos and zebrafi sh eggs.fi
To evaluate how our "super-active" mutations actually affect enzymatic properties, we ff
have produced active TALEN proteins in E. Coli expression system and measured 
their activities in vitro. Our data suggested that super-active TALEN is more stable at
37 oC, which might cause high activity. In addition, all-atom molecular dynamics simula-
tions confi rmed the stabilization of the conformation. The mutated residufi es apparently
suppressed the intramolecular fl uctuations. Our in vitro and in silico based approaches fl
provide us a new insight for further improvement of TALEN techniques, including 
even more active TALEN, other gene editing enzymes, and new biological tools such
as sequence specifi c DNA binding probes.fi
( COI: No )
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P1-235
On the relationship of the distributions of the cutaneous nerves
between the musculocutaneous nerve and the radial nerve
Saitou, Midori1; Yoshihara, Miku1; Tokita, Kounosuke1, 2; Kojima, Ryuhei1; 
Aizawa, Yukio2; Kumaki, Katsuji2; Kageyama, Ikuo2（1Phys. Th. Sch. Saitama. Med. 
Univ., Sitama, Japan; 2Sch. Life dentistry at Niigata Nippon Dent. Univ., Niigata, Japan）

It has been explained in many textbooks that the musculocutaneous nerve is the
ventral nerve and the radial nerve is the dorsal nerve. However, we encountered a 
special case of the total defect of the superficial branch of the radial nerve, which wasfi
compensated by the lateral antebrachial cutaneous nerve from the musculocutaneous
nerve. Now we show the details of the distribution of the cutaneous nerves in the
hand region and the formation of the brachial plexus of this case. To compare with
the normal state, we also examined the distributions of the cutaneous nerves in the
hand in some normal cases. On the consequence, the lateral antebrachial cutaneous
nerve generally communicated with superficial branch of the radial nerve at the radialfi
side of the distal part of the forearm and distributed in some area of the dorsal side of 
the wrist region, while the radial nerve distributed into the palmar side of the thumb.
Thus, the fibers in the musculocutaneous nerve was not only the ventral cofi mponents
and the radial nerve also contained not only the dorsal components. These indicated
that the peripheral nerves should be considered as the road to the fi bers, therefore,fi
the cutaneous fi bers to the dorsal hand could run in the musculocutaneos nervefi  sub-
stituted for the radial nerve.
( COI: No )

P1-236
Transposition of innervation to brachial flexors: musculocutaneus fl
nerve variations
Shionoya, Kento1; Hayashi, Mari1; Hayashi, Shogo2; Qu, Ning2; Hatayama, Naoyuki2;
Kawata, Shinichi2; Itoh, Masahiro2（1Sch. Med. Tokyo. Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 
2Depart. of Anat. Tokyo. Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

Backgrounds: A musculocutaneous nerve (MCN) generally innervates the brachial 
fl exors (BF), i.e. the coracobrachialis (CB), biceps brachii (BBfl ) and brachialis (B). As
variations of MCN, the absence of MCN and the communicating branch (Com) with
median nerve (MN) are known. Furthermore, the cases that MN innervates to some
BF have been also reported as the translocation of BF innervations.
Methods: Sixty two upper limbs were observed. In each limb, the variations of MCN 
and the nerves innervating the BF were recorded.
Results: In all cases, the BF branches came out in the order of the CB, BB, and B.
Sixteen limbs had the Com between the MCN and MN. The absence of MCN was
observed in one limb. Translocation of the BF innervations was observed in one limb.
In this case and all previously reported cases of the translocation, the Com between 
MCN and MN were observed. Furthermore, in all cases of the translocations, no BF
branch arose from the MCN distal to the Com.
Discussion: Depending on these characteristics of the BF branches and the origins of 
the Com, MCN variations could be classifi ed theoretically into fifi  ve patterns. Althoughfi
all patterns were not covered in the present upper limbs, these patterns were covered 
including the previous reported cases without exception.
Conclusion: These results suggest that the translocation of BF innervations closely
relates to the communication between MCN and MN.
( COI: No )

P1-237
Sex difference in the location of the obturator nerve leaving pelvic
cavity
Enomoto, Yuki1; Hayashi, Shogo2; Qu, Ning2; Hatayama, Naoyuki2; Kawata, Shinichi2; 
Nishiyama, Takahisa3; Itoh, Masahiro2（1Sch. Med. Tokyo. Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan;
2Department of Anat. Tokyo. Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan; 3Department of Anesthes. Tokyo.
Med. Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

Background: To prospect location of the obturator nerve (ON) from the body surface
is diffi  cult. The aim of this study is to evaluate the location of thffi e ON and its sex dif-
ference.
Methods: Twenty-seven bisected pelvises of human cadavers (10 males and 17 fe-
males) were observed. After the external obturator muscle was exhibited on the pelvic
surface, the following measurements were carried out; the distance between pubic
tubercle and the ON (D1); the angles between the inguinal ligament and the ON, at 
pubic tubercle (A1); the minimum distance between the ON and the inguinal ligament
(D2); and the angles formed by inguinal ligament and a line which links pubic tubercle
and ischial tuberosity (A2).
Results: The ONs were located on anterolateral part of obturator foramen in all cases. 
D1s were partially correlated with D2s (r=0.45, p=0.017). The significant sex difffi  er-ff
ences in A1s (94.0 ± 3.36 degree in males and 86.4 ± 4.08 degree in females, p＜0.0001) 
and A2s (106.6 ± 5.37 degree in males and 95.3 ± 3.47 degree in females, p＜0.0001)
were detected.
Conclusion: In females, ONs tended to leave pelvises more smaller angle than those of 
males. This diff erence may reflffff ect sex difffl  erence in the form of pelvis.ff
( COI: No )

P1-238
Constantly existence of the sensory branch in the nerve to the
pyramidalis muscle and gender difference of the course in the nerve
Haba, Daijiro1; Watanabe, Yuko2; Arakawa, Takamitsu3; Kageyama, Ikuo4; 
Kumaki, Katsuji5; Miki, Akinori3（1Kobe University School of Health Science, Kobe, 
Japan; 2Kobe University Graduate School of Medicine, Kobe, Japan; 3Kobe University 
Graduate School of Health Science, Kobe, Japan; 4Department of Anatomy, Faculty of 
Life Dentistry, The Nippon Dental University at Niigata, Japan; 5Nigata University of 
Rehabilitation, Nigata, Japan）

The pyramidalis (Py) is often absent in human-being. It is very important to investigate
distribution patterns of the nerve to the Py to study morphogenesis of its muscle. Sen-
sory branches from the nerve to the Py were constantly observed. Ten cases out of 
six cadavers were studied. In all cases, the sensory branches from the nerve to the Py ff
innervated to the tendon of Py, the rectus abdominis, internal oblique and the linea alba
were found. Additionally, gender diff erence in the course of the ilioinguinal and genitalffff
branch of the genitofemoral nerves was observed. The nerve to the Py appeared from
the superfi cial inguinal ring went downward and upward immediately in malfi e cases.
Namely, it made U-shaped course in male. However, the course of the nerve to the f
Py in females was straight. We suggest the U-shaped course of the nerves was based 
on the results of the descensus testis. It is important to investigate the distribution of 
sensory branches and gender diff erences on the course of the nerve to the Py in the ff
absent case of the Py. 
( COI: No )

P1-239
Anatomical variations of arterial supply to the spleen in rabbits
Ikegami, Reona1; Tanimoto, Yoshimasa1; Kishimoto, Miori2; Shibata, Hideshi1（1Fac.
Agri. Tokyo Univ. Agri. Tech., Fuchu, Tokyo, Japan; 2Fac. Agri. Tokyo Univ. Agri.
Tech., Fuchu, Tokyo, Japan）

The morphology of the spleen diff ers depending on each species. The rabbit that isff
widely used as an experimental animal is popular recently among companion animals. g
The rabbit has the fl at, elongated spleen with the longitudinal hilus running alongfl theg
visceral surface. However, the arterial distribution to the spleen has not been studied 
in detail so far. Thus, we studied anatomical variations of arterial supply to the rabbit 
spleen. Twenty-six male and 5 female New Zealand White rabbits, weighting 2.5-3.0 
kg, were used. In the cadaver fixed with formalin, a cannula was inserted into the fi
thoracic aorta to be injected with colored latex. After further fi xation for more than 7fi
days, we observed the macroscopic arterial supply to the spleen. The splenic artery
arises as the fi rst independent branch of the celiac artery, and runs toward tfi he splenic
hilus to provide the splenic branches, whose number is predominantly 5 or 6, to the 
paremchyma of the spleen. The splenic branch often arises as a trunk (predominantly 
1 ranging from 0 to 4) in common with the short gastric arteries (predominantly 4
ranging from 3 to 6) that distribute to the greater curvature or the visceral surface of 
the stomach. The terminal branch of the splenic artery continues as the left gastroepi-
ploic artery toward the greater curvature. The results demonstrate that the pattern 
of arterial distributions to the spleen varies depending on each specimen, suggesting 
that such variations must be considered at experimental and veterinary surgical treat-
ments in rabbits.
( COI: No )

P1-240
Distribution of artery in the maxillary sinus
Azumane, Marii1; Ando, Yoshinori2; Fujiwara, Naoki3; Fujimura, Akira2（1Sch. Dent.
Iwate Med Univ., Morioka, Japan; 2Dept. Anat. Iwate Med Univ., Morioka, Japan; 3Div.
Dev. Biol. Regener. Med., Iwate Med Univ., Morioka, Japan）

A dental implant is the advanced dental care at present, and is developed new meth-
ods. When especially the bone resorption in an upper molar part is remarkable, the
maxillary sinus (MS) fl oor augmentation which increases the thickness of a bone re-fl
quired for an implant operation is performed. However, the detailed study of the
distribution of artery in the maxillary sinus was not performed. 
Methods: We used 13 maxillary sinuses in 42 cadavers which had the thickness of bone 
at the upper molar area. Then the height of the artery/groove from the bottom of MSff
and thickness of the artery were measured and then the branches from the infraorbital 
artery were dissected.
Results and Discussion: The height of the blood vessel from the bottom of MS runs to
anteroposterior direction among blood vessels macroscopically observable as a blood 
vessel or it’s groove on the lateral wall of MS was 6.2mm of average. The artery run-
ning anteroposterior direction on the lateral wall of MS was formed Posterior superior
alveolar artery from a posterior wall and the anterior superior alveolar artery from 
an anterior wall as the past report. Additionally, we checked that the median superior
alveolar artery (The name of his artery is not describe in the textbook.) and malar 
artery (The name of this artery is not described in human anatomical textbook.). From
the above results, we suggest naming it the “intrasinual (arterial) arch”.
( COI: No )
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P1-241
A rare case report of inferior vena cava duplication
Ito, Taro; Hayakawa, Aki; Takeuti, Rihoko; Ikeda, Yayoi（Aichi Gakuin Univ. Sch.
Dent., Nagoya, Japan）

The inferior vena cava (IVC) is the largest vein in the body, and functionally important
for the majority of venous return from the lower extremities and abdomen, and drains
into the right atrium. The double IVC or duplication of IVC is a well-known congenital 
anomaly and the incidence has been reported to be 0.2%-3%. Most duplicated IVC 
cases are clinically asymptomatic. However, since it has been reported that duplicated 
IVCs tend to be found in patients with hydroneprosis and various other conditions, 
they may have signifi cant clinical implications, such as deep venous thrombosis andfi
unexpected hemorrhage. Here, we report a case of an anatomic variant of IVC duplica-
tion that was found in the cadaver of an 81-year-old Japanese female during a student
dissection course at Aichi Gakuin University School of Dentistry. We will describe
the detailed anatomical features of this case, and will also discuss about this from
the developmental aspect, since IVC duplication is caused by abnormal connections
and regressions of subcardinal veins during embryonic development of the IVC. The
authors have no confl icts of interest to declare.fl
( COI: No )

P1-242
The continuity of the marginal artery system distributing the
stomach and duodenum
Kurachi, Moegi; Kudoh, Hiroyuki; Sakai, Tatsuo（Juntendo Univ., Tokyo, Japan）

The gastric arteries (GA), the gastro-omental arteries (GOA) and the pancreaticoduo-
denal arteries (PDA) run along the wall of stomach and duodenum to give off terminal ff
branches (Vasae rectae) supplying them. The situation is similar to the outermost
arcades of jejunal / ileal arteries and the marginal artery of the colon. We hypothesize
that they constitute a continual marginal artery system in the abdominal gastrointes-
tinal tract. The aim of this study is to examine the continuity of the marginal arteries
in the stomach and duodenum region. 5 human abdominal gastrointestinal tracts were 
investigated. The marginal arteries sent off  series of the terminal branches to a longitu-ff
dinal band-like area on the wall of stomach and duodenum. The longitudinal band sup-
plied from GOA was situated along the greater curvature of stomach, and continued
to the band on the anterior surface of duodenum supplied by the anterior PDA, which
continued to the band on the jejunal wall. The other band of stomach supplied by GA 
was located along the lesser curvature. The distributing area of the supraduodenal 
arteries connected the band on lesser curvature and the band on posterior duodenal 
wall supplied by the posterior PDA. The posterior duodenal band terminated at the
Treitz ligament. These result suggested that the gastroduodenal artery and its ter-
minal branches, the supraduodenal arteries, constitute the marginal artery system of 
the duodenum. The marginal artery system is thought to be formed as double stream
until the Treitz ligament. 
( COI: No )

P1-243
A case of duplicated inferior vena cava
Suzuki, Hiroyuki1; Sutou, Satoko1; Sugimoto, Shun1; Suga, Ryota1;  
Kurisaki, Tomohiro2; Aochi, Hidekazu2; Takano, Kazuhiro2; Fujita, Keiko2;
Nagashima, Masabumi2（1Saitama Med. Univ., Saitama, Japan; 2Dept. Anat., Saitama
Med. Univ., Saitama, Japan）

A case of duplicated inferior vena cava (IVC) along with other anatomical vessel varia-
tions in a female cadaver is reported.
Duplicated inferior vena cava (D-IVC) is congenital venous anomaly has an incidence
rate ranging from 0.3 % to 3 %. According to Adachi (1940), it has an incidence of 
1.4±0.34 %. More recently, diagnostic imaging has revealed that D-IVC tends to be
found in patients with hydronephrosis and various other conditions. The clinical im-
portance of this anomaly lies in three principal areas: the potential for misdiagnosis on 
imaging; technical diffi  culties during retroperitoneal surgery and their signififfi cance in fi
relation to the etiology and management of venous thromboembolism. In this anomaly,
the right and left iliac veins drain into ipsilateral vena cavas that ascend on either 
side of the abdominal aorta until they form a confluence at the level of the renal veins. fl
During the anatomical practice at Saitama Medical University in 2014, a case of D-IVC 
was observed in a 93-year-old Japanese female cadaver. Bilateral inferior vena cava, 
left sided IVC receiving a left renal vein, and transiliac vein were found through dissec-
tion. In this study, we will discuss the literature with respect to embryological studies, 
morphological classifications, and disease correlations.fi
( COI: No )

P1-244
Observation of the lenticulostriate arteries
Isii, Hiroaki1; Aoyagi, Takahiro1; Tokunaga, Karen2; Yan, Jun2; Kimura, Eiji2;  
Hitomi, Jiro2（1Grad 4grade Dpt Anat, Med, Iwate Med Univ, Iwate, Japan; 2Dpt Anat, 
Med, Iwate Med Univ, Iwate, Japan）

The importance of the lenticulostriate arteries (LSA) was pointed out because the ar-
teries distributed to the internal capsule, caudate and lentiform nucleus. Recently, with
the development of 7.0-T MRI (although it has not been spread) the imaging of the ar-
teries has been reported (Kang et al, 2009). We think, however, the observation results
with the gross anatomy method on the arteries are very necessary, because it is the
basic data of the arteries and could to off er consultations for the MRI imaging. For theffff
purpose we investigated the LSA with twenty-four Japanese brain specimens (fixed fi
with 15% formalin and preserved in 50% alcohol for 6 months), to report the branch 
number, branch pattern, the distance between the confl uence point of the internalfl
carotid artery with the posterior communicating artery to the origin point of the LSA.
( COI: No )

P1-245
Thoracic insuffi ciency syndrome in an elderly woman
Taniguchi, Jumpei; Kaidoh, Toshiyuki; Okazaki, Kenji; Nakane, Hironobu;  
Naguro, Tomonori; Mukuda, Takao; Koyama, Yuka; Kameie, Toshio; Inaga, Sumire

（Fac. Med., Tottori Univ., Yonago, Japan）

During the demonstration of an anatomical dissection for medical students at Tottori
University, a narrow left thoracic cavity and fl attened left lung was observed in an fl
elderly woman who had died of pneumonia. Autopsy fi ndings also included left scoliosis fi
and deformity of the upper four ribs on the left side. These fi ndings in the thorax and fi
the left lung suggested that this patient had thoracic insuffi  ciency syndrome (TIS), ffi
which is characterized by the inability of the thorax to support normal respiration or
lung growth. Further histological examination of the lung tissues showed an absence
of alveoli in the left lung. Therefore, the hypoplastic left lung was thought to have had 
negligible respiratory function. This suggests that hypoplastic lung tissue in TIS does 
not recover throughout life without appropriate treatment. The right lung, however, 
showed compensatory enlargement and had well-developed alveoli, although filled with fi
infl ammatory cells. Although the right lung had provided adequate fl respiratory func-
tion over the lifetime of the patient, pneumonia in the one normally functioning lung 
proved fatal in this elderly woman. This fi nding suggests that early surgical treatment fi
is desirable to promote development of the thorax and lung on the aff ected side. Medi-ffff
cal professionals should be aware of the potentially fatal consequences of pulmonary 
infections in limited functioning lung tissue in elderly TIS patients.
( COI: No )

P1-246
Two atypical cases of vertebral arteries
Aoyama, Masaya; Iwahashi, Yumi; Ueyama, Takashi; Ito, Takao; Yamamoto, Yuta;
Tsuruo, Yoshihiro（Wakayama Med. Univ., Wakayama, Japan）

In general, the vertebral arteries arise from the subclavian arteries, and enter the
transverse foramens of the sixth cervical vertebra and pass through the transverse
foramen of C1 (the atlas). They travel medially and posteriorly along the posterior 
arch of C1, penetrate the dura mater and enter the foramen magnum. We encountered 
two cases of vertebral arteries with anomalous origins, and courses in a Japanese
93-year-old (case 1) and a 101-year-old (case 2) Japanese female cadavers during the 
student dissection practice at Wakayama Medical University at 2012. In case 1, the left 
vertebral artery directly branched from the aortic arch and entered the left transverse 
foramen of the fourth cervical vertebra. The right vertebral artery branched from the
right subclavian artery and entered the right transverse foramen of the fourth cervical 
vertebra. In case 2, the left vertebral artery ran medially into the vertebral canal im-
mediately though the transverse foramen of the axis instead of passing through that of 
the atlas (a C2 segmental type of vertebral artery). The vertebral artery on the right 
side and the cervical nerves on both sides were in a conventional position.
( COI: No )
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P1-247
The relationship between a maxillary sinus and superior alveolar
nerves and vessels demonstrated by cone-beam CT combined with 
μ-CT and histological analyses
Kasahara, Norio1; Tanaka, Ray3; Hayashi, Takafumi3; Kenmotsu, Shinichi2;
Ohshima, Hayato2（1Faculty Dent., Niigata Univ., Niigata, Japan; 2Div. Anat. Cell 
Biol. Hard Tissue, Niigata Univ. Grad. Sch. Med. Dent. Sci., Niigata, Japan; 3Div. 
Oral Maxillofacial Radiol, Niigata Univ. Grad. Sch. Med. Dent. Sci., Niigata, Japan）
Background: There is no available detailed data on three-dimensional courses of hu-
man superior alveolar nerves and vessels. This study aimed to clarify the relationship
between a maxillary sinus and superior alveolar nerves and vessels using cone-beam
computed tomography (CT) combined with µ-CT and histological analyses.
Methods: DICOM data obtained from the scanned heads/maxillae of cadavers for 
undergraduate dissection practice and skulls using cone-beam CT (MercuRay; Hitachi) 
were reconstructed into the three-dimensional (3D) images using a software (INTAGE g
Realia; KGT). The 3D images were compared with µ-CT (Elescan; Nittetsu Elex) im-
ages and histological sections.
Results: Cone-beam CT clarifi ed the relationship between a maxillary sinus and thefi
superior alveolar canals/grooves. The main anterior superior alveolar canal/groove 
ran anteriorly through the upper part of sinus, and terminated at the lower part of 
piriform aperture. The main posterior one ran through the lateral lower part of sinus 
and communicated with the anterior one. Histological analysis demonstrated the exis-
tence of nerves and vessels in these canals/grooves.
Conclusions: The cone-beam CT is suggestive to be the useful method to clarify the 
superior alveolar canals/grooves including nerves and vessels at the level of histologi-
cal section. 
( COI: No )

P1-248
Development of the skeletal model with facial and masticatory
muscles to reproduce a three-dimensional positional relationship
between these muscles
Takami, Hisako1; Sato, Masahiko2; Aizawa, Yukio3; Kageyama, Ikuo4; 
Ohshima, Hayato4（1Nihon Fukushi Univ., Chita-gun, Aichi, Japan; 2MMI Co.,
Niigata, Japan; 3Nippon Dental Univ. Sch. Life Dent. Niigata, Japan; 4Niigata Univ.,
Grad. Sch. Med. Dent. Sci., Niigata, Japan）

Objectives: This study aimed to dissect the precise courses of facial and masticatory
muscles and develop the skeletal model with muscles to reproduce a three-dimensional
positional relationship between these muscles.
Methods: During the anatomical dissection courses held in the Nippon Dental Univer-
sity at Niigata and Niigata University, we investigated a three-dimension positional rela-
tionship between facial and masticatory muscles using human cadavers. Based on these
findings, we made the prototype of facial and masticatory musclefi s using epoxy putty.
Results: There were variations in the courses of facial muscles between cadavers and
even in the same cadaver. Some muscles changed their courses depending on distri-
butions of blood vessels. Finally, we succeeded to make the prototype of facial and
masticatory muscles to reproduce a three-dimensional positional relationship between 
these muscles based on anatomical knowledge.
Conclusions: Although there was moderate regularity in the regional distribution of 
facial muscles, diff erent facial muscles compensatedffff their spread each other, resulting 
in variations in the courses of facial muscles. The skeletal model with facial and mas-
ticatory muscles based on this knowledge is useful to understand a three-dimensional
positional relationship between these muscles.
( COI: No )

P1-249
Comparative anatomical analysis of the itch neural circuit in
mammals
Mukai, Hiroki; Takanami, Keiko; Inoue, Kaihei; Kawata, Mitsuhiro（Med. Kyoto
Prefectural Univ. Med., Kyoto, Japan）

Recently, the spinal gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP)-receptor has been identifi ed as anfi
itch-specifi c mediator in the somatosensory system. We focused on GRP as afi  marker 
of itch neural circuit and demonstrated the expression of GRP in the small-sized dor-
sal root ganglion and trigeminal ganglion (TG) neurons, and axon terminals in the 
superficial layers of the spinal dorsal horn and trigeminal sensory nfi ucleus caudalis 
(Vc) in male rats. In order to compare the GRP distribution in diff erent mammalian ffff
species, we used male mouse (rodent), male suncus (insectivore), and male monkey
(primate) by staining with toluidine blue and immunohistochemistry. Morphometric
analysis showed that GRP was expressed in 7% of mouse, 12% of rat, and 9% of suncus 
TG neuron. GRP was found in small-sized TG neurons in mouse, rat, and monkey but 
in various types of suncus. GRP terminated the superfi cial layers of the spinal dorsalfi
horn and Vc in mouse, rat, suncus, and monkey. These fi ndings indicated that GRP isfi
common mediator to mammalian sensory neurons.
( COI: No )

P1-250
Comparative study of the innervation pattern to the plantaris muscle
between human and non-human primates
Gessho, Tatsuya1; Arakawa, Takamitsu2; Terashima, Toshio3; Miki, Akinori2

（1Sch. Health Science, Kobe Univ., Kobe, Japan; 2Grad. Sch. Health Science, Kobe
Univ., Kobe, Japan; 3Grad. Sch. Medicine, Kobe Univ., Kobe, Japan）

In phylogenetically, the plantaris muscle (PM) constantly exists in non-human primates,
though this muscle often lacks in human. To elucidate its phylogeny, it might be useful
to examine and compare detailed innervation patterns in the human and non-human
primates. We compared innervation pattern of the PM in specimens of human (6 
sides; 1 side of these lacked the PM), chimpanzee (2 sides) and rhesus monkey (1 side).
Epineurium of the tibial nerve was peeled in all specimens. In the rhesus monkey and 
chimpanzees, the nerve to the PM (NP) formed a common trunk with the nerve to the 
fl exor digitorum fifl  bularis muscle (NF). But, in one chimpanzee, an additional musfi cular
branch to the soleus was found (NS2), which formed a common trunk with the NP. 
In all human cases, the branch equivalent to the NS2 of the chimpanzee existed and 
formed a common trunk with the NP. The NP forming the common trunk with the
nerve to the gastrocnemius (NG) and soleus (NS) was found only in one human case. In
the case in which the PM lacked, the NS2 formed the common trunk with the NG and
NS in addition to the NF. These results suggest that in the human case in which the
PM is lacking, muscular component of the PM might be mingled with the bipennate
muscle part of the soleus innervated NS2 in the human to adapt increasing antigravi-
tational activity during the evolutionary change.
( COI: No )

P1-251
Comparative anatomy of the teres major muscle in a rough-toothed 
dolphin (Steno bredanensis)s
Ikeda, Makiba1; Koizumi, Masahiro2（1Tokyo Ariake Univ. Med. Health Sci., Tokyo,
Japan; 2Tokyo Ariake Univ. Med. Health Sci., Tokyo, Japan）

In most textbooks (Romer & Parsons 1977; Stark 1982), the teres major muscle (tm)
in mammals is described to be diff erentiated from the latissimus dorsi muscle (ld).ffff
However, Koizumi (2012, 2013) has clarified that the tm or its relevant muscles infi
monotremes and monitors had a close relationship with the subscapularis muscle (sb),
not with the ld. This fact was confi rmed in humans (Kato 1989). On the other hand, fi
the tm of dolphins has been reported to receive the branch of the thoracodorsal nerve 
that innervated the ld. (Sekiya 2011; Takakura 1997). Therefore, in this study we have
clarifi ed the innervation of the tm in both arms of a rough-toothed dfi olphin. Results:
the scapular spine and infraspinous fossa cannot be distinguished from each other and
formed a fl at surface. From the caudal one-third of this surface the tm wfl as originated 
and inserted into the humerus joining with the ld. The thoracodorsal nerve and the 
several subscapular branches were branched off  from the posterior cord, formed byff
the ventral rami of the lowest four cervical nerves (C5-8) and the fi rst thoracic nervefi
(Th1). The tm was supplied by two diff erent nerves. One was from the subscapularffff
branches and the other from the thoracodorsal nerve. Observing the intramuscular
distribution, the subscapular branches distributed into the cranial two-thirds of the tm 
and the branch from the thoracodorsal nerve supplied the caudal one-third of the tm.
Based on this observations we will discuss the dual origin of the tm and the relation-
ship among tm, ld and sb in dolphins. 
( COI: No )

P1-252
Effects of decrine of mechanical stress on structure of tibial articular
cartilage and growth plate in rats
Kusaka, Shota; Ohsako, Masafumi（Undergrad. Sch. Lifedesign, Toyo Univ., Saitama,
Japan）

Purpose: Articular cartilage and growth plate have same embryological origin, but 
their diff erence in reactions of these cartilage to decrease in mechanicff al stress hasn’t
been reports. This study aimed to compare and investigate differences of reactions of ffff
the articular cartilage, the growth plate and epiphyseal cancellous bone to decreasing 
in mechanical loads.
Materials and methods: Five weeks old rats (wistar strain, male) were used as materi-
als. They were divided into tail-suspended group (TS) and control (CO). Furthermore,
TS was divided into three groups (TS1, TS2 and TS3), CO was also divided into similar 
groups (CO1, CO2, CO3). TS1, TS2 and TS3 were tail-suspended for 1, 2 and 3 weeks,
respectively, and CO were fed normally in same periods as TS. They were killed under 
euthanasia, knee joints were excised. Those structures were observed histologically 
and their histomorphometrical data were measured.
Results: Thickness of middle layer of articular cartilage decreased at middle and pos-
terior portions and thickness of cartilage also decreased wholly, in CO. On the other 
hand, little changes of thickness of that were recognized in even TS3. Many TRAP
positive cells were found at subchondral bone in TS, compared to CO. Size of chon-
drocytes slightly decrease in growth plate of TS, but thickness of each cell layers was 
same as CO.
Conclusion: It was suggested that mechanical loading might be important factor for
decrease in thickness of the articular cartilage with growth, and this was defer from
in the case of growth plate that related to bone growth.
( COI: No )
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P1-253
Immunohistochemical localization of ectonucleotide
pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase-1(ENPP-1) and tissue-
nonspecifi c type alkaline phosphatase (TNALP) in bone
Kobayashi, Hirokazu1; Hongo, Hiromi1; Haraguchi, Mai1; Oda, Kimimitsu2;
Amizuka, Norio1（1Dep. Hard Tissue, Hokkaido Univ., Sappoeo, Japan; 2Div. Biochem., 
Niigata Univ., Niigata, Japan）
Introduction: Ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase-1 (ENPP-1) is an en-
zyme which synthesizes a pyrophosphate - an inhibitor of mineralization -, e.g., from 
extracellular adenosine nucleotide. In contrast, tissue-nonspecifi c alkaline phosphatase fi
(TNALP) divides a pyrophosphate into two PO4-. Both molecules are involved in bone 
mineralization, so that, in this study, we have examined the immunolocalization of 
TNALP and ENPP-1 in bone. 
Materials and Methods: Male C57BL/6 mice with the age of around 8-weeks old (con-
trol group) and the mice injected with hPTH (1-34) with a regimen of 80µg/kg/day, 
twice/day (PTH group) were fi xed, and their femurs were embedded into paraffifi n for ffi
histochemical detection of ENPP-1 and TNALP.
Results and Discussion: In the femoral metaphyses, TNALP-immunoreactivity was 
seen mainly in osteoblasts and overlying preosteoblasts, while ENPP-1 positivity was
observed in osteoblasts and osteocytes embedded in the bone matrix. Unlike the con-
trol group, PTH-administered femora showed many trabeculae surrounded with a
thick layer of preosteoblasts. An intense TNALP reactivity was detected in the thick
layer of preosteoblasts and plump osteoblasts. Interestingly, ENPP-1 immunoreactivity 
was observed in some groups but not all of osteoblasts, as well as osteocytes. Thus,
TNALP tends to localize preosteoblasts and osteoblasts, while ENPP-1 is seen in ma-
ture osteoblast and osteocytes. 
( COI: No )

P1-254
Ultrastructural phenotypes of preosteoblasts and bone marrow
stromal cells in tibial metaphyses in mice
Hayakawa, Minako1; Nakagawa, Aiko1; Yamamoto, Tomomaya2; Hongo, Hiromi2;
Hasegawa, Tomoka2; Amizuka, Norio2（1Sch. Of Dental Med., Hokkaido Univ, 
Sapporo, Japan; 2Dept. of Develop. Biol. Hard Tissue, Hokkaido Univ, Sapporo, Japan）a

Purpose: Preosteoblasts are identifi ed as osteoblastic precursors, which are localized fi
over the mature osteoblasts and able to proliferate. Scott has verifi ed ultrastructures fi
of preosteoblasts by using 3H-thymidine electron microscopic autoradiography, but 
their ultrastructural phenotypes are still veiled. In addition, it is diffi  cult to distinguishffi
preosteoblasts from bone marrow stromal cells. In this study, we examined ultrastruc-
tures of preosteoblasts in the murine metaphysis.
Materials and Methods: Eight weeks-old ICR mice were perfused with a mixture of 
paraformaldehyde and glutaraldehyde solution, and then tibiae were extracted for ad-
ditional immersion with the same fi xatives. The specimens were decalcififi ed with 5%fi
EDTA and embedded into epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl 
acetate and lead citrate prior to TEM observation.
Results and discussion: Bone marrow stromal cells showed fl attened or spindle shapes, fl
possessing lysosomes, lipid droplets and Golgi apparatus. In contrast, there were at
least, in part, two phenotypes of preosteoblasts: one is a cell with well-developed rough
endoplasmic reticulum (rER) and Golgi apparatus, which suggested their potential to 
synthesize extracellular matrix. The others lacked abundant rER, but included many 
vesicles and Golgi apparatus. Thus, our ultrastructural study suggests, at least, two
distinct phenotypes of preosteoblasts in murine metaphyses. 
( COI: No )

P1-255
Disrupted alveolar bone surrounding tooth germs in transgenic mice
overexpressing parathyroid hormone-related peptide (PTHrP) 
Yamazaki, Nanae; Yamamoto, Tomomaya; Hongo, Hiromi; Haraguchi, Mai; 
Amizuka, Norio（Dept. of Develop. Biol. Hard Tissue, Hokkaido Univ, Sapporo, Japan）JJ

Purpose: Parathyroid hormone-related peptide (PTHrP) has been reported to play a 
pivotal role in the development of the tooth germs, as well as bone and cartilage devel-
opment. In order to verify to which tissues PTHrP predominantly aff ect the biologicalffff
function, we have examined tooth germs and surrounding alveolar bone in mandibles 
of PTHrP overexpressing transgenic (Tg) mice.
Materials and Methods: Tg mice overexpressing PTHrP were generated by inserting 
the PTHrP cDNA downstream type I collagen promoter specific to osteoblasts. Man-fi
dibles of E18 fetuses embedded in paraffi  n were histochemically examined for tissue ffi
nonospecifi c alkaline phosphatase (ALP), tartrate-resistant acid phosphatfi ase (TRAP),
and ecto-nucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 1 (ENPP1).
Results and discussion: PTHrP Tg mice showed no obvious histological abnormality of 
the teeth germs of molars, which revealed normally-developed enamel organs encom-
passed by dental follicules. But instead, there was only a few surronding alveolar bone
and a huge amount of ALP-positive preosteoblastic cells throughout accompanied with
a few blood vessels. ENPP1-positive mature osteoblasts and TRAP-reactive osteoclasts 
were shown to focally accumulate the alveolar bone surfaces. Meckel’s cartilage did 
not seem to be enlarged. Thus, our histological fi ndings suggest that, unlike previous fi
reports, PTHrP would regulate cell proliferation/differentiation in alveolar bone ratherffff
than tooth germs at the fetal stage.
( COI: No )

P1-256
Ultrastructural observation on osteoblasts and osteocytes in c-fos 
defi cient mice
Abe, Miki1; Hasegawa, Tomoka2; Hongo, Hiromi2; Yamamoto, Tomomaya2

（1Sch. Of Dent. Med. Hokkaido Univ., Hokkaido, Japan; 2Dep. Hard Tissue, Hokkaido 
Univ., Sapporo, Japan）

Purpose: Mature osteoblasts synthesize bone matrices, with being diff erentiating intoffff
osteocytes. Unlike wild-type mice, c-fos defi cient (c-fosfi －/－) mice lack osteoclast, and
therefore, cell coupling between osteoclasts and osteoblasts does not take place. Taken
together, we have attempted to verify the ultrastructural features of osteoblasts and
osteocytes in the circumstance lacking cell coupling from osteoclasts.
Materials and Methods: Twelve weeks-old wild-type and c-fos－/－ mice were perfused
with an aldehyde solution, and then, femora were extracted. The femoral specimens
were decalcifi ed with 5% EDTA and embedded into epoxy resin. Ultrathin sectifi ons
were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate prior to TEM observation.
Results and Discussion: Wild-type mice showed mature osteoblasts with abundant 
rER and Golgi apparatus throughout the plump cell bodies, while c-fos－/－ mice did not 
have such mature osteoblasts. But, instead, c-fos－/－ trabecules localized bone marrow 
cells and fi broblast-like cells with many vesicles extending their cytoplafi smic processes.
Despite no mature osteoblasts, c-fos－/－ specimens had osteocytes including fewer cell 
organelles with the nucleus becoming more prominent, and the lacunar walls showed 
lamina limitans, electron dense organic materials. Taken together, cell differentiationffff
into mature osteoblasts appears to be disturbed due to a lack of osteoclasts, and the 
osteocytes in c-fos－/－ mice seem to be previously embedded in bone matrix during 
their modeling period.
( COI: No )

P1-257
Generation of  tardbp  defi cient zebrafi sh using CRISPR/Cas9
system
Takahashi, Naoto; Kimura, Eiji; Fujisawa, Shizuko; Hitomi, Jiro（Iwate Med. Univ.,
Iwate, Japan）

Transactive response DNA binding protein-43 (tardbp) gene is one of responsible genes
of Familial Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (FALS), which is characterized by the loss 
of upper and lower motor neurons. In this study, we knocked out zebrafi sh tardbp andfi
its paralogue tardbp-like (tardbpl) genes using the CRISPR/ Cas9 system to analyze
the mechanisms of neural degeneration in ALS patients and relationship between
the neurogenesis of motor neurons and angiogenesis. Although tardbpl gene lacks
the glycine-rich domain where many ALS associated mutations are reported, it is up-
regulated to compensate tardbp function in its mutant. So we designed and synthesized
sgRNAs for the targeted sequence of both tardbp and tardbpl genes. Genome DNAs 
were extracted from the sgRNA-injected embryos at 1 day post fertilization (dpf) and
then analyzed the activity for genome modifi cation by Heteroduplex Mobility Assay fi
(HMA). Furthermore, we analyzed the vascular morphogenesis in tardbp and tardbpl tt
mutant using Tg(fl i1a:EGFP)fl  y1 embryos, in which the endothelial cells specifi callyfi
expressed the EGFP. As a result, we succeeded to confi rm the activity of each sgRNAfi
for targeted genome editing by HMA analysis and observe aberration of intersegmen-
tal vessel in sgRNAs and Cas9 mRNA injected embryos at 2dpf. In future, we will gen-
erate homozygotic tardbp and/or tardbpl mutant zebrafish and elucidate mechanism fi
of neural degeneration in ALS and the involvement of neurogenesis in angiogenesis.
( COI: No )

P1-258
Cyclin B3 is involved in leg regeneration of the cricket Gryllus 
bimaculatus
Okumura, Misa1; Bando, Tetsuya2; Fujita, Hirofumi2; Hamada, Yoshimasa3;  
Ohuchi, Hideyo2（1Okayama Univ. Med. Sch., Okayama, Japan; 2Dept. of Cytol. &
Histol., Okayama Univ. Grad. Sch. Med. Dent. Pharma. Sci.; 3Okayama Univ. Grad.
Sch. Nat. Sci. Tech.）

Several animals such as planarian, cricket and newt have remarkable regenerative 
capacity to restore the lost part of limb completely although regenerative capacity of 
higher vertebrate including human is limited. Almost all genes are conserved in the
genomes between both regenerative animals and non-regenerative animals, suggesting 
that regenerative capacity of human could be regained by modifying gene(s) function.
The cricket Gryllus bimaculatus is an emerging model animal for regeneration biol-
ogy. When we amputate leg of cricket nymph, cricket regenerates the lost part of leg 
through several molts. Our previous studies showed that tumor suppressor Hippo
pathway suppresses cell proliferation during regeneration. In this study, we focus on
the function of cyclin B3, which is a target of Hippo pathway, during regeneration. We
cloned partial fragments of Gryllus homologue of cyclin B3 (cycB3) and performed 
RNAi. The amount of cycB3 mRNA was decreased by RNAi, but amount of cycB
mRNA was not decreased as revealed by quantitative PCR. In cycB3(RNAi) cricket, 
lost part of leg was regenerated but the size of regenerate was smaller than that of 
control. These results suggest that cyclin B3 may promote cell proliferation during re-
generation to restore the lost part. We cloned partial fragments of Gryllus homologue
of cycB. We will discuss cooperative functions of cycB3 and cycB during regeneration.
( COI: No )
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P1-259
Chronological changes in prosaposin receptors immunoreactivity in
rat brain after birth
Yorozuya, Aika1; Nabeka, Hiroaki2; Shimokawa, Tetsuya2; Khan, Md S2; Li, Xuan2;
Doihara, Takuya2; Yamamiya, Kimiko2; Hamada, Fumihiko3; Kobayashi, Naoto4;
Matsuda, Seiji2（1Ehime Univ Sch Med, Toon, Japan; 2Anat Embryol, Ehime Univ 2

Grad Med, Toon, Japan; 3Anat, Oita Univ F Med, Yufu, Japan; 4Education C, Ehime 
Univ Grad Med, Toon, Japan）

Prosaposin (PSAP) is the precursor of saposins A-D. Many reports suggest that PSAP
is a neurotrophic factor in vivo and in vitro that induces diff erentiation and prevents ffff
death in a variety of neuronal cells. We previously reported the chronological changes
in PSAP immunoreactivity and in the mRNA expression of PSAP in developing rat
brain using in situ hybridization. Abundant PSAP expression in the perinatal stages
indicates a potential role for prosaposin in early rat brain development (Xue et al. 
2011). Recently, the G protein-coupled receptors GPR37 and GPR37L1 were recognized 
as PSAP receptors. In the present study, we examined changes in immunoreactivity 
against the PSAP receptors GPR37 and GPR37L1 in rats. In rat brain at 1, 2, or 4
weeks after birth, many neurons in the cerebral cortex showed intense or weak im-
munoreactivity against GPR37 and GPR37L1. In particular, in rat cerebral cortex at 1 
week after birth, neurons in the lower layers showed intense immunoreactivity. Also,
in the hippocampus and dentate gyrus, many neurons with receptor immunoreactivity
were observed.
( COI: No )

P1-260
Deletion of ATF6α enhances Kainate-induced neuronal death in
mice
Kezuka, Dai; Takarada, Mika Iemata; Hattori, Takeshi; Ta, Hieu Minh;  
Le, Thuong Manh; Kitao, Yasuko; Hori, Osamu（Kanazawa Univ., Kanazawa, Japan）

High level of glutamate results in neuronal degeneration/death in various pathologi-
cal conditions including epilepsy and stroke. We previously reported that ORP150, a
molecular chaperone in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), protected hippocampal neu-
rons against glutamate-induced neuronal death (Kitao et al., 2001). However, the role
of ATF6α, a transcriptional factor important for the chaperone expression, was not
clear yet in such situations. We, therefore, analyzed the activating status and the role
of ATF6α in a mouse model of glutamate-induced neuronal death. When kainate (KA),
a strong agonist of glutamate receptor, was injected into the CA3 region of the hip-
pocampus in wild-type (WT) mice, enhanced expression levels of ORP150 and GRP78,
both are downstream gene products of Atf6α, were observed, suggesting activation
of ATF6α in this model. We then estimated the level of neuronal damage in both WT 
and Atf6α-/- mice. Higher levels of neural degeneration and neuronal death were 
observed in Atf6α-/- mice, while no significant difffi  erence were observed in glial cell ff
activation between two genotypes. Further analysis revealed that expression level of 
c-fos, a marker of neuronal activity, was higher in Atf6α-/- mice after KA injection.
Injection of thapsigargin, an inhibitor of calcium uptake into the ER, also caused higher 
level of neuronal death in Atf6α-/- mice. These results suggest that ATF6α plays 
important roles for neuronal survival after KA injection through the regulation of 
calcium response and neuronal activity.
( COI: No )

P1-261
Changes of serotonin-positive neuron in rat medulla oblongata
during hypoxia
Morinaga, Ryosuke; Nakamuta, Nobuaki; Yamamoto, Yoshio（Fac. Agr., Iwate 
Univ., Morioka, Japan）

Hypoxia activates the neurons in ventral respiratory group (VRG) and dorsal respira-
tory group (DRG) in medulla oblongata to increase tidal volume and respiratory fre-
quency. It is reported that concentration of serotonin (5-HT) rise in the VRG and DRG
during hypoxia. Thus we immunohistochemically examined changes of serotonergic
neurons in medulla of rats exposed to hypoxia (10% O2) for 1, 2, 4 and 6 hr. Using anti-
bodies against Fos, 5-HT, tryptophan hydroxylase 2 (TPH2) and Ser-19 phosphorylated
TPH2 (pTPH2). In the rat exposed to hypoxia, Fos-labeled neurons were observed in
the paragigantocellular reticular nucleus, lateral part (PGRNl) in the VRG, and nucleus 
of the solitary tract, gelatinous part (NTSge) and medial part (NTSm) in the DRG. In 
PGRNl, 5-HT-immunoreactivity in the nerve fi bers were signififi  cantly increased in rats fi
exposed to hypoxia for 2, 4 and 6 hr in rostral part, and 1, 2, 4 and 6 hr in caudal part
compared with control (p＜0.05). In the NTSge and NTSm, 5-HT-immunoreactivity
were increased in 2 hr (p＜0.05). In these areas, 5-HT-immunoreactive nerve fi bers fi
were observed close to the Fos-immunoreactive cells by double immunofl uorescence. fl
On the other hand, nerve cell bodies immunoreactive for TPH2 and pTPH2 were dis-
tributed in nucleus raphe magnus, nuculeus raphe obscurus, nucleus raphe pallidus and
gigantocellular reticular nucleus pars α. The number of the immunoreactive neuron in 
these nuclei did not change by hypoxic exposure. In conclusion, it is suggested 5-HT is 
increased in VRG and DRG during hypoxia to modulate respiratory drive.
( COI: No )

P1-262
A gap between adjacent surfaces deteriorates depth perception 
based on binocular correlation computation
Kamihirata, Hiroko1; Oga, Tomofumi2; Aoki, Shuntaro C2; Fujita, Ichiro1, 2, 3（1School 
of Engineering Science, Osaka Univ; 2Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences, Osaka 
Univ; 3Center for Information and Neural Networks, Osaka Univ/NICT）

The visual system computes depth from binocular disparity. The initial encoding 
of disparity is achieved by computing cross-correlation between left-eye and right-
eye images. When luminance contrast of either image is reversed (binocularly anti-
correlated), neurons signaling the cross-correlation show inverted disparity tuning. It
remains elusive whether the correlation-based signals are exploited by the brain to
produce depth perception. We previously showed that anti-correlated stereograms 
(aRDSs) evoke reversed depth, suggesting that the brain does use the signals (Tanabe 
et al., 2008). However, Hibbard et al. (2014) found no reversed depth for stimuli that 
had a gap between a patch and its surround but were otherwise similar to ours. Here 
we examined eff ects of a gap between the two surfaces on reversed depth. Subjff ects 
were shown a concentric-bipartite RDS and reported whether the center patch was
nearer or farther than the annular surround. The patch was either a contrast-matched
RDS (cRDS) or an aRDS with crossed or uncrossed disparities, while the surround was
always a cRDS at 0 disparity. Most subjects (8 out of 12) perceived reversed depth for
aRDS patches with a gap of <0.175 deg. Reversed depth diminished as the gap became 
wider, and disappeared when a gap was 0.7 deg wide. A small gap thus profoundly
aff ected reversed depth, suggesting that correlation-based depth ff signals are integrated
over a spatially limited range of visual field.fi
( COI: No )

P1-263
Gradual loss of visual ability in the animal model of retinitis 
pigmentosa
Sato, Akinori1; Soma, Shogo2; Suematsu, Naofumi2; Kimura, Akihiro2, 3; 
Shimegi, Satoshi2（1Sch Sci, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan; 2Grad Sch Med, Osaka Univ, 
Osaka, Japan; 3Dept Rehab Sci, Osaka Health Sci Univ, Osaka, Japan）

The Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) rat is an animal model of retinitis pigmentosa, los-
ing the visual ability gradually over time, and has been used for the various recoveryff
studies. However, the time course of the visual loss has not been examined quantita-
tively in a behavioral test because visual degradation is possibly progressive before 
RCS rats complete the learning of the behavioral task. Moreover, it remains unknown
how the visual responses of neurons in the geniculocortical pathway diminish with
time. To answer these questions, we established a new method of task-training en-f
abling one-week learning of the two-alternative forced-choice visual grating detection
task. Rats were trained at 4 weeks of age, and measured the contrast threshold from
6 to 11 weeks of age every day. We found that the visual ability of pattern vision was 
diminished from 7 to 8 weeks of age, and thereafter, fell to an unmeasurable level. To
examine the neuronal basis of the grating detectability degradation, we conducted the 
extracellular recordings from the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN), the primary
visual cortex (V1), and the superior colliculus (SC) of awake RCS rats at various ages,
fi nding that the visual responses to grating stimulus in these rfi egions were decreased
in a similar time course to the behavioral performance. Now, we are conducting the
additional measurement of behavioral and neuronal visual sensitivity to brightness
vision using a high luminous flash stimulus. fl
( COI: No )

P1-264
Schizophrenia-relevant symptoms were displayed in Zinc Finger 
Protein 521 (ZFP521) knockout mice)
Doi, Chiaki; Ohkubo, Nobutaka; Hirata, Kahori; Akazawa, Rie; Aoto, Mamoru; 
Suzuki, Yoji; Mitsuda, Noriaki（Dept Circulatory Physiol, Sch Med, Ehime Univ,
Ehime, Japan）

Zinc fi nger protein 521 (ZFP521) in the mice, also known as ZNF521 infi  humans, is a 
nuclear protein. ZFP521 regulates the differentiation of several kind of stem cells inffff
a wide range of tissue, such as osteoblast formation and adipose commitment and dif-
ferentiation. In the fi eld of neurobiology, it is reported ZFP521 is an essential facfi tor 
for transition of epiblast stem cells into neural progenitors in vitro. However, the role
of ZFP521 in the brain in vivo still remains elusive. To elucidate the role of ZFP521 
in the mouse brain, we generated ZFP521 knockout (ZFP521－/－) mice and analyzed 
them in detail.
Although ZFP521－/－ mice were smaller than ZFP521+/+ and ZFP521+/－ littermates, 
they had no apparent defect in the body. They displayed abnormal behavior, such as 
hyper-locomotion, lower anxiety, impaired learning and defi cits in prepulse inhibition,fi
which correspond to the symptoms of schizophrenia. The border of the granular cell
layer of the dentate gyrus in the hippocampus of the mice was indistinct and granu-
lar neurons were reduced in number. Furthermore, Sox1-positive neural stem cells
in the dentate gyrus and cerebellum were signifi cantly reduced in number. Taken fi
together, these fi ndings indicate that ZFP521 afffi ects the formation of the neuronal cellffff
layers of the dentate gyrus in the hippocampus, and thus ZFP521－/－ mice displayed
schizophrenia-relevant symptoms.
( COI: No )
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P1-265
Functional characterization of FTSJ1, a X-linked mental retardation-
related gene
Nagayoshi, Yu1; Wei, Fan-Yan1; Kaitsuka, Taku1; Suzuki, Takeo2; Suzuki, Tsutomu2;
Tomizawa, Kazuhito1（1Dept Mol Physiol, Faculty of Life Sci, Kumamoto, Univ,
Kumamoto, Japan; 2Dept, Chem, Biotech, Sch, Engrgg, Univ, Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan）

Genetic mutations in X chromosome-linked genes have been associated with mental
retardation (XLMR). Recently, linkage analyses performed in Belgian, Chinese and
Japanese families have identifi ed Ftsj1 gene as a novel candidate gene. Ftsj1 shares fi
homology with a bacterial 23S rRNA methyltransferase FTSJ. However, the molecular
function of Ftsj1 and its pathological relevance in mental retardation have remained
unknown. Using Ftsj1 knockout mice, we demonstrate that Ftsj1 methylates cytosolic 
transfer RNAs (tRNAs) at position 32 and 34. While the FTSJ1 KO mouse developed 
normally, we observed a decreased protein synthesis level in hippocampus of FTSJ1 
KO mice using puromycin-mediated in vivo pulse-labeling technique. Especially, there
was a marked decreased of synaptic proteins including glutamate receptors and sig-
naling molecules. The decreased protein synthesis level resulted in the electrophysi-
ological and morphological abnormalities in hippocampal neurons of FTSJ1 KO mice.
There results suggest that the accumulation of hypomodified tRNAs disturbs neuronal fi
protein synthesis, which ultimately contributes to the development of mental retarda-
tion in Ftsj1-deficient mice and human.fi
( COI: No )

P1-266
Spatiotemporal recalibration of inferred motion in monkeys
Itoh, Takeshi; Tanaka, Masaki（Dept Physiol, Sch Med, Hokkaido Univ）

Even when a moving object is temporally occluded behind a stationary object, we can
precisely predict when and where it reappears. Previous studies suggest that both the 
parietal cortex and the cerebellum are involved in the inference of visual motion. As
a step toward understanding the neural mechanism, we have developed a behavioral
paradigm that requires spatial and temporal recalibration of inferred motion. Experi-
ments were conducted on two Japanese monkeys. A target spot moved obliquely at 
20°/s. After 500 ms, it was occluded behind a stationary rectangle that was visible
throughout the trial. Monkeys were trained to make a predictive saccade to the target
that reappeared on the other side of the rectangle. In the spatial adaptation paradigm,
the location of target reappearance was displaced by 5° horizontally. In the temporal 
adaptation paradigm, the target reappearance was delayed or preceded by 200 ms.
These trials were presented in separate blocks. After 600 spatial adaptation trials, sac-
cade endpoints were shifted by 3.7 ± 0.5° (SD, n = 8), while saccade timing remained
unchanged. Likewise, after 600 temporal adaptation trials, saccade timing altered by
107 ± 17 ms (n = 8), while saccades remained accurate. Although adaptation of predic-
tive saccades did not transfer to visually-guided saccades, adaptation of visually-guided
saccades altered the metrics of predictive saccades. These results suggest that the 
spatial and temporal aspects of inferred motion might be subject to separate recalibra-
tion mechanisms, which appear to be diff erent from the saccade adaptation mechanism ffff
in the medial cerebellum.
( COI: No )

P1-267
The secondary auditory cortex receives topological projections from
the ventral division of the medial geniculate body in mice
Ohga, Shimpei; Tsukano, Hiroaki; Shibuki, Katsuei（Dept of Neurophysiol, Brain Res 
Inst, Niigata Univ, Niigata, Japan）

It is generally known that the belt region including the secondary auditory cortex
(AII) receives thalamic inputs from the dorsal division (MGd) of the medial geniculate 
body (MGB) that is not structured tonotopically. Recently, however, a robust tonotopic
structure was revealed in AII in mice. Here, we verifi ed the possibility that the mousefi
AII receives topological projections directly from the ventral division of MGB (MGv) 
which is structured tonotopically. We identifi ed the precise location of AII in C57BL/6fi
mice using fl avoprotein flfl  uorescence imaging. When 5-60 kHz tones were presented,fl
a clear tonotopic gradient traveled ventrally. Next, we injected Alexa Fluor 488- or 
555-conjugated CTB, a retrograde tracer, into a 5 or 35 kHz area in AII to investigate 
the location of neurons projecting from MGB to AII. Three days after injection, we 
performed cardiac perfusion and prepared coronal sections. Immunostaining of non-
phosphorylated neurofi lament (NNF) in adjacent slices was used to parcellate subdivifi -
sions of MGB. We obtained three positive results as follows. First, majority of neurons
projecting to AII were located inside MGv. Second, neurons projecting to MGv were 
localized in the caudal part of the MGv. Finally, neurons projecting to the 5 kHz or 35 
kHz area were different in location from ventrorostral to dorsocaudal. These resff ults
strongly suggest that the caudal part of MGv has a distinct tonotopic gradient, and 
the tonotopic gradient of AII refl ects topological projections originating in the caudalfl
part of MGv.
( COI: No )

P1-268
Effects of D/L-Valine on tongue movement in the isolated brain
stem-spinal cord intact tongue preparation
Nakayama, Kurita; Yoshida, Chiaki; Arata, Akiko（Dept. Physiol., Hyogo College of 
Medicine, Hyogo, Japan）

The tongue is composed of sensory system as a taste, and motor system such as mas-
tication, swallowing and vocalization. Sense of taste on the surface of the tongue and
sent to the brain can feel only sweetness, sourness, saltiness, bitterness and umami. In 
the rat, at fi rst the gustatory nerve connects to 1) the solitary tract nuclfi eus, toward 
reticular formation; 2) the solitary tract nucleus, toward parabrachial nucleus and
reaches taste area in cortex. We designed the preparation remained taste circuit keep-
ing sensory-motor connection, so we produced isolated brain stem-spinal cord intact
tongue preparation including solitary tract nucleus, parabrachial nucleus, facial nucle-
us. Moreover, we examined the effects of sweet amino acid D-valine and bitter amino ff
acid L-valine on tongue muscle activity as a tongue movement. The tongue movement
was recorded by bipolar-tungsten electrode inserted to tongue muscle. Application of 
D-valine to tongue increased tongue movement after 5-10minutes from application, 
but L-valine inhibited tongue movement or showed long delayed eff ect in postnatalff
0-2-day-old rat. We also examined developmental changes of D-/L-valine eff ects. In the ffff
embryonic day 16 (E16), the tongue movement was irregular and D-/L-valine eff ectsffff
were invisible, but in the embryonic day 18 (E18), the tongue movement detected 
clearly and the eff ects of that were seen. These results suggested that we succeeff ded
the useful preparation for analysis of taste circuit, and we showed diff erence inflffff  uence fl
of between bitter and sweet sense.
( COI: No )

P1-269
Developmental changes in synaptic plasticity of the hippocampal 
CA1 neurons by contextual memory
Yoshiura, Daiki1; Sakimoto, Yuya2; Mitsushima, Dai2（1Dept System Neuro, School of 
Med, Yamaguchi Univ, Ube, Japan; 2Yamaguchi University, Ube, Japan）

Neural mechanisms of brain keep changing during the course of a lifetime. Althougha
our previous study showed a developmental relationship between contextual learning 
and dorsal hippocampal ACh levels (Takase et al., Sci Rep, 2014), it has not revealed the 
developmental changes of post-synaptic currents by contextual learning. In this study,
we compared miniature excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic currents (mEPSC and 
mIPSC) between contextual learning trained and untrained rats in 3-weeks, 4-weeks,
6-weeks and 8-weeks-old. As a learning model, we employed inhibitory avoidance (IA) 
task, and acute brain slices were prepared for patch clamp analysis. For untrained
rats, 6-weeks and 8-weeks-old revealed higher mEPSC frequency than 3-weeks-old. 
Whereas, after employing IA task, 4-weeks-old trained rats showed higher mEPSC am-
plitude than that of untrained rats. In addition, IA trained rats showed higher mIPSC 
amplitude than untrained rats in 4-weeks, 6-weeks and 8-weeks-old. These results sug-
gest that hippocampal CA1 synapses change with development of brain and contextual
learning has a strong eff ect on CA1 synapses in 4-weeks, 6-weeks and 8-weeks-old rats. ffff
Thus, we conclude that the strengthening of hippocampal CA1 synapses by contextual 
memory may diff er in developmental stages.ffff
( COI: No )

P1-270
Changes in hippocampal CA1 neuronal activity and sympathetic 
nerve activity during fear conditioning in rats
Kitamura, Yuka; Kanayama, Misaki; Yosimoto, Misa; Miki, Kenjyu（Dept Physiol,
Nara Womens Univ, Nara, Japan）

Hippocampus has been implicated in the emotional responses of sympathetic nerve 
acidity to fear, however there has been lack of direct evidence on the changes hip-
pocampal neuronal and sympathetic nerve activity and on functional relationships be-
tween those activity during development of fear. The aim of the present study was to 
measure relationship between hippocampal neuronal activity and sympathetic nerve
activity during fear conditioning. Wistar male rats were instrumented chronically with 
multiple electrodes for hippocampal CA1 neuronal activity and bipolar electrode for re-
nal (RSNA) and lumbar sympathetic nerve activity (LSNA) and electroencephalogram.
We gave each rat 5-sec tones co-terminating with a 1-sec, 5-mA foot shock twice a day 
that was carried out over 3 days. During the fear conditioning over 3 days, changes in 
hippocampal CA1 neuronal activity, RSNA, LSNA were measured simultaneously dur-
ing quiet awake state in the rat's home cage. Heart rate decreased progressively due
to the fear conditioning over 3 days. Hippocampal CA1 neuronal activity and RSNA 
increased due to fear conditioning, while LSNA decreased during fear conditioning. g
These data suggest that there is a neuronal positive coupling between hippocampal 
neural activity and RSNA during fear conditioning in rats.
( COI: No )
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P1-271
Slow depolarization induced by dopamine in spinal motor neurons
Takeda, Yuki; Mori, Masahiro（Physiol & Cell Biol, Grad Sch Med, Kobe Univ, Kobe,
Japan）

Dopamine plays important roles as a slow neurotransmitter in the nervous system.
Dopamine was reported to have an excitatory eff ect on motor coordination (Whelan etffff
al., 2000). The cellular mechanisms of dopamine action on the motor neurons and the
origin of dopamine are not clarifi ed yet. We studied the efffi  ect of exogenous dopamineff
on the membrane properties of the motor neurons in the organotypic slice culture of 
rat spinal cord prepared from P0 rat. Bath application of dopamine (10 µM) induced 
slowly developing depolarization in a motor neuron under current-clamp (peak ampli-
tude of the depolarization, 11.2 ± 3.4 mV, n=4) whether tetrodotoxin (1 µM) was pres-
ent in the bath solution or not, indicating that a postsynaptic mechanism is involved in 
the dopamine- induced depolarization. Then the eff ect of dopamine on the membraneffff
conductance of a motor neuron under voltage clamp was studied with a potassium
gluconate-based solution in the patch pipette. In the presence of tetrodotoxin (1 µM),
the membrane currents were measured at diff erent holding voltages (from -90 to +40 ffff
mV) under voltage-clamp before application of dopamine and after the inward currents
reached a plateau level. The relationship between the change of the membrane cur-f
rents and the holding potentials revealed that the change of the membrane currents
was due to the reduction of the outward currents with a reversal potential, close to 
an equilibrium potential for potassium, -86 mV, indicating reduction of a potassium
conductance.
( COI: No )

P1-272
Involvement of 5-HT6 receptor in local feedback inhibition of the
dorsal raphe serotonergic neurons
Asaoka, Nozomi1; Nagayasu, Kazuki1, 2, 3; Nishitani, Naoya1; Yamashiro, Mayumi1;
Shirakawa, Hisashi1; Nakagawa, Takayuki1, 4; Kaneko, Shuji1（1Dept Mol Pharm,
Grad Sch Pharm Sci, Kyoto Univ, Kyoto, Japan; 2Drug Innov Ctr, Grad Sch Pharm 
Sci, Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan; 3Lab Mol Neuropharmacol, Grad Sch Pharm Sci,
Osaka Univ, Osaka, Japan; 4Dept Clin Pharmacol Ther, Kyoto Univ Hosp, Kyoto,
Japan）

In the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN), many GABAergic neurons project to serotonergic
(5-HT) neurons and regulate their activity. However, the mechanisms how such local 
inhibition is maintained remain unclear. In this study, we examined the roles of 5-HT
receptors in the local GABAergic inhibitory circuits regulating 5-HT neuronal activ-g
ity. In the organotypic raphe slice cultures, a GABAA receptor antagonist, bicuculline,
increased 5-HT release. Similarly, an atypical antipsychotic, olanzapine, which potently
antagonizes some 5-HT receptors, increased 5-HT release, and this eff ect was occluded ff
in the presence of bicuculline. Among 5-HT receptors to which olanzapine has higher
affi nity, a 5-HTffi 6 receptor antagonist, SB399885, but not 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptor 
antagonists, signifi cantly increased 5-HT release. Like olanzapine, SB399885 did nfi ot 
show further increase in 5-HT release in the presence of bicuculline, suggesting the 
involvement of GABA inhibitory inputs. Moreover, in acute raphe slice, both olanzap-
ine and SB399885 signifi cantly decreased spontaneous fifi  ring of the DRN Gad2-positive fi
neurons, in which 5-HT6 receptor mRNA was expressed. These results suggest that
5-HT6 receptor plays an important role for maintaining activity of DRN GABAergic
neurons as a feedback regulation of DRN 5-HT neurons.
( COI: No )

P1-273
Synchronized high frequency oscillation and the theta oscillation
between the hippocampus and the amygdala after fear conditioning 
correlates freezing behavior
Kubota, Takafumi; Fujiwara, Seietsu; Funabashi, Toshiya; Akema, Tatsuo 

（Dept Pysiol, Sch Med, Marianna Univ, Kawasaki, Japan）

Memory consolidation process occurs during rest stage including slow-wave sleep by g
sharp wave-ripple complex (SWRs) that observed in CA1 region of the hippocampus f
(HPC). The SWRs interaction of BLA and HPC to fear conditioning was unknown. To g
fi nd out about this issue, we investigated the relationship of tfi he freezing behavior
refl ecting fear memory and the synchronization of the high frequenfl cy oscillations
from HPC and BLA during rest time. After recovery from the electrode implanta-
tion, rats were placed into the test box for foot shock. After the foot shock, rats were
returned to their home cage, and local fi eld potentials of HPC and BLA were recordedfi
for 40-50 minutes. After 1 hour from foot shock, rats were placed into the test box 
again and record the freezing behavior. The synchronized high frequency oscillationsff
(100-250 Hz) indicating SWRs between HPC and BLA were observed during the rest 
time at the home cage after foot shock. The synchronized theta oscillation with the
synchronous events was observed in the BLA. This synchronized theta oscillation 
power showed a negative correlation to the freezing behavior. These results suggest
that the HPC ripple affects the theta oscillation of the BLA and is involved in fearff
memory consolidation.
( COI: No )

P1-274
Multiple free-radical scavenging activity of alpha lipoic acid 
derivatives: An ESR study
Wakayama, Ami1; Mizutani, Yuki1; Shimada, Masaki1; Tokumaru, Osamu2; 
Ogata, Kazue2; Uchino, Tomoko3; Kitano, Takaaki3; Yokoi, Isao2（1Med Student, Oita 
Univ Fac Med, Oita, Japan; 2Dept Neurophysiol, Oita Univ Fac Med, Oita, Japan; 3Dept 
Anesthesiol, Oita Univ Fac Med, Oita, Japan）

Objectives: α-lipoic acids are illustrated to have antioxidant activity in various isch-
emia/reperfusion models, but few studies reveal against which free radical species ff
they have radical scavenging activity. In this study, using electron spin resonance 
spectrometry (ESR), we directly evaluated spectra of free-radical scavenging activity 
of α-lipoic acid derivatives and estimated IC50.
Methods: We evaluated the following recently synthesized water-soluble α-lipoic acid
derivatives: dihydrolipoate (DHL)-taurine-Zn complex, DHL-penicillamine-Zn complex,
DHL-glutamate-Zn complex, DHL-norleucine-Zn complex, DHL-anthranilate-Zn com-
plex, DHL-histidine-Zn complex, and DHL-Zn complex. Direct free radical scavenging 
activity was evaluated for the following free radical species; hydroxyl radical, super-
oxide anion, t-butyl peroxyl radical, ascorbyl free radical (AFR), 1, 1-diphenyl-2-picryl
hydrazyl radical, and nitric oxide. g-CYPMPO, DMPO and c-PTIO were used as spin 
traps. Peroxidation in brain homogenate was evalutated by TBARS assay.
Results and Conclusion: All α-lipoic acid derivatives examined indicated concentra-
tion-dependent radical scavenging activity against all radicals examined except AFR. 
Although IC50 varied among radical species, antioxidant activity of α-lipoic acid deriva-
tives is, at least, partially attributable to their direct free radical scavenging activity
against multiple free radical species.
( COI: No )

P1-275
Changes in the neurons of the spinal cord in a chick model of spina 
bifi da aperta
Miyoshi, Shota1; Khan, Md S2; Nabeka, Hiroaki2; Shimokawa, Tetsuya2; 
Yamamiya, Kimiko2; Hamada, Fumihiko3; Kobayashi, Naoto4; Matsuda, Seiji2

（1Ehime Univ Sch Med, Toon, Japan; 2Anat Embryol, Ehime Univ Grad Med, Toon,2

Japan; 3Anat, Oita Univ F Med, Yufu, Japan; 4Education C, Ehime Univ Grad Med,
Toon, Japan）

Spina bifi da aperta (SBA), a neural tube defect that occurs during embryfi onic develop-
ment, is one of the most common human congenital defects of the central nervous
system. It involves protrusion of the spinal cord and/or meninges through a defect 
in the vertebral arches and skin. Depending on the position of the lesion, SBA causes
postnatal physical disabilities, including paralysis of the legs, a lack of bowel and blad-
der control, and hip, knee, and foot abnormalities after birth. Although the etiology
of SBA remains unknown, the pathogenic mechanism is generally thought to be a 
disorder of neurulation, with a failure of neural plate closure. The leg dysfunction 
that occurs in this model was reported to be the result of a decrease in the number
of interneurons at the spinal segments, which modulate the motor neurons that in-
nervate dysfunctional muscles (Mominoki et al., 2006). These fi ndings prompted us to fi
further investigate abnormalities in the spinal motor neurons. We created SBA chicks
by incising the roof plate of the neural tube in the embryo and studied the pathological 
changes in the spinal cord. Histological analyses revealed large spinal neurons, most
likely motor neurons, at the level of the lesion in the SBA chicks with an irregular con-
fi guration compared to the normal control chicks. The number of fi large neurons did not
diff er between the SBA and control chicks, but the large neurons wffff ere densely packed.
( COI: No )

P1-276
Prosaposin and its receptors in the facial nucleus after facial nerve 
transection
Kunihiro, Jyoji1; Nabeka, Hiroaki2; Shimokawa, Tetsuya2; Li, Xuan2; 
Doihara, Takuya2; Ymamiya, Kimiko2; Hamada, Fumihiko3; Kobayashi, Naoto4;
Matsuda, Seiji2（1Ehime Univ Sch Med, Toon, Japan; 2Anat Embryol, Ehime Univ 2

Grad Med, Toon, Japan; 3Anat, Oita Univ F Med, Yufu, Japan; 4Education C, Ehime 
Univ Grad Med, Toon, Japan）

Prosaposin is the precursor protein of four small lysosomal glycoproteins known as
saposins (saposin A-D). In addition to its role as a precursor protein, prosaposin acts 
as a neurotrophic factor. Both saposins and prosaposin are widely expressed in vari-
ous tissues, although the brain, skeletal muscle, and heart cells predominantly contain 
unprocessed prosaposin rather than saposins. Prosaposin and prosapotide, a peptide 
containing the neurotrophic activity domain of prosaposin, promote neurite outgrowth,
elevate choline acetyltransferase activity in neuroblastoma cells, and prevent pro-
grammed cell death in cultured neurons. We previously detected increases in prosapo-
sin immunoreactivity and the expression of prosaposin mRNA in the rat facial nerve 
nucleus following facial nerve transection. Prosaposin mRNA expression increased 
not only in facial motoneurons, but also in microglia during facial nerve regeneration.
In the present study, we examined the change in immunoreactivity of the prosaposin
receptors GPR37 and GPR37L1 in the rat facial nucleus following facial nerve transec-g
tion. In the facial nucleus on the transected side, many small cells, most likely glial cells,
with strong GRP37L1 immunoreactivity were observed.
( COI: No )
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P1-277
The new spontaneous mutant mouse allele for dystonia 
musculorum
Saito, Keisuke1; Horie, Masao1; Mekada, Kazuyuki2; Yoshiki, Atsushi2; 
Takebayashi, Hirohide1（1Grad. Sch. Med. Niigata Univ., Niigata. Japan; 2RIKEN 
BRC, Saitama, Japan）

The spontaneous mutant mouse showing twisting body and limbs was found in the 
colony of Riken BRC (Riken dt mouse). Linkage mapping analysis suggested the chro-
mosome 1 is mutated and this mouse is the new candidate allele for dystonia musculo-
rum (dt) with abnormal dystonin (Dst) gene. To confi rm this hypothesis, Riken dt mousefi
was mated with the newly created Dst gene trap mouse (DstGt), in which actin-binding tt

domain-containing isoforms are disrupted. DstGt homozygotes show dt phenotype ast

Riken dt mouse but heterozygote is normal. Several littermates obtained from the het-
erozygous parents of Riken dt and DstGt mice showed twisting body and limbs. These t

littermates also show the abnormal neurofi lament staining on the sections in the ner-fi
vous system. These results strongly suggested that Riken dt mouse is new Dst allele.
( COI: No )

P1-278
Netrin-5 is highly expressed in neurogenic regions of the adult brain
Nakano, Suguru1; Yamagishi, Satoru1; Yamada, Kohei2; Sawada, Masato3; 
Mori, Norio2; Sawamoto, Kazunobu3; Sato, Kohji1（1Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. Med.,
Shizuoka, Japan; 2Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. Med., Shizuoka, Japan; 3Nagoya City Univ. 
Sch. Med., Nagoya, Japan.）

Mammalian netrin family proteins, netrin-1, -3, and -4, are involved in targeting of 
axons, neuronal migration, and angiogenesis and act as repulsive and attractive guid-
ance molecules. Netrin-5, a new member of the netrin family, has homology to the
C345C domain of netrin-1. Unlike other netrin proteins, murine netrin-5 consists of two
EGF motifs of laminin V domain (LE) and the C345C domain, but lacks the N-terminal
laminin VI domain and one of the three LE motifs. Interestingly, netrin-5 is strongly 
expressed in the olfactory bulb, rostral migrate stream (RMS), the subventricular zone
(SVZ), and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus in the hippocampus, where 
neurogenesis occurs in the adult brain. Doublecortin (DCX)-positive neuroblasts co-
express netrin-5 in both the SVZ and RMS, whereas GFAP-positive astrocytes do
not. In the SGZ, DCX-positive neuroblasts co-express netrin-5, indicating that netrin-5 
expression occurs in at least type 2b to type 3 cells. In type 1 cells, GFAP does not
show co-localization with netrin-5 in the SGZ. Overall, these expression patterns of 
netrin-5 support the hypothesis that this molecule may play a fundamental role in adult ff
neurogenesis. In addition, we also show developmental expression pattern of netrin-5.
( COI: No )

P1-279
Response of human mesenchymal stem/progenitor cells (hMSCs) 
on ischemic hippocampal homogenate
Taniguchi, Saki1, 2; Ohtaki, Hirokazu1; Ishii, Masakazu2; Sioda, Seiji1（1Department of 
Anatomy, Showa University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan; 2Department of 
Physiology and Pathology, Showa University School of Pharmacy, Tokyo, Japan）

Cerebrovascular disease is a devastating disease and places third position of the death
in Japan. Observations made on animal models suggest that a potential therapy for dis-
orders of the disease is the administration of adult hMSCs. However, it is still unclear
how the hMSCs response in the implanted brain. To solve the issue, we conducted hM-
SCs culture incubating with ischemic brain homogenate (ibCM) or non-ischemic brain 
homogenate (bCM). Global ischemia was induced by 15 min transient common carotid 
artery occlusion. One day after, the hippocampus were removed and homogenated 
with α-MEM based medium (CM). The supernatant was diluted to 0.5mg/ml with 
1% FBS containing CM, and applied to sub-confluent cultured hMSCs. The cells werefl
collected and analyzed the gene and protein expressions by omix analysis at 1day.
Furthermore, the total and dead cell numbers were counted. MSCs were immunos-
tained 24-factors which were selected from the gene expressions. No diff erences wereff
observed the cell numbers between ibCM and bCM exposure. ibCM hMSCs increased
98 genes and decreased 78 genes more than 2-fold. Immunocytostaining was confirmed fi
an increment of CXCL1, CCL2, IL-6, Mn-SOD, HuD, thioredoxin1, amyloidβ in ibCM
hMSCs. Semi-quantifi cation with chemokine protein array also determined an increasfi e
of them. These results suggest that transplanted hMSCs could communicate with host
tissues/cells mediated by chemokines.
( COI: No )

P1-280
Oct-3/4 induces expression a DNA-repair enzyme O6-
methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) through its
epigenetic effects in glioblastomas
Funahashi, Yu; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Depts. Molecular and Cellular 
Physiology, and Neurosurgery, Graduate School of Medicine, Ehime Univ, Ehiume, 
Japan）

Alkylating agents, such as temozolomide, are the most eff ective agents for the treat-ffff
ment of malignant gliomas. A cellular DNA-repair enzyme, MGMT reverses alkylation
at the O6 position of guanine, thereby the expression level of MGMT is closely related 
to the sensitivity of brain tumors for alkylating agents. MGMT expression is controlled
by a methylation/demethylation of the cytosine phosphate guanosine (CpG) islands in 
the promoter region of MGMT gene. Oct-3/4, a self-renewal regulator in stem cells,
has been known to express on various kinds of solid tumors including glioblastoma, and
has been involve in tumor progression, malignancy in glioblastomas. However, little
is known regarding the MGMT expression in glioblastoma. We investigated whether
Oct-3/4 involves in the sensitivity of temozolomide through the expression of MGMT 
in this study. Oct-3/4 overexpression resulted in decreased susceptibility to temo-
zolomide thata accompanied upregulated expression of MGMT mRNA. As analyzed
by genomic sequencing of bisulfate-modifi ed DNA, Oct-3/4-expressing cells showed fi
enhanced demethylation of CpG islands. In glioblastoma patients, Oct-3/4 expression
were well correlate with the expression of MGMT mRNA and CpG-demethylation sta-
tus of its promoter region. These results suggest that Oct-3/4 promotes the resistance
against temozolomide of glioblastoma cells by upregulating MGMT expression through
the epigenetic change of MGMT promoter region.
( COI: No )

P1-281
Analyses of the recruitment mechanism of TGFβ activity in the 
invasive glioma tissue
Yaguchi, Haruna; Shiota, Kohei; Shimoda, Takefumi; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya

（Dept Mol Cell Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Ehime Univ, Ehime, Japan）

Insidious invasions of glioma cells from primary tumor lesion toward surrounding 
normal brain parenchyma cause untreatable situations at the recurrence after surgical
resection. We have established the insidious invasion model in KSN nude mice by xeno-
grafting C6 rat glioma cells into the brain, and observed the invasion accompanied by 
CD105/Endoglin (TypeIII TGFβ receptor) positive while CD309/VEGFR2 negative 
blood vessels, implying dominant contribution of TGFβ1 rather than VEGF in insidi-
ous glioma invasions. The most promising candidate for the source of TGFβ might be 
the primary tumor mass. The mRNA levels of TGFβ1 were markedly higher in the 
primary tumor tissues than in non-tumor counter hemispheres. Primary tumor lesions 
are constituted not only but with signifi cant amount of tumor associated macrophage-fi
like cells (TAM). In comparison of the mRNA levels of primary cultured TAM and 
C6 cells, former was the dominant. However, since conversion from the latent form to
the active form by protein processing is essential for TGFβ to act, measurement of 
TGFβ activity is indispensable to know the molecular mechanism of recruitment of 
the TGFβ in glioma invasions. We are on the way to determine the dynamics of the
activity through assessments of culture media and ECMs where latent form of TGFβ 
deposits. We would like to discuss about therapeutic possibility of the source of TGFβ
and the molecular mechanisms of the recruitment of the activities.
( COI: No )

P1-282
Quantitative analysis of axonal elongation and dynamics of neuronal 
mitochondria by using confocal time-lapse imaging
Shimizu, Yuki; Obashi, Kazuki; Okabe, Shigeo（Grad. Sch. Med. Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan）

Neuronal migration and axonal maturation occur during the construction of neural 
network. The process of axonal elongation needs proper transport and localization of 
proteins, lipids, and organelles. It is known that mitochondria produce ATP and local-a
ize at growth cones, and inhibiting mitochondrial transport and localization causes ab-
normal formation of axons. However spatial and temporal relation between mitochon-
drial dynamics and morphological development of axon is poorly understood. In order 
to study this relationship, we performed confocal time-lapse imaging using dissociated 
hippocampal neurons expressing mitochondrial marker (mitochondrial outer mem-
brane protein Omp25C tagged with EGFP; OMP-EGFP) and DsRed2. By analyzing 
12-hour-time-lapse imaging with 5 min intervals quantitatively, we could investigate 
the spatiotemporal relationship between axonal elongation and mitochondrial dynam-
ics. The distribution of neuronal mitochondria changed following axonal elongation but 
mitochondria showed a tendency to position in the proximity of growth cones. This
result suggests the presence of a mechanism that regulates positioning of mitochondria
close to the advancing growth cones, which may consume more energy than other 
parts of the growing axons. 
( COI: No )
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P1-283
Molecular mechanism of phagosome formation by Rac1switching
control both in space and time
Ikeda, Yuka（Sch. Med. Kagawa Univ., Miki, Japan）

Rac1, a G-protein molecular switch, controls actin organization and mediates actin-
based cell motilities such as pseudopod extension, ruffl  ing and phagocytosis. However,ffl
signifi cance of Rac1 switching between ON and OFF in FcγR-mediated phfi agocytosis 
is unknown. Therefore, we elucidated the roles of Rac1 activation/deactivation in the 
process of phagosome formation using quantitative assay, live-cell imaging, immuno-
fluorescence and scanning electron microscopy of RAW264 macrophafl ges expressing 
YFP-fused Rac1 mutants. Also, optogenetics of photoactivatable Rac1 (mCherry-LOV-
Rac1-Q61L) was applied to reversible control of the molecular switch. As well as 
dominant negative Rac1-T17N, constitutively active Rac1-Q61L inhibited phagocytosis 
of IgG-opsonized erythrocytes (IgG-Es). Live-cell imaging and scanning EM of Rac1-
Q61L-expressing cells demonstrated that ruffl  e-like pseudopodia were formed aroundffl
IgG-Es bound on the cell surface, however, formation of phagocytic cups grasping 
IgG-Es was restrained. Immunofl uorescence microscopy showed that phosphorylationfl
of myosin light chain was reduced by activated Rac1, indicating activated Rac1 inhibitsg
myosin II. Furthermore, optogenetic analysis revealed that Rac1 activation extends
pseudopodia around IgG-Es, and its deactivation circularly constricts the pseudopodia 
to grasp IgG-Es. These fi ndings suggested that Rac1 activation is crucial for pseudopodfi
extension through actin polymerization, but subsequent deactivation is also required 
for contractile activities by myosin II to shape phagocytic cups. 
( COI: No )

P1-284
Sequential recruitments of Rab35, Rab8 and Rab10 during
macropinosome formation
Nishigaki, Araki; Sawada, Koichi; Yagi, Kyoko; Kawai, Katsuhisa; Araki, Nobukazu

（Sch. of Med. Kagawa Univ., Miki, Kagawa, Japan）

Macropinocytosis is a fl uid-phase endocytic process that forms relatively large vacu-fl
oles called macropinosomes. Its processes consist of membrane ruffl  ing, circular rufflffl effl
(macropinocytic cup) formation and then separation from the plasma membrane as
macropinosomes by cup closure. In this study, we elucidate whether several Rab
proteins (Rab1, Rab8, Rab10, Rab12, Rab13, Rab15, Rab35) are involved in macropino-
cytosis by live cell imaging. RAW264 macrophage cells were transiently expressed 
GFP-fused Rab proteins and observed using by a confocal microscope. As a result,
Rab8, Rab10 and Rab35 were recruited to local sites of macropinosome formation.
Rab35 localized in ruffl  e membranes and dissociated from the membrane during mac-ffl
ropinocytic cup formation, whereas Rab8 and Rab10 were transiently recruited to
the membrane of macropinocytic cup and then disappeared. We compared the timing 
of recruitment of Rab8 and Rab10 by co-expression experiments. Rab8 was slightly
earlier recruited to the cup than Rab10. Moreover, dominant negative mutant of Rab10
or Rab35 inhibited macropinocytosis. These results suggested that sequential recruit-
ments of Rab35, Rab8 and Rab10 play crucial role in macropinosome formation.
( COI: No )

P1-285
Time-lapse imaging of endosome acidifi cation using pH-responsive
fl uorescent organosilica nanoparticles
Iseki, Marika1, 2; Nakamura, Michihiro1（1 Dept. Anat. Cell Biol., Inst. Health Biosci., 
Univ. Tokushima Grad. Sch., Tokushima, Japan; 2Stud. Lab., Univ. Tokushima, Facul. 
Med., Tokushima, Japan）

Cellular phagocytosis plays an important role in life activities such as uptake and deg-
radation of pathogens. After phagocytosis the inside of endosome is acidifi ed by protonfi
pumps to degrade the contents. The detailed analysis of the endosome acidifi cation isfi
important in understanding the life phenomenon.
To understand the process from phagocytosis to acidifi cation, we performed time-lapsefi
imaging of the endosome acidifi cation of the macrophage.fi
We prepared pH-responsive fl uorescence organosilica nanoparticles. A pH-responsivefl
fl uorescence dye, AcidiFluorfl TM ORANGE was attached to the surface of thiol-organo-
silica nanoparticles containing FITC.
We added the nanoparticles and observed the phagocytosis and endosome acidifi cationfi
of the RAW264.7, a macrophage cell line, with time-lapse microscope. We measured
two kinds of fl uorescence intensities, inside of nanoparticle and AcidiFluorfl TM ORANGE
on the surface of particles, in single cell at the same time. The ratio analysis was per-
formed using these two kinds of fluorescence over time.fl
The kinetics of the uptake and endosome acidifi cation varied according to a cell, and fi
the special formed cell that did not show the acidification was observed.fi
We succeeded in time-lapse imaging of endosome acidification, and were able to ob-fi
serve the fluorescence change due to endosome acidififl  cation quantitatively and se-fi
quentially. The variations of the cell function such as phagocytosis and endosome
acidifi cation might be important to understand the life phenomenon.fi
( COI: No )

P1-286
Intracellular dynamics of estrogen-related receptors
Uemura, Taisuke; Tanida, Takashi; Matsuda, Kenichi; Sakaue, Yu; Takeda, Yuki;
Yamada, Shunji; Kawata, Mitsuhiro（Kyoto Pref. Univ. Med., Kyoto, Japan）

Estrogen-related receptor (ERR) is a member of the nuclear receptor superfamily and 
has highly homology with estrogen receptor (ER) α. They have three subtypes (α, β,
and γ) that are widely expressed throughout the body including placenta, uterus, and 
brain. Although endogenous ligands of ERRs have not been identifi ed to date, ERRsfi
regulate the transcription of target gene by their constitutively active structure. The
transactivity of ERRs is repressed by binding with diethylstilbestrol (DES), a potent 
synthetic estrogen. Therapeutic treatment of DES in the pregnancy has been known
to be associated with abnormality of reproductive development of the off spring. Inffff
this study we analyzed intracellular dynamics of ERRs treated with DES to elucidate
molecular mechanism of ERR action. Using live-cell imaging with fl uorescent protein fl
labeling, we found that all subtypes of ERRs were mainly localized within the nucleus. 
Upon DES treatment, the expression of each subtype of ERRs changed from diffuse to ffff
punctate pattern in the nucleus. Fluorescent Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) 
analysis revealed the reduction of intranuclear mobility of all subtypes of ERRs after 
DES treatment. These results show the relationship between the inactivation of ERRs
by DES and the cluster formation of ERRs concomitant with mobility reduction. We 
hypothesize that DES-bound ERRs recruit cofactors to form a protein complex that 
induces transcriptional repression. Detailed quantifi cation of FRAP analysis has been fi
examined.
( COI: No )

P1-287
Preparation and application to in vivo noninvasive imaging of near-
infrared organosilica nanoparticle
Atagi, Katsuhiro1, 2; Nakamura, Michihiro1; Hayashi, Kouichirou1; Murakami, Takuya1, 2

（1 Dept. Anat. Cell Biol., Inst. Health Biosci., Univ. Tokushima Grad. Sch., Tokushima,
Japan.; 2Stud. Lab., Univ. Tokushima, Facul. Med., Tokushima, Japan）

Recently, in vivo imaging with near-infrared fl uorescence is used in many fifl elds includ-fi
ing molecular imaging. We prepared near-infrared fl uorescent nanoparticle (NIR-NP).fl
NIR-NP enables to trace its in vivo behavior through the body. As its property, we 
can noninvasively observe how nanoparticle reaches the target. NIR-NP was made 
from mercaptopropyltrimetoxysilane and near infrared fl uorescent dye. NIR-NP was fl
evaluated using electron microscopy and in vivo imaging system. We administrated
NIR-NPs to mice, then measured the distribution and fl uorescent intensity. The ac-fl
cumulations of NIR-NP were detected highly sensitively. Then, we applied NIR-NP to 
tumor-bearing mice. NIR-NPs were detected in tumor tissue due to EPR eff ect. In ad-ffff
dition, endogenous phagocytes or RAW 264.7, mouse leukemic monocyte macrophage 
cell line, were labeled with NIR-NP, and they were applied to tumor-bearing mice.
Accumulations of the labeled cells to tumor tissue were detected. In addition, biodis-
tribution and intensity of fl uorescence were changed and decreased according to time.fl
These results suggested that labeled cells were excreted through a certain pathway. 
Biodistribution and excretion of labeled cells are unclear. NIR-NP and its application
to in vivo imaging are useful to research on the mechanism of the excretion of labeled
cells. We believe that understanding of excretion pathway of nanoparticle and labeled
cells can be breakthrough of the nanomedicine.
( COI: No )

P1-288
Development of organosilica nanoparticle for photodynamic therapy 
(PDT) and single cell analysis of PDT effect
Koga, Fumitaka1, 2; Nakamura, Michihiro1; Atagi, Katsuhiro1; Hayashi, Kouichirou1

（1Dept. Anat. Cell Biol., Inst. Health Biosci., Univ. Tokushima Grad. Sch., Tokushima, 
Japan; 2Stud. Lab., Univ. Tokushima, Facul. Med., Tokushima, Japan）

PDT is a local treatment using photochemical reaction of the photosensitizer and 
excitation light. It has some merits such as less damage to normal tissue, less pain
in the treatment. Nanoparticle improve the PDT eff ect because nanoparticle can tar-ffff
get to tumor tissue. We have developed functionalized organosilica nanoparticle for 
PDT. We performed single cell imaging and quantitative analysis of the cell death to 
evaluate PDT eff ect. RAW267.4 cells, a macrophage cell line, were incubated wiff th the 
particles for PDT overnight. The culture medium containing propidium iodide (PI) 
was exchanged to detect cell death. The cells were irradiated the excitation light of 
the ultraviolet lamp. Fluorescence intensities of the particle in all cells and of the PI
in killed cells were analyzed. 13 kinds of particles for PDT were evaluated. Some they 
showed better cytotoxic activity under an excitation wavelength of 650 nm. The single 
cell imaging and analysis demonstrated time course of cell death and heterogeneous 
response against PDT. Some cells showed cell death but some didn’t be dead in spite
of nanoparticle component cell (PDT resistant cell). So cell death wasn’t dependent on
the quantity of nanoparticle uptake. We speculated that the PDT eff ect vary by the cel-ffff
lular localization of the nanoparticle. Further experiments will be required to improve 
PDT eff ect and to understand the mechanism of PDT resistant. ffff
( COI: No )
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P1-289
IL-6 modulates the proinfl ammatory nature of rat primary culturedfl
microglia
Miyamoto, Keisuke; Mohammad, Choudhury E; Islam, Afsana; Yano, Hajime; 
Tanaka, Junya（Dept Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Grad Sch Med, Ehime Univ,
Ehime, Japan）

Accumulatingevidences have shown that neuronal injury aff ect neuroprotective or ffff
neurotoxic actions of microglia by modulating their cytokine and growth factor release. 
The cytokines and growth factors may aff ect microglial cells in an autocrine manner. ff
Among the cytokines, interleukin-6 (IL-6), consisting of 184 amino acids, may be one of 
the most abundantly produced cytokine by activated microglial cells. Yet, the effects of ff
IL-6 on microglial cells are still to be elucidated. To understand how microglia respond 
to IL-6, we examined the eff ects of IL-6 on primary cultures of rat microglia where ffff
the cells were treated with IL-6 (10 ng /ml) and incubated for various periods. Incuba-
tion with IL-6 for 30 min - 5h caused phosphorylation of STATs 1 and 3 as revealed 
by immunoblotting. After incubation with IL-6 for 2, 5 or 24 h, total RNA samples
of the microglial cells were collected for quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR). qPCRshowed 
that microglial cells increased the expression of mRNA encoding IL-18 but decreasedg
IL-4 at 2 h after IL-6 addition. At 5 h, they increased mRNA encoding IL-1b and IL-18
and suppressed those for IL-4 and IL-10. At 24 h, these changes almost disappeared.
Although IL-6 has been recognized as a pleiotropic cytokine, its action on microglial
cells appeared to be predominantly proinfl ammatory. The proinflfl  ammatory actions of fl
IL-6 may be mediated by phosphorylated STATs.
( COI: No )

P1-290
Circadian rhythm orchestrates the synaptic homeostasis via
microglia
Miyanishi, Kazuya; Choudhury, Mohammad Emamussalehin; Yano, Hajime;
Tanaka, Junya（Department of Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Ehime University
of Graduate School of Medicine）

Circadian rhythms are a 24-hour oscillation process, sustained by a molecular clock
and provide a temporal matrix that ensures the coordination of homeostatic processes
of animals. Like other immune cells involving the homeostasis, microglia also posses
clock genes and in addition to immune surveillance, microglia removes damaged neu-
rons and dysfunctional synapse in brain. To gain insight into possible roles of circadian 
rhythm in the modification of synaptic structures, we sampled prefrontal brain tisfi sues 
from rats at ZT0 (Zeitgeber time, light on) and also at ZT12 (lights off ). Interestingly, ffff
the increased expression of CD68, F4/80, CX3CR1, interferon regulatory factors and
Matrix metalloproteinases where as decreased expression of some metabotropic glu-
tamate receptors in the cerebral cortex at ZT0 compared to ZT12. To go further, 
we focused on primary microglial culture where glutamate stimulates IRF8 and nor-
adrenaline (which peak during active period of circadian cycle) abolishes the glutamate 
eff ects. Additionally, glutamate increased the expression of IRF8ffff  that was abolished
by NA. Taken together, our data of study on nocturnal mammals provide evidence 
that the roles of microglia in circadian rhythm; microglial cells eliminate glutamatergic
input from the thalamus during the sleep period that is abolished by activated NA
neurons during the wake period.
( COI: No )

P1-291
Toll-like receptor 3 mediated activation of microglia; an analysis of 
its signaling pathway
Takamoto, Masumi; Choudhury, Mohammad E; Islam, Afsana; Kawakami, Ayu; 
Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Zyunnya（Depts. Molecular and Cellular Physiology, and 
Neurosurgery, Graduate School of Medicine, Ehime University）

Microglial cells rapidly become activated in response to endogenous ligands for Toll-
like receptors (TLRs) that are produced in pathologic brains. The activated microglia
are supposed to aggravate neuropathologic processes in various neurological disorders. 
Therefore, signaling pathways from TLRs responsible for the activation of microglia
have been intensively investigated, whereas the majority studies have addressed TLR-
mediated MyD88-dependent pathway. In this study, we investigated the response of 
rat primary microglial cells to poly I:C (pIC), a synthetic TLR3 ligand. TLR3 links 
to only MyD88-independent pathway. pIC induced iNOS expression and subsequent
NO production more weakly than LPS, a ligand for TLR4 that links to both MyD88-
dependent and independent pathways. Immunoblotting study showed that pIC induced 
strong STAT1 phosphorylation and elevated IRF1 expression in microglial cells 3 h
after addition of the ligand. LPS weakly caused the similar changes but CpG did not ex-
ert any eff ects. Furthermore, pIC alone induced phosphorylation of MSK1 off ne h after
addition of pIC. Unlike LPS, pIC did not promote NFkappaB translocation into nuclei. 
However, enhancement of MSK1 phosphorylation might be related to phosphorylation
of NFkappaB p65, leading to the binding to the enhancer regions of the target genes. 
These results suggest a possibility that TLR3 activates microglial cells through a
pathway distinct from TLR4-employed one.
( COI: No )

P1-292
Glutamate and noradrenaline modulates phagocytosis of rat primary
cultured microglial cells
Kanehisa, Kouta; Choudhury, Mohammade; Aono, Hitomi; Yano, Hajime;  
Tanaka, Junya（Department of Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Ehime Univ
Graduate School of Medicine）

Microglial cells have been demonstrated to express a variety of receptors for neu-f
rotransmitters. Among the receptors, adrenergic and glutamatergic receptors have
been well investigated on their expression and functions. In this study, we have ad-
dressed the eff ects of noradrenalin (NA) and glutamate (Glu) on microglial phffff agocytic 
activities with the use of rat primary cultured microglial cells. Microglial cells were 
cultured in serum-free DMEM containing supplements such as insulin and transferrin.
When evaluating their phagocytosis activity, the cells were incubated with PKH26
microparticles possessing red fl uorescence for 45 min, followed by fifl  xation and staining fi
with FITC-labeled Phalloidin. The area with red fl uorescence within microglial cellsfl
was defi ned as an index for their phagocytic activity. Consequently, mfi icroglial cell
were found to promote their phagocytic activity in response to Glu, and NA abolished 
the promoting eff ect of Glu when NA and Glu was simultaneously added to microglff ial 
culture. Na alone did not show any significant efffi  ects. Glutamatergic agonists AMPA, ffff
NMDA and kainite exerted similar promoting eff ects to Glu. We have recently foundff
some experimental evidence that microglial cells in the normal and pathologic brains 
are engaged in the control of synaptic transmission through phagocytic elimination 
of synapses. Collectively, Glu and NA are involved in the regulation of the synaptic 
transmission through the control of microglial phagocytic activities.
( COI: No )

P1-293
Expression and interaction between CD38 and TRPM2 in microglia
Suematsu, Fumiya1; Kojima, Yuichiro1; Higashida, Haruhiro2; Noda, Mami1; 
Kido, Mizuho3（1Lab Pathophysiol, Grad Sch Pharm, Kyushu Univ, Fukuoka, Japan;
2Dept Basic Res Social Recog & Memory, Res Cent for Child Mental develop, l
Kanazawa Univ, Kanazawa, Japan; 3Dept Mol Cell Biol & Oral Anat, Grad Sch dental 
sci, Kyushu Univ, Fukuoka, Japan）

CD38 and cyclic ADP-ribose (cADPR) formation have been identifi ed in the hypothala-fi
mus and are critical for Oxytocin (OT), but not arginine vasopressin (AVP) secretion,
with profound consequential changes in social behaviors in mice. However, expression 
and role of CD38 in glial cells still remains elusive. In the present study, we examined 
the immunolocalization of CD38 and TRPM2 which was reported to bind to CD38. In
the hypothalamus, CD38 immunoreactivity was found more commonly in OT neurons
than AVP neurons. In the CD38-defi cient hypothalamus and posterior, stronger stain-fi
ing of OT was observed, suggesting accumulation of OT due to lack of the releasing 
process, as reported previously. Co-expression of CD38 with glial cells showed that
CD38 was rarely expressed in glial fi brillary acidic protein (GFAP)-positive astrocytes.fi
However, expression of CD38 protein in microglia was detected and more expression
of CD38 in microglia was observed in the lipopolysaccharide-injected mouse brain. The 
up-regulation of CD38 was also observed in primary cultured microglia. Expression 
of TRPM2 was also confi rmed and partially merged with CD38. Knocking down of fi
TRPM2 signifi cantly changed the expression level of CD38. These results sugfi gest that
CD38 and TRPM2 interact each other and may play an important role in microglial
function.
( COI: No )

P1-294
Inhibitory effects of noradrenaline and a hypnotic bromvalerylurea 
on LPS-induced proinfl ammatory activation of microgliafl
Kawakami, Ayu; Ishii, Yurika; Takamoto, Masumi; Choudhury, Mohammad E; 
Islam, Afsana; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Dept. Molecular and Cellular 
Physiology, Graduate School of Medicine, Ehime University.）

Activated microglia in the pathologic brain presumably aggravate neuropathological
processes by releasing potentially neurotoxic substances such as proinfl ammatory cy-fl
tokines and reactive oxygen/nitrogen species. Therefore, some intervention suppress-
ing the aggravating activation in an appropriate manner, it would be a promising novel
treatment for the brain diseases. In this study, we compared inhibitory effects of nor-ffff
adrenaline and a hypnotic bromvalerylurea (BU), both of which can inhibit LPS-induced
NO release by rat primary cultured microglial cells to the similar extent. Noradrena-
line (NA) suppressed LPS-induced nuclear translocation of NFkappaB and subsequent
STAT1 phosphorylation. However, NA did not inhibit IL-6-induced STAT1 phosphory-
lation. By contrast, BU did not suppress NFkappaB translocation, but inhibited STAT1
phosphorylation. Simultaneous addition of NA and BU to LPS-treated microglial cells 
caused multiplier inhibitory eff ects on NO-release. Although these results suggest thatffff
NA and BU inhibit activated microglial cells through distinct manners, it is not yet well 
elucidated the mechanisms underlying inhibitory actions of BU. The suppressive action 
of BU may depend on its on JAK1, because BU suppresses interferon-gamma-induced 
STAT1 phosphorylation in peripheral macrophages. We are currently conducting stud-
ies to elucidate the distinctions between NA and BU actions more clearly.
( COI: No )
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P1-295
Noradrenalin suppresses proinfl ammatory reactions of LPS-treatedfl
microglial cell
Ishii, Yurika; Yamaizumi, Ayaka; Kawakami, Ayu; Islam, Afsana; 
Choudhry, Mohammed; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Dept Molecular and cellular 
physiology, Grad Sch Med, Ehime Univ, Ehime Japan）

Noradrenaline (NA) has been well-known of its anti-infl ammatory efffl ects on LPS-terat-ffff
ed microglial cells. The aim of this study was to elucidate the mechanisms underlying 
the suppressive NA eff ects using rat primary cultured microglial cells. NA, an a1 agffff o-
nist, phenylephrine (Phe) and a b2 agonist, terbutaline (Ter) suppressed LPS-induced el-
evated expression of mRNA encoding inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and other
proinfl ammatory mediators by rat primary microglia. Both an a1-selectfl ive blocker 
terazocine and a b2-selective blocker butoxamine overcame the suppressive effects ff
of NA. NA prevented LPS-induced translocation of NFkB into nuclei. LPS decreased
IkB followed by phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 1
(STAT1) and elevated expression of interferon regulatory factors (IRFs) 1 and 8. NAin-
hibited LPS-induced these changes. When NFkB expression was knocked down with
siRNA, LPS-induced STAT1 phosphorylation and upregulated IRF1 expression was
largely abolished. NA did not suppress IL-6 induced STAT1 phosphorylation. These 
results suggested that one of the critical mechanisms underlying the anti-infl ammatory fl
eff ects of NA may be the inhibition of NFkB translocation. Since ffff NA, Phe and Ter
exerted almost the same eff ects and H89 did not show signififf  cant antagonistic efffi ects,ffff
the suppressive eff ects of NA might not be dependent on specififf  c adrenergic receptors fi
and cAMP-dependent signaling pathway.
( COI: No )

P1-296
Effects of IL-18 on rat mixed glial cell culture
Mise, Ayano; Nishioka, Ryutaro; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Dept. Molecular and 
Cellular Physiology, Graduate School of Medicine, Ehime Univ, Ehime, Japan）

Reactive phenotypes of glial cells including astroglia, oligodendrocyte progenitor cells
or NG2 glia, and microglia have been repeatedly documented in the ischemic penum-
bra of the stroke brain. The reactive phenotypes may be induced by some diffusible ffff
factors from the ischemic core lesions, where many bone marrow-derived macro-
phages accumulate. We have addressed interleukin-18 (IL-18) among the many kinds of 
factors produced in the ischemic core of rat brains, whose middle cerebral artery was 
transiently occluded for 90 min. Although IL-18 is quite abundantly produced in the 
ischemic core, it is still to be elucidated what kinds of roles IL-18 play, what kinds of 
cells are the targets of IL-18, or how IL-18 works in the ischemic brain. To solve these 
questions, we have investigated the eff ects of rat recombinant IL-18 on rat primary ffff
mixed glial culture. The culture was started from the whole forebrains of neonatal 
rats and maintained for 10-13 days. Then, the culture was incubated with IL-18 (0, 1,
5, 25 ng/ml) for 24 h followed by fi xation for immunocytochemical staining, collection fi
of protein and total RNA samples, for immunoblotting and RT-PCR, respectively. In 
response to IL-18, mRNA expression that encodes type I interferon, nestin, NG2, olig2 
and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) was increased in a dose-dependent manner. These
results suggest a possibility that IL-18 may be responsible for activation and increase
in the number of oligodendrocyte progenitor cells.
( COI: No )

P1-297
Na+/H+ exchanger isoform 1 is involved in regulation of microglial
cell volume
Fujita, Takahiro; Nishioka, Ryutaro; Mise, Ayano; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya

（Dept Molecular and cellular Physiology, Grad Sch Med, Ehime Univ, Ehime Japan）

Severity of brain edema is one of the critical factors to determine the outcome of 
stroke patients. Na+/H+ exchanger isoform 1 (NHE1) has been implicated in homeo-
stasis of cell volume by introducing Na+ into the cytoplasm that lead to cell swelling.
We have shown that treadmill exercise during acute phase after transient middle cere-
bral artery occlusion ameliorated brain edema that accompanied downregulated NHE1 
expression. The treadmill exercise increased blood corticosterone concentration and 
the administration of anti-glucocorticoid and anti-mineralocorticoid agents abolished
favorable eff ects of exercise. In this study, we have addressed the effff ects of NHE1 ffff
expression on glial cell volumes, because there should be almost no viable neurons in
the ischemic brain tissues. Incubation of rat primary mixed glial cell culture with low 
concentrations of corticosterone lead to decreased NHE1 expression and showed resis-
tance to incubation with culture medium diluted with water as revealed by LDH assay.
Immunocytochemical staining demonstrated that microglial cells expressed NHE1 the
most remarkably in the mixed glial cell culture. NHE inhibitors reduced individual cell 
size in pure microglial cell culture based on cell area determination of microglial cells 
that had been stained with Hoechst 33258 and FITC-labeled phalloidin. These results 
suggest that inhibition of NHE1 activities in microglial cells in the ischemic brain may
lead to amelioration outcomes of stroke. 
( COI: No )

P1-298
Activated microglia in the substantia nigra pars reticulata and globus 
pallidus of rats with 6-OHDA-induced Parkinsonism
Aono, Hitomi; Choudhury, Mohammed; Higaki, Hiromi; Kanehisa, Kouta; 
Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Dept Mol Cell Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Ehime Univ,
Ehime, Japan）

Activation of microglial cells in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and the
globus pallidus in a 6-hydroxy dopamine (6-OHDA)-induced rat Parkinsonism model.
In this study, we have conducted immunohistochemical analyses on activation of mi-
croglial cells. Microglial cell activation was observed not only in the SNpc but also
the SN pars reticulata (SNpr), where no neuronal death was observed. Microglial cells
in the SNpr characteristically expressed CD68, a marker for phagocytes, suggesting 
that the cells are engaged in phagocytosis. Immunoreactivity of glutamate receptorsf
(mGluR1, NMDAR2D) as well as PSD95 (a marker for post-synapse) was reduced in
the region of the SNpr where activated microglia were markedly accumulated. Immu-
noblotting study using anti-synaptophysin antibody showed the decrease of synapses 
in the SN. Furthermore, quantitative real-time RT-PCR demonstrated the decrease in
the level of mRNAs encoding glutamate receptors, NR2D (one typ2 of NMDA recep-
tors), mGluR1 and mGluR4. Rat primary microglial cells incubated with glutamate en-
hanced phagocytic activity by microglial cells. These results suggest that disinhibited 
glutamatergic neurons in the subthalamic nuclei caused microglial in the SNpr and GP. 
Then, activated microglia may be engaged in elimination of glutamate receptors in the 
SNpr and GP, leading to the suppressed activity of GABArgic neurons. Microglia may 
partially suppress the eff ect of DArgic neuronal degeneration on the motor symptoms ffff
of Parkinsonism.
( COI: No )

P1-299
Treadmill exercise after middle cerebral artery occlusion ameliorates
brain edema
Nishioka, Ryutaro; Fujita, Takahiro; Mise, Ayano; Choudhury, Mohammed E;  
Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Dept. Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Graduate 
School of Medicine, Ehime University）

Rehabilitation may be the most eff ective therapy for stroke, yet mechanisms underly-ff
ing the curative eff ects are to be elucidated. In this study, the effffff ect of treadmill exer-ffff
cise on ischemic brain edema was investigated. Wistar rats were subjected to transient 
(90min) middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO). The area of the lesion was measured 
with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) on 1 day-post reperfusion (1dpr), and only rats 
with substantially large ischemic lesion were grouped into exercise and non-exercise 
ones. Treadmill speed was at 4 - 6m/sec and the rats ran only for 10 min/day at 2, 3,ff
and 4 dpr. On the 5dpr, the brain lesions were again examined with MRI. Consequent-
ly, the exercise signifi cantly reduced brain edema and ameliorated the motor function fi
that was evaluated one month after MCAO. The ameliorating effect of the exerciseffff
was abolished when anti-glucocorticoid agent mifepristone or anti-mineralocorticoid
agent spironolactone. Orally administered low dose of corticosterone suppressed the
brain edema in the non-exercise group rats. As revealed by quantitative real-time 
RT-PCR, the exercise prevented the elevation of mRNA encoding aquaporin 4 (AQP4)
and Na+/H+ exchangers (NHEs). These results suggest that the treadmill exercise
increases glucocorticoid level in the circulation, leading to suppression of AQP4 and
NHEs expression that results in the amelioration of brain edema. 
( COI: No )

P1-300
Early-life stressed mice easily induced the epilepsy by application of
pentylenetetrazole
Yoshida, Kenji; Takatsuru, Yusuke ; Amano, Izuki; Koibuchi, Noriyuki

（Dept Integrative Physiol, Grad Sch Med, Gunma Univ, Gunma, Japan）

Epilepsy is potentially triggered by neuronal remodeling. For example, activity of 
newly formed synapses in CA3 or CA1 becomes a cause of epilepsy (Ben-Ari et al.,
2008). Previously reported, decrease in stability of mushroom spines in somatosensory 
cortex and hypersensitivity is detected in early-life stressed mice (Takaturu et al., 
2009). This model also showed the increase in growth of mushroom spines which
potentially compensate the loss of spines. Thus, this early-life stressed mice possibly f
be suff ered the epilepsy more easy compared with those in control micffff e. In this study, 
we prepared the maternal deprivation (MD) mice as follows. MD mice were separated
from their mother from post-natal day 2 (P2) to P14, for 3 h every day. The separated 
MD mice were placed isolated from one another in a locally-made incubator with regu-
lated humidity and temperature. Then we injected pentylenetetrazole (PTZ; 20mg/
kg or 30mg/kg) intraperitoneally every other day in adulthood (P56-84) for a month.
After injection, we observed the behavior of mice for 30 minutes in the home cage. To 
estimate behavioral scale, we use Racine scale (RS) (Racine et al., 1972). The behavioral
test showed that high RS was recorded in MD mice in early phase after starting to 
injection compared with those in control mice. This result indicated that MD mice
may be vulnerable to epilepsy more than control mice. We are going to observe the
concentration of glutamate and GABA in hippocampus by in vivo microdialysis and
investigate the mechanism of epilepsy by using molecular biological experiment.
( COI: No )
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P1-301
Homeostasis of glutamatergic synapses is disrupted by early-life-
stress
Toya, Syutaro1; Takatsuru, Yusuke1; Kokubo, Michifumi1; Amano, Izuki1;
Shimokawa, Noriaki1, 2; Koibuchi, Noriyuki1（1Dept Integrative Physiol, Grad Sch
Med, Gunma Univ, Gunma, Japan; 2 Dept. Food Nutr., Takasaki Univ. Health2

Welfare）

Stress during early life stage induces several neuropsychological disorders in adult-
hood. The disorders which related with early-life stress should be induced by func-
tional alteration of the glutamatergic system. However, their underlying mechanisms
have not yet been fully understood. In this study, we used maternal deprivation (MD) 
mice as an early-life-stress model, and studied the changes in the glutamatergic system 
in adulthood. The glutamate concentration and neuronal activity in the somatosen-
sory cortex (SSC) increased under basal condition in MD mice compared with those
in control mice. Stressful physical stimulation (SPS) increased the concentration of 
corticosterone in the control mouse SSC, but not that of glutamate even under the ap-
plication of SPS. On the other hand, in the MD mice, although the basal concentration
of corticosterone in the SSC was increased, no SPS-induced increase was observed.
On the other hand, the concentration of glutamate extremely increased during SPS. It
was signifi cantly high for 30 min after stimulation. The expression levelfi  of α -amino-
3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid / N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor in the
MD mice was also changed compared with those in control mice after SPS. These fiff nd-fi
ings indicate that early-life stress disrupts the homeostasis of glutamatergic synapses.
( COI: No )

P1-302
Odorant X-induced analgesia is not stress-induced analgesia in
mice
Yamaguchi, Ran1; Ishikawa, Sodemi2; Tashiro, Shogo2, 3; Kajiya, Katsuko1;
Kanmura, Yuichi3; Kuwaki, Tomoyuki2; Kashiwadani, Hideki2（1Dept Biochem Sci 
Tech, Facul Agri, Kagoshima Univ, Kagoshima, Japan; 2Dept Physiol, Grad Sch Med 
Dent Sciences, Kagoshima Univ, Kagoshima, Japan; 3Dept Anesthesiol, Grad Sch Med 
Dent Sciences, Kagoshima Univ, Kagoshima, Japan）

Previously, we found that an odor molecule (odorant X) showed signifi cant analgesia in fi
mice. The odorant X-induced analgesia was not observed in olfactory-deprived mice, 
indicating that olfactory input evoked by odorant X trigger the analgesia. Furthermore
it was not observed in orexin peptide deleted mice or in orexinergic neuron ablated
mice. These results indicated that orexinergic transmission is essential for the odorant 
X-induced analgesia. However, it has not yet revealed whether the odorant X-induced
analgesia is one of the stress-induced analgesia or not. To address the issue, we firstfi
examined the elevation of plasma ACTH, one of the stress hormones in odor exposed
mice. ELISA analyses revealed that the increase of plasma ACTH was not observed
in odorant X exposed mice but evident in TMT, one of the predator odors triggering 
the stress-induced analgesia in rodent. Next to examine the aversion to odorant X,
we performed odor preference/avoidance test using two-chambered odor exposure
apparatus. Time spent exploratory behavior for odorant X-perfused chamber was
comparable with that for odorless air-perfused chamber, indicating that mice did not 
show the aversion to odorant X. These results indicated that odorant X-exposure did 
not induce the acute stress for mice which could trigger the stress-induced analgesia.
( COI: No )

P1-303
The analgesic effect of odorant-X is concentration-dependent
Nagata, Keiichiro1, 2, 3; Tashiro, Shogo3; Kajiya, Katsuko1; Kanmura, Yuichi3;  
Kuwaki, Tomoyuki2; Kashiwadani, Hideki2（1Dept Biochem Sci Tech, Facul Agri, 
Kagoshima Univ, Kagoshima, Japan; 2Dept Physiol, Grad, Sch Med Dent Sciences,
Kagoshima Univ, kagoshima, Japan; 3Dept Anesthesiol, Grad Sch Med Dent Sciences,
Kagoshima Univ, Kagoshima, Japan）

Recently, we found that odorant-X(one of the terpenoid) exposure induced analgesic
eff ect in mouse. Because the analgesic effffff ect was not observed in anosmic mouse,ffff
the analgesic eff ect was driven by odorant X-evoked olfactry input. In additionff , we 
found that the analgesic eff ect was mediated by hypothalamus orexinergic neurons.ffff
However, it has not yet been examined the analgesia threshold or the concentration-
response relationship of odorant X. To address the question, we measured the thermal 
pain threshold under several concentrations of odorant X using classical hot plate
test(54.5 degree). The analgesic eff ect of odorant X vaporized from 10% odorant X ffff
solution tended to be attenuated compared to that from 100% odorant X solution, 
however, the analgesic eff ect was still signififfff  cant. The gas from 1% solution did notfi
show the signifi cant analgesic efffi  ect. These data indicate that the analgesic effffff ect of ff
odorant X exposure depends on the concentration of odorant X. In our presentation,
we will also discuss the diff erence between detection threshold and analgesia thresholdff
of odorant X.
( COI: No )

P1-304
Prolactin reduces maternal behaviour impairment by lack of CIN85
Takanashi, Yurie1; Sairenji, Taku1; Ikezawa, Jun1; Shimokawa, Noriaki1, 2; 
Koibuchi, Noriyuki1（1Dept Intgr Physiol, Med Grad Sch, Gunma Univ, Gunma,
Japan; 2 Dept Nutr, Takasaki Univ Health and Welfare, Gunma, Japan）2

Cbl-interacting protein of 85 kDa (CIN85) is a scaff old/multi-adaptor protein implicatedffff
in the regulation of receptor endocytosis, cell division and the cellular cytoskeleton. 
Recently, we reported that mice defi cient of CIN85 expression show hyperactive phe-fi
notypes. As a molecular explanation of this phenotype, the absence of striatal CIN85
causes decreased dopamine receptor endocytosis in striatal neurons in response to 
dopamine stimulation.
We show here another phenotype besides the hyperactivity of CIN85 knockout (KO)
mice that of maternal neglect to the newborns. Even though there is no diff erence in ffff
the number of live births from CIN85 KO homozygote, heterozygote and wild-type
mothers, respectively, almost all pups born to CIN85 KO homozygote mothers have
died within two days of birth. Moreover, despite of the fact that no defect in the 
mammary glands of CIN85 KO mother mice was found, milk was not detected in the
stomachs of most pups. Importantly, when measuring the plasma levels of prolactin
(PRL), we detected signifi cantly decreased PRL levels in CIN85 KO mice compared to fi
heterozygote and wild-type mice. We therefore injected PRL (0.05 µg/g bw/day, ip) to
pregnant CIN85 KO mice in mid to the last day of pregnancy. It could partially rescue 
the defect in maternal behavior of the next generation.
Our fi ndings indicate a loss of CIN85 function leads to a neglect-lifi ke behaviour of the 
next generation due to aberrant dopamine-PRL signaling.
( COI: No )

P1-305
Lack of CIN85 causes impairment of maternal behaviour by
disruption of fetal environment
Sairenji, Taku1; Takanashi, Yurie1; Kaneko, Ryosuke2; Shimokawa, Noriaki1, 3;
Koibuchi, Noriyuki1（1Dept Intgr Physiol, Med Grad Sch, Gunma Univ, Gunma,
Japan; 2Inst Exp Anim Res, Med Grad Sch, Gunma Univ, Gunma, Japan; 3Dept Nutr,
Takasaki Univ Health and Welfare, Gunma, Japan）

Cbl-interacting protein of 85 kDa (CIN85) is a scaff old/multi-adaptor protein implicatedffff
in the regulation of receptor endocytosis, cell division and the cellular cytoskeleton. 
Recently, we reported that mice defi cient of CIN85 expression show hyperactive phe-fi
notypes. As a molecular explanation of this phenotype, the absence of striatal CIN85 
causes decreased dopamine receptor endocytosis in striatal neurons in response to 
dopamine stimulation. We show here another phenotype besides the hyperactivity of 
CIN85 knockout (KO) mice that of maternal neglect to the newborns. Even though 
there is no diff erence in the number of live births from CIN85 KO homozygote, ffff hetero-
zygote and wild-type mothers, respectively, almost all pups born to CIN85 KO homo-
zygote mothers have died within two days of birth. Importantly, when measuring the
plasma levels of prolactin (PRL) on delivery day, we detected signifi cantly decreased fi
PRL levels in CIN85 KO mice compared to heterozygote and wild-type mice. We
therefore have transferred wild type (WT) embryos into the oviduct of KO mice. As
a result, many of the mice that were born in the embryonic transfer were neglected.
Our fi ndings indicate a loss of CIN85 function leads to neglect behafi viour in the next
generation due to aberrant environment in fetal period.
( COI: No )

P1-306
Developmental sex differences of the synaptic input onto
tuberoinfundibular dopaminergic neurons
Gotoh, Kaito; Tobe, Yuki; Furuta, Miyako; Fujioka, Hitomi; Hgiwara, Hiroko; 
Kakehashi, Chiaki; Funabashi, Toshiya; Akema, Tatsuo（Department of Physiology, 
St. Marianna University School of Medicine, Kawasaki, Japan）

Dopamine neurons located in the ARC are known as tuberoinfundibular dopaminergic
(TIDA) neurons. A part of their functions is to inhibit prolactin (PRL) release from the
anterior pituitary as a PRL inhibitory factor. Since the basal activity of neurons are 
controlled by synaptic inputs and there is a sex difference in the release of PRL, we ex-ff
amined the synaptic inputs onto TIDA neurons. Transgenic mice carrying GFP under 
the control of the rat tyrosine hydroxylase gene (Matsushita et al, 2002) were used in
the present study. We first confifi  rmed that the expression of GFP was reliable markerfi
for TIDA neurons by immunocytochemistry. Next, we investigated that the develop-
mental changes in the synaptic input onto TIDA neurons. In male and female mice at
the age of 2 and 4 weeks, whole-cell voltage-clamp techniques in acute slice were ap-
plied. TIDA neurons were identifi ed as GFP-positive cells by flfi  uorescence microscopy. fl
The frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic current (mEPSC) in female mice
at the age 4 weeks was signifi cantly lower compared to that in male mice at the samefi
age. On the other hand, the mean amplitude of mEPSC was not affected between sexes ffff
at this age. There were no signifi cant changes in the frequency or the mean amplitude fi
of mEPSC between female and male mice at the age 2 weeks. These results suggest 
the presence of the sex diff erence in the controlling mechanism for TIDA neurons.ff
( COI: No )
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P1-307
Postnatal changes of excitatory synaptic inputs in the rat masseter
motoneurons
Kajiwara, Risa1; Nakamura, Shiro2; Mochizuki, Ayako2; Nakayama, Kiyomi2;
Kiyomoto, Masaaki2; Inoue, Tomio2（1Showa Univ Sch Dent, Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept 
Oral Physiol, Showa Univ Sch Dent, Tokyo, Japan）

Feeding behavior of mammals dramatically changes from suckling to mastication dur-
ing early postnatal period. The postnatal development of oro-facial structures during 
this period is accompanied by developmental changes of central neural mechanisms
involved in controlling jaw movement. However, whether the synaptic inputs to tri-
geminal motoneurons change during postnatal development is still unclear. In this
study, we examined the developmental changes of miniature excitatory postsynaptic
currents (mEPSC) in the rat masseter motoneurons (MMNs) during early postnatal
period. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were made from dextran tetramethylrhoda-
mine-lysine (DRL)-labeled MMNs obtained from P2-5 (n = 7) and P10-15 (n = 9) Wistar 
rats. After bath applications of strychnine, SR95531 and tetrodotoxin, mEPSCs were 
observed in P2-15 MMNs. Subsequent addition of CNQX almost completely abolished 
the mEPSCs. The amplitude of the mEPSCs signifi cantly increased from 17.0±1.7 pA fi
at P2-5 to 21.1±0.84 pA at P10-15 (p<0.05). Furthermore, the decay time constant of 
the mEPSCs was signifi cantly reduced from 2.9±0.24 ms at P2-5 to 1.6±0.16 ms atfi
P10-15 (p<0.01). In contrast, there were no significant difffi  erences in the frequency ff
between P2-5 and P10-15. These results demonstrate the developmental increase in 
mEPSC amplitude and decrease in mEPSC decay time during postnatal ages. It is pos-
sible that the postnatal development of the synaptic inputs to the MMNs contributes 
to the transition from suckling to mastication.
( COI: No )

P1-308
Glycine-activated outward currents in neurons of the hippocampus
Sato, Shunsuke; Eguchi, Noriomi; Mori, Masahiro（Dept Physiol and cell bio, Divisi 
Neurophysiol, UnderGrad Sch Med, Kobe Univ. Kobe, Japan）

Glycine receptors are widely expressed throughout the central nervous system such
as spinal cord, brain stem, but their physiological roles in the brain and their en-
dogenous ligands have not been clearly identifi ed yet. In the hippocampus glycine fi
activates pyramidal cells in the area of CA1 and CA3 (M. Mori, 2002). Extracellular
electrical stimulation revealed no glycinergic synaptic responses in the CA3 pyramidal 
cells. Here we sought for the roles of glycine receptors in the hippocampus, using 
organotypic rat hippocampal slice culture, prepared from P6 rats. Pressure applica-
tion of glycine (0.3 mM in an application pipette; 50 µm away from the soma of theff
neurons studied) activated an outward current in the neurons but not in the glial cells 
identifi ed by their failure to generate action potentials at a holdingfi  potential of -70 g
mV. The glycine-activated currents were blocked by the bath-perfusion of a glycine 
receptor antagonist, strychnine. Peak amplitudes of glycine-activated current density 
in interneurons were larger than those in pyramidal cells (CA3 pyramidal cell, 17.5 ±
3.24 pA/pF, n=5; interneurons, 36.0 ± 13.2 pA/pF, n=5). We found that the variance
of the glycine-activated currents density in interneurons was much more than that in
CA3 pyramidal cells, suggesting that this signifi cant variation of the glycine-activatedfi
currents in interneurons could be derived from diversity of the type of interneurons.
( COI: No )

P1-309
An old hypnotic bromvalerylurea ameliorates 6-hydorxydopamine-
induced rat Parkinsonism
Higaki, Hiromi; Em, Choudhury; Afsana, Islam; Kawamoto, Chisato; 
Takamoto, Masumi; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Ehime Univ, Ehime, Japan）

Damaged neurons express damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) such, 
which can activate microglia to display proinfl ammatory reactions that further aggra-fl
vate neuronal damage. Therefore, such vicious cycles should be prevented either by in-
hibiting neuronal damage or microglial activation. We have attempted to suppress the 
activation of microglia to ameliorate neuronal damage. Recently bromvalerylurea (BU), 
an outdated hypnotic/sedative, was found to suppress nitric oxide (NO) release by
lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated microglial cells in a concentration-dependent man-
ner. Inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) expression by LPS-activated microglial cells
was suppressed at mRNA and protein levels as revealed by real-time RT-PCR and
immunoblotting. A rat Parkinson's disease (PD) model was induced by administrating 
6-OHDA into the right striatum to cause a substantial loss of dopaminergic neurons in 
the substantia nigrapars compacta. BU dissolved in drinking water was administered 
to the PD model rats at a dose of 50 mg/kg body weight/day. BU administration pre-
vented dopaminergic neuron loss and microglial activation. As revealed by quantita-
tive real-time RT-PCR revealed, BU suppressed expression of mRNA encoding IRF1,
IRF8 and IL-6, all of which may be involved in microglial activation. Furthermore, BU 
ameliorated motor function of the rats as revealed by Rota-rod test. Thus, BU may
be a promising agent for the treatment of PD by suppressing microglial activation.
( COI: No )

P1-310
Single-cell imaging mass spectrometry revealed lower abundance
of palmitoleic acid in breast cancer stem cells
Waki, Michihiko1, 2; Ide, Yoshimi2, 3; Ogura, Hiroyuki3; Shiiya, Norihiko3;  
Setou, Mitsutoshi2（1Dept. Med., Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. Med., Shizuoka, Japan; 
2Dept. Anat. Cell Biol., Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. Med., Shizuoka, Japan;a 3Dept. Surg. I, 
Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. Med., Shizuoka, Japan）

Imaging of biomolecules has brought signifi cant progress in microanatomy. We havefi
developed an imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) protocol that enabled visualization of 
lipids. Previously, we found abnormal lipid metabolism in human breast cancer lesions. 
To further characterize particular rare cellular populations, we conducted IMS analy-
ses of individual cells isolated by fl uorescence-activated cell sorting. As a target, wefl
focused on breast cancer stem cells (CSCs), which are thought to cause cancer relapse 
and drug resistance.
We dispersed surgically-resected breast cancer tissues, sorted CD45－/CD44+/CD24－

CSCs, and analyzed them by time-of-fl ight secondary ion mass spectrometry-type IMS. fl
To validate the results, we analyzed bulk cells by liquid chromatography tandem mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).
We visualized simultaneously 4 fatty acid species and phosphoric acid in sorted CSCs. In-
tegrated ion intensity of palmitoleic acid was signifi cantly smaller in CSCs as comparedfi
with that of CD45－/CD44－/CD24+ non-stem cancer cells: the tendency was identical 
in 2 cases. This fi nding was supported by the results of LC-MS/MS analysis in 3 cfi ases.
Our novel method successfully showed the distribution of lipids within unique micro-
anatomical components in human clinical specimens. The abnormal lipid metabolism
in breast CSCs identifi ed in this study may have a future application as an anti-cancfi er 
therapeutic target specific to CSCs.fi
( COI: No )

P1-311
Possible participation of sodium ion / proton exchanger1 (NHE1) in
lymph node metastasis of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
Nomura, Noriko; Kirino, Yui; Kaminota, Teppei; Kobayashi, Yusuke; Yano, Hajime; 
Tanaka, Junya（Dept Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Med, Ehime Univ, Ehime, 
Japan）

Metastases of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas to the draining lymph nodes
precede to distant metastases, and dramatically aff ect in the prognosis. Thus, preven-ffff
tion of the lymph node metastases is expected as promising therapeutic target for this 
disease. We had already established highly eff ective lymph node metastasis model of ffff
squamous cell carcinoma by using human metastatic squamous carcinoma cell line 
SASL1m. By xenografting this cell line to KSN nude mice tongues, we obtained almost 
100% of metastases to the submandibular lymph node which corresponds to the drain-
ing lymph node for the tongue. We found protein expression of NHE1 is enhanced in
SASL1m cells compared with non-metastatic parental cell line SAS. NHE1 acts as a
regulator of intracellular pH by excreting proton by exchanging with sodium ion, andg
has potential to make tumor microenvironment acidic. Simultaneously, NHE1 plays
a role as an anchoring point of actin cytoskeleton to the cellular plasma membrane, 
and participates in cellular motility, polarity and invasive activity. We are exploring 
possible roles of upregulation of NHE1 in squamous cell carcinoma metastases to the 
draining lymph nodes by using stable NHE1 knockdown SASL1m cells. The knock-
down cells exhibit reduced metastatic rates to the lymph node in the model system
described above, and also severely reduced in vitro invasive activities. We would like
to discuss about the possibilities of NHE1 as a therapeutic target of this disease.
( COI: No )

P1-312
The KCNK13 channel current is increased by the activation of either
the Gi/o- or the Gq-coupled receptor
Matsubara, Miki1, 2; Tateyama, Michihiro2, 3; Kubo, Yoshihiro2, 3（1Niigata Univ Sch 
Med, Niigata, Japan; 2Div Biophys & Neurobiol, Dept Molec Physiol, Natl Inst for 
Physiol Sci, Okazaki, Japan; 3Dept Physiol Sci, SOKENDAI, Hayama, Japan）

The KCNK13 channel, a member of the two-pore-domain potassium channel family, is
known to be activated by arachidonic acid and inhibited by halothane. In addition, we 
have previously observed that the KCNK13 channel is activated by the Gi/o-coupled
GABAB receptors (GABABR) in mouse cerebellar Purkinje cells, but not in oocytes.
Here we examined whether or not the activation of the GABABR potentiates the 
KCNK13 channel in human embryonic kidney 293 cells by patch clamp recording.
We confi rmed that GABAfi BR positively regulates the KCNK13 channel. We also ob-
served that the activation of the Gi/o-coupled muscarinic type2 receptor potentiates 
the KCNK13 channel and the potentiation is inhibited by pretreatment with Pertussis
toxin. Furthermore, we observed that the KCNK13 channel is potentiated by the Gq-
coupled metabotropic glutamate receptor type1a or muscarinic type 1 receptor (M1R). 
The eff ect of the Mffff 1R was suppressed by application of the PLC inhibitor (U73122,
10 µM) but not by the infusion of 5 mM BAPTA in pipette solution, suggesting that 
downstream of PLC, excluding the increase in the intracellular Ca2+, potentiates the 
KCNK13 channel. These results demonstrate that the KCNK13 channel is positively
regulated by either the Gi/o- or the Gq-coupled receptor.
( COI: No )
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P1-313
Physiological signifi cance of the novel spliced isoform of two-pore 
domain K+ channel K2P5.1
Endo, Kyoko; Kurokawa, Natsumi; Nakakura, Sawa; Sato, Aya; Ishii, Mizuki; 
Kito, Hiroaki; Niwa, Satomi; Fujii, Masanori; Ohya, Susumu（Dept Pharmacol, Kyoto 
Pharmaceut Univ, Kyoto, Japan）

The two-pore domain K+ (K2P) channel, K2P5.1 (also known as TASK-2/KCNK5) is one
of the background K+ conductance, is activated by extra- and intracellular alkalization 
and contributes to the setting of the resting membrane potential in various types of 
cells. We recently identifi ed the novel splice variants of Kfi 2P5.1, K2P5.1B from mam-
malian spleens. They were lacking the N-terminus of the original K2P5.1A, however,
conserved the C-terminus, which is essential for the forming of functional dimers. Inf
the human embryonic kidney HEK293 cell heterologous expression system, the cel-
lular distribution of CFP-tagged K2P5.1A and/or YFP-tagged K2P5.1B showed K2P5.1B 
inhibited the traffi  cking of Kffi 2P5.1A to the plasma membrane. Using a fluorescencefl
imaging system, alkaline pH-induced hyperpolarization by the activation of native hu-
man K2P5.1A (hK2P5.1A) was signifi cantly suppressed and the inflfi ux of Cafl 2+ was simul-
taneously decreased in hK2P5.1B-overexpressing human leukemia K562 cells. Recent
researches highlighted the potential role of K2P5.1 in the pathogenesis of autoimmune
diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis. We also found a significantfi
increase in K2P5.1 expression in the splenic CD4+ T-lymphocytes from a mouse model
of chemically-induced infl ammatory bowel disease. The mRNA splicing mechanismsfl
underlying the transcriptional regulation of K2P5.1B may implicate for a new therapeu-
tic strategy in autoimmune and infl ammatory diseases. fl
( COI: No )

P1-314
Morphological analysis of small intestinal organoids
Takahashi, Hirosuke1; Baba, Ryoko1; Ishimatsu, Nana1; Morimoto, Hiroyuki1; 
Fujita, Mamoru2（1Dept. Anat. Sch. Med. UOEH, Kitakyushu, Japan; 2Grad. Sch.
Health Nutr. Sci. Nakamura Gakuen Univ., Fukuoka, Japan）

In the small intestine, the epithelial cells are regulated its diff erentiation along crypt-ff
villus axis, and specialization along proximodistal axis. Recently, Sato and Clevers have
been established the method of primary mouse small intestinal epithelial tissue culture 
(organoid). By using the organoid technique, we investigated whether specialization of 
epithelial cells along proximodistal axis refl ect the organoids derived from difffl erent re-ffff
gion of small intestine. Crypts were isolated from mouse jejunum and ileum segments,
and then cultured for several weeks. The organoids from each segment were observed 
histologically and identifi ed cellular population. The organoids were composed of cen-fi
tral cyst structures and surrounding crypt-like structures. In the epithelium, four types
of mature cells were presented; enterocytes, goblet cells, enteroendocrine cells and
paneth cells. However, it seems that cellular population of organoid diff ered with smallffff
intestinal segment, we need further examination such as ultrastructural observation
and analysis of the epithelial function. The author has no fi nancial conflfi  icts of interestfl
to disclose concerning the presentation.
( COI: No )

P1-315
Ephrin-B1 and EphB2 expression in the stratifi ed squamousfi
epithelium of the skin and mucosae
Kohara, Yukari; Ogawa, Kazushige（Fac. Life Environ. Sci., Osaka Prefect. Univ.,
Izumisano, Japan）

Eph receptors and ephrin ligands are membrane proteins that regulate cell adhesion
and proliferation. Recently it has shown that EphAs and ephrin-As expressed epi-
dermal keratinocytes modulate proliferation, migration and diff erentiation (Lin et al., ffff
2012) while expressions of EphBs and ephrin-Bs are almost unknown. We previously 
reported ephrin-B1 and EphB2 localizations in the stratifi ed squamous epithelium of fi
the nonglandular part of the rodent stomach. In this study, we screened ephrin-B1 
and EphB2 expressions in stratifi ed squamous epithelia of diverse tissues and organs fi
(tongue, esophagus, nonglandular part of the stomach, palm, sole, anus, lip in adult ICR 
mice). RT-PCR analysis showed that all members of EphBs and ephrin-Bs were ex-
pressed in all tissues examined. Immunofl uorescence staining revealed that (1) ephrin-fl
B1 was expressed in keratinocytes of the basal and spinous layer of the epithelia in the 
mucosae and skins, (2) ephrin-B1 was highly expressed in thick regions of the epithelia,
where connective tissue papillae were developed, (3) ephrin-B1 were expressed higher
in keratinocytes of the basal layer adjacent to the top of the papillae in the dorsum of 
tongue and these cells were Ki67-negative, (4) EphB2 was expressed in keratinocytes 
of the basal layer clearly in the mucosae such as the esophagus and nonglandular
stomach. These findings may indicate that ephrin-B1expression pattern is almostfi  the 
same among stratifi ed squamous epithelia except for the tongue while EphB2 expresfi -
sion pattern differs between the skin and mucosae.ff
( COI: No )

P1-316
Prosaposin and its receptors in the kidney
Watanabe, Haruka1; Shimokawa, Tetsuya1; Nabeka, Hiroaki1; Msi, Khan1; 
Doihara, Takuya1; Yamamiya, Kimiko1; Hamada, Fumihiko2; Matsuda, Seiji1;
Kobayashi, Naoto3（1Anat Embryol, Ehime Univ Grad Med., Ehime, Japan; 2Anat,2

Oita Univ F Med., Oita, Japan; 3Education C, Ehime Univ Grad Med., Ehime, Japan）

Prosaposin (PSAP) is the precursor of saposins A-D. Accumulating documents sug-
gest that PSAP is a trophic factor in vivo and in vitro that induces the diff erentiationffff
and prevents the death of a variety of cells. Recently, the interaction of PSAP with
polycystic kidney and hepatic disease gene 1 was reported. The two proteins regulate
cellular proliferation and apoptosis (Sun et al., 2010). These fi ndings prompted us tofi
further investigate the distribution of PSAP in the kidneys. We generated a specificfi
antibody to PSAP and examined the spatiotemporal distribution of PSAP-immunore-
active (PSAP-IR) cells in the kidney. PSAP-IR cells were rarely observed in the renal 
glomerulus. Strongly immunoreactive cells were observed in the proximal tubules, 
while weak immunoreactivity was detected in the distal tubules. The background 
levels of immunoreactivity were also observed in the proximal tubules; this artificialfi
reaction must be examined carefully.
( COI: No )

P1-317
Prosaposin and its receptors in the spleen
Takezawa, Mitsuaki1; Shimokawa, Tetsuya1; Nabeka, Hiroaki1; Msi, Khan1; 
Doihara, Takuya1; Yamamiya, Kimiko1; Hamada, Fumihiko2; Kobayashi, Naoto3;
Matsuda, Seiji1（1Anat Embryol, Ehime Univ Grad Med., Ehime, Japan; 2Anat, Oita2

Univ F Med., Oita, Japan; 3Education C, Ehime Univ Grad Med., Ehime, Japan）

Prosaposin (PSAP) is a trophic factor and activator of sphingolipid hydrolase in lyso-
somes. PSAP is the precursor of four small heat-stable glycoproteins called saposins 
(saposin A-D), which are required for the hydrolysis of a variety of sphingolipids by
specifi c lysosomal hydrolases (O’Brien et al. 1988). PSAP is found infi  several organs 
and is secreted into biological fl uids such as milk, cerebrospinal flfl uid, and seminal flfl  uid,fl
suggesting that PSAP serves not only as a precursor for saposins inside lysosomes 
but also as a secretory protein without undergoing proteolysis (Hiraiwa et al. 1992,
1993). We generated a specifi c antibody against PSAP and examined the spatiotempo-fi
ral distribution of PSAP-immunoreactive (PSAP-IR) cells in rat spleen. PSAP-IR cells
were distributed in both the red and white pulp of the spleen. To identify PSAP-IR
cells, double and triple immunostaining was performed using antibodies against PSAP,
CD68, and CD1d. These results suggest that antigen-presenting cells in these lym-
phatic tissues contain abundant PSAP (Shimokawa et al. 2013). In the present study, we 
examined the distribution of immunopositive cells for the prosaposin receptors GPR37 
and GPR37L1 in rat spleen. Receptor-immunoreactive cells were observed mainly in
the red pulp of the spleen.
( COI: No )

P1-318
Molecular basis of intercellular adhesion in mesangial cells
Yamamoto, Yoohei; Kurihara, Hidetake; Sakai, Tatsuo（Sch. Med. Juntendo Univ., 
Tokyo, Japan）

Mesangial cells provide the mechanical support for glomerular capillaries by generat-
ing an inwardly directed counter force and regulating the glomerular wall tension by 
contraction and relaxation. Interaction between mesangial cells and endothelial cells 
are often observed by EM. However, molecular basis of intercellular junction between
two cells is not fully clarifi ed. In this study,fi we demonstrate the intercellular adhesion
molecules expressed in mesangial cells. Recently, we have found that fi lamin, one of fi
actin-binding proteins, is expressed in both normal and proliferating mesangial cells. 
Filamin is located in the whole cell body of mesangial cell. Therefore, fi lamin staining fi
is useful for visualizing mesangial cells. Capillary endothelial cells is detectable by
ICAM-2 staining. N-cadherin and catenins are located at the intercellular junctions 
between mesangial cells. On the contrary, spot signals for l-afadin at the tips of me-
sangial processes including fi lamin are observed beneath the glomerular capillary.fi
Immunoelectron microscopy demonstrates that l-afadin is located at cell-cell contact
between mesangial cell and capillary endothelial cell. The signals for those adhesion 
molecules are dramatically decreased during mesangiolysis induced by injection of 
Thy1.1 monoclonal antibodies. Proliferating mesangial cells observed in the expanded 
mesangial area at day 5 after antibody injection do not express N-cadherin, catenins 
and l-afadin. The data suggest that l-afadin is involved in the heterologous interaction
between mesangial cell and capillary endothelial cell. 
( COI: No )
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P1-319
The role of αSMA in renal fi brosis
Sakai, Yuya; Ina, Keisuke; Chiba, Seiichi; Tatsukawa, Shuji; Fujikura, Yoshihisa

（Oita University, Oita, Japan）

Renal fi brosis is the fifi  nal common pathway of a wide variety of chronic kidney dis-fi
eases, irrespective of the initial causes of nephropathy. The key player causing fibro-fi
sis is the myofi broblast. TGF-β1 overproduced in kidney transforms fifi broblasts tofi
myofi broblasts, which induce type I collagen accumulation (fifi  brosis). They are mor-fi
phologically characterized by having αSMA formed the stress fi ber. Signififi cance of fi
αSMA expression remains unknown. In the present study, the role of αSMA in
renal fi brosis was investigated by transfecting αSMAsiRNA into NRK49Ffi cells (rat
renal fi broblasts). Immunoflfi uorescence for αSMA exhibited that the stress fifl  bers of fi
αSMA were formed by TGF-β1, whereas it was not found in the cells transfected 
αSMAsiRNA (the siRNA cells). Also it was shown by Western blotting that αSMA
expression was accelerated by TGF-β1 and it was suppressed in the siRNA cells. In
transmission electron microscopy, TGF-β1 was exhibited to induce building up of 
stress fi bers and dilatation of RER, while building up of stress fifi  bers was repressed butfi
dilatation of RER was similarly recognized in the siRNA cells. In culture of NRK49F
cells in type I collagen gel, TGF-β1 markedly evoked gel contraction, whereas the
siRNA cells were leaded to suppression of TGF-β1-stimulated gel contraction. Accu-
mulation of type I collagen was induced by TGF-β1, and not aff ected by αSMA knockffff
down. Dilatation of RER may correspond to increased accumulation of type I collagen.
In conclusion, it was demonstrated that αSMA stress fi bers caused gel contraction,fi
but did not infl uence accumulation of type I collagen. fl
( COI: No )

P1-320
Study of protective effect against oxidative stress on rheological 
dysorder of erythrocyte
Izumi, Ryo; Murakami, Yoshimasa; Takechi, Kana; Hoshino, Mako; Suzuki, Yoji; 
Ohkubo, Nobutaka; Aoto, Mamoru; Mitsuda, Noriaki（Dept. Circul. Physiol. Sch. 
Med. Ehime Univ. Ehime, Japan）

We study to evaluate the eff ects of iron-induced oxidative stress and the protectiveff
effects of dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) against oxidative damageffff  on rheological 
properties of erythrocytes. Human erythrocytes were incubated for 1 hour at 37℃ff
with 0-2 mM FeSO4 in the presence of ascorbate. For evaluations of erythrocyte 
membrane damage. Thiol content of membrane proteins were measured by Ellman's
method. A cone-plate viscometer, and high-shear rheoscope were used to evaluate
the rheological parameters in Fe2+/ascorbate-treated erythrocytes. 1) Fe2+/ascorbate 
treatment impaired erythrocyte deformability and erythrocyte suspension viscosity,
with increasing membrane protein oxidation. 2) DHEA partially prevented Fe-ascor-
bate-induced deformability impairment and decrease viscosity of erythrocyte suspen-f
sions, by reason of decreasing its oxidative damage. DHEA is effi  cacious in protecting ffi
erythrocyte's against iron-mediated oxidative injury, which can be attributed to its 
potent reductant and radical scavenging abilities.
( COI: No )

P1-321
Simulation of changes in ionic mechanisms underlying contraction 
of ventricular cells during embryonic development
Wakita, Maiko1, 2; Sano, Hitomi1, 2; Naito, Yasuhiro1, 2, 3; Tomita, Masaru1, 2, 3

（1Inst. Adv. Biosci. Keio Univ, Kanagawa, Japan.; 2Env & Info Studies, Keio Univ,
Kanagawa, Japan.; 3Syst. Biol. Prog., Grad. Sch. Media & Governance, Keio Univ, 
Kanagawa, Japan）

The heart develops and gains new functions while continuously pumping blood, and
heart abnormalities progress to congenital heart malformations; therefore, the develop-
mental program of the heart, including the expression of the genes responsible for vari-
ous ionic channels, is likely to be tightly regulated. The quantitative changes in ionic
channels, pumps, exchangers, and sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ kinetics are responsible 
for the changes in electrophysiological properties of the developing cardiomyocytes. 
Previously, we demonstrated that the developmental changes in action potentials of 
ventricular myocytes were well represented, as Na+ current (INaII ) increased before 
the disappearance of and funny current (IfII ), followed by a 10-fold increase in inwardff

rectifier Kfi + current via simulation; briefl y, the relative conductances of the 9 compo-fl
nents were switched between early embryonic (EE) and late embryonic (LE) values
and simulated the 512 combinations of the model. Here, we constructed a model to 
represent "middle" embryonic (ME) stage of guinea pig ventricular cell on the basis
of experimental data. We then shifted relative current densities of the 9 components 
among EE, ME, and LE stages, in order to compare the changes in excitation-contrac-
tion coupling mechanisms with the simulated results when all components are shifted 
equally between EE and LE stages without assuming ME stage.
( COI: No )

P1-322
Augmentation of Na+/K+-ATPase expression by aerobic training in
male rat skeletal muscle
Iizuka, Yuki; Kuribara, Hikaru; Iwasaki, Toshiharu; Lesmana, Ronny; 
Shimokawa, Noriaki; Koibuchi, Noriyuki（Dept Integrative Physiol, Grad Sch Med,
Maebashi, Gunma, Japan）

Aerobic exercise facilitates oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis of skeletal muscle. 
Thyroid hormone (TH) controls metabolic activity in a wide range of tissue including 
skeletal muscle. To examine the relationship between aerobic training and thyroid 
hormone action in the skeletal muscle, we have studied whether TH signaling pathway 
is activated by training with diff erent intensity. We previously reported that adult ff
male rats received 30 min/day aerobic treadmill training showed the suppression of 
TSH level, increase of TRβ1 mRNA and protein levels, and augmentation of Na+/K+-
ATPase β expression by T3. In the present study, we constructed a series of reporter 
plasmids containing truncated mutants of Na+/K+-ATPase β promoter region and
showed that the region -466/-378 bp function as a novel thyroid hormone response 
element (TRE) in L6 myoblast-derived cells. Liquid chemiluminescent DNA pull down
assay, which is in vitro DNA-protein binding assay, showed that TRβ1 bound to the 
Na+/K+-ATPase promoter region. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay in L6 cells
showed that TRβ1 bound to the nucleotide sequence containing typical TRE. These
results indicate that aerobic training alters TH signaling at least in part, and such TH 
signaling alteration may contribute metabolic adaptation in skeletal muscle through 
the alteration of sensitivity of TH-target gene. 
( COI: No )

P1-323
Contractile function of reconstituted cardiac tissue is facilitated by 
mechanical stretch
Sakai, Naomi1; Takahashi, Ken2; Naruse, Keiji2（1School of Medicine, Okayama 
University, Okayama, Japan; 2Grad Sch Med Dent Pharmacol Sci, Okayama Univ）

In the fi eld of cardiac regenerative medicine, development of cardiac tfi issue with suf-
fi cient contraction is needed. To this aim, we developed a threefi  dimensional cell culture
system and explored optimal conditions for vigorous contraction. Cardiac cells obtained
from ventricle of neonatal rats were cultured in a ring shaped gel (outer diameter: 16
mm, inner diameter: 8 mm) including collagen. The gel construct was cultured in a CO2

incubator in static condition for seven days. Subsequently, the gel construct was trans-
ferred to a mechanical stretching device installed in the incubator and cultured for 
additional seven days. We explored optimal conditions by manipulating collagen con-
centration and frequency of the mechanical stretch. Tissue formation and contraction 
of the ring culture were observed under light-fi eld microscope. Histological analysesfi
were carried out in hematoxylin-eosin stained- and phalloidin stained-paraffin sections.ffi
Intense contraction was correlated with formation of concentric, fi brillar aggregation fi
of cardiac cells. In those tissues that showed intense contraction, long axis of the cells
was aligned in circular direction of the ring. Optimal concentration for collagen was
about 0.7 mg. In the ring culture underwent 10% stretch at frequency of 0.5 and 1 Hz,
spontaneous, macroscopic contraction was evident. In contrast, ring cultures kept in
static condition only showed microscopic contraction. This result suggests that con-
tractile function of reconstituted cardiac tissue was facilitated by mechanical stretch.
( COI: No )

P1-324
Relation between the Hemodynamic Macroscopic and the
Microscopic Parameters: Model Study
Utaki, Hiromasa; Konishi, Hiroya; Taniguchi, Kosuke; Amano, Akira（Dept Bioinfo,
Life Sci, Ritsumeikan Univ, Shiga, Japan）

A model consisted of a circulation model and a ventricular cell model is useful to
understand the relation among the cellular characteristics and the circulation proper-
ties, however, several scale factors can be found unknown, if we try to construct such 
model. Specifi cally, there are very few experimental data for the scale factfi or that con-
verts cellular contraction force to the heart wall active stress, and the scale factor that
converts cellular passive elastic force to the heart wall passive elastic stress. In this 
research, a circulation model, which consists of a cardiac contraction model, Negroni 
Lascano 2008 model, a cardiovascular hemodynamics model, Heldt 2008 model, and a 
left ventricular geometry model, Laplace's law model was used to determine the rang-
es of the unknown scale factors. To calculate the possible ranges of those parameters, 
we used the experimental hemodynamics data, which includes several end-diastolic
and end-systolic pressure and volume data, and rates of the left ventricular volumeff
change, left ventricular wall thickness change, left ventricular pressure change at the 
moment of the maximum LV volume change. We also assumed that the left ventricular 
wall passive elastic stress is negative at the same moment. Finally, we found that the
scale factor that converts positive cellular passive elastic force to heart wall passive 
stress and a proportion of contractile force to the active force lies on small ranges 
which implies that the reliability of these values are fairly high.
( COI: No )
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P1-325
Thiamine pyrophosphate preserved cardiac function against
ischemia-reperfusion injury
Yamada, Yuki; Kusakari, Yoichiro; Ikegami, Taku; Kudo, Yuka; 
Minamisawa, Susumu（Dept Physiol, Jikei Univ, Tokyo, Japan）
Background: Thiamine (vitamin B1) defi ciency was recognized as a cause of Beriberifi
(Kakke; a neurological disease and heart failure). Dr. Kanehiro Takaki who founded Jik-
ei University, eliminated Beriberi from the Imperial Japanese Navy with an improved
diet (thiamine supplementation). Thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP), a thiamine derivative,
is an active form of thiamine. However, the eff ect of TPP on ischemia/reperfusion (I/R)ffff
heart has not been elucidated. 
Aim: The present study was to investigate the effect of TPP on cardiac function after ff
I/R injury. 
Method: Male Sprague-Dawley rats (around 10 weeks old) were used of this study.
Hearts were extracted and quickly put into Langendorff  perfusion. A balloon wasff
inserted into the left ventricle to measure left ventricular developed pressure (LVDP)
by calculating the diff erence of systolic and diastolic pressure. After 5 min perfusiffff on
of Tyrode's solution with or without 100 µM TPP, the hearts were treated with mild
ischemia (20 min global ischemia followed by 30 min reperfusion: mild I/R) or with
severe ischemia (40 min global ischemia followed by 60 min reperfusion: severe I/R).
Results: In mild I/R, LVDP after 30 min reperfusion in TPP solution were signifi cantly fi
higher than that in control solution (74.6±7.5 mmHg in TPP, 50.7±3.8 mmHg in con-
trol, n=3 each, p<0.05). Furthermore, in severe I/R, LVDP after 60 min reperfusion in 
TPP solution were dramatically higher than that in control (60.9±7.1 mmHg in TPP,
13.2±5.2 mmHg in control, n=5 each, p<0.001). 
Conclusion; TPP has a cardioprotective eff ect against I/R injury. ffff
( COI: No )

P1-326
Time course of changes in sympathetic nerve activity and arterial 
pressure during development of obesity in Zucker fatty rats
Shiwa, Yuki; Yoshimoto, Misa; Okano, Rika; Miki, Kenju（Dept Physiol, Nara Womens 
Univ, Nara, Japan）

Obesity-associated arterial hypertension has been implicated in activation of the sym-
pathetic nervous system, activation of the renin-angiotensin system, and sodium reten-
tion. However, there has been lack of direct evidence on the changes in sympathetic
nerve activity during the development of obesity. In the present study, potential contri-
bution of sympathetic nerve activity to the development of hypertension was assessed
in Zucker fatty rats. Male Zucher fatty (fa/fa) rats were chronically instrumented with
bipolar electrodes for measurements of renal (RSNA) and lumbar sympathetic nerve 
activity (LSNA), and a telemeter was used for measurement of arterial pressure (AP).
The time course of changes in AP, heart rate (HR), RSNA, and LSNA were measured 
continuously and simultaneously from 8 to 12 weeks of age. Body weight progressively
increased from 256 ±2g at 8th weeks and to 428 ± 7g at 12th weeks. AP remained 
constant around 100mmHg. HR gradually decreased throughout the experimental pe-
riod. RSNA and LSNA did not appear to increase in association with the increase
in body weight over 8-12 weeks of age. These results suggest that the progressive
increase in body weight over 4 weeks is not directly related to the changes in RSNA, 
LSNA and HR, and such that AP in Zucker fatty rats.
( COI: No )

P1-327
Effects of peripheral chemoreceptor denervation on cardiovascular
and sympathetic responses to obstructive sleep apnea in conscious 
rats
Shizuka, Kataoka; Yoshimoto, Misa; Mizukami, Yuri; Kajihara, Chisato; Miki, Kenju

（Dept Physiol, Nara Wemans Univ, Nara, japan）

Potential role of peripheral chemoreceptor in regulating responses of systemic arterial
pressure, heart rate, and sympathetic outfl ows to obstructive sleep apnea was studied.fl
Wistar male rats were chronically instrumented with electrodes for measurements 
of renal (RSNA) and lumbar (LSNA) sympathetic nerve activity, and electroencepha-
logram, electromyogram, and electrocardiogram and with catheter for measurement
of systemic arterial pressure and with a tracheal balloon for induction of apnea. The 
tracheal balloon was infl ated for 40 seconds during non-rapid eye movement sleep. fl
Systemic arterial pressure, RSNA, and LSNA increased after onset of the tracheal bal-
loon infl ation while heart rate decreased. Bilateral carotid body resecfl tion attenuated
signifi cantly the magnitude of the decrease in heart rate observed infi  the intact rats, 
however it exerted minor eff ects on the responses in arterial pressure and RSNA andffff
LSNA to the obstructive sleep apnea. These data suggest that peripheral chemorecep-
tor may play a critical role in the bradycardia in response to obstructive sleep apnea, 
and a minor role in the increases in systemic arterial pressure, RSNA and LSNA in
conscious rats.
( COI: No )

P1-328
Suppressive effects of estradiol replacement on stress-induced 
pressor response mediated by renal sympathetic nerve in 
ovariectomized rats
Nagatomo, Yu; Tazumi, Shoko; Ito, Risa; Yoshimoto, Misa; Takamata, Akira; 
Morimoto, Keiko（Dept. Environm. Health, Facult. Human Life & Environm., Nara 
Women's Univ., Nara, Japan）

We examined whether chronic estrogen replacement has suppressive eff ects on psy-ffff
chological stress-induced pressor responses by attenuating the renal sympathetic
nerve (RSN) and renin-angiotensin system (RAS) in ovariectomized rats. Female Wi-
star rats aged 9 wk were ovariectomized. After 4 wk, the rats were assigned either 
to a placebo-treated (Pla; n=6) group or a group treated with 17β-estradiol (E2; n=6) 
subcutaneously implanted with either pellet. Two wk later, the rats were denervated 
renally and implanted with radiotelemetry devices for blood pressure (BP) and heart
rate (HR) measurements. These rats underwent cage-switch stress at 2 wk after the
renal sympathetic denervation. The stress elevated the BP and HR rapidly and con-
tinuously both in the Pla and E2 groups. However, these responses to the stress were
attenuated signifi cantly in the E2 group compared with the Pla group. Simultaneofi usly, 
the stress induced elevations of plasma renin activity and angiotensin II concentration
in Pla group, but not in E2 group. In addition, the renal sympathetic denervation at-
tenuated the pressor response in the Pla group, but not in E2 group. Therefore, the
denervation abolished the diff erence in the pressor responses between the two groups. ffff
These results suggest that estrogen replacement attenuates psychological stress-in-
duced pressor response by suppressing RSN-RAS activation in the ovariectomized rat.
( COI: No )

P1-329
Infl uence of high-cholesterol on arrhythmogenicity in mouse atrium
Takahashi, Masaki; Takanari, Hiroki; Morishima, Masaki; Ono, Katsushige（Dept 
Pathophysiol, Oita Univ Sch Med）

Background: Changes in cardiac structures due to infl ammation and electrophysiologi-fl
cal properties may play an important role to generate chronic atrial fi brillation (Af).fi
High cholesterol (Chol) causes systemic inflammation, however the inflfl  uence of high-fl
Chol on Af is not clarifi ed. We hypothesized that high-Chol induces fifi  brosis via inflfi  am-fl
mation in atrial tissue to ameliorate Af.
Methods: Wild type mice (WT) and mice knocked-out the anti-infl ammatory mediatorfl
IL-10 (KO) were given normal diet (ND) or high-fat diet (HFD) to organize four groups 
(WT-ND, WT-HFD, KO-ND, KO-HFD). Body and heart weight, serum Chol level, car-
diac function on ultrasound cardiography (UCG), ECG parameters, and duration of Af 
induced by transesophageal pacing were compared. RNA was obtained from mouse 
atrium to quantify by real-time PCR.
Results: In both WT and KO mice, HFD increased body weight and serum Chol. UCG
revealed no significant difffi  erences in cardiac function including left atrial diameter. ffff
P wave duration on ECG was signifi cantly longer in KO-HFD than in WT-ND. Af fi
sustained signifi cantly longer in KO-HFD than in other three groups. In KO micefi ,
α-SMA and the K+ channel signifi cantly increased, where the Nafi + channel decreased.
Gap-junctional protein Cx40 signifi cantly decreased in mice given HFD.fi
Conclusion: Chronic infl ammation increases fifl  brosis, impaires electrical conduction by fi
reducing the Na+ channel, and shortens refractory period by increasing the K+ chan-
nel. In addition, high-Chol decreases Cx40, which also reduces conduction property in
atrium. The combination of chronic infl ammation and high-Chol ameliorates Af.fl
( COI: No )

P1-330
Role of apelin in human atrial tissue with persistent atrial fi brillation
Haruyama, Takami; Morishima, Masaki; Takanari, Hiroki; Ono, Katsushige（Dept 
Pathophysiol, Oita Univ School of Medicine, Oita, Japan）

The aim of this study was to identify a group of genes abnormally expressed in
cardiomyocytes with atrial fi brillation (Af), and to examine the role of genes involved fi
in pathogenesis of Af. We analyzed expression profi les of mRNA from patientfi , s right 
atrial appendage with persistent Af (n=10) and normal sinus rhythm (NSR, n=10) by
use of gene microarray platform covering a total of 18855 human genes. We found
that 149 mRNAs were diff erentially expressed between persistent Af and NSR car-ffff
diomyocytes, where 6 genes were classifi ed as hormone-related genes. Among them, fi
apelin was signifi cantly highly expressed in Af cardiomyocytes, which was furthefi r 
comfi rmed by quantitative real-timefi PCR. Protein expression of apelin was also mark-
edly increased in Af cardiomyocytes. By exposing Ca2+ ionophore A23187, isoproter-
enol and apelin, neonatal rat cardiomyocytes showed up-regulation of apelin and down-
regulation of apelin receptor (APJ). Apelin was highly expressed in cardiomyocytes
whereas APJ was highly expressed in fi broblast. Treatment of cardiomyocytes with fi
apelin did not change expression of ion channels (CaV1.2, KCNJ2, KCNJ3). On the
other hands, α-SMA, a marker of myofi broblast, was markedly increased by apelin fi
in a dose-dependent manner. Our data provide first evidence that Cafi 2+ overload and/
or β-adrenoceptor stimulation in cardiomyocytes increase expression of apelin which
triggers neighboring myofi broblast activation leading to formation of Af substrate infi
the heart.
( COI: No )
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P1-331
Subtype-specifi c down-regulation of Ca2+ and cAMP signaling
proteins in diabetic mouse atria
Sugimoto, Yui1, 2; Ito, Masanori1; Seki, Yoshinari1; Adachi-akahane, Satomi1（1Dept.
Physiol, Fac. Med, Toho Univ, Tokyo, Japan; 2Tokyo Coll. Bio., Tokyo, Japan）

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is one of high risk factors for atrial fi brillation (AF) and itsfi
prevalence in aged population. Atrial structural and electrical remodeling underlies 
progression of AF. Electrical remodeling is characterized by refractoriness due to a
shortening of APD in atrial myocytes. In addition to K+ channels, Ca2+ handling and 
β-adrenergic receptor (β-AR)/cAMP signaling proteins are major determinants of 
APD. In order to clarify the mechanism linking DM and AF, we examined the age-
dependent changes in expression levels of Ca2+ and cAMP signaling proteins in atria
of DM mice.
Methods: DM was induced in C57BL/6J mice (male, 8-week-old) by a single injection of 
streptozotocin (STZ, 180 mg/kg, i.p.). Hyperglycemia was confi rmed by a blood glucose fi
test. Four weeks after injection of STZ, hearts were excised from mice under deep
anesthesia. Gene expression levels were quantifi ed by qRT-PCR.fi
Results & Discussion: In atria of DM mice, mRNA levels of L-type Ca2+ channel CaV1.2 
and CaV1.3, junctophilin-2 (JPH2), SERCA2, adenylate cyclase 6 were signifi cantlyfi
lower than vehicle controls (n=6). The level of ryanodine receptor 2 (RyR2) was also
lower in DM mice. In contrast, gene expression levels of βAR1 and βAR2 tended to 
be higher in atria of DM mice than controls, while mRNA levels of βAR3, M2R, AC1,
AC5, and IP3R2 were not diff erent between the two groups. These results indicateff
that DM causes subtype-specifi c down-regulation of Cafi 2+ and cAMP signaling proteins, 
which may lead to a shortening of APD and raise the risk for AF.
( COI: No )

P1-332
Comparison of effects of eugenol on respiratory activity in the 
brainstem-spinal cord preparation from newborn rat and in the
arterially perfused preparation from juvenile ratjuvenile rat
Kotani, Sayumi1; Yazawa, Itaru2; Onimaru, Hiroshi1（1Dept Physiol, Showa Univ 
School Med, Tokyo, Japan; 2Dept Anat, Showa Univ School Med, Tokyo, Japan）

Eugenol is contained in several plants including clove and modulates neuronal activity 
through actions on voltage-gated ionic channels and/or on transient receptor potential 
channels. We have reported eff ects of eugenol on respiratory rhythm generation in ffff
the in vitro brainstem-spinal cord preparation from newborn rat (P0-P3). Here we 
compared eff ects of eugenol in the in vitro preparation with those in the ffff decerebrate
and arterially perfused in situ preparation from juvenile rat (P12 - P15). In the in vi-
tro preparation from newborn rats, bath application of eugenol (0.5-1 mM) decreased
respiratory rate accompanied with inhibition of pre-inspiratory neuron burst. After
washed out, respiratory rhythm gradually recovered but the duration of inspiratory 
burst was extremely shortened and this continued for more than 1 hr after washout. 
In contrast, in the in situ preparation, eugenol (1 mM) induced gradual decrease in the 
amplitude (but not the rate) of integrated phrenic nerve activity followed by complete
disappearance within 10 min. Phrenic nerve activity gradually recovered at 25-30 min 
after washout with burst duration similar to control values. Thus, we found noticeable 
diff erence in effff  ects induced by eugenol between two types of preparations; shoff rtening 
of burst duration in the in vitro preparation but decrease of burst amplitude in thein
situ preparation. We discuss possible mechanisms of these different effffff  ects.ff
( COI: No )

P1-333
Interaction of testosterone with thyroid hormone on sex
differentiation of brain in PD7 female rat pups
Hayashi, Asuka; Shibazaki, Yoshihiro; Kumagai, Ryoko; Honda, Momoko;  
Kondo, Yasuhiko（Dept Animal Sci, Teikyo Univ Sci, Tokyo, Japan）

Sex diff erentiation of brain is determined by sex steroids during theffff perinatal critical 
period, ED18 - PD5, in the rat. However, it is still unknown what regulates the steroid 
sensitivity. In this study, we examined the interactive eff ects of testosterone (T) and ffff
thyroid hormone (T3) in PD7 female rat pups, after ceasing the critical period, on adult 
ovarian functions and sexual behaviors. Three groups of females were treated with 
one of following combinations, TP+T3: T propionate (TP, 250 µg / 0.05 mL sesame oil, 
sc) and T3 (30 µg / 500 nL saline, iv), TP+S: TP and saline, and O+T3: sesame oil and 
T3. After maturation, observations of vaginal smear revealed that PD7 TP treatment
(TP+T3 and TP+S) induces acyclicity. At 9 weeks old, all females were ovariectomized
and implanted sc with a T capsule, and weekly tested for olfactory preference (estrous
and male odors) and male sexual behavior 3 times. TP+T3 and TP+S, but not O+T3,
females showed frequent mount, whereas only TP+T3 females showed masculinized
preference, i.e. preferring estrous odor to male odor. After intervening 4 weeks fol-
lowing removal of T capsules, female sexual behavior was tested under estrogen and 
progesterone priming. TP+S and O+T3 females showed almost 100% lordosis quotient
(LQ = # lordoses / # mounts x 100), while TP+T3 females had signifi cantly lower LQ.fi
These demonstrate that T3 is involved in both masculinization and defeminization via 
the interaction with androgen. We suggest that T3 is one of determinants opening the
critical window for brain sex diff erentiation.ffff
( COI: No )

P1-334
Oxidative stress and anti-oxidative responses during hyperthermia 
in mice brain and the effect of daily exercise
Obata, Chisa1; Tokizawa, Ken3; Marui, Shuri1; Tsunakawa, Mizuki1; Nagashima, Kei1, 2

（1Body Temperature and Fluid Lab., Fac. of Human Sciences, Waseda Univ., Japan;
2IABS; 3National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, Japan）

Recent studies have shown that hyperthermia induces infl ammatory response in ro-fl
dents. Hypothalamic damage has long been speculated as the mechanism involved 
in heat stroke, although there are few evidences. In the present study, we assessed
oxidative stress in the brain during hyperthermia in mice. In addition, we examined 
the eff ect of daily exercise. Male mice (n=20) were used. One group hffff ad a voluntary
running wheel in a cage (Ex), the other not (NEx). After the 6-w period, each group had 
a 3-h exposure at 39.5℃ (H) or remained at the housing temperature (C). At the end of 
the exposure, the animals were sacrifi ced, and the basal parts of the brain tissues werefi
obtained. The protein expressions of SOD1/2, UCP2, NF-κβ and 4-HNE were ana-
lyzed by Western blotting. Body temperature in both Ex-H and NEx-H groups became
body temperature of >41℃, although the NEx-H group reached the level earlier. SOD2 
were much greater in the Ex-C group than in the NEx-C group. In addition, SOD2 in
the Ex-H group was greater than that in the Ex-C group. The expression of 4-HNE 
was smaller in the NEx-H group than in the NEx-C group, but NF-κβ was greater. 
Hyperthermia may activate anti-oxidative responses, decreasing 4-HNE, one of reac-
tive oxidative species. However, such change was not observed in the Ex groups. The 
reason may be greater basal ability of anti-oxidative responses or smaller heat stress
due to augmented thermoregulatory ability in the Ex groups. 
( COI: No )

P1-335
Roles of lysyl oxdase like factor2 (LOXL2) in the recruitment of 
TGFβ activities on premetastatic niche formation on lymph node
metastasis of squamous carcinoma cells
Ohara, Kentaro; Kirino, Yui; Nomura, Noriko; Kaminota, Teppei; Kobayashi, Yusuke;
Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Dept Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Med, Ehime 
Univ, Ehime, Japan）

TGFβplays multiple roles in a variety of physiological processes such as tissue remod-
eling, wound healing and reorganization as well as pathological events such as tumor 
metastases. This cytokine is secreted from many cells in inactive latent form, and be
activated on various biological demands. We had already established highly effectiveff
lymph node metastasis model of squamous cell carcinoma by using human metastaticg
squamous carcinoma cell line SASL1m. By xenografting this cell line to KSN nude 
mice tongues, we obtained almost 100% of metastases to the submandibular lymph 
node which corresponds to the draining lymph node for the tongue. Simultaneously,
we found the formation of premetastatic niches prior to the establishment of macro-
metastases to tongues in this model. We also found upregualtions of several genes 
including TGFβ and LOXL2 in SASL1m cells by gene expression profi ling analysesfi
compared with non-metastatic oral cancer cell ACC2. LOXL2 acts as a deaminase on 
amino group of lysin residue, and participates in the remodeling of extracellular matri-
ces (ECM) by cross-linking of ECM proteins such as collagen or elastin. We identifi edfi
the expression of LOXL2 protein and confirmed TGFβ activities in SASL1m cell cul-fi
ture media, and are exploring the possible interactions of LOXL2 and the recruitment
of TGFβ activities on premetastatic niche formations on the squamous carcinoma cell
metastases to draining lymph nodes.
( COI: No )

P1-336
Tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells express CD90 in rat 
experimental gliomas
Umakoshi, Akihiro; Goto, Katsuhiro; Kobayashi, Kana; Yano, Hajime;  
Tanaka, Junya（Dept Molecular and cellular Physiology, Grad Sch Med, Ehime Univ, 
Ehime, Japan）

We have found specifi c expression of CD90 by tumor-associated endothelial cells fi
(TECs) in experimental GBs (EGBs) that had been prepared by transplanting C6
glioma cells into the rat forebrains. Vasculatures in the normal brain parenchyma 
are surrounded by astrocytic endfeet, whereas those in the EGBs were not. CD90+ 
cells in the EGBs expressed an endothelial marker von Willebrand factor (vWF) and 
NG2 chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (NG2). herefore, the CD90+ cells were judged as 
TECs. To elucidate the origin of the CD90+ TECs, C6 glioma cells were transplanted 
into the forebrain of the rats that had been subjected to bone marrow transplanta-
tion with the use of green rat marrows as donors. As a result, only a few number of 
EGFP+/CD90+ cells were found in the EGB mass. Furthermore, there was a very
few number of CD90+ circulating monocyte-derived cells labeled with intravenously
injected red fl uorescent Rhodamine 6G in the EGBs. EGBs contained a huge numbfl er of 
tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) and TAMs were located around CD90+ TECs.
These results suggest that not many but some CD90+ TECs was from bone marrow
derived circulating monocytes. CD90 on activated endothelial cells has been recognized 
as a counterreceptor for CD11b that is a marker for monocytes and macrophages. 
Therefore, it is likely that CD90+ TECs may enhance infl ux of circulating monocytesfl
as progenitors for TAMs. 
( COI: No )
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P1-337
Degradation rate of tyrosine hydroxylase by ubiquitin-proteasome 
pathway 
Ohnuma, Syuhei1; Nonaka, Yuri1; Kaneko, Yoko S2; Kodani, Yu2; Nagasaki, Hiroshi2;
Nagatsu, Toshiharu3; Ota, Akira2; Nakashima, Akira1, 2（1Dept Physiol Chem, Sch 
Med, Fujita Health Univ., Aichi, Japan; 2Dept Physiol, Sch Med, Fujita Health Univ.,
Aichi, Japan; 3Dept Pharmacol, Sch Med, Fujita Health Univ., Aichi, Japan）

Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) is the rate-limiting enzyme in catecholamine biosynthesis,
and the portion of the enzyme controlling the intracellular stability has been assigned 
to the N-terminus. We have reported that TH is degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome 
pathway and that the phosphorylation of Ser residues in N-terminus plays a critical 
role in the degradation of the enzyme. However, the mechanism by which the phos-
phorylation triggers this degradation pathway in the cell remains unknown. In this 
study, we investigated the role of the phosphorylations of TH in the degradation of this
enzyme. The enhancement of proteasome activity with USP14 inhibitor decreased the
quantity of TH phosphorylated at Ser19 in PC12D cells, although it did not decrease
that of TH molecules and that of TH phosphorylated at Ser31 and Ser40. The inhibition
of proteasome activity with MG132 increased only the quantity of TH phosphorylated 
at Ser19 by 5-folds for 8 hr. Moreover, we revealed that TH phosphorylated at Ser19
accounted for about 2% of all TH molecules. Therefore, we propose that the phos-
phorylation of Ser19 is a trigger for the proteosomal degradation and that TH molecule
is degraded at a rate of about 1% per hr in PC12D cells. These results present critical 
information to understand the mechanism that the level of TH is maintained constant 
in the cells. Support contributed by: KAKENHI (25461296)
( COI: No )

P1-338
Degradation of anillin in cell cycle is mediated by proteasome
Masuda, Shinnosuke1; Nihei, Takumi1; Shimokawa, Noriaki1, 2; Koibuchi, Noriyuki1

（1Department of Intergrative Physiology, Graduate School of Medicine, Gunma Univ,
Gunma, Japan; 2Department of Nutrition, Takasaki University of Health and Welfare, ff
Gunma, Japan）

Anillin, a scaff old protein linking actin and myosin, controls the contractileffff  ring spa-
tially and is required for cytokinesis. Anillin is a substrate of anaphase-promoting 
complex/cyclosome (APC/C) which acts as an ubiquitin ligase. Therefore, anillin level
decreases in the exited cells from M phase to G1 phase. Degradation of anillin is known
to be important for cell function in G1 phase beyond cytokinesis because untimely 
accumulation of anillin in G1 phase is toxic to the cells. Anillin is degraded through 
ubiquitin dependent pathway, however, it is unclear whether anillin is degraded by
proteasome or lysosome.
To investigate the degradation pathway of anillin in cell cycle, HeLa S3 cells were syn-
chronized by a double thymidine block, and treated with proteasome inhibitor MG132 
or lysosome inhibitor chloroquine.
Anillin was degraded in cell cycle-dependent manner with chloroquine treatment. On
the other hand, MG132 treatment induced accumulation of anillin. These fi ndings indi-fi
cate that degradation of anillin in cell cycle is mediated by proteasome.
( COI: No )

P1-339
A novel angiogenic agent COA-Cl induced PGC-1α-mediated VEGF 
production in cultured human fi broblasts
Okamoto, Ryuji1; Igarashi, Junsuke1; Yamashita, Tetsuo1; Hashimoto, Takeshi1;
Shoji, Kazuyo2; Kubota, Yasuo2; Takata, Maki3; Tsukamoto, Ikuko3; Hirano, Katsuya1

（1Dept. of Cardiovascular Physiology, Kagawa Univ., Kagawa, Japan; 2Dept. of 
Dermatology, Kagawa Univ., Kagawa, Japan; 3Dept. of Pharmaco-Bio-Informatics, 
Kagawa Univ., Kagawa, Japan）

COA-Cl is a recently developed pro-angiogenic agent. It induces robust tube formation
in human umbilical vein endothelial cells. A direct endothelial effect, which is partly ffff
mediated by S1P receptor, contributes to angiogenesis by COA-Cl. However, the angio-
genic effect of COA-Cl was augmented, when co-cultured with fiffff broblasts. Therefore, fi
mechanisms by which COA-Cl promotes angiogenesis still remain elusive. Here we 
addressed the hypothesis that COA-Cl induces VEGF production in fi broblast. COA-Cl fi
(100 µM, 48 h) increased basal secretion of VEGF into culture medium from 16±15 to 
274±52 pg/mL (p<0.05) in human dermal fi broblasts, as evaluated by ELISA. COA-Clfi
also up-regulated the expression of VEGF mRNA by 2.1 fold (RT-PCR, p<0.05). Two
transcriptional regulatory proteins, PGC-1α and HIF-1α, have been identifi ed as ma-fi
jor activators of VEGF gene. COA-Cl markedly up-regulated the mRNA expression of 
PGC-1α, but not HIF-1α, in a time- and dose-dependent manner. Conversely, siRNA-
mediated silencing of PGC-1α gene attenuated COA-Cl-induced VEGF production. 
The results suggest that COA-Cl induced VEGF production by up-regulating PGC-1α
in fibroblasts, which underlies the augmented angiogenic efffi  ect of COA-Cl in the pres-ffff
ence of fi broblast.fi
( COI: No )

P1-340
Anti-infl ammatory actions of an old hypnotic bromvalerylurea onfl
microglia/macrophages
Kawamoto, Chisato; Higaki, Hiromi; Takamoto, Masumi; Choudhury,
Emamussalehin; Islam, Afsana; Yano, Hajime; Kawakami, Ayu（Dept Mol Cell Physiol, 
Gradu Sch Med, Ehime Univ, Toon, Japan）

We have recently noticed that an old hypnotic bromvalerylurea (BU) has an anti-
infl ammatory efffl  ect on microglia/macrophages, as BU suppressed expression of pff ro-
infl ammatory mediators by LPS-treated rat primary cultured microglfl ial cells or peri-
toneal/alveolar macrophages. So far there are no literatures on the anti-infl ammatoryfl
actions of BU, therefore, we aimed to elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying 
the BU actions. When treated with interferon-gamma (IFN-gamma), phosphorylation of 
STAT1 was observed in macrophages that was abolished by BU. BU also suppressed
IFN-gamma-induced upregulated mRNA expression for STAT1, IRF1 and iNOS. Simi-
larly, BU suppressed LPS-induced upregulated expression of mRNA encoding IL-1beta,
IL-6 and Cox2. In spite of the marked immunosuppressive effects of BU, BU did not ffff
suppress LPS-induced nuclear translocation of NFkappaB. ChIP assay revealed that 
BU did not prevent binding of NFkappaB to the target DNA region. BU suppressed
IFN-gamma-induced STAT1 phosphorylation in microglial cells that was incubated
with LPS for 3 h. When JAK1 or STAT1 expression is knocked down with siRNA,
response of macrophages to LPS was almost disappeared. BU did not aff ect GM-CSF-ffff
induced JAK2-dependent STAT5 phosphorylation in macrophages. These results sug-
gest that BU exert its immunosuppressive or anti-infl ammatory efffl  ects at least partly ff
through specifi c inhibition of JAK1. fi
( COI: No )

P1-341
Therapeutic effects of an old hypnotic bromvalerylurea on sepsis of
rats
Sakurai, Yuko; Kawasaki, Shun; Abe, Naoki; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya（Dept Mol 
Cell Physiol, Gradu Sch Med, Ehime Univ, Toon, Japan）

Sepsis has a high mortality rate, therefore, a novel effective treatment should be de-ffff
veloped. We recently observed marked immunosuppressive effects of an outdated ff
hypnotic drug, bromvalerylurea (BU), on lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated microglial 
cells, resident macrophages in the brain. In this study, it was investigated whether BU 
treatment ameliorated cecum ligation and puncture (CLP)-induced sepsis by suppress-
ing proinfl ammatory reactions of alveolar and peritoneal macrophages (AMsfl  and PMs). 
BU suppressed LPS-induced production of NO, IL-1beta, IL-6, TNFalpha and chemo-
kines by AMs and PMs in vitro. Male Wistar rats were subjected to cecum-ligation
and puncture (CLP). Shortly after CLP, septic rats were subjected to subcutaneous 
injection of BU (twice/day) at a dose of 30 mg/kg body weight/day, which was clini-
cally relevant. BU treatment suppressed lung edema and ameliorated blood gas test
data, with decreased mortality rate of the septic rats by approximately 38% 48 hours 
after CLP. These eff ects of BU may be attributable to the suppression of accumulatffff ion
of leukocytes in the lung, vascular permeability enhancement and expression of proin-
fl ammatory cytokines by AMs and PMs. Although BU is now seldom ufl sed in clinics, it
is worth reevaluating as a novel agent for sepsis and related disorders.
( COI: No )

P1-342
Suppressive effects of bromvalerylurea on LPS-treated activated 
alveolar and peritoneal macrophages
Tajima, Yuichi; Kikuchi, Satoshi; Nishihara, Tasuku; Kawasaki, Shun; Abe, Naoki; 
Yano, Hajime; Aibiki, Mayuki; Tanaka, Junya（Dept. Molecular and Cellular 
Physiology, Graduate School of Medicine, Ehime University）

Recently, we have found anti-infl ammatory actions of an old hypnotic/sedative brom-fl
valerylurea (BU) on LPS-treated microglial cells. BU also suppressed LPS-induced
NO release by rat alveolar and peritoneal macrophages. BU inhibited expression of 
mRNA encoding a wide variety of proinfl ammatory mediators including proinflfl amma-fl
tory cytokines (such as interleukin-1beta (IL-1beta), IL-6, tumor necrosis factor-alpha),
chemokines CCLs 2, 3, and 4, and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) by LPS-
treatedalveolar macrophages. These results suggest that the inhibitory action of BU
exerts at transcriptional level. However, BU did not prevent LPS-induced translocation
of NFkappaB into nuclei as well as LPS-induced IkappaB degradation as observed in
the microglial cells culture. BU inhibited interferon-gamma-induced and LPS-induced
STAT1 phosphorylation but not GM-CSF-induced JAK2-dependent STAT5 phosphory-
lation. Noradrenaline suppressed LPS-induced activated reactions of microglia simi-
larly to BU, but mainly through suppressing LPS-induced NFkappB translocation into
nuclei. To determine the molecular mechanisms underlying the suppressive effects of ffff
BU, we are now conducting the studies on comparison of anti-infl ammatory efffl ects of ff
BU and noradrenaline. 
( COI: No )
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P1-343
Tumor-associated macrophages; involvement of ECM proteins in 
induction of their M2 phenotype in experimental gliomas in the rat
brain
Gotoh, Katsuhiro; Umakoshi, Akihiro; Kobayashi, Kana; Yano, Hajime（Dept Mol 
Cell Physiol, Gradu Sch Med, Ehime Univ, Toon, Japan）

Dense accumulation of macrophages in gliomas has been correlated to the worse prog-
nosis. Such macrophages in the tumor tissue (tumor-associated macrophages; TAMs)
display an alternatively activated or M2 phenotype, characterized with suppressed
proinflammatory nature and promoting activity for tumor growth. In thfl is study, we 
aimed to elucidate the involvement of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins in the induc-
tion of M2 phenotypes of TAMs. An experimental malignant glioma model was es-a
tablished by transplanting C6 glioma cells into neonatal rat forebrains. Rats developed 
visible tumors in the brain within 4 weeks. TAMs densely accumulated in the tissue 
mass. C6 glioma cells were found to expressed an ECM protein tenascin C (TNC) at 
a high level. TAMs in the glioma were isolated from the dissected tumor tissue and 
they were cultured solely or cocultured with C6 cells. TAMs were also cultured on
C6 glioma cell-derived ECMs. As a result, solely cultured TAMs expressed mRNA 
encoding chemokines CCL2, 3, and 4 as well as IL-1beta at high levels. On the other 
hand, TAMs cocultured with C6 cells or those cultured on C6 cell-derived ECM dis-
played suppressed expression of these proinfl ammatory factors. Furthermore, whenfl
cocultured with C6 cells, of which TNC expression was knocked down, expression of 
the proinflammatory mediators were elevated. These results suggest that Cfl 6 glioma
cell-derived TNC may be responsible for the polarization of TAMs to M2 phenotype. 
( COI: No )

P1-344
Oct-3/4 promotes the drug-resistant phenotype of glioblastoma cells
by enhancing expression of ATP binding cassette transporter G2
Hosokawa, Yuki; Takahashi, Hisaaki; Funahashi, Yu; Yano, Hajime; Tanaka, Junya

（Dept Mol Cell Physiol, Gradu Sch Med, Ehime Univ, Toon, Japan）

Drug resistance of malignant tumor cells is a major obstacle for the effi  cacy of chemo-ffi
therapeutic treatment. Various solid tumor cells expressed Oct-3/4, which has been
implicated in the malignancy and also in poor prognosis of GBs, but little is known
of its involvement in drug resistances of GB. In this study, we tried to elucidate the
contribution of Oct-3/4 to drug resistance in GB cells by lactate dehydrogenase assay, 
poly ADP-ribose polymerase cleavage, and effl  ux assay of an anti-cancer drug doxoru-ffl
bicin. A drug effl  ux pump gene responsible for Oct-3/4-induced drug resistanceffl was 
evaluated by quantitative PCR analysis and knockdown by shRNA. Oct-3/4 decreased 
the susceptibility to chemotherapeutic drugs by enhancing excretion of drugs through
a drug effl  ux pump gene, ATP binding cassette transporter G2 (ABCG2). Moffl reover, 
expression of Oct-3/4 was well correlated to ABCG2 expression in patients with GBs.
Collectively, Oct-3/4 may elevate ABCG2 expression leading to acquisition of a drug-
resistant phenotype of GB cells. The present study provides evidence that a signaling 
pathway from Oct-3/4 to ABCG2 is a promising target to prevent GB cells turning into
cells with drug-resistant phenotypes.
( COI: No )

P1-345
Olopatadine Inhibits Exocytosis in Rat Peritoneal Mast Cells by 
Counteracting Membrane Surface Deformation
Baba, Asuka1; Kazama, Itsuro2; Maruyama, Yoshio2（1Sch Med, Tohoku Univ,
Miyagi, Japan; 2Dept Physiol I, Grad Sch Med, Tohoku Univ, Miyagi, Japan）

Besides its anti-allergic properties as a histamine receptor antagonist, olopatadine ex-
erts mast cell stabilizing properties by inhibiting the release of chemokines. Since
olopatadine bears amphiphilic features and is preferentially partitioned into the lipid
bilayers of the plasma membrane, it would induce some morphological changes in
mast cells and thus aff ect the process of exocytosis. In the present study, employingffff
the standard patch-clamp whole-cell recording technique, we examined the eff ects of ff
olopatadine and other anti-allergic drugs on the membrane capacitance (Cm) in rat 
peritoneal mast cells during exocytosis. Using confocal imaging of a water-solubleg
fl uorescent dye, lucifer yellow, we also examined their efffl ects on the deformation of ff
the plasma membrane. Relatively lower concentrations of olopatadine (1 or 10 µM) did
not signifi cantly afffi  ect the GTP-γ-S-induced increase in the Cm. However, 100 µM anffff d 
1 mM olopatadine almost totally suppressed the increase in the Cm. Additionally, these
doses completely washed out the trapping of the dye on the cell surface, indicating that 
olopatadine counteracted the membrane surface deformation induced by exocytosis. 
This study provides electrophysiological evidence for the fi rst time that olopatadine fi
dose-dependently inhibits the process of exocytosis in rat peritoneal mast cells. Such
mast cell stabilizing properties of olopatadine may be ascribable to its counteracting 
eff ects on the plasma membrane deformation in degranulating mast ffff cells.
( COI: No )

P1-346
Extracellular Na+ ion dependency of hypotonic swelling of HeLa
cells
Otsuki, Lucia; Kobayashi, Daisuke; Hazama, Akihiro（Dept Cell Integrative Physiol, 
Fukushima Medical Univ, Fukushima, Japan）

The mechanism of cell volume regulation after hypotonic swelling has been widely 
investigated and the role of ion channels or transporters has been reveiled. On the
other hand, the swelling process just after the hypotonic challenge has been consid-
ered to be attained by the water infl ux driven by the difffl  erence of osmolarity between ff
extracellular and intracellular solutions. In this study, we examine the possibility of 
the water infl ux is enhanced by the ionic inflfl  ux, especially Nafl + ion. The cell volume of 
enzymatically suspended HeLa cells was measured by FACS. Hypotonic condition was
obtained by the addition of water to the experimental solution. The cell volume was 
increased rapidly after hypotonic challenge as reported before. The replacement of 
Na+ ion by choline suppressed the cell swelling. NKCC inhibitor, bumetanide, inhibited
cell swelling by 48% and ENAC inhibitor, amiloride, inhibited cell swelling by 18%.
These data suggest that water infl ux after hypotonic challenge is partially driven by fl
Na+ ion infl ux via NKCC or ENAC.fl
( COI: No )

P1-347
Dysregulation of mitochondrial formyltransferase MTFMT in gastric 
cancer
Yamamura, Ryosuke; Wei, Fanyan; Kaitsuka, Taku; Tomizawa, Kazuhito（Dept Mol 
Physiol, Fac Life Sci, Kumamoto Univ, Kumamoto, Japan）

Mitochondrial protein synthesis is responsible for biosynthesis of 13 proteins, which
are essential for constitution of mature respiratory chains. Dysregulation of mitochon-
drial protein synthesis impairs oxidative phosphorylation, which shifts aerobic res-
piration to anaerobic glycolysis. The enhanced glycolysis, namely Warburg effect, isffff
a hallmark of cancer. However, the molecular mechanism underlying mitochondrial 
dysfunction in cancer remains unclear. To investigate the regulatory mechanism of 
mitochondrial protein synthesis in cancer cells, we performed a systemic investigation a
of the expression level of genes involved in mitochondrial protein synthesis in a large 
clinical samples derived from patients having gastric cancer. Interesting, MTFMT, a
mitochondrial tRNAMet-specifi c formyltransferase gene, is signififi  cantly upregulated infi
cancer tissues. Because the formyl-tRNAMet is specifi cally used for start codon ATG fi
dysregulation of MTFMT might have profound eff ect on mitochondrial protein synthe-ffff
sis. As expected, overexpression of MTFMT in gastric cancer cells decreased mtDNA-
derived mitochondrial proteins. Furthermore, the expression of MTFMT was under
control of oncogene c-Myc. These results demonstrate that the activation of c-Myc-
MTFMT pathway might be responsible for the metabolic changes in gastric cancer.
( COI: No )

P1-348
Identifi cation of the major asynapsis-induced phosphorylation site of
mouse HORMAD1
Kikuchi, Yuka; Kogo, Hiroshi; Kogo, Akiko; Sawai, Nobuhiko; Matsuzaki, Toshiyuki

（Gunma Univ. Grad. Sch. Med., Maebashi, Japan）

HORMAD1 is a mammalian homolog of yeast Hop1, which is necessary for meiotic 
recombination and surveillance mechanisms. We have made Hormad1 knockout mice, 
and found that HORMAD1 is necessary for synapsis and synapsis checkpoint in mam-
malian meiosis. In yeast, DNA double strand break (DSB)-induced phosphorylation of 
Hop1 is necessary for its function. Mouse HORMAD1 has multiple putative phosphory-
lation sites, and is intensively phosphorylated in SPO11-defi cient meiocytes, where ex-fi
tensive asynapsis occurs due to the absence of DSBs. Despite the expected importance 
of this asynapsis-induced phosphorylation of HORMAD1, the phosphorylation site has
not yet been identifi ed. In this study, we made phospho-specififi  c antibodies against two fi
candidate phosphorylation sites, Ser-307 and Ser-378, and examined their localization
on meiotic chromosomes by immunostaining of spermatocyte spreads. As a result,
both Ser-307 and of Ser-378 were phospholylated on unsynapsed chromosomal axes 
at zygotene stage, and on the XY chromosome axes at pachytene stage in wild-type 
spermatocytes. In addition, interestingly, Ser-307, but not Ser-378, was phosphorylated
on entire unsynapsed axes in SPO11-defi cient spermatocytes. We further confifi rmed fi
by western blotting that the band of phosphorylated HORMAD1 was positive for the
Ser-307 phosphorylation in SPO11-deficient testes. These results for the fifi  rst time fi
demonstrate that Ser-307 is the major phosphorylation site of mouse HORMAD1 on 
unsynapsed axes, providing a clue to reveal the molecular basis of asynapsis surveil-
lance mechanism. 
( COI: No )
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P1-349
The progeny of bone marrow stem cells with metabolic memory 
perturbs skin homeostasis
Okamoto, Naoki1; Okano, Junko1; Kojima, Hideto2; Katagi, Miwako2; Nakae, Yuki2;
Terashima, Tomoya2; Udagawa, Jun1（1Shiga. Univ. Med. Sci., Shiga, Japan; 2Shiga.
Univ. Med. Sci., Shiga, Japan）

The major cell population in epidermis is keratinocytes with more than 95%, while
other cells such as melanocytes and Langerhans cells (LCs) are observed as minor cell
population. Although it has been well known that bone marrow-derived cells (BMDCs)
are mobilized to replenish the LC population upon severe infl ammation, the dynamicfl
state of BMDCs in skin remains unknown at either steady state or mild alteration of 
microenvironment. Using ionizing radiation at a relatively low dose for skin (10 Gy), 
we investigated the role of BMDCs in skin under mild alteration of microenvironment. 
We transplanted KSL (c-kit+Sca1+Lin-) cells, an early form of hematopoietic stem cells, 
from GFP reporter mice to irradiated wild-type mice in order to chase the progeny
of BMDCs as GFP+ cells. The descendants of KSL cells migrate into the epidermis 
one month after transplantation. The population was heterogeneous and some of them 
are ramifi ed with MHCII+EpCAM+Langerin+, indicating Langerhans cells. Tofi  pursue 
the metabolic memory on the progeny of KSL cells migrating into epidermis, we
transplanted KSL cells from GFP reporter mice with diabetes mellitus to irradiated
wild-type mice. The descendants from KSL cells exposed to hyperglycemia affected ho-ffff
meostasis of skin, indicating that dynamic cells (e.g. BMDCs) as well as static cells (e.g.
keratinocytes) play an important role on the maintenance of skin microenvironment.
( COI: No )

P1-350
Species difference in expression and localization of androgen 
receptor in the suprachiasmatic nuclei of normal and hormone-
manipulated adult rats and mice
Nemoto, Jo; Jahan, Mir Rubayet; Isram, Md Nabiul; Kokubu, Keiji; Yanai, Akie;
Wroblewski, Greggory; Fujinaga, Ryutaro; Shinoda, Koh（Yamaguchi Univ. Sch. 
Med., Div. of Neuroanatomy）

The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is a master pacemaker of the CNS, which regu-
lates a wide variety of neural and bodily rhythms. Hormones are considered as critical 
intrinsic modifiers to the SCN clock directly through regulating expression offi numer-f
ous SCN genes via their receptors. Although we have recently reported that andro-
gen receptor (AR) expression was higher in males than females and critically more 
prominent in mice than in rats, detailed localization of AR expression and its hormonal 
regulation in the SCN remain to be clarifi ed in the two rodents. In the present study,fi
detailed AR distribution was immunohistochemically examined in serial paraformalde-
hyde-fixed sections of the SCN and compared between hormonally manipufi lated rats
and mice. The current results demonstrated that AR expression in the SCN is up-
regulated by dihydrotestosterone treatment in both castrated rodents and clarifi ed fi
that enhanced AR expression in the rat SCN is localized to the shell part (output part),
making a sharp contrast with prominent AR expression in the core part (input part)
of the mouse SCN. Our observation strongly suggests that the species diff erence in ef-ff
fects of clock-controlled androgen secretion on circadian rhythmicity is attributable to 
the species difference in expression and localization of AR in the SCN. Androgff en might 
be regarded as a species-dependent "clock-controlled clock modifi er".fi
( COI: No )

P1-351
Circadian Rhythm in Skin
Morohashi, Keita1; Okano, Junko1; Kojima, Hideto2; Terashima, Tomoya2; 
Katagi, Miwako2; Nakae, Yuki2; Udagawa, Jun1（1Shiga. Univ. Med. Sci., Shiga,
Japan; 2Shiga. Univ. Med. Sci., Shiga, Japan）

Animals evolved endogenous timing clocks called circadian rhythms (~24 hours) 
to adapt external environment. Circadian rhythm is controlled by core clock genes 
(Bmal1, Clock, Period1/2/3, and Cryptochrome1/2), among which Bmal1 and Clock
act as master　regulators. Although biological functions of circadian rhythm are well-
studied in the central nervous system as well as various peripheral tissues, its role
in skin remains unclear. Here, we report epidermal cells isolated from mice show
circadian changes in the gene expression of the core clock genes, and this endogenous
rhythm in skin is independent of one in the central nervous system. In addition, we
show that transepidermal water loss (TEWL), a reflection of the skin barrier function, fl
rhythmically changes throughout a day. Taken together, these results indicated that
circadian rhythm in skin regulated the physiological function of skin.
( COI: No )

P1-352
Effects of oxidative stress on circadian rhythm in vitro MEF from 
PER2::LUC mouse
Yokota, Aya; Haraguchi, Atsushi; Shinozaki, Ayako; Shibata, Shigenobu

（Laboratory of Physiology and Pharmacology, School of Advanced Science and 
Engineering, Waseda University, Tokyo Japan）

Oxidative stress is produced by reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can aff ect theff
physiological function of cellular proteins, lipids, nucleic acids and other macromolecu-
lar substances. Recent studies have focused on circadian-regulated energy metabolism,
redox state, and intracellular ROS in living system and disease such as cancer and
metabolic syndrome. However, how the circadian system responds to oxidative stress
has not understood completely, and we have to reveal it. To clarify this question, we
investigated the relationships between circadian rhythm and oxidative stress (H2O2 
0.2 mM) produced at various points (CT 4, 8, 16, 20 and 22) in mouse embryonic 
fi broblast (MEF) cells from PER2::LUC mouse. We demonstrated thafi t each exposure
time point to oxidative stress droved the phase shifts (advance and delay), and shift 
direction were dependent on exposed timings. In addition, oxidative stress led to cell
death in a time-dependent manner, which was consistent with the time-dependent 
phase shift. Furthermore, we found that H2O2 application caused amplitude reduction 
at a certain time point. Some kinase inhibitors (PKA inhibitor and CaMKII inhibitor) 
protected stress-induced reduction of amplitude. It is suggested that oxidative stress
may be involved in CaMKII stress response pathway. Thus, the relationship between
circadian clock and oxidative stress was strongly suggested, and it is necessary to
continue to search for a signaling cascade on the phase shift and amplitude reduction
due to oxidative stress.
( COI: No )

P1-353
Effects of aging on the peripheral clock gene expression rhythms 
Takatsu, Yuta; Tahara, Yu; Shiraishi, Takuya; Kikuchi, Yosuke; Yamazaki, Mayu;
Shibata, Shigenobu（Laboratory of Physiology and Pharmacology, School of 
Advanced Science and Engineering, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan）

In mammals, aging causes the disruption in sleep-wake cycles and the decline in neural
activity rhythms in the SCN, suggesting that these changes are provided by age-
related decline in clock gene expression rhythms. In this study, we reported age-
related changes in clock gene expression rhythms in peripheral tissues using in vivo 
imaging system. We observed expression rhythms of PER2, one of the clock genes, 
in the kidney, liver, and submandibular glands of young and aged mice carrying with
PER2::LUCIFERASE knock-in. We focused on the character and speed of the response
to the entraining stimuli including light, food, and restraint stress. Regarding to light 
entrainment, the results demonstrated no diff erences in amplitude and phase of PER2ff
in peripheral tissues between young and aged mice, although the decline in amplitude
of the behavioral rhythms was observed in aged mice. For the entrainment to restraint
stress, there were no diff erences similarly. However, regarding to food entrainment,ffff
the phase of aged mice advanced more quickly than that of young mice only in the g
submandibular glands. In addition, expression levels of adrenergic receptors in the
submandibular glands were reduced in aged mice compared to young mice. Thus,
the present fi ndings suggested that, in the submandibular glands of aged micfi e, food
entraining signals became dominant signal corresponded with the reduction in adrenal
signal. 
( COI: No )

P1-354
A Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer Biosensor for TAK1
activity
Takaoka, Saori; Matsuda, Michiyuki; Kamioka, Yuji（Dept. of Path. and Biol. of Dis.,
Grad. Sch. of Med., Kyoto Univ）

The stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK) signaling cascade evokes various cellular
responses, such as apoptosis, diff erentiation and inflff  ammation, under various cellularfl
stresses. Here, we report a fl uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based bio-fl
sensor that responds to various stresses. A FRET biosensor "3592NES" was found
to respond to stress-inducing reagents such as anisomycin, tumor necrosis factor-α, 
and interloikin1-β. Among various inhibitors for protein kinases, we found that an 
inhibitor against TGF-β activated kinase 1 (TAK1), 5z-7-oxozeaenol, markedly sup-
pressed the stress-induced increase of FRET ratio in 3592NES-expressing cells. Fur-
thermore, siRNAs against TAK1 also abrogated the stress-induced response of the
3592NES-expressing cells, indicating that 3592NES monitors the TAK1 activity. To
examine whether 3592NES can monitor TAK1 activity in physiological contexts, we 
established Lewis lung carcinoma 3LL cells that stably express 3592NES. When the
3592NES-expressing 3LL cells were co-cultured with macrophages and stimulated
with polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (poly I:C), we observed increase in FRET ratio and 
induction of apoptosis. We also live-imaged 3592NES-expressing 3LL cells that were
implanted subcutaneously into mice by two-photon excitation microscopy. High FRET
signal was observed in tumor cells locating the periphery of tumor mass. These ob-
servations suggest that 3592NES is a versatile biosensor that monitors stress-induced 
TAK1 activation during infl ammation and tumor development both in vitro and in fl
vivo.
( COI: No )
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P1-355
Sex-related difference in exponents of Stevens' power law
Saho, Masumi1; Ogiso, Nao1; Kuroda, Saya1; Tokumaru, Osamu2; 
Eshima, Nobuoki3; Harada, Chizuru4; Yokoi, Isao2（1Sch Nurs, Oita Univ Fac Med, 
Oita, Japan; 2Dept Neurophysiol, Oita Univ Fac Med, Oita, Japan; 3Dept Stat, Oita
Univ Fac Med, Oita, Japan; 4Dept Fund Nurs Sci, Oita Univ Fac Med, Oita, Japan）

Background: The magnitude of sensation is a power function of the intensity of the
stimulus, known as the Stevens' power law. We have reported that the inverse process,
"making stimulus intensity matching to a designated magnitude of sensation", is not
simply an inverse process with the reciprocal exponent (Nishi et al., 2014). The purpose 
of this study is to examine possible sex-related diff erences in exponents of Stevens'ffff
power law in those two matching tasks.
Methods: Subjects were instructed to make judgments of the apparent magnitude of 
sensation of loudness, tone, brightness and angle of the elbow joint (M/F = 30/30).
The magnitude of sensation was quantifi ed by matching numbers to sensory stimulifi
("matching task"). Inversely, intensity of stimuli was matched to natural numbers (0-
100) given ("inverse matching task"). Data were analyzed by a linear mixed-eff ectsff
model.
Results: For all four modalities, matching tasks and inverse matching tasks obeyed
power functions with characteristic exponents (p<0.001). Exponents of inverse match-
ing tasks were not reciprocal to those of matching tasks for all modalities. Exponents 
in males were signifi cantly larger than those in females for brightness both in matfi ch-
ing and inverse matching tasks (p=0.02). 
Conclusions: It is suggested that inverse matching task is not a reciprocal function of 
matching task. There were significant sex-related difffi  erences in exponents in bright-ffff
ness.
( COI: No )




